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PREFACE

This report contains the lectures delivered at the Institute of Nuclear
Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the Uzbek SSR, Tashkent, from 4-18
September 1983 during the first part of the IAEA TC Interregional Training
Course and Study Tour on Neutron Physics and Nuclear Data Measurements with
Accelerators and Research Reactors which was jointly organized by the IAEA and
the USSR State Committee on the Utilization of Atomic Energy, on the recommen-
dation of the Agency's International Nuclear Data Committee.

The main reason for organizing this course was that neutron measurement
techniques are used in many laboratories in developing countries both for
research and for technological applications. Different sources of neutrons
are used for these measurements. Among the most common are neutron generators,
research reactors, charged-particle accelerators of various types and for
various energies, and isotopic neutron sources. The number of such facilities
in laboratories in developing countries is constantly growing, partly with the
support by the Agency's Technical Co-operation Programme. It is a continuous
responsibility of the IAEA to assist these laboratories in the profitable
utilization of these devices in technological research and educational
applications.

The whole programme of the course and the lectures presented in this
report in particular gave an opportunity to the participants to become
acquainted with the latest developments in the field of fast neutron
measurements, in the studies of neutron interactions with nuclei, and in
related technological applications of immediate benefit to their countries.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCTION AND
APPLICATION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

E.S. GUREEV
INP AS Uzbek SSR,
Tashkent, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Methods of the production of radioactive isotopes using charged particle

accelerators, neutron irradiation in reactors, and extraction from the fission

products of heavy elements are described.

The discovery of natural and then artificial radioactivities

has led in a relatively short period of time to the creation of
powerful nuclear energetics and, at the same time, to the wide use of
radioactive isotopes in industry, science, engineering, and parti-
cularly in medicine.

The useful radioactive isotopes are prepared by means of char-

ged particle accelerators, by neutron irradiation in nuclear reac-
tors end by recovery from the fission products of heavy elements.

At present the short-lived isotopes are produced on a mass
scale in neutron fluxes of (2 10 12-4.1013) n/(cm2 .s) with exposures

of 1.4-2, 5, 21, 42, 63, 100 hours and longer, 40 items of such

isotopes being produced regularly.

The relatively short-lived isotopes required in large amounts

(32 p, 13 1I,etc.), as well as the long-lived isotopes,are produced in

special reactors with high neutron flux densities.

In addition to the most common ( n, y) reaction the (n,p ) and
( n, ) nuclear reactions and the secondary nuclear reactions with

tritons and protons are employed to prepare a number of isotopes in

a reactor. The advantage of these reactions lies in possibility of

preparing carrier-free sources. Three of those reactions proceeding

with thermal neutrons have been used for a long time to prepare

such important isotopes as tritium, 1C and 35. They are 6Li(n,c )

3H, 14N( np )16C and 35C1( np ) 3 5 S.

A semi-automatic separating plant recently developed for ca-

tching the radioactive carbon produced in the irradiation of nit-

rogen and for separating it in the form of barium carbonate per-

mits approximately 100 Ci/yr of 14C with a specific activity up to

250mCi/g to be produced.

The threshold (n,p ) reactions have been employed to prepare

a number of carrier-free isotopes, in particular, 32 P from sulfur,

58Co from nickel, 5MIn from iron, etc.

In all these cases the elements are chemically separated after

irradiation to isolate the isotope of interest from the target ma-

terial and the radioactive impurities.

Some isotopes are prepared on the basis of the secondary reac-

tions occuring in composite targets. Thus, tritium nuclei are pro-

duced in a target containing lithium and oxygen (lithium carbonate)

by the 6L ( n,oc )3H reaction. The produced tritium nuclei have, in

turn,a sufficient energy to induce the 160(t,n)18 reaction. The

identical method has been developed for preparing 28M by the 26Mg

( t,p ) 28 reaction in a target containing magnesium and lithium.

The use of isotope-rich targets in one of the ways for produ-

cing radioisotopes with high specific activity and high radioi-

sotopic purity. This method has been recently used moreand more wi-

dely to produce 42K, 51Cr, 55e, 59Fe, 69Zn and other isotopes,

in particular, for medical injection purposes. At present about 90%'

of regularly produced radioactive isotopes are prepared by neutron

irradiation in reactors.

Using charged-particle accelerators it is possible to prepa-

re the majority of radioisotopes now in use, but it is simpler

to prepare most of them in nuclear reactors where they are produced

on a large scale.

However, some radioactive isotopes either cannot be prepared

in nuclear reactors or their production in reactors is inefficient.

These are neutron-deficient isotopes produced by reactions with

charged particles usually in cyclotrons which represent the most

high-current accelerators of particles vrith a required energy. Owing

to this the above isotopes are named cyclotron isotopes. Thus, the

reactor and cyclotron methods of isotope production make a pair,

but with some exceptions compete with each other. The important fe-7



8 ature and advantage of both the cyclotron isotopes and those pre-

pared in a reactor by the threshold and secondary reactions are

that they have in most cases a chemical nature differing from that

of irradiated target material. Therefore they can be isolated from

the target with no carrier, i.e. in such a form when all atoms of

the given isotope are radioactive. This makes it possible to prepa-

re the required sources with a high specific activity.

The intensive investigations directed to development of the

cyclotron methods for producing radioisotopes, to selection of opti-

mal cyclotron operating conditions for producing different isotopes,

to development of mechanized targets, etc. allowed in a short time

the isotope nomenclature to be increased up to 60 and their regular

production to be organized. 22-lAcV proton and deuteron beams as well

as 44-MeV alpha-particles are used in the cyclotron production of

radioisotopes.

The method of processing materials irradiated in a reactor or

cyclotron, of recovering high-activity isotopes free from a carrier

and radioisotope impurities and preparing labelled compounds and

special sources has been developed and improved. If at first simple,

mainly inorganic, compounds were produced, later on the methods of

preparing hundreds of complex labelled organic compounds, pharmaceu-

tical, biologically-active and therapeutic-diagnostic preparations

including sterile and apyrogenic injection solutions were developed.

Practically all the up-to-date techniques of radiochemistry

and organic chemistry are applied to isolation of labelled compounds

and various special radioactive sources from targets, to their pro-

duction and purification. For this purpose the Soviet scientists have

intensively developed the theoretical problems of adsorption, cocry-

stallization, solvent extraction, chromatography, isotopic exchan-

ge and other special methods as applied to the isotope separation

and isolation, and to the production of radioactive sources.

The simple and reliable precipitation technique was conventi-

onally used in the technology of radioactive source preparation. Af-

ter the mathematical theory of equilibrium solvent extraction sys-

tems and the methods of calculation of extraction apparatus design

have been developed and the mechanism of solvent extracting micro-

quantities of a substance from aqueous solutions has been studied,

it became possible to apply widely and efficiently the extraction

method to separation of many isotopes from targets irradiated in

a reactor or a cyclotron.

Recently a certain attention has been drawn to developing

"generators" of short-lived isotopes. The delivery of short-lived

isotopes to users, especially long-distance transportation, leads

to a great loss in activity and,therefore,makes no sense in many

cases. These difficulties can be overcome using isotopic generators,

i.e. systems containing two isotopes: a long-lived, parent isotope

and a short-lived, daughter one; the latter car be repeatedly sepa-

rated in situ as it is accumulated. The task involved selection of

suitable pairs of the isotopes, development of a fast and simple

method of separating the required isotope and designing of the
generator. The generators of 132, 99mT, 90y 87mSc 6Ga have be-

en developed and development of other short-lived isotopes genera-

tors is in progress.

The systematic investigations of the physical-chemical proper-

ties, of industrial separation methods and development of the flow

sheet for separation and reparation of pure 106 9 5Zr, 131I,

144Ce, 147p, 9 y, 9Sr, 137Cs, 99Te and other radioisotopes were

initiated in the fifties.

The waste solution of nuclear industry amounts of which are

large enough to provide the continuous production and the required

output of the above isotopes for their wide use in national economy

is the basic material, a supplier of fission fragment elements.

Taking into account the composition of solutions contaminated

by impurity cations of corrosion nature the technology of producing

the fragment elements provides for a stage of their concentration

through coprecipitation with such a carrier, as ferric hydroxide,

with a subsequent conversion of the concentrate into nitric acid

solution containing strontium, cerium, promethium, yttrium, zir-

conium, niobium, ruthenium. At this stage the radioactive isotopes

of caesium and technetium are converted in alcaline decantate from

where they are recovered by adsorption with inorganic sorbents or

lone change resins: nickel ferrocyanide in case of caesium and

organic resins in case of technetium.



The nitrate concentrate containing elements of the second and

third groups as well as zirconium, niobium and ruthenium is treated

by use of the precipitation-extraction flow sheet. The most promising

long-lived elements,cerium, promethium and strontium, are separated

from the bulk of the impurities either by precipitation with a car-

rier (calcium) in the form of oxalates with a subsequent isolation

of the strontium in the form of anhydrous nitrate or by solvent extra-

ction. The use of efficient extractants makes it possible to extract

practically the whole of strontium and rare-earth elements from the

nitrate mixture of isotope.

The further separation of rare-earth elements is carried out

by the solvent extraction with tributyl phosphate-nitric acid sys-

tem. The strontium and the calcium are separated, the calcium being pu-

rified from barium impurities, lead and other elements also by sol-

vent extraction technique. The purity of prepared sources of long-

lived fragment elements is rather high. The purification factor

of strontium from cerium is 104-105, that from promethium and other

trivalent rare-earth elements being 102-103. At the final processing

stages the promethium enrichment is 106 relative to cerium and 10

with respect to other rare-earth elements, in particular, to sama-

rium and neodymium. The yields of above elements amount to 95-98%.

The numerous investigations on development of radioisotope

ionizing radiation sources of different types, sizes and ratings

have been performed.

High-power beta- and gamma-sources based on 6Co, 137C

and 9 0Sr are used in irradiation apparatus for investigation of ra-

diation chemistry processes, irradiation sterilization, and in

experimental irradiators. Kilocurie isotopic thermal units of dif-

ferent types and purposes have been recently developed on the ba-

sis of alpha- and beta - active isotopes, some units being produ-

ced in lots.

Isotopic X-ray sources have been developed; sources for remo-

val of electrostatic charges, a variety of sources for radioisotopic

instrumentation designed for process monitoring, inspection and

calibration of radiometric and dosimetric apparatus, including

reference sources, have been developed and are in production; the

production of "Mossbauer" sources has started.

Neutron-deficient, or cyclotron, isotopes are produced mainly in

nuclear reactions with charged particles. These isotopes can be

separated from a target without carrier. High specific activity and

a high radioisotopic purity is a feature of the sources of cyclo-

tron isotopes.

There are a number of specific requirements to a cyclotron

designed for industrial production of radioisotopes. These requi-

rements are reduced, in general, to necessity of developing high-

efficient methods of isotope production with using mechanization

and automatization of radiation hazardous works.

The amount of radioactive isotope produced in an irradiated ta-

rget is defined by the relationship

A = &BIi (1)

where A is the activity, E is the coefficient determining

a loss of the isotope in the course of the target irradiation

( -. 1), B is the yield of the isotope for a thick target,
I is the beam current, d is the time of irradiation, t' T7

The coefficient £ depends on properties of irradiated materi-

al, cooling method, design of the target, and power of particle

beam.

An important requirement to the cyclotron is a possibility of
attaining high currents of accelerated particles to ensure a high

efficiency of the cyclotron. This is provided mainly by minimizing

the loss of particles in the course of their acceleration at the

cost of eliminating the vertical instability of the beam.
195

Preparation of 95Au and its use in activation analysis

The radioactive tracers: gold-195 and gold-199 separated

and concentrated mainly by solvent extraction methods are widely used

in chemical and radiochemical investigations, in particular in

works of analytical type. The problem of extracting and concentrating

gold from solutions of hydrochloric and nitric acids is met in

practice.

The technique of extraction-chromatOgraphic concentration,

purification and separation of radioisotopes has been developed and

possibility of preparing the carrier-free radioactive gold-195 in a9



radiochemically pure form,from platinum irradiated by neutron flux in

a nuclear reactor has been investigated in our laboratory taking

into account the above problem.

In so doing, we aimed to develop a simple flow sheet of sepa-

rating the isotope of interest comparatively quickly and with a

high yield. The separated isotope is subsequently used for quan-

titative neutron-activation high-sensitive analysis of gold in

individual samples of ore-bearing rock.

This task has been solved with success. The radiochemical

separation of gold-195 and gold-199 from the irradiated platinum

matrix was made by extraction-chromatographic method in columns

filled with fine polytetraflucroethylene (PIPE) powder coated with

tri-n-octylamine as a fixed organic phase. The technique of coating

an inert carrier by organic phase was developed in the laboratory.
The irradiated targets were dissolved in aqua regia with hea-

ting. The solution was transferred into the column and passed thro-
ugh the working layer with a certain flow rate. The choice of elu-

ents for purification of gold in the column depends on composition

of microimpurities in the initial material. 1M solution of thiou-

rea was used for the gold elution.

The produced carrier-free sources of gold were then applied in

developing the neutron-activation method of analysis for gold con-

tent of ore,

The comparison between resultsof assay and activation analy-

sys shows a sufficient reliability of the suggested method of

gold content determination.

Preparation of cobalt-57

The favourable nuclear-physical properties of the radioactive

cobalt-57 underlie its wide use in X-ray radiometric and X-ray

spectral equipment.

Rigid requirements are laid to purity of radionuclide, espe-

cially in using it as a "Uossbauer" source. The most advantageous

reactions of its preparation are the following.

Separation of cobalt-57 from irradiated nickel matrices is reduced

to separation of the trace amounts of the required isitope produ-

ced in irradiating a starting target from the gram amounts of

nickel (matrix material), radioactive impurities producedboth from

the target material and from inactive impurities in nickeljas well

as to purification of cobalt-57 from the associated reagent mic-

roimpurities.

An extraction-chromatographic express method for separation,

concentration and purification of cobalt-57 produced by proton

irradiation of nickel matrices has been developed in the labo-

ratory.

The.method is based on extractability of cobalt into organic

phase (tri-n-octylamine) from solutions concentrated with nickel

and hydrochloric acid.

In consequence of investigating the solvent extraction and

extraction-chromatographic behaviour of cobalt and such microimpu-

rities, as copper, iron, zink, nickel, which are controllable in

evaluating the purity of cobalt-57 sources in the system: tri-n-

octylamine-hydrochloric acid,optimal conditions of sorption and

elution of cobalt-57 on extraction-chromatographic columns with

tri-n-octylamine as an organic phase have been established.

The concentration of the isotope is performed in the course

of sorption; its purification from microimpurities and contamina-

ting salts is conducted by washing the column with solutions

of hydrochloric acid of different concentrations.

The cobalt-57 is eluted from the column with 3M hydrochloric

acid.

In developing the technique the purification of starting

materials from controllable microimpuritics and inactive cobalt

was specified to ensure a high specific activity of the separated

isotope and its radiochemical purity.

Radioisotope generator of indium-113m

Indium-113m as a short-lived isotope of the generator type

is used not only in medical-biological investigations, but it

also serves as a good standard for measuring activity of some short-

lived radionuclides.

The static and dynamic mechanisms of solvent extraction and

extraction-chromatographic behaviour of indium, antimonium and

tin in the systemof tri-n-oetylamine-mineral acids have been studied

by using radiotracers.



An optimal regime for sorption of tin under dynamic conditions,
maximum capacity of extractant to sorbed element, conditions of
indium and antimonium elution, optimal parameters and operating
conditions of the working column have been determined.

The natural mixture of tin isotopes as well as tin enriched

with tin-112 were used as targets.

The qualitative and quantitative compositions of impurity

elements in the used targets were determined in advance by neutron

activation method with the help of extraction chromatography.

The radiochemical flow sheet of indium separation from anti-

monium and tin was developed and tested with imitating mixtures

and taken as a basis for indium-113 radioisotope generator.

The purification of the matrix material from associated con-

trollable microimpurities was envisaged at the state of the gene-

rator preparation and charging.

The indium-113m extracted from the generator has high speci-

fic and volume activities, high radiochemical, isotopic and che-

mical purity quite corresponding to the requirements imposed on the

isotope.

The generator is characterized by stability of operating

parameters during long-term use.

THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF REACTIONS
WITH FORMATION OF NEUTRONS
ON THE IAE CYCLOTRON

E.A. KUZ'MIN
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The fast neutron time-of-flight spectrometer used at the IAE cyclotron is

described. The procedure of data processing and the method of the error

propagation are explained. The spectrometer was used for investigation of the
neutron formation in (alpha,6Li), (alpha,7Li) reactions at energies of 8.6

and 11.2 HeV. The results obtained and their comparison with published data

are presented.

I. INTRODUCT'ION

For the past 50 years from the moment of discovery of neutron

paramount changes have taken place both in the understanding of

mechanisms of nuclear reactions with neutron participations and

in the method of such a reaction research. In the recent years

the interest has appeared in the study of complex nucleus interac-

tions of energies of several tenth's of megaelectronvolts per

nucleon, which is connected with appearance of new accelerators ma-
king it possible to carry out fundamental investigations of nuclear

reactions within a wider range of projectile nucleus energies and
masses. On the other hand, in connection with the studying of vari-

ous models of controlled thermonuclear reactors the sphere of de-

mands for nuclear data is being widened and requirements for their

accuracy are being increased. This has resulted in creation of

complicated multiparametric neutron recording systems, brought

into being on the basis of accelerators or reactors and up-to-da-

te systems of data storage and processing.

11



12 2. PAST NEUTRON SPECTROMETER ON THE BASIS
OP IAE CYCLOTRON

To obtain a complete experimental information on a reaction

with the neutron yield one needs to measure the energy spectra

at different angles about the incident particles beam. The most

perfect method of measurement of fast neutron energy spectra is

the time-of-flight method, in which an energy is determined by

the time of a neutron flight of the distance from a target or a

scattering sample to a detector. In practice it is accomplished by

measuring the time interval between the pair of pulses, one of

which corresponds to the moment of particles escape from the tar-

get (a base pulse), the second ones to the moment of neutron re-

gistration by a detector. Therefore, it is clear, that in using

the time-of-flight method the pulsed accelerators (cyclotrons or

pulsed electrostatic accelerators) have more advantages, which

make it possible to do without creation of a complicated system

for determining the moment of the particle escape from the target.

The IAE one and a half-meter cyclotron has been put into ope-

ration in 1947 [1] . For the past years it has been modernized re-

peatedly and at the present time it represents an isochronous cyc-

lotron enabling ions with mass up to 20 to be accelerated. The use

of modified ion source worked out to obtain multiple-charged li-

thium and beryllium ions, with a powerful pulse power supply sys-

tem, together with minimizing the ion losses in accelerating and

escape made it possible to obtain multiple-charged ion beams of

high intensity. The wide range of ion energies of all stable iso-

topes from hydrogen through neon (from 1 to 15 MeV/nucleon),high

intensities of the multiple-charged ions external beam, the pul-

se character of the accelrated particle beam (the pulses time du-

ration is 2 - 10 ns), all these allow the given IAE cyclotron

to be used for researches of a wide range of reactions with the

neutron yield.

When creating a time-of-flight fast neutron spectrometer

one needs to solve problems of measurement of lov time intervals

with a high accuracy, stability of the installation operation,

shielding from a background radiation, etc. Usually such a spec-

trometer consists of a fast scintillation detector with a shiel-

ding and electronic system of the signals processing and measu-

rement results storage.

The basis of measuring-computing complex of the IAE cyclo-

tron is two computers EC-1010 and CAMAC standard equipment [21 .

Each of the computers has the 64 kilobyte main memory, units

on magnetic disks and tapes, input-output devices. The CAIAC

multiple system interface unit is a part of the computer to con-

nect with an experimental equipment. The complex consists of

two parallel-operating measuring systems with possible connec-

tion of peripheral measuring stations to them as well as proces-

sing of data obtained in the off-line regime. To lessen a dead-

time of the system in performing operations of collection, sor-

ting and storage these functions are divided due to a buffer

memory accomplishing data acquisition and accumulation. This per-

mitted the recording efficiency to be increased by approximately

4 times. In the worked out system the dead time, when measuring

three-parametric events, amounts to 23 )ls.

The described IAE fast neutron spectrometer was designed on

the basis of the IAE isochronous cyclotron and the measuring-compu-

ting complex. It is designed for experimental investigations of a

wide class of nuclear reactions with the neutron yield within the

energy range of 1-100 MeV.

2.1. Neutron Detector

In the IAE spectrometer the detector of particles is a scinti-

llation counter on the basis of a photomultiplier and an organic

scintillator. When selecting the scintillation for a time-of-flight

spectrometer its main parameter is a low de-excitation time ne-

eded for obtaining a high resolution time. This confines the cir-

cle of scintillators practicable for employment to several types

of organic and plastic scintillators. On the other hand the nece-

ssity of neutrons identification in conditions of intense gamma-

background existing practically in all measurements limits even

more the selection of scintillators potential for use. Por fast

neutron spectrometers with identification of particles use is

made of stilbene crystals and certain types of liquid organic

scintillators NE-213, NE-218, NE-230 being more convenient for

fabrication of scintillators of a more complicated shape or larger

size. The stilbene crystal of a cylindrical form of the size

of 50x50 mm2 is employed in the IAE spectrometer.



Fast photomultipliers are used for scintillation counters

recording the time of particles hit with the accuracy up to

tenth parts of nanosecond. At the optimal selection of the de-

tector design tne multiplier photocathode diameter should be

close to the scintillation diameter, which improves the collec-

tion of light from scintillations and decreases its losses. In

the detector under consideration the fast photomultiplier FEU-30
is placed with the photocathode diameter of 50 mm.

2,2, Scintillation Detector Efficiency

When determining the true neutron flux one needs the know-

ledge of a detector's efficiency, i.e. the ratio of amount of

recorded neutrons to amount of neutrons hiting the detector.

The accurate knowledge of efficiency can be obtained by means of

special measurements. However, taking into account great experi-

mental difficulties in making such measurements with a high accu-

racy, in the majority of cases use is made of the calculated effi-

ciency value. At the energy up to 10 MeV the main process of ne-

utron registration is an elastic scattering on hydrogen nuclei

with subsequent detection of recoil protons. At higher energies

the reactions on carbon nuclei being a part of organic scintilla-

tors begin to affect the neutron efficiency value.

For the IAE spectrometer the calculation of neutron efficien-

cy with energy from 0.1 to 50 MeV was carried out by the Monte-

Carlo method with the BESM-6 computer according to the special
FORTRAN-program [3,43 . The allowance for various channels of ne-

utron interactions with hydrogen and carbon was performed with

the aid of evaluated data of reaction cross-sections, taken

from nuclear data libraries. For certain reactions the new eva-

luation of cross-sections was carried out according to results

of experimental works published recently. The feature of effi-

ciency calculations for the detector with a stilbene crystal is

the necessity of accounting for dependence of light output on

the direction of recoil protons. In the calculations use was

made of the empiric dependence of light output P (E,e) for

the recoil proton with energy £ , moving at an angle & relative
to the crystal axis J4,5] P&(, ) [. B ) E 3/a cxp
(0.016i'3/2-0.021 °0'9) where &6) = 0.176. (1-0.311 sin2 )- 1/ 2 .

Pig.1. The scintillation detector efficiency E with the 50x50ms 2

atilbene crystal depending on the neutron energy. The recor-
ding threshold is 800 keV.

Fig. 1 presents the results of calculation of neutron effi-

ciency by the detector with cylindrical stilbene crystal with

the size of 50x50 mm2 when its axis was installed along the li-

nes of incidence of the neutron beam. The dotted line marks the

contribution due to processes of n-p scattering. It is well seen

that at the increase in neutron energy the contribution of pro-

cesses with participation of carbon nuclei becomes predominant.

The analysis of calculation results made it possible to single

out reactions giving a certain contribution to different ranges

of neutron energies. At the neutron energies from 8 to 14 LeV

this is the reaction 12C( nt, c )9Be, from 14 to 22 MeV,

the reaction 120( , /L)30, , and from 22 to 50 MeV, the reac-

tions 12C (,t)3 and 12C ( t, h )11B.

To calculate errors of measurement results one needs to know

the accuracy of the used detector efficiency. When takng measure-

ments of absolute values of reaction cross-sections the error

due to the efficiency uncertainty markedly exceeds quite often

the error due to inaccuracy of all other parameters, If the calcu-

lated efficiency is used then its error depends on the statistical

accuracy of Monte-Carlo calculations and nuclear data employed.

In our conditions the statistical accuracy of calculations amoun-

ted to J3Xp. The nuclear data inaccuracy contribution was detenni-



14 ned by the used reactions cross-section variation method within
the limits of experimental errors and possible evaluation variants.

The obtained errors of efficiency are also given in Pig.1 at se-

veral neutron energies. At the neutron energy below 10 MeY the

error does not exceed 5%X. With the increase of energy up to 50

UeV the error value rises to 20C4 whica is explained by a low accura-
cy of nuclear data available in this energy region.

2.3. Calibration of Detector Threshold

The detector's efficiency value depends upon the registrati-

on threshold, i.e. the minimum energy of recoil protons recorded.

To determine this threshold the calibration of measuring equip-

ment should be performed in energy units of the recorded par-

ticles. The absence of simple monoenergetic neutron sources for-

ces us to employ indirect calibration methods based on recording

of other sort particles obtained by means of accessible sources,

and on scaling of the obtained threshold value with the aid of

ratio of light outputs for these particles and protons.

The calibration of the IAE spectrometer is accomplished ac-

cording to spectra of Compton electrons, obtained in irradiating

the scintillation detector by sources of r-radiation of the kno-

wn energy (2Na, 6Co, 137Cs). As a calibration point use was

made of the middle of Compton spectrum decay, of the maximum

energy of which Eema, connected with the incident gamma-

radiation energy Er by the ratio Eemax2 Ea / (mc 2 +2 EY ).

where m is the electron mass. The threshold value obtained is

recalculated into units of recoil proton energy by means of the

ratio between the light output in the stilbene for electrons

and protons,

t'he other method can determine the threshold of recording

system directly according to the time spectrum of neutrons, where

defining the maximum time-of-flight of recorded neutrons one

can assess their minimum energy.

The threshold value in measurements on the IAE cyclotron amo-

unted to 0,5-1.5 MeV depending on experimental conditions and the

problem under solution. The uncertainty of the energy threshold

value was estimated by means of the results disagreement obtained

by both methods and came up to 10%.

2.4. The detector Shielding

To reduce a detector sensitivity to a background induced by

scattering of a neutron beam on measuring hall walls the scintil-

lation detector was placed into a shield [6] . At highly chan-

ging background depending on the reaction under investigation or

an unknown background distribution in the hall the optimal is

a spherical shape shielding at which the value of background wea-

kening does not depend on the direction of the particle incidence

on the shield. It is such a shape that has been chosen to shield

the scintillation detector of the fast neutron spectrometer.

When choosing the shield material it was borne in mind that with

the increasing of neutron energy the shield efficiency based on
hydrogen-containing materials drops due to decrease in the it-p

scattering cross-section. Therefore, the multilayer shield has

been chosen (Fig.2), the external layer of which was made of

iron. In this layer of the 150-mm thickness the absorption of

fast neutrons or the decrease in their energy takes place, mainly

a)
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Pig.2. a) Spherical protection.

1 - detector; 2 - (Pe) shielding layer,

(borated polyethylene), 4 - collimator.
3 - shielding layer

b) Dependence of attenuation factor k of the neutron flux
for the opherical shielding on energy.

due to inelastic interaction processes. The 250-mm borated poly-

ethylene layer is the following. The third iron shield layer is
an additional shield against gamma-rays originating in the first
layer. The cylindrical shape of this layer has been chosen to
ensure the detector installation and an input collimator. The ex-



ternal diameter or the entire spherical shield is 950 mm. The inter-

nal diameter of the cylindrical channel is 110 mm, defining the

maximum possible diameter of the scintillation detector.

The dependence of neutrons attenuation coefficient of the

worked-out multilayer shield upon energy was calculated by means

of neutron absorption macroscopic factors. Pig.2 shows the calcu-

lation results. With the increase of neutron energy the attenua-

tion coefficient decreases smoothly from 6x10 3 at 1 HeV to 42

at 10 UeV. At neutron energies being less than 5 MeV, where the

main part of background neutron spectrum is located, the attenua-

tion coefficient exceeds 1.5x102,

2.5. Measuring Neutron Hall

It should be noted that the shield design and shape in every
concrete case, are determined, basing on a wide variety of conditi-
ons. Main among them are the energy range of neutrons under in-

vestigation, the required attenuation value and the background ra-

diation intensity. In measuring neutron spectra by the time-
of-flight method the detector is removed from the target at a

considerable distance and the background near the detector is
determined by scattered on the walls neutrons and gamma-quanta

as well as by radiation from the charged particle beam transpor-

tation system. Therefore, the optimum design and the shield shape

depends strongly on measuring hall sizes and location of the de-

tector in it. Shield shapes being most highly distinguished from

the spherical one are used in studying the neutron scattering,

where the main is shielding of the detector from the primary beam

of neutrons bombarding a sample.

TAhe measurement of neutron spectra on the IAE cyclotron

by the time-of-flight method is accomplished in the measuring

hall of 13x10x4m3 in size (Pig.3). The spherical shield with the

detector is placed on a movable base which can move relative to

the target center located nearby. The control of the shield's

movement with the detector is accomplished remotely. The range

of potential measurements of angles comes up to 0 -160° , and

the flight path can vary from 2 through 6 m, The height of de-

tector location above the floor level is 1.7 m.

l1g.3. Measuring neutron hall.
1 - the system of transportation of accelerated particle
beam; 2 - target; 3 - detector with shielding.

2.6. Data Recordinjf System

In Fig.4 presented is the simplified circuit of the fast

neutron spectrometer used at the TAE. The spectrometer consists

of a pulse-shape discriminator (PSD) with time disoriminators, a

charge-digital converter (CDC), two time-digital converters

(TDC) and a discriminator of reference pulses from HP of the cyc-

lotron. All the units were made in the CAhAU standard and con-

nected through a buffer memory with the computer EC -1010 in

which data sorting and storage are performed.

c c

S.D

HF~~~~~~~ 
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U

15 igi.4. Block diagram of the time-of-flight neutron spectrometer.



16 To separate pulses from neutrons and gamma-quanta use is

made of the pulse shape discrimination method based on the fact

that in interacting the recoil-proton with the scintillator sub-

stance the relative contribution of a slow component to the scin-

tillation intensity is higher than for electrons generated at

the record of background gamma-radiation, Time diagrams explai-

ning the principle of shape discrimination and the disorimina-

tor operation, are presented in Fig,5. In the PSD an active dif-

ferentiation of the ES? dynode pulse is accomplished with the

time constant of 0.5 uas, corresponding to the maximu difference

of t and te intervals (Fig.5), and the pulse is generated,

corresponding to the moment of intersection of a zero line by a bi-

polar signal [131.

i

4,

a
L)

Pulse pairs corresponding to momenta of particle recording
and to the moment of intersection of zero line by the bipolar

signal, arrive in the TDO "start" and "stop" inputs. The distri-

butions obtained from this converter have the form presented in

Pig.5d. A simple differential discriminator generating logic

signals corresponding to the chosen kind of particles is often

used to separate neutrons and gamma-quanta. In the IAE spectro-

meter the separation is accomplished according to two-dimensional

spectrum formed from TDC-1 signals and CDC signals, giving an

amplitude spectrum of radiation recorded, The analogous procedu-

re is employed in identifying charged particles by the AE-E me-

thod. In the case of neutron separation from background gamma-

quanta by means of the described two-dimensional spectrum, more

optimum neutron discrimination is successfully accomplished with

allowance for both the amplitude dependence of the a-r discriminati-

on parameter and the character of the spectrum recorded.

The recording of time-of-flight spectra is performed by means

of the TDC-2, at whose input pulses corresponding to the moment

of particle incidence to the detector, and reference pulses arrive.

The dimension of the time-of-flight spectra stored is 512 or

1024 channels.

The reference pulses needed for the spectrometer operation, are

generated with the help of a single reference pulse discriminator

(RPD) to whose input a high-frequency voltage is applied from a ca-

pacity divider, connected with the cyclotron. The time inaccuracy

of BPD measured within the entire working range of the lIP cyclot-

ron did not exceed +0.25 ns.

The main technical parameters of the IAE spectrometer recor-

ding system:

- the own resolving time within the dynamic range of

1-50 MeV neutron energies 1 ns;

- the background [-quanta suppression coefficient 104;

- the load capability 104puls/s.

2.7. Experimental Data processing

For experimental data processing the second computer EC-1010

of the measuring-computing complex is used, operating in the "off-

rig.5. Time diagrams of a discriminator operation according to a
pulse shape.
a) The pulse form of PUT current at irradiation of atilbene
crystal by neutrons (1) and gamma-quanta (2).
b) Integrated pulses.
c) Differentiated pulses.
d) The density of probability of time interval distributions
of the tF and t responding to signals from electrons
and recoil protons,

To obtain the signal on the time of particle recording by

the detector the discriminator with the leading edge is instal-

led in the PSD, at the input of discriminator fast signals arri-

ve from the PUT anode. This discriminatorb threshold determines

the spectrometer's recording threshold.



line" regime. The processing consists in substractinn of the back-

ground spectrum (determined by the neutron yield from the target

substrate and the Faraday cylinder) from the measured spectrum,

recalculation of the spectrum from the time-of-flight scale into

the neutron energy scale and calculation of neutron yield absolu-

te crcas-sections.

As it was shown above, in the IAE spectrometer several methods

were employed for the background radiation discrimination. 'he
natural modulation of the cyclotron beam enables the record of ra-
diation not correlated by the bombarding particle beam to be avoi-
ded. The application of -'r discrimination circuit has ruled out
practically completely the record of background gamma-radiation.
The worked out multi-layer shielding has reduced significantly
the efficiency of scattered neutron radiation recording. The me-
asures taken made it possible to decrease essentially the backgro-

und radiation contribution to the neutron spectra measured. For
the majority of reaction with neutron yield studied at the IAE
cyclotron the value of the background under computation did not
exceed 10-20%.

The calculation of neutron kinetic energy E for the time spec-

trum chm&~l K was performed by means of ratio:

S =L/LEZ. *Cr-)c -L]
E = mc? (4 /(4 -) -1)

where: k is the flight path;

Z is the time width spectrometer channel;

k~ is the channel's number of -peak position in the

spectrum;

, is the neutron mass.
While processing continuous neutron distributions from many-

particle partial channels the double differentiation cross-sectio-

ons were calculated by means of the expression:

wC r _ tE AE d t__
do WdE d~ OfE·E(£) ·n *!-s)

where XJis the number of counts in spectrum within the inter-
val AE;

o is the coefficient accounting for dead-time losses;

o eis the one accounting for neutron losses in the discri-

mination circuit;

dcis the detector solid angle;
AEis the neutron energies interval;

OE)ia the neutron detector efficiency;
l is the number of target nuclei per square unit;

- is the bombarding particles flux;

o(E£)is the coefficient accounting for neutron attenuation in

the air and the target chamber.

Por presentation of spectra the selection of neutron energy

intervals AE plays a significant part. The optimum is selection

of E being equal to the energy resolution in the spectrum. the

energy resolution obtained with the time-of-flight method is de-

termined by the energy and time uncertainty of incident particles,

the target thickness and the recording instrument resolution. In

measurements on the IAE cyclotron the main contribution was made

by the time uncertainty of the incident particle beam and the tar-
get thickness influence, and in this case, due to the non-linear

coupling of neutron energy with time-of-flight the contribution

of the former value is the moat significant at high neutron ener-

gies, and the latter one , at low ones. Therefore, the value &E
in the low energy spectrum part is chosen to be equal to the tar-

get energy thickness half; in the high energy spectrum part the

averaging is carriud out according to the number of channels, be-

ing equal to the half of width of micropulses of the accelerated

particle beam. Such a presentation makes it possible to show the

measured spectrum in enough details with insignificant losses of

the spectroscopic information.

In calculating two-particle channel cross-sections -l/ds
according to the area of peaks in spectra the problem is simplifi-

ed, since there is no need to choose the value AE. The value

cdq-/d is calculated by means of an expression analogous to
the given above.

3. MEASUREMENT iRRORS

While determining errors of indirect multiparametric measu-

rements of the value y- = & CrX, .. ) use is made of

the relation y / -2 (1)17



i8 where AY; is the error value of parameter Xi . Vlith the aid
of this expression the errors due to inaccuraties in measurements

of o , ,,o fE) , C, g £E) and cd S are
calculated. If should be noted that the expression (1) was obtai-

ned at expansion of the function j CX4, *, ... .r)
in Fourier series and is accurate only in the case when

fCxf, .... X,.) represents the linear function of parameters,

For other cases one can apply the relation

aY =- t z( ) (2)
SfI

where AYi is the deviation of y from its value at the change in

parameter X, by the value of error 4Ox . The validity condi-

tions of expression (2) is less rigid, here,enough is the oons-

tancy of the valueaf/ax, on the interval j; -a<Xi< X; e iAX;

These features can exert an essential influence on the result of

calculation of the error value at the complicated dependence of

the function i ,, .h) upon parameters. While processing the

time-of-flight neutron spectra such parameters are L and Z the

variation of which results in recalibration of spectra, i.e. in

their non-linear shift in an energy scale.

In processing the neutron spectra obtained at the IAE cyclo-

tron the total error due to parameters oe , oi , cs (E), I
and dS does not exceed 2%. The error due to the inaccuracy

in (E) depends on the neutron energy and amounts to 3-10%. The

accuracy in determining the target thickness comes usually up

to 5-7?. The total error of dc' /ct 2 dE due to h and Z

in accuracies depends upon the spectrum character and for its dif-

ferent parts amounts usually to 1-5%. The statistic error is de-

termined by the duration of exposure, which is chosen in such a

way that the statistic error value does not exceed 10%.

4.EXPERIBMNTAL INVESTIGATIONS OP NEUTRON CHANM0IS OP
ALPHA-PARTICLE INTERACTIONS WITH LITHIUM NUCLEI

The research of neutron channels of interaction of alpha-par-

ticles with lithium nuclei was initiated starting from need for

knowledge of this interaction parameters for practical purposes. Li

is considered as a probable fuel in certain models of controlled

fusion reactors. The advantage of such models is a lack in the cy-

cle of tritium, the radioactivity of which leads to a significant

complication in reactor based on the D-T reaction. In this con-

nection we need knowledge on processes of lithium nuclei interac-

tion with fast alpha-particles, the amount of which in plasma is

usually essential.

Up to now, few data published are available on the experimen-

tal research of neutron channels of interactions of alpha-parti-

cles with 6Li nuclei as well as tLi. In paper [81 the neut-

ron yield was measured with the aid of long counters at the angle

of 0° in relative units within the energy range of the threshold

to 15 MeV. The paper [19 concerns the search of the 9B excited

state with the 1.7-MeV excited energy at the alpha-particle energy

of 14 MeY in the 6Li ( o, h' ) reaction; in this paper neutron

spectra are presented within the range of angles of 15-750 and

their cross-sections are estimated. In the paper [10] , the spec-

trum and angular distributions of neutrons from the 7Li ( oc, n. )
reaction were studied for alpha-particle energies from the thresh-

old to 8 MeV with the aid of the time-of-flight spectrometer.

Neutron yield data, while bombarding thick lithium targets by alpha.

particles, are contained in the paper [11] , which makes it pos-

sible to use them only for rough assessments of the cross-section

values.
The main information in the papers under consideration is

concerned with low-excited states of boron or with the whole neu-

tron spectrum without separation of partial channels. The data

on the contribution of multi-particle channels in the 6Li (o ,- )

reaction and, total cross-sections of neutron formations in this

reaction are practically not available. The performed short review

of data published showed the necessity of the detailed investigat-

ion of neutron partial channels of the 6Li+O and 7Li+c re-

actions at the alpha-particle energies up to 10-11 MeV,

5.MEASURZIENT PROCEDURE

Measurements of cross-sections and angular distributions for

neutron partial channels of alpha-particles and 6Li and 7Li nu-

cleus interactions have been taken at the IAE cyclotron by means

of the above-described neutron spectrometer. In the experiments



use was made of 6Li and 7 Li self-supporting targets with the
1.5 mg/cm2 thickness. Neutron spectra were measured within the

angle range from 10 to 140° for alpha-particle energies of 8.6
UeV and 11.2 MeV at the time-of-flight spectrometer path of 4.5m

and the neutron threshold of 800 keV.

6. 6Li( o, n.. ) REACTION

The neutron generation at the interaction of alpha-particles

with Li nuclei can proceed at alpha-particles energies of above

6.62 MeV, which is explained by the negative energy of the reac-

tion (-3,975 MeV) for a channel with 9 B formation in the ground

state. n

Pig.6 shows the neutron energy spectrum measured.at the angle
of 20° at the energy of 11.2 MeV. On the spectrum well-seen are

the peaks formed at the excitation of various states of the 9B
residual nucleus as well as the continuous spectrum of neutrons

generated in the four-particle channel of the 6Li t. - 2c+tn+p

reaction ( Q =-3.7 MeV). In the spectrum also seen are the neutron
peaks from the 7 Li( C, nt ) reaction proceeding on the 71i impuri-
ty in the Li target. Energy positions of the peaks are indica-

ted with arrows, 'Ihe data on cross-sections and angular distribu-
tions of neutrons from two-particle channels of 6Li(, n)9B for gro-

und and excited (1.6 MeV and 2.36 MeV) states of the 9B residual
nucleus were obtained from the results of peaks treatment from

such spectra.

These data are presented in Pig.7 for alpha-particle energies

of 8.6 heV and 11.2 MeV. T'he angular distribution ror the 9B gro-

~~2 3-~ (1.6)hi (oy)9B (.
.E=1(i2 MeV

1

C

N,

t

0, 40 80 /o ' -0i

A 1, z (= t). 9st

. i \ , =J12 MeV

ig. 6. The energy spectrum of neutrons from the 6Li( o,t. reaction
at the angle of 20° at the aK -particle energy of 11.2 MoV.
Arrows mark peak's positiono, correoponding to various sta-
tes of 9B and 10B, formed in the 7id(oA,* ) reaction due
to 7 Li impurity in the 6 Li target.

19
FIC.?. Neutron angular distributions from the bLi ( oh, ) reaction

in the centre-of-mano system. The smooth curves are approxi-

mation with the aid of Legendre polynomial expansion.



20 und state at a lesser alpha-particle energy is significantly ani-

sotropic and shows the priority neutron yield at low angles. Such

a shape of an angular distribution can indicate the appreciable

contribution of the reaction direct mechanism. Note that such

conclusions have been drawn by the authors ao paper [8J , based

upon the lack of resonances in the excitation function at 0 vwi-

thin the alpha-particles energy range from the threshold to 15 IeV.

At the higher energy of alpha-particles the angular distribu-

tion for the 9B ground state has maximum at the angle of about

90° and changes smoothly, which does not permit any mechanism of the

considered channel to be pointed out unequivocally. Data on the

same channel are contained in the work [9j , where it is shown

that at the 14.4-keV alpha-particle energy the neutron yield cross-

sections in the 6Li ( vo, n ) 9B g.st reaction amount to 1.0+

0.25 mb/sr within the angle range of 15 -60° and to 0.6 mb/sr

for the 15° angle in a laboratory system. When changing these da-

ta into the mass center system the angular distribution shape

will be close to that obtained on the IAE cyclotron, but the cross-

section value is considerably lower, which can be explained by

the decrease in the channel contribution with formation of the 9B

ground state at the increase of the interaction energy.

Data for the 6Li( d,I.) 9B * (1.6MeV) channel were obtained

within the angle range of 15 -750 in the centre-of-mass system

and are also presented in Pig.7. The angular distribution for this

channel neutron has maximum at low ales and drops with the in-

crease of an angle. The existence of B state with the excitation

energy of 1.6 MeV was first reported in the paper [12]. There,with

the help of 10& (3tHe,o )9B reaction, the energy of this state

and its width (' 700 keV) have been measured. The estimation of

the 1.6-MeV state width according to spectra, obtained at the IAE,

gives the value -500 keV, which is in agreement with data of the

paper [12] . The search of this state is attempted in the work

[9] , where the upper limit of cross-section of the 6Li ( , - )

9Bt(1.6 MeV) reaction of 0.1 mb/sr has been gained at the alpha-

particle energy of 14.4 aeV. The disagreement of this paper data

with results obtained at the IAE can be explained by the strong

dependence of the channel cross-section upon energy; on the

other hand, measurements of the work [9] were taken in conditions

of an intensive background from the target substrate, which could

affect the obtained data accuracy.

For the 6Li( o, h )9B ' (2.36MeV) reaction the cross-section

is obtained only for laboratory angles of 10 and 20° (that cor-

responds to angles of 21 and 43° in the centre-of-mass system);

at less values of the laboratory angle, neutrons from this

channel hare an energy below the recording threshold. In the

centre-of-mass system the neutron formation cross-section with

excitation of the 9B 2.36 IeV state came up to 0.8±0.1 mb/sr

for angles of 21 and 43° . On the assumption of isotropy of neutron

yield for this channel the total cross-section calculation gives

the value of 10 mb, however, the small number of experimental

points of the angular distribution makes it impossible to indi-

cate the accuracy of the estimation carried out.

The measured angular distributions were approximated by

means of the Legendre polynomial expansion by the least-square

method: 9 .
l W/dJ = Zr S* & e) (Oi/SP)

The expansion results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Coefficients of IPn(cos 8 ) Legendre polynomial expansion

of neutron angular distributions from 6 Li(oc,I )9B and

7Li( a. )1 B reactions

Alpha- Coofficienta
Reaction particle

channel eneWvy o X X XL R 

Cii.;^ C#lh)'B. 89.6 30o3 44*8 r1i9 - -

',,; &C,, 9.. Ja1. 4.2 4134 2S -2713 
Li' 1AC 9 v(4.C) 11.2 C..to-6 71t.4 5.j 3.441. T 

7; ,^)B.. 8.C 19ot2o 120b0o -3Sos -Sg20 -40o20

r,l C(^.)1"(o.72) 8.6. 4 o4 -4- -

[l; Ceh^Y.f *.1.2 l4otb -4s5 -g1otr

1.; .,^^ mI.)4 & (o.7z) 1.2 -T14 -19.1 -o12 -

rti (^,h) (t.74) 11.2 f'.o:O.S o.T -'o. -6 -

--
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of this spectrum to zero energy of neutrons with the aid of a smooth
curve makes it possible to determine a neutron formation cross-

section in the four-particle channel 1.6 mb/or, which agrees with the
estimation available in the work C9] , where this cross-section amo-
unts to about 4 mb/or at the alpha-particle energy of 14.4 UeV.

The total neutron formation cross-section in the four-particle

channel is obtained by integrating the isotropic angular distribu-

tions with allowance for the carried out extrapolation accuracy,

which is 50%. Por the entire spectrum this cross-section amounted to

(20+10) mb.

In Table 2 given are total cross-sections of the studied parti-

al channels of the 6Li( cx, h- ) reaction. It is seen that with

the growth of energy the total neutron formation cross-section in-

creases, which agrees qualitatively with the shape of excitation fun-

ction at 00, measured in the paper (8] 

06M

n -2 MteVt

. ^ v 6--9 ' v %9

E,.~(MeV)

lig.U. Angular distributions and the energy spectrum of neutrons
from the 6Il(,k. )p2a reaction at the t -particle
energy of 11.2 MeV.

The neutron formation in interacting alpha-particles with 6Li
is also accomplished in the four-particle channel nt + p * 2ca
which leads to a continuous spectrum of neutrons, The cross-section

and angular distribution data of these neutrons were obtained within
the energy range of 1-2.5 LeV and within the range of angles of 35-

110 ° in the centre-of-mass system. Results are shown in Pig8.
It is seen that angulr distributions can be approximated with
good accuracy by a horizontal straight line. On the assumption of

isotropy, the neutron energy spectrum was obtained within the energy

21 range of 1-2.5 UeV for the whole interval of angles. Extrapolation

Table 2

Total cross-sections 6i( ao.p ) and 7 Li( tc, n )
reactions

Alpha-par- Total
Reaction channel tide cross-section

energ (mbarn)

bLi(¢. it )9B fat. 8.6 30+3

6LI (c, )9B st. 11.2 43+4
6 i(o, h) 9Bv(1.6) 11.2 6.60o.6

6Li(, .)93Bt2.36) 11.2 10 (evaluation)
6 Li(c,. )P,2Ct 11.2 20-10
7Li(., h ) OBfst. 8.6 190+20
7 Li(d,^ )10 A 0.72) 8.6 42+4

7Lid ,)10l B(1.74) 8.6 10

7Li(oz )10B.st 11.2 140-15

7Li(^, )10B'(0. 72 ) 11.2 46-4
7Li(. h )10B'(1.74) 11.2 8±0.8

7li( ,^)) 10B (2,.15) 11.2 35-+15.
7Li(,ot )1OB (359) 11.2 23515.7Li(t, D. )10O ' (3, 59) 1-1.2 28±14



7. 71( , A. ) REACTION

The formation of neutrons in interacting alpha-particles with

7Li can proceed at the energy of a -particles above 4.38MeV ( Q - -

-2.79 leV). In the measurements only two-particle channels of Li

(a,.)10B reaction were feasible energetically. Data for 3 states

were obtained at the energy of a -particles of 8.6 MeVj and for 5

states at the energy of 11.2 MeV.

Fig.9 shows the obtained angular distributions for neutrons

from the 7?i(ca,,-)10 B reaction with formation of 10B in the ground

and the first excited (0.72MeV) states. The angular distributions

have the shape close to the symmetric one about 90°, which is in

151
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agreement with results of the work [8] , indicating the significant
contribution of the reaction mechanism with formation of a compound

nucleus. Expansion coefficients of the angular distributions mea-

sured are presented in Table 1.

For higher energies of 10B excitations the neutron yield was

obtained at the energy of 11.2 IeeV not in the whole range of angles,

therefore, the total cross-section value for these channels was evalu-

ated from results available. For the 7Li( ot., )10B (2.15MeV) chan-

nel the cross-section within the angle range of 25 -U5° changes

weakly and amounts to 2.7-0.3 mb/sr, which makes it possible to

assume isotropy of the angular distribution and to estimate the to-

tal cross-section being equal to 35±15 mb. For the 7i(.,*)l0B*

(3.59MeV) channel in the angle range of 35-65° the cross-section co-

mes up to 2.2+0.2 mb/sr and the total cross-section was evaluated

as 28±14 mb. The cross section and angular distributions for the

TLi(dt, k )10B(1.74 MeV) reaction were obtained at the energy of 11.2

MeV; for the energy of 8.6 MeV the assessment of only the upper li-

mit of the total cross-section was performed.

In Table 2 presented are the obtained data on total cross-secti-

ons of the investigated channels ofo.-particle interactions with

7Li nuclei.

Besides, data on the total cross-sections of this reaction are

available in the paper [8J for first two states of 10B at the oa-

partiele energy up to 8 MeV. The total cross-section of the 7Li(, kh )

B reaction has the maximum value of 150 mb at the energy of 7.2MeV

and then decreases down to 100 mb. The lack of data on further course

of the total cross-section dependence upon energy does not permit us

to judge the accuracy of agreement of these results with data

obtained in IAE, For the 7Li(c, ,. )10B (0.72 2leV) reaction the

total cross-section at the energy up to 8 LeV does not exceed 50 mb,

which does not contradict the results presented.
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NON-EQUILIBRIUM NEUTRON EMISSION IN
REACTIONS INDUCED BY LIGHT AND HEAVY IONS

L.V. CHULKOV
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The processes occuring in nuclei are reflected in the charac-

teristics of particles produced in nuclear reactions. The mechanism

of deexcitation and level densities of compound nuclei are determi-

ned from spectra of the evaporation lightparticles. The nonequilib-

rium emission of nucleons can be an instrument of studying both the

processes of dissipation of energy in collisions of heavy ions and

the properties of the nuclear matter in its nonequilibrium phase.

Neutrons have some advantages in these investigations.

The rich experimental and theoretical data on nonequilibrium

emission have een accumulated to date. The theoretical ideas con-

cerning the mechanisms of preequilibrium processes are rather va-

rious. In a number of works the total process is reduced to the suc-

cessive two-nucleon interactions. The formation of a localized hot

zone in a nucleus is believed by some investigators to play a de-

terminative role. There are some works where the intranuclear motion

of nucleons is assumed to manifest itself in the spectra of nonequi-

librium particles.

In the present report a review of theoretical ideas is presented;

the level of conformity of models to the available experimental data

and the degree of criticality of the experimental characteristics to

the basic predictions of the models are discussed. The model-indepen-

dent consequences of experimental investigations are also considered.

INTRODUCTION

As early as in a period of developing the theory of equilibrium

evaporation from a preformed compound nucleus /1/ a variety of hy-

potheses appeared about the possible mechanisms leading to discre-

pancies in the emitted particle spectra from the behaviour predicted23



24 by the evaporation model /2/. But for several decades it was assu-

med to divide nuclear reactions into two extreme categories: direct

reactions and reactions proceeding through a compound nucleus forma-

tion. Such a division is based on degree of loss of information abo-
ut the entrance channel in the course of the reaction. The direct

reactions are single-step processes in which the exit channels are

directly connected with the entrance one. The processes of this type

are usually described by microscopic methods. The compound nucleus

formation represents another extreme case. The information about the

way and in reactions with which particles the compound nucleus

formation has taken place is completely lost during the reaction. In

this case the statistical methods are applicable for calculations.

The drastic difference between the direct interactions and the

processes proceeding through a compound nucleus formation means,

in practice, that there are many types of reactions going on for dif-

ferent time and in which the information on the entrance channel is

transferred,to a different degree, to the characteristics of reaction
products. One of these processes is a light particle emission and

the present review is devoted to the problems of studying its mecha-

nism.

Pig.1 shows an example of the experimentally observed differen-

ce from the mechanism of compound nucleus formation and disintegra-

tion /3/. The forward direction and high yield of high-energy partic-
les are characteristic of nonequilibrium emission. The shapes of ene-

rgy spectra are wonderfully similar for all targets (from cobalt to

platinum) studied in /3/. There is no abrupt dependence of nonequilib.

rium proton yield on reaction energy (116 and 89 mbarn for the 581N

and 62Ni targets, respectively). The nonequilibrium particle yield

changes weakly with Z of the target. case of substituting the nickel-

58 target by the platinum one the nonequilibrium nucleon yield dec-

reases a little more than by a factor of two, whereas the equilibri-

um component of spectra reduces almost by a factor of 103 /3/. The

measurements have indicated that the excitation functions for 14 2 Ce

(p , n) and 1 39La(, ) reactions /4/ with formation of the same
compound nucleus versus excitation energy practically coincide

(Pig.2), although at high energies the difference from the mechanism

of compound nucleus formation is considerable. This behaviour of exci-

tation function for different entrance channels cannot be explained
by the breakup or knockout processes.

Ep. MCV

Fig.1. Spectra of protons from 5i+( reaction at an energy of
42 MeV. Inserts show angular distributions for groups of particles
corresponding to nonequilibrium processes (lower insert) and to a
compound nucleus (upper insert). The cross-section of proton emission
in the channels with compound nucleus formation is about 2000 mbarn,
the crows-seotion of nonequilibrium processes being about 100 mbarn /3/

The above data show that the nucleon spectral distributions and
cross-sections for their yield are not described by the statisti-
cal model of formation and disintegration of a compound nucleus, but

at the same time the information about the entrance channel is

slightly lost.
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Pig.2. Excitation function for d -particle and proton induced
reaotions:(solid points) 1 3 9La(At);(open points ) 142Ce ( P. r ).
Solid line gives the calculation of excitation function for 139La(d,n)
reaction with assumption about statistical mechanism of reaction /4/.

The first realization of ideas about the intermediate reactions

was made in calculations of intranuclear cascades by the Monte-Carlo

method /5/ which is suitable for analyzing high-energy reactions.

To describe medium-energy processes an exciton model has been de-

veloped /6/. A number of other phenomenological models has appeared

more recently /7-13/. The hypothesis about the possible formation

of a localized hot zone in a nucleus due to collision with a high-

energy particle was suggested by Bethe in 1938 /2/ and has been deve-

loped in reI4-24/. A number of models describes specific properties

of high-energy particle emission in interaction between heavy ions.

These are the promptly emitted particle model /25-26/, the piston

model and the sum rule model /27-30/. A microscopic approach based

on theories of multistep direct reactions is also developed /31-33/.

The reactions with production of neutrons will be the focus of

25 attention in the review. It is caused not only by a great deal of

experimental data on reactions of this class, but also by the certa-

in advantages of investigating the neutron emission. The angular

distributions of neutrons are not affected by the Coulomb field of

the nucleus, which could lead to focusing or shadowing effects in

reactions with charged particle emission. Moreover, the part of the

Fermi motion of nucleons should be reflected more clearly in the

emission of nucleons than in that of complex fragments.

We shall assign the processes connected with establishment of

equilibrium in a forming compound nucleus to preequilibrium ones.

The nonequilibrium processes of this class are separated because

the preequilibrium light particle emission can give an information

on properties of nuclear matter in its nonequilibrium phase, on

mechanisms and time characteristics of the relaxation processes in

nuclear matter. Only the phenomena that occur for the time preceding

the disintegration of the double nuclear system will be assigned to

the preequilibrium light particle emission in deep inelastic or

quasielastic collisions. In this case the light particle emission ref-

lects the initial stages of a great loss of energy and angular mo-

mentum taking place in reactions with heavy ions.

Spectra and angular distributions of the secondary particles

in reactions with nucleons are treated well by microscopic theories

of direct nuclear reactions in terms of one- and two-step proces-

ses /31-33/. So the reactions of interaction between complex ions,

wherein the one-step processes of neutron emission proceed with

relatively small probability, are preferable for studying the equi-

libration in nuclear matter.

The given review is devoted to analysis of the model ideas and

experimental data on neutron emission in reactions induced by com-

plex light and heavy ions at energies of 10-20 MeV/nucleon.

I. MODELS FOR NONEQUILIBRIUM MECHANISMS OF HIGH-ENERGY

LIGHT PARTICLE EMISSION

1. Permi-gas equilibration model /7-8/

The Fermi-gas equilibration model is, by its ideology,close

to the intranuclear cascade model, but the spatial distributions

of nucleons are not considered and by means of calculations it is

possible to obtain only the angle-integrated energy spectra. The di-

vision of the spectra into the equilibrium and preequilibrium parts
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is not expected. The physical principles of the model are shown in

Pig.3. The whole range of excitation energies under consideration

is divided into energy bins AE. Each bin corresponds to the

number of possible single-particle states ( <,; ). This number of

states is calculated on the basis of the Fermi-gas model; it is also

possible to use the Nilsson level scheme. The number of single-par-

ticle states in the energy interval in the Fermi-gas model is con-

nected with the bin energy ( £. ) by the relationship:

states to two final ones. The transition probability W;j.- l!

depends only on particle energy ( I£ ) and cross-section of nucleon-
nucleon scattering (al)v )a

=:' (siE ) c(3;)S( )/A1 2
Uri/ 7 = vgags St; i^-(Cn-) (3)

= (�i,) £ 2 4 1M 1 A /52 t i,£Ji -. i, (4)

The composite system evolution with time is described by a sys-

tem of coupled equations (master equations):

8 = (i; tJ Vel . LJkht ('-'.)C)() -- '- tC 'egs
ntv; {{tnh})({~nd&(<£+j -Et3* 6¢}-0s,,^th 6 -c ti BEjl(5)

cird og tiii, Ai Z U ; - xi * .E + 8 a) (6)

2. 3 x(2M/h' (M -E)

3,. = Q^ (2b/h2);ltE) (- a fE)) ]3 ^^Arrr)'--^ 

(1)

(2)

where 4 "ral; ' is the number of occupied states of the b-th

group, i.,a« n1 ' ' is the number of emitted nuoleons, BE is the

binding energy of a particle.

2. Exciton and hybrid models /13.9/

The physical conceptions of the models are presented in Fig.4

A nucleon is shown to enter the nuclear potential. The nucleus is in

its ground state. A series of two-body interactions is assumed to

take place. The first interaction yields a 2plh state (two partic-

les and one hole) and any configuration is assumed to be equally

probable for this state. The next interaction leads to a more

complex 3p2h state, to other configurations of the 2plh state, the

recovery of the initial state being possible.

A concept of density of intermediate, or exciton, states is

introduced and it means the number of ways by means of which the

total energy (E) can be distributed between n excitons. In the model

with equally spaced single-particle states the density of exciton

states for the definite numbers of particles (p) and holes (h) has

the form /33/ (the Ericson formula)t

Pi L g( E)"Ph.
.t (E) P! h! (ni-)! , (7)

where I is the density of single-particle states. For a small number

Here the primed subscripts refer to particles emitted from a nuc-

leus; and L., the nuclear and lab volumes, respectively, are

parameters that do not enter into equations describing the system

evolution. The system evolution can begin either from a prescribed

distribution of particles in energy intervals or with a nucleus in

its ground state, as shown in Pig.3. The transitions in the nucle-

us are assumed to result from processes of nuoleon-nucleon scatte-

ring, thus two nucleons are always involved, going from two initial
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Yig.S. Density of intermediate states versus ~obbr of exoltons.

The oloulatlon was made from the Briceon formula (Eq.(7)) for a oom-

pound nucleus with a mass Of 130 at an exotation energy of 10 YeY

and at a single-particle state denity of 10 YV -1/ 34/.
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Fig.5. Density of iLntealudate atatee versus number of ezcitonj.
The oaloulatlon sa made from the Erioson formula (Eq.(7)) for a com-
pound nucleus with a BeJ of 130 at an exoitation energy of 10 May
and at a sai&le-particle atate denaity of 10 MeV- 1 /34/.

of excitons the density of intermediate states is an abrupt function

(Pig.5), therefore transitions leading to decrease in the number of

excitons can be ignored. For a given state the energy distribution
of particle (P(e,E)) or holes (H(e,E)), in the composite system is
determined as a fraction of the n-exciton configurations in which

one particle, or one hole, has an energy e:

P. (e. E) =:g e E (E-e) M, (,E) h (8)

14n ( c, E) n ~,.- - -c -- /.<- -(). (9)

The expression for the differential cross-seotion of preequilibrium

emission has the rather simple form:

d 6:R A J n P^ + ED), 6(-) (IE)
dg '03r4 (10)

where CR is the total cross-section of the compound nucleus forma-
tion. E'E-BSE , ,. is the rate of transitions with emission of a

nucleon (its value being obtained from reciprocity principle), D
is the parameter allowing for decrease in probability of the n-
exciton configuration formation due to emission of particles from

the previous states.
Taking into account the transitions into states with smaller

number of excitons it is possible, like in the Permi-gas-equilibra-
tion model, to obtain a system of master equations describing the

particle emission probability versus time /12/. In this case the

model will also describe the emission during the equilibrium stage.

The division of spectra into the equilibrium and preequilibrium
parts has a conditional, model nature. A number of works /35-37/
divide the preequilibrium emission processes into multistage direct

ones in which the nucleons escape mainly at small angles and multi-

stage compound ones leading to distribution symmetrical about an

angle of 90°.

The basic difference between the exciton and hybrid model ver-

sions consists in definition of lifetime %h /38/ (see Eq.Q0)). In

the exciton model -t is defined as a mean lifetime of the exciton

state. It is obtained by averaging the decay rate of single-partic-
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where n,np is the intranuclear decay rate of single-particle
states for particles (holes) whose determination can be based on
free path of a nuoleon in the nuclear matter /13/.

The single particle notion is accepted in the hybrid model,
as in the Fermi-gas-equilibration model, and,therefore, the lifeti-
me is /33/:

dPi
where Te is the transmission coefficient and i- is the preequi-
librium emission probability for a given impact parameter. Allowan-
ce for the restrictions in the hole energy depth is made only in
the first stage of the preequilibrium decay /10/ when this effect
is greatest. The fraction of the preequilibrium emission as a fun-
ction of impact parameter is shown in Pig.6. It is seen that allo-
wance for the diffuse nuclear boundary caused an increase in non-
equilibrium nucleon yield in the peripheral region.

Appearance of the geometry dependent hybrid model made it
possible to describe successfully the experimental data on the (p,rn)
reactions which could not be explained in terms of the exciton and
hybrid models /4/.(e) -APnn.at, ((e) + (A (e- BE), (12)

Here bt is interpreted as a lifetime of a single particle state

with an energy e which decays either through intranuclear transiti-

on or with emission of a particle. This time does not depend on

concrete exciton state.

In analyzing the same experimental data these models are obvi-

ously able to come to contradictory conclusions about the initial

exciton number ( Jo ) or the decay rate ( , n+2)' Indeed, in analy-
zing the experimental data in terms of the exoiton model the nucle-

on free path obtained, for example, from optical potentials must
be increased by a factor of 4, which can evidence for a predominant

contribution of peripheral processes /38/. But in the hybrid model
the agreement with the experiment was obtained at calculated va-

lues for nuoleon free paths /40/.

3. Geometry dependent hybrid model /10/

Change in density of nucleons near the nuclear boundary can

affect the preequilibrium decay. First, the mean free path should

be greater in the diffuse surface; secondthe Fermi energy in this
region is considerably lower. The latter of these effects limits

the degree of freedom in energy distribution of a given exciton con-

figuration because of a finite depth of hole energy position. Allo-
wance for these effects could act on the preequilibrium emission

as well as on the shape of the emitted particle spectrum. In the ge-
ometry dependent hybrid model the calculation is performed separa-

tely for every impact parameters

4 -'a a (2 W, r) (13)
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Pig.6. A fraction of preequilibrium emission as a function of
orbital momentum in the entranoe channel (solid line). The calculati-
on was made for 5 4 e(p, p') reaction at 62 MeV. Dashed line presents
the variation of nuclear density /34/.

4. Description of angular distributions in models

of exciton type

The detailed description of different models for mechanisms
responsible for the angular dependence of preequilibrium particle
yield on angle of detecting is presented in a survey /ref. 42/.



In one of the first works /48,44/ the angular distributions are

described on the basis of the generalized master equations of the

exciton model. The angular distribution of emitted particles is

assumed to be determined only by direction of a leading particle

motion. Information about initial direction of the leading particle

is gradually lost in two-body interaction between this particle
and nucleons of the nucleus. Development of this model was made in

/45/.
Description of the angular distributions was developed also

on the basis of the hybrid model /46/. A kind of hybrid of the exci-

ton model and the Born plane-wave approximation is presented in

/47/.
All calculations of angular distributions of nonequilibrium

particles were carried out mostly for reactions with nucleons.

5. Hot spot in central collisions

The effect of such a mechanism was possibly found in work /48/
where the proton energy spectra were studied at angles more than

90° in reactions induced by protons and high-energy oL - partic-
les. The temperatures obtained by analyzing the high-energy part
of spectra (Ep > 20 MeV) are twice as high as values of equilib-

rium temperature and do not depend on both proton exit angle and
mass number of the target. There are attempts to explain the cumu-
lative effect by formation of the localized hot zone /22/.

6. Hot zone and refraction on nuclear boundary

It is of interest to analyze whether the hot spot model is able

to explain the nonequilibrium emission in the region of forward an-

gles. Such a model is developed in works /18-20/. It is assumed that

a projectile coalesces with a nucleus to form a compressed hot zone

in it. The model parameters are the degree of compression ( ) and

the relative size of the hot zone ( 3 )

Assumption of possible formation of a localized hot zone in a

nucleus was made in 1938 /2/. A particle of sufficiently high energy
loses its energy in the surface layer of a target nucleus and this

process leads to an intensive local heating. The "heat" will be gra-

dually distributed over the whole nucleus. Concepts of local equilib-

rium and local temperature can be introduced only when the number

of transitions in the hot spot zone exceeds considerably the number

of nucleon collisions at its boundary. But then the hot zone radius

should exceed the nucleon free path by a factor of 3, if the relaxati-

on process is based on rescattering of the nucleons. However, it is

not workable as in such a case the hot spot size would be comparab-

le with nuclear one ( R > 6 o ). In order that the local equilibrium

existsit is necessary to assume that either the free path in the

hot spot zone is considerably less than in the cold nuclear matter

/24/ or the relaxation process is determined by other than two-body

mechanism. As the accessible local temperature is high enough, eva-

poration of the particles from the hot spot seems to be possible.

These particles can have much higher energies than those calculated

by assuming isotropic nuclear temperature. For central collisions

the priority emission of nonequilibrium particles is expected to

occur at backward angles.

7 s PS /Pa , - Rs/R 
(10)

It is assumed that there is a local equilibrium in the zone and there

is no energy exchange with the cold nuclear matter. Then the zone

temperature ( T ) is connected with a projectile energy (E) by the

relationship 

T=- EFP) /(A+A, [A* E -(AAt2(EF - E, (p)] /
.7EF(p pv (15)

where Ap is the number of nucleons in the projectile, At is the num-

ber of target nucleons involved in the hot zone, EF (p) is the

Permi energy.

When a nucleon emitted from the hot zone reaches the nuclear

surface, it can leave nucleus if its kinetic energy in the direction

perpendicular to the surface is m rethan the potential well depth ( V ).

The differential multiplicity of emitted particles is determined

by the expression:

d2A_ 4,- tRr2s(R- s __ )_
PAs d Asd, A5 V5v> s (s CoSO ) (16)

29



30 Here P(E) is the nucleon energy distribution in the hot zone which

is accepted to be the Fermi distribution at temperature Ts, C is the
Heaviside step function, d. is the angle determined in Pig.7, ESP
and Vt are the energy of the emitted particle, its momentum and
intranuclear velocity, respectively. When a nuoleon crosses the nu-

clear surface, its energy decreases, the tangential component of the

momentum being unchanged (Pig.7). This leads to oollimation of the
outgoing nucleons. Moving the hot zone close by the focus of the nu-

clear lens, it is possible to achieve the desired focusing.

where BE is the binding energy of the emitted particle, t is the ti-
me from the moment of separation of the fragments. The angle 0 in

Eq.(15) is the polar angle of emission in the intrinsic coordinate of
the emitting nucleus. The time-dependent nuclear temperature field
T(R,9,t) is calculated on the basis of a diffusion equation with
a delta-like initial distribution. The known value of equilibrium

temperature permits an unambiguous calculation of temperature field.
A light particle is emitted in a time moment t in a direction e
(Pig.8) by an excited nucleus with a probability P(E, 0,t ). Then
three particles are considered as point charges and their trajectori-

es are calculated by numerical integration of the Newton equations.

When the trajectory of the particle under investigation crosses the

residual nuclei3 the particle is considered absorbed.

Pig.7. Isolated statistical hot spot model with refraction at
nuclear surface /18,19/.

7. Peripheral hot spot /14-17. 23. 54/

The model describes the hot spot formation and decay in reacti-
ons of deep inelastic scattering. The hot zone is developed in the
overlapping region of colliding nuclei at orbital momenta close to
the momentum of grazing collision and becomes apparent after the

breakup, of the intermediate complex via particle emission. A large
transferred angular momentum causes the rotation of the nucleus with

a period comparable with hot zone internal decay time, therefore#
the emitted particle spectra reflect the rotational motion of the
fragment. The probability of nucleon emission P (F, 6 ) is conneo-

ted with surface temperature T (R , 6 , + ) by the relationship:

p (,, p,{) £eI -TAR 4)] ( 7 )

Pig.8. Surface hot spot model in deep inelastic collisions of

heavy ions /16,17/.

The angular distributions calculated in /17/ for the 58i(16 0,

160On) reaction at 96 MeV are shown in Pig.9. The angle is counted

off from the oxygen direction. The positive angles correspond to the

particle emission at angles argerthan the 160 scattering angle. The

model predicts the characteristic picture of angular correlation with
a "shadow" minimum shift in the positive angle region. Up to date the

calculations have not been compared with experimental data.
The hot zone on the nuclear surface was also considered in /23/.

It was suggested to bring an effective temperature to conformity with

every angle of particle emission. The authors of /23/ believe that
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8. Drifting intranuclear hot zone /21.24/

It is assumed that the preformed area of localized excitation

energy is expanded and retarded for some time and the system reaches

a thermal equilibrium. The excitation in every time moment is locali-

zed in some volume where a fraction of the projectile ion nucleons

(Ap(t)) and a fraction of the target nucleons (At (t)) is available.

The hot zone velocity as a function of time is determined by the ex-

pression:

u (i) - J. Apl(Ap+AJ.· (18)

-100 -IB -60 -'I -°O 20 4O 60 S0 100

0, deg.

Pig.9. Angular distributions of neutrons in the peripheral hot
spot model for 5 8 i (160, 1 6 0'n) reaction at 96 MeV /17/. Angle e is
counted off from the direction of heavy ion emiasion.

the particle emission occurs on an average in the direction of velo-

city of the rotating nuclear surface. Then a definite angle of emis-

sion can be brought to conformity with an angle of system rotation

and, hence, with a definite time of reaction. However, the assump-

tion on the preferred direction of emission is not substantiated

at all.

The decaying hot zone on the nuclear surface was considered in

the classical orbiting model /54/. The model comes formally to a

fast nucleon source moving at some angle with the beam. The value of

this angle is determined by an average time of nucleon emission and

an angular velocity of the hot zone. Two extreme cases are usually

considered. The composite system of two nuclei either rotates as

a single whole (sticking)or one nucleus rolls on the surface of the

other one in the rotating composite system (rolling). The law of

conservation of momentum allows in these cases the source velocity

to be determined unambiguously. The emitted particle distribution

31 in the source system is considered isotropic /54/.

Here go is the projectile ion velocity. The temperature as a function

of time is calculated from Eq.(15). The model does not take into

account the particle absorption in the nucleus as well as the ref-

raction in crossing the nuclear surface. The authors of model /21/

assume that although the excitation energy and the longitudinal

component of velocity are localized in a small volume, it is attai-

ned owing to the phase consistency and the definite dependence of

the nucleon density matrix elements on momentum, i.e. owing to the

definite momentum distribution of nucleons. The fraction of nucleons

whose momenta are large enough to leave the nucleus seems to be pro-

portional to the volume where the excitation energy is concentrated

while the nucleons fill the whole volume of the nucleus. Evaporation

occurs from surface. The calculations are made with definite assum-

ptions about dynamics of the process (for example, uniform expansion

or uniform retardation).

More successive thermodynamic approach in the framework of the

similar model has been developed in /24/. The idea of drifting hot

zone has also been realized in the so-called two-phase deexcitation

model /49/.

9. Promptly emitted particles model /25-26/

The promptly emitted particles or Permi-jet model /25,26/ des-

cribes one of possible mechanisms of fast nucleon formation in re-

actions with heavy ions. It is assumed in this model that a window

forms between the strongly interacting nuclei through which nucle-

on exchange takes place. The nucleons which are transferred from a

donor nucleus to a recipient one have their intrinsic Fermi veloci-

ties in the donor system, the same nucleons having different veloci-



32 ties in the recipient system. The change in velocities results from
the relative motion of the nuclei, the high-energy nucleon formati-

on being possible due to summation of velocities. As the intranuc-

lear velocity distribution is connected with nuclear density, the

Fermi-Jet neutrons could be used to determine the density variati-

ons in the course of collision between nuclei.

A model which combines the ideas of promptly emitted particles

and hot spot has been developed in /20/.

10. Incomplete fusion sum rule model /27-29/

The fast particles emitted in the initial stage of the interac-

tion take away a fraction of the projectile momentum to facilitate

the fusion process. The sum rule model postulates that probabilities

P(i) of different processes going through the stage of nonequilib-

rium system formation, including the fusion processare proportio-

nal to the exponential expression:

P(i) - exp q ( B - Q ())/ (19)
where Qgg is the energy of the reaction with formation of the ground-

state products;A Q0 is the change in the Coulomb interaction energy

due to charge transfer in the reaction. T can be considered as an
effective temperature characteristic of the composite system level

density or simply as a model parameter. This empirical relationship

is usually used to describe the charge and mass distributions of
fragments in deep inelastic reactions.

Restrictions on entrance angular momentum tlim(i) reduce the

probabilities of the reactions. The limiting angular momentum for

each channel is equal tot

The model uses the following parametrization for the transmission

coefficient ( 7t )'

T /V /(1 + e x ( - (i)) .£ » i. / {^ ev-p {--^ -- -'). (22)

The model links the cross-sections of nonequilibrium particle produc-
tion for different reaction channels without specifying the mecha-
nism of their production.

The authors /30/ suggested also an explanation for the mechanism

of fast particle escape. The particle excape in peripheral collisions i

can occur under the action of radial friction forces which are deci-

sive in the reactions of deep inelastic scattering. In the case of

central collisions a hard retardation of a particle in the target-nu-

cleus field can lead to lightparticle escape from the nucleus side

opposite to the collision (the piston model). However, these ideas have

not been developed to the model level when the comparison with expe-

rimental data becomes possible.

11. Parametrization of experimental data in moving

sources model

Parametrization in the moving sources model has been recently

used in most the experimental works devoted to analyzing energy spec-

tra and angular distributions of fast light particles. A source mo-

ving with some velocity, as a rule, along the beam direction is sug-

gested to be responsible for the nonequilibrium part of the spectrum.

The angular distribution of the decay particles in the source system

is isotropic and their momentum distribution is approximated by the
Gaussian; (P 

a/6- An B0 J' (23)

Here p and E are the momentum and energy of the fast particle in

the laboratory coordinate system, respectively; A,B,P o are the model

parameters. This source can also be presented as a moving hot area:

z = (E - 7O( ( 2l )
d-e--A? E X C' (2|o '

The connection between the parameters of temperature (T) and the dis-

persion of momentum distribution in Eqs (21) and (22) is given by the

tlimc i)- P e, (i (20)

Here nrp and m^ are the masses of the projectile and the captured

fragment, respectively. The sum of probabilities of various reaction

channels is also assumed to be equal 1 for every orbital momentum

of the incident particles. Then the cross-sections for various reac-
tion channels are determined by the relationship:

6 A , l) re (i) exp (Q )-/r (2

).7, (GA,-O<) 2

expressions
7-= ~Z ' .

(25)



The formulas similar to Eqs (23) and (24) can be obtained in the bom-

barding light particle breakup model /50/ as well as in the heavy ion

prompted fragmentation model /51/, in the framework of both the Permi-

jet model /26/ and the moving hot spot model /21/. The idea of a mo-

ving source does not contradict either the exoiton models or the in-

complete fusion sum rule model. Therefore, such a parametrization can

be considered, in a way, as a model-independent approach which makes

it possible to speak about a definite mechanism on the basis of the

obtained parameters comparing these parameters with predictions of

different models.

12. Common features of different models

In dynamics of development of models (Pig.10), as in evolution

of life on the Earth (Pig.11), we see the similar picture. Time has

led to death of a number of models. The peripheral hot spot was never

supported by experimental data /17/; the Permi-gas equilibration model

/7/ is not used because of complex mathematics and for lack of fit-

ting parameters. The present status of development of the models may

be called the epoch of pangolins. In some cases the physical mea-

ning of the parameters in use is not clear /6,27/; some models /19,23/

surprise usynaivety of ideas laid in their basis; applicability of

almost all models to the described phenomena is poorly substantiated;

the energy and mass ranges,wherein the approximaticns used are valid,are

not determined. The degree of experimental data description has become

a main criterion of applicability* The surprising variety of models

and approaches can be evidently explained just by this fact. We shall

try here to establish a degree of relationship for different models

and a possibility of comparing the conclusions made in analyzing the

experimental data with the help of these models.

The exciton models, as the intranuclear cascade models, reduce

the whole process of equalibration in the composite system to two-

body interactions. The convincing evidence of difference between the

model predictions and experimental data is of physical interest here

rather than the successful description. A show of specific proper-

ties of the nuclear matter can be expected just in such differences.

The hypothesis on the localized hot zone appearance and decay

is based on other ideas. The action of multibody forces actively

involved in energy transfer in the nuclear matter is permitted here.

c nmub CASCADE 1947
aOT 93/2/ '

e ig. 10. Evolution of nonequilibrium process models
s- hot spot models;

x- ezoiton models;
lI>- mo dels in which high-energy particle emission is determined

by intranuolear Permi motion of nucleons;
% - miorosoopio models.

The parameters of the two groups of models cannot be compared. The

dependence of hot zone temperature on energy per nucleon above the
nucleon barrier of the incident ion is shown in Pig.12 with full

circles. The data was taken from the experimental works where the
parametrization of spectra in the moving sources model was carried

out. At energies up to 20MeV/nucleon only the works where the fusion33
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ig«l12. Parameter of temperature versus energy per nuoleon
in the fragmentation reactions and deep inelastic processes (open
circles) as well as in nucleon spectra in the ohannels of reaction leal
ding to fusion (solid circles). Solid and dashed lines show the re-
sults of calculations (see text).

Pig.11. Evolution of life on the Earth.

channel was distinguished /52-54/ and at higher energies the works

where the analysis was made for the particle emission at large angles

/55/ were taken. Pig.12 shows also the calculation (solid line) of

temperatures in the hot spot model (Eq.(15)) with the assumption that

the number of target nucleons involved in the hot zone is equal to

the number of projectile ion nucleons. It is seen that the energy de-

pendence is repeated rather well.

The parameter which is often compared with the nonequilibrium

system temperature figures in the expression for probability of se-

parate reaction channel (EqX19)) in the sum rule model /27/. The
open circles in Fig.12 present the temperatures obtained in the reac-
tions of fragmentation and the reactions of deep inelastic scattering

in constructing the Qg systematics. The data was taken from review

/55/. The emission of the fast fragments may be represented to be

determined by the nucleon flux from one nucleus to another. When the
nuclei approach the potential barrier between them in the contact
zone decreases down to the Fermi energy and the intensive nucleon ex-

change is initiated. The dispersion of momentum distribution in such

a flux will depend on relative velocities of the nuclei and at inci-
dent ion velocities less than the Fermi velocity the dispersion is

equal to

P. /- i. (26)

where P - m g*o is the momentum of the nucleon moving with a veloci-

ty equal to the incident ion one. At large velocities the dispersion

reaches a constant value determined by the Fermi momentum ( PF )
/51/:

B Pp/f/S . (27)

This dependence of dispersion on energy (dotted line in Fig.12) rep-

roduces well the data on the parameter T of deep inelastic processes,

predicts both the exsistance of a limiting value of T and the energy



at which this value is reached. Thus, there is a great deal in com-

mon between the Permi-Jet and sum rule models, the temperature para-

meters in the sum rule and hot spot models being distinctly different.

Here there are evidently no crossings with the parameters of the

exoiton models.

II. WHAT CAN ANALYSIS OP INCLUSIVE SPECTRA YIELD?

1. Nonequilibrium processes and inclusive spectra of neutrons

The discrepancies in neutron spectra obtained in interaction of

composite nuclei from predictions of the compound nucleus formation

model were observed for the first time back in 1961 /57/ when ab-

surd values for parameters of level density of the compound nuclei

were obtained in the analysis of neutron evaporation spectra. Then

it was suggested that a strongly nonequilibrium process of "localized

heating" manifests itself at a sufficiently high energy of projecti-

le ions /57/.

Comparatively few works are devoted to investigation of the neu-

tron spectra because of the definite experimental difficulties in de-

tecting neutrons. In work /58-60/ the dependence of nonequilibrium

neutron emission on atomic number of a target nucleus was studied

in reactions with light ions: 3He and 4He. The neutron spectra from

reactions initiated by different ions were systematically studied in

works /61-65/. In these investigations the energy and angular distri-

butions of neutrons were measured in the reactions with ions 3He

(E-40.9MeV), 4He(E52.6MeV), 6Li(E=39.7MeV) and 12C(EB53.OMeV). Tar-

gets were chosen so as to obtain the same compound nucleus 65Zn. The

incident ion energies corresponded to the excitation energy of the

compound nucleus 65Zn, being about 54MeV. Such a choice of energies

and targets gives rise to about similar characteristics for the ener-

gy and angular distributions of neutrons the production mechanism of

which corresponds to evaporation from the compound nucleus. Some

discrepancies are possible due to different orbital momenta in the

entrance channelsee Table 1).

Table 1.

Reaction Energy, Y, tr no Rne,
MeV mbarn mbarn

3He+6 2Ni 40.9 1660±40 12.8 5 340
4He+ 61Ni 52.0 1590±40 16.8 4 361
6Li+5 9Co 39.7 2160±50 19.5 6 301

3He+611i 59.0 2090±50 16.0 5 514
6Li+5 9Co 90.0 3490+60 29.3 6 700

The additional measurements at high energies were performed for ions

3He(E.59MeV) and 6Li(E=90MeV).

The features characteristic of nonequilibrium processes,the sig-

nificant yield of high-energy neutrons and the growth of the yield

in the small angle area, manifest themselves in the energy spectra

and angular distributions of neutrons for the reactions with ions
3He, 4He and 6Li. The angular distributions of neutron yield in the-

se reactions for different energies of neutrons are compared in

Pig.13. The contribution of the evaporation from the compound nucleus

is more significant for the reactions with the lithium ions than

for those with the helium isotopes. The angular distributions for

high-energy neutrons weakly change with incident ion energy, as seen

in Pig.14, where the distributions of the 15 and 25MeV neutrons are

presented for the reaction with the 3He ions at two different energi-

es. In the case of the reactions with the 3He and 6Li high-energy

ions in the experimental spectra obtained in the small angle range

one can see an intensive peak whose position coincides with the in-

cident ion velocity. This picture is characteristic of the breakup

and knockout reactions (Pig.15). On the one hand, the weak dependence

of neutron spectral characteristics on type of the incident ion is

observed, on the other hand, there are signs of the direct processes

of breakup and knockout.

The reaction with the carbon ions shows quite another picture

of neutron distributions (Fig.16). All characteristics of the angular

and energy distributions agree with the concept of evaporation from

the preformed compound nucleus.35
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Pig.14. Angular diatributiona of neutron yield in 3 He+62Ni reao-

tion at an incident ion energy of 40.9 (open ciroles) and 59 (solid
circles) MeV (the oross-seotion of reaction at 59 YeT is multiplied

by a factor of 0.4) for neutron energies of 25 and 15 YeV (A and

B,reapeotively).

Pig.13. Angular distributions of neutron yield in 3He+6 2Ni

ppen ciroled, 
4
He+61Ni (solid circles) and 

6
Li+59Co (dotted oircles)

reactions tor neutron energies of 5, 15 and 25 YeV (A,B and C,reapec-
tively).

Pig.15. Experimental spectrum of neutrons from 3He+62Ni reaction
at 59 MeV measured at an angle of 10°. Solid line is the calibration
curve (right-hand soale).
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part of the neutron spectra was calculated on the basis of the sta-

tistical model /67/ with allowance for the competiting channels with

proton and ^ -particle emission. The calculation was made in the S -
wave approximation, i.e. it was assumed that the part of energy which

is connected with rotation of the nucleus does not take part in the

process of particle evaporation and, therefore, in the formula of le-

vel density the excitation energy was counted off from the mean energy

of nuclear rotation.

Only a part of angular momentum available in the entrance channel
leads to nuclear fusion. The necessary condition of the fusion is pos-
sibility of approaching of the interacting nuclei to distances shorter
than a critical one /68,69/. Alternatively, the restrictions on the li-

miting momentum for the fusion reactions arise from instability of the

composite system /70/. The strong centrifugal forces lead to disinte-

gration of the system before the equilibrium is established. The least

values of the critical momenta ( etr ) from those obtained in the two
representations were used in the calculations, the parameters being

taken from /71/.

The hybrid model was used to calculate the nonequilibrium parts

of the spectra.

Table 1 summarises data used in the calculations: the parameters
of Icr , the initial number of excitons ( Ito ), the cross-section of

preequilibrium emission ( ne ) and the total yield of equilibrium

neutrons obtained experimentally ( Yrn ). The statistical errors

are only given for experimental data, the total error for the absolu-

te value of cross-section being about 15%. The preequilibrium emissi-

on ( ie ) yields 15-20% of the total yield of the evaporation neut-

rons. The importance of the nonequilibrium processes grows with
increasing the incident particle energy. There is no strong dependence
on the projectile ion type.The cross-sections of preequilibrium emis-
sion for the reactions with the strongly-coupled ok-particle and the
"loose"nucleus of 6Li are close.

Pigs 17 and 18 give the experimental energy distributions of ne-

utrons from the reactions under study and their comparison with the

calculated data. In all cases the hybrid model reproduces adequately

the shape of neutron spectra and the absolute value of cross-section.

A decrease in high-energy neutron yield is observed at low energies

of incident ions, which is especially noticeable for the reaction in-

of n eu s cm.deg

fig.16. Angular distribution of neutrons from 12C+53Cr (B"53MYeV)
reaction for neutron energies of 5,10,15 and 20 MeV (A,B,O and D,
respectively).

Later on we shall analyze the neutron spectra of the reactions
where disagreement with mechanism of evaporation from the compound
nucleus manifests itself distinctly. The analysis will be made with the

use of the basic model concepts which are most frequently applied

in studying mechanism of the high-energy light particle formation.

2. Hybrid model of preequilibrium processes

The ALICE program was used to calculate the neutron spectra of

37 reaction under study /66/. The evaporation cascade of the equilibrium
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Pig.17. Energy spectra of neutrons from the helium and lithium
ion induced reactionsa 3He+ 62Ni(E-0.9MeV) (solid oircles)i;4 e+
+61Ni(E-52.6 MeV) ( open oirolese)Li+5 9CO(E339.7MeV) (dotted ciroleua

Solid lines are the hybrid model oaloulations.

duced by lithium ion. It can be connected with the peripheral proces- !

sea the geometry dependent version of the hybrid model takes into

account. The relative contribution of such processes decreases with

increasing the incident energy.

3. Parametrization of spectra in the moving sources model

Here our purpose is to draw definite conclusions about the mecha-

nism of fast neutron emission basing on the obtained values for sour-

ce velocity and for dispersion of momentum distribution. The neutron

spectrum for each detecting angle was presented as a sum of two com-

ponents. The first one corresponded to evaporation neutrons and was
written in the form obtained in calculating the equilibrium parts of

Pig.18. Energy spectra of neutrons from 3He+6 2ui (EB59MeV; aolid
circles) and 6Li+5 9 Co (Em90MeV; dotted circles) reactions. Solid li-
nes are the hybrid model calculations.

neutron spectra with the ALICE program /66/. The formalism used in
the program does not permit the angular distributions to be calcula-
ted, so to take into account the angular anisotropy the calculated
spectrum was multiplied by a coefficient dependent on detecting
angle:

A4(D19)u ?* ~A &W2 9, O (28)

where is the fitting parameter. The second component corresponded

to the nonequilibrium neutron source moving along the beam direction

and had the form presented by Eq.(21). The source velocity (f ), the

dispersion of momentum distribution (B) and the cross-section of

nonequilibrium neutron yield served as parameters here. By fitting



Table 2.
the parameters we succeeded in describing adequately the energy and

angular distributions of neutrons only in the range of forward an-

gles (Pig.19). The obtained values of parameters are given in Table 2.
Reotion

E, MeV 40.9 52.6 39.7 59.0 90.0

FL 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.9 2.6
Y, , mbarn 1660t40 1590±40 2160o0 2090f5* 3490*60
o0 , mbarn 1037 994 1350 1100 134

t o~0.09D0.06 0.20*0.08 0.O15;t0.05 o. it0.o4 0.27.0.06
.A, 0.096 0.161 0. 176 0. 1 0.34
v, cm/nes .960.18 3.45+0.28 2.86±0.51 4.99o0.38 5.0ft 0.28

V' , cm/ens 4.3 4.42 2.69 5.52 4.
cm/ns 3.69 3.09 2.60 5'.07 .79

T, le6V 35. 60.37 3.91.0.41 2.72.0.7? 2.78+0.52 2.76€-o.34
B, MeV/C 54. 3.2 60.4±3.2 SO.3±t.1 50.94.7 50.7±3.
B*, MeV/C 48 79 36 48 36

10

k.

Is

o.1

For the adequate description of the spectra in the whole range

of angles it is necessary to introduce one more source which has a

wider momentum distribution and moves at a smaller velocity. The rep-
producibility of experimental data will be essentially improved if
the neutron sources are assumed to be distributed along directions

of their motion. The angular distribution dispersion in this case

will be about 10° . With allowance for the angular distribution of the

sources the values of fitting parameters (source velocities and momen-

tum distribution dispersions) do not change considerably /65/.

Prom the total yield of evaporation neutrons ( yn ) obtained by

approximation of the equilibrium part of the spectra it is possible

to determine the cross-section of fusion ( 6 ) dividing the yield

into the calculated average number of neutrons ( 7 ). The absolute

values of fusion cross-section agree well with the calculated values

critical momentum for fusion reactions (see Table 1);

e I,. dog

Pig.19. Description of angular distributions of neutrons from
L1+5 9 Co reaction (E-39.7MeV) in the moving sources model for neutron

energies of 10,20 and 30 MeY (A,B and C,respectively). 6-,,,. 'TZ ' M O. y£) (29)

39



40 The value of anisotropy parameter can be evaluated, with the following

relationship used:

18 . . ( g�A!) ( S�
(30)

where R , ' and T are the radius, moment of inertia and temperature

of the compound nucleus, respectively, and E rot is the rotational

energy. As seen from Table 2, the coincidence of the calculated ani-

sotropy parameter A* with that obtained by fitting,] , is quite

satisfactory. Thus, the characteristics of the soft part of neutron

spectra completely correspond to the concept of statistic mechanism

of neutron emission from the nucleus in thermodynamic equilibrium.

The velocity of the nonequilibrium neutron source is correlated

with the projectile ion velocity, beingsmtler than the latter. Por com-

parison Table 2 gives the incident ion velocities on the peak of the

Coulomb barrier ( < ) and the ion velocities also on the peak of

this barrier but on the assumption that the part of the kinetic ener-

gy of motion required to separate a neutron has turned into excitation

energy (lQC ). As seen from the table, the values of source velo-

cities are close to the velocities L and Tfe . It indicates that

the processes of projectile ion breakup are possibly important,

but then the momentum distribution dispersion B should be independent

of ion energy and proportional to the square root of the binding

energy (BE) of the neutron in the projectile nucleus. Indeed, B does

not depend on incident ion energy, but in the reactions initiated

by d - particles (BE=20.5MeV) and by ions of lithium-6 (BE=3.7MeV) the-

se parameters are close. Table 2 presents the momentum distribution

dispersions (B' ) calculated on the basis of the simple breakup

model /49/. The good agreement with the fitting parameter B takes

place for the reactions with 3He ions, the discrepancies being obser-

ved in the case of the reactions with lithium and helium-4. The break-

up process can be accompanied also by the processes of neutron knock-

out from the target nucleus. Then the distribution widths will be

determined by form of the neutron wave function in the target nucle-

us. It is impossible to draw any definite conclusion about the process

nature on the basis of the obtained parameters. Possibly we deal with

a set of different mechanisms of fast neutron production and the con-

tributions of all the mechanisms are comparable. The obtained para-

meters do not contradict the preequilibrium exciton models where the
incident ion is assumed to dissociate into the definite number of

excitons at the initial stage of the reaction and the nucleon emis-

sion is determined by the statistic mechanism. There is no contradic-
tion either with the Fermi-jet model /25,26/ or with the sum rule mo-

del /27,29/. The latter does not permit one to describe the angular

and energy distributions. However, it is seen from the concepts laid

in the model that the spectrum of emitted fragments can be paramet-

rized in the form of a fast-moving source. The sum rule model makes

it possible to reproduce the cross-section of nonequilibrium neutron
yield for the reactions under study at reasonable values of parame-

ters.

4. Hot spot model

The high velocity of the nonequilibrium neutron source does not
mo del

permit the drifting hot spotV2t,24/ to be used, at least, to descri-

be the fast neutron yield at small angles. A local equilibrium is

assumed in the model to exist in a zone embracing the projectile nu-
cleons and a fraction of the target nucleons, so the hot zone veloci-

ty should be considerably less than the projectile ion velocity.
Data on calculating the neutron energy spectra with the help 

of the isolated statistical hot spot model /18,19/ for reactions initi-
ated by ions of helium-4 (E=52.6MeV) and lithium-6 (E.39.7 and 90MeV)
are shown in Pig.20 and compared there with the experimental data.

It is assumed that there is no change in nuclear density in the hot

zone, the model parameter being equal to 0.58 and 0.51 for reacti-
ons initiated by ions of lithium-6 and d -particles, respectively.

These values correspond to the number of hot zone nucleons, being

double the number of projectile ion nucleons. The hot zone temperatu-

res (Eq.(15)) corresponding to the above parameters were 4.0 and
7.0MeV for the reactions induced by 39.7 and 90 MeV lithium ions,

respectively, and 6.5MeV for 0^ -particles induced reactions. The
calculations with the model reproduce adequately both the form of

the high-energy portion of neutron distributions and the change in
the form with projectile energy. The angular distributions of neutrons

according to the model are determined by refractive effects of

nuclear surface. In the framework of the model the reproduction of

the experimentally observed angular distributions of neutron failed.
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Pig.20. Energy spectra of neutrons from 4 He+ 6 1Ni(B-52.6MeV so-
lid circles), 6 Li+59Co(E-39.7? YeV dotted ciroles) and 6Li+59 Co
(E.90MeV; open circles). Solid lines are the calculations by using
the isolated statistical hot spot model with retraction at nuclear
surface /18,19/. The contribution of neutron evaporation from a com-
pound nucleus is hown by dashed curves.

The yield anisotropy decreases as the emitted neutron energy grows,

which is the model consequence contradictory to experimental data.

The agreement of the model predictions with some characteristics

of experimental data does not serve as convincing evidence for the

fact that we deal just with the given mechanism of neutron emission.

The shape of the neutron spectra has no specific singularities and

in order to describe it a single parameter is enough.

It is of interest to analyze the large angle region in terms

41 of the hot spot. In this region the contribution of the direct pro-

Pig.21. Temperature determined from the slope of the high-energy
portion of neutron spectra (EB15MeV) versus detection angle:

(A) 6 I+,59Co(B.39.7eV);(B) 4 He+ 6 1 Mi (e.52.6 MYeVh(C) 3e+6 2Ni
(B-40.9MeV).

cesses of all kinds is small. Fig.21 shows the dependence of tempera-

ture determined from the slope of the high energy portion of the

spectra (BE15 MeV) on detection angle. The temperature determined

in such a way varies with the angle and at angles more than 90 ° rea-

ches a constant value. But the value of temperature in the large an-

gle region differs from the equilibrium value equal to 1.9 MeV in

the given case. At the obtuse angles the variation of temperature

with projectile mass agrees qualitatively with the predictions of

the central hot spot model /2/. The higher temperatures are obser-

ved in reactions induced by ions of ialler mass. The values of tempe-

rature at the large angles are equal to 2.8, 3.5 and 4.0 MeV for bom-

barding ions:6Li, 4 He and 3He, respectively. For reactions initiated

by lithium-6 ions the d-particle and deuteron spectra were also
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Fig.22. Temperature dependences in spectra of neutrons (B), deu-
terons (C) and o -particles (A) in 6 Li+59Co(B-39.7TeV) reaction. Da-
shed lines correspond to the equilibrium temperature (T-1.9MeV),
solid lines, to the nonequilibrium component (T-2.8MeV). The spectra
are obtained at detection angles of 120-140°.

(2) The breakup and knockout processes or the mechanism of the

promptly emitted particles type may manifest themselves at small ang-

les. The contribution of such processes into the exit angle integra-

ted cross-section can be small and then the nonequilibrium neutron

yield is determined by more complex processes. No definite conclusion

on the part played bydirect processes can be drawn from the analysis
of inclusive spectra.

(3)Ihe fact that neutron energy spectra are reproduced by the hot spot

model with refraction on nuclear surface seems to reflect simply the

fact that the nonequilibrium neutron spectrum has an inexpressive sha-

pe and in order to reproduce it a single parameter is enough. The ne-

utron angular distributions cannot be described in terms of this mo-

del.

(4) The nonequilibrium component of the A. -particle, deuteron and
neutron spectra remains also at angles close to 180°. The parameters

of energy and angular distributions agree here with the central hot
spot model. However, the nonequilibrium component may well be des-
cribed also in terms of multistage compound processes leading to a

distribution symmetric about 90° .

III. NEUTRON SPECTRA IN CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS

1. Neutron emission in quasielastio and deep inelastic processes

(a) Reactions at incident ion energy up to 10MeV/nucleon

The angular distributions of neutron energy spectra and multipli-

city were measured in a wide range of projectile ion masses from oxy-

gen to krypton /73-81/. The neutrons were usually detected in coin-

cidence with light and heavy fragments. Such measurements made it pos-
sible to obtain information about the time scale of energy equilibra-

tion, distribution of excitation energy between fragments and proces-

ses of fragment deexcitation.

As the light fragment velocity is much higher than the basic mass

velocity, the neutrons are strongly focused in the direction of frag-

ment emission (Pig.23,/77/). It makes it possible to separate neut-

rons emitted by each fragment. Data obtained in /73,76-79,81/ corres-

pond to the assumption that all neutrons are produced due to emission

from the fragments having left the nuclear and Coulomb field zone and

being in statistical equilibrium. The authors of /78,79,81/ revised

measured /72/. Fig.22 presents the spectra of( -particles, deuterons

and neutrons emitted in interaction of lithium--6 ion incident on a

cobalt-59 target which were obtained at detection angles of 120-140 °

Two components with different temperatures 1.9 and 2.8 MeV are obser-

ved in the o-particle spectra, as in the neutron spectra. The deute-

ron spectra can be approximated by the Maxwell distribution with a

temperature of 2.8 MeV. The disintegration of the hot zone arising

due to central collisions with the target nucleus may manifest itself

at large angles. The coincidence of "nonequilibrium" temperatures

for c-particles, deuterons and neutrons can evidence the establish-

ment of local equilibrium in this hot zone.

5. Brief conclusions

(1) The hybrid model adequately reproduces both the absolute values

of cross-sections and the shape of exit angle integrated neutron

spectra.
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Pig.23. Angular distributions of neutrons from 5 6 pe+16 5 Ho
(E-476 MeV) reaction /77/. Arrow points the angle of light fragment
emission. Solid line is the calculation for neutrons evaporating
from heavy fragment, dashed line, from light one.

the previous reports about discovery of the nonequilibrium processes

of neutron emission in reactions of the similar type /74,75,80/.
No high-energy particles which would fall out of evaporation spectra,

even for small angles of neutron emission, were detected in any expe-

riment /73,76,79,81/.

For reactions with sufficiently heavy ions the temperature deter-
mined from the slope of the high-energy portion of the spectrum in

the frame of the emitter-nucleus has the same value for the light and
heavy fragments. It evidences that the excitation energy is shared

between the fragments in proportion to their mass, i.e. the composite
system reaches thermal equilibrium. Pig.24 shows the values of tempe-

ratures for the light and heavy fragments and the neutron multiplicity
ratio as a function of kinetic energy loss for the 56Pe(B.476MeV)+ 16 5Hi
reaction /77/. The values of temperatures and mean neutron multiplici-
ty agree with the calculations (solid lines in Pig.24) made assuming
that statistical equilibrium exsists within a wide range of variati-

on of process inelasticity. There is a definite relationship between

43 time of nuclear interaction and kinetic energy loss in collision.

200
energy logs, MeV

Pig.24. Parameter of temperature (A) for light (solid circles)
and heavy (open circles) fragments and ratio of average numbers of
neutrons emitted by heavy and light fragments (B) versus kinetic
energy loss in 5 4 pe+1 65Ho reaction at an iron ion energy of 476 MeY
/77/. Solid lines show the results of calculations with the assumption
about establishment of thermal equilibrium in the double nuclear system)

On these grounds the conclusion was made that the equilibrium distribu-

tion of thermal excitation energy in the system is established for a
time less than 5.10-22s.

For reactions with lighter ions, e.g. with oxygen /81/, the tem-
perature for the light fragment is 50% higher than that for the heavy
ones,i.e. in this case the energy is not shared between the fragments

in proportion to their mass. It is no wonder, since the level densi-

ty of such a light nucleus cannot be described in the framework of
the degenerated Permi-gas model and the pointed effect does not evi-

dence the absence of equilibrium in the system /81/. An uncer-



44 tainty in temperature for light fragments makes it difficult to detect

the nonequilibrium effects.

(b) Reactions at incident ion energy higher than 10MeV/nucleon

As seen from the above, the detection of nonequilibrium neutrons

in quasielastic and deep inelastic processes is a complicated problem.

The neutron spectrum having a highly inexpressive shape consists of

two components: evaporation from the moving light and heavy fragments.

The components have different energy and angular distributions and

represent a background for the nonequilibrium neutrons. Under such

conditions errors in interpretating the experimental data are quite

possible.

One of the first reports about discovery of preequilibrium neut-

rons was published in /82/. The reaction of oxygen-16 interaction with

niobium-93 at an energy of 204 MeV was investigated. The measured angu-

lar and energy distributions of neutrons cannot be explained by evapxa-

tion from excited fragments. To describe the experimental data the au-

thors assumed the exsistance of a third source (T-1.5MeV) moving along

the beam direction with a velocity nearly equal to half an incident

ion velocity. The phenomenon of preequilibrium emission was studied

in considerable detail in collisions of 86Er on 166Er at 11.9 MeV/

nucleon /83.84/. The experimental data analysis showed the presence

of nonequilibrium neutrons emitted close to the light fragment direc-

tion in the case of quasielastic reactions and along the heavy frag-

ment direction for deep inelastic reactions. The behaviour of the

obtained experimental data is reproduced in terms of a simple model

which assumes that about 10% of neutrons (independent of inelastici-

ty of process) are emitted at an early stage of reaction along the

bombarding ion direction. The process is formally reduced to neutron

sources having a distribution in velocity (dispersion being 1.7cm/

ns) and in direction of motion (dispersion being 15°). The paramet-

rization used resembles the classical orbiting model /54/.

The works carried out so far do not claim to study the mecha-

nism for nonequilibrium neutron emission and only state that such a

phenomenon takes place. The detailed and systematical investiga-

tions of the nonequilibrium emission behaviour depending on kinetic

energy loss during the reaction and on type of projectile ion are

required now.

2. Nonequilibrium neutron emission in fusion reactions

(a) Nonequilibrium emission effect and model descriptions

There are two basic methods of distinguishing the channels of

reactions resulting in fusion. The residual heavy nuclei moving with

velocities close to the center-of-mass velocity of the projectile

and target nuclei are detected by the first method /52,53/. The other

method is based on identification of concrete isotopes by ) -rays

of rotation band and separation of the events characteristic of fu-

sion processes only /54,85-94/. The excitation functions of neutron

emission channels /85-87,90-93/ as well as the energy and angular

distributions of neutrons /52-54, 88, 89, 94/ were measured in the

experimental works.

The hybrid model of preequilibrium emission reproduces the

excitation functions in d -particle induced reactions /87/. In the

lithium-6 induced reactions the agreement is achieved assuming that

the lithium breakup in the nuclear field with subsequent capture of

one of its fragments is an analog of incomplete fusion reaction

/85,86/. The description of the excitation function in neutron chan-

nels can also be made on the basis of the simple model which assumes

that the neutron emission is a random process and that probabilities

of emission of a definite number of neutrons obey the Poisson dis-

tribution /95/. In the framework of the preequilibrium disintegration

model of excitonic type it is possible to describe the neutron energy

spectra in heavy ion induced reactions /54/. In this case the initi-

al number of excitons considered as a free parameter can exceed the

number of projectile nucleons.

The comparison with the promptly emitted particles model was

made in /54/. The model reproduces qualitatively the behaviour of

neutron spectra at small angles, but gives more abrupt angular depen-

dence. The model predicts that high-energy neutron emission occurs

only at forward angles, but a considerable number of high-energy

neutrons is experimentally observed at backward angles /52,54,91/.

The hot spot models have not been analyzed thoroughly. Compari-

son of some characteristics of experimental distributions indicates

that the hot zone concept as such does not contradict the experiment

/94/.
A low velocity of the source amounting to 0.2-0.4 of the ion

one on the peak of the Coulomb barrier was obtained in all works /52-



54/ in the parametrization of 'neutron distributions in the moving sou-

ces models The low velocity can be explained in terms of the classi-

cal orbiting model /52,54/ in which the tangential component of ion

velocity plays a decisive part in grazing collision. The calculati-

on of this velocity in the ion motion along the Rutherford trajectori-

es yields nearly doubled values and with the assumption about sticking

the value of velocity is somewhat lower than that obtained in para-

metrization. It evidences a possible influence of friction for-

ces on preequilibrium emission /54/.
Analysis of neutron distributions for d-particle induced reacti-

ons in the two-phase deexcitation model leads to the average number

of excitons equal to 10 at the preequilibrium stage and the average

velocity of the excited complex amounting to 0.4 of the incident ion

velocity /89/. Comparison of these parameters with those of other

models is hindered.

It is seen from the foregoing that most of the models can give

more or less complete description of experimental data, pointing to

noncriticality of general rough features of the measured distributi-

ons to the model prediction. A more delicate and detailed analysis

is required here.

(b) Bombarding nucleus structure and preequilibrium processes

It is experimentally established that the nonequilibrium neutron

emission accompanies the fusion process between 12C(E1152MeC) and
158Gd /94 /, manifests itself to a lesser degree in the interaction

of 160(E-152MeV) with 154Sm /54 / and is absent in the fusion of
20Ne(CE175MeV) with 150Nd /94/. It indicates a possible effect of

projectile structure, as the same compound nucleus 170yb forms in the

reactions at comparable excitation energies. The observed difference

was explained in /90/ within the framework of the modified sum rule

model /29/. The authors of /91/ substituted Qgg in the model by

the reaction energy for two-particle fragmentation, thus introducting

the ion structure in the model. The adequate description of a fracti-

on of preequilibrium emission has been obtainedin all the three

reactions.

However, the observed difference in the fusion processes can be

connected also with the difference in energy per nucleon (at the Cou-

lomb barrier) for bombarding ions. Investigations of fusion process

in reactions with nuclei similar in mass but different in structure

are decisive experiments in this case. The preequilibrium neutron

emission was studied in the fusion reactions of 120 and 13C (neutron

separation energies equal to 18.7 and 4.9 MeV, respectively) with
15 Gd and 1 5 7 Gd nuclei. The measurements showed no essential changes

in behaviour and fraction of preequilibrium emission in the reacti-

ons /52/. The sum rule model (without any modifications) reproduces

the ratio of cross-sections in the reactions. The model involves the

parameter T (Eq.(19)) the sense of which is not quite clear, thus

giving carte blanche for speculations. It is possible that the "dis-

covery" of the projectile nuclear structure effect is explained by

this fact /91/.

The projectile ion velocity rather than the nuclear structure

or the total incident energy seems to be a determinant in the preequi-

librium emission.

(c) Is the preequilibrium neutron emission a peripheral process?

The possibility of distinguishing the peripheral reaction is

based on the following concepbts.he excitation of a compound nucleus

is removed at an early stage by evaporation of light particles, main-

ly neutrons. The light particles take away only a small fraction of

nuclear angular momentum. Then the nucleus changes in the ground sta-

te producing a cascade of (-rays due to transitions between different

states of the rotation band. If the reaction proceeds in the sufficu-

ently narrow range of momenta,intensity of X -transitions is indepen-

dent of state spin, because the side feedings are absent. In the

reactions going at different momenta the intensity of Y -transitions
increases with decreasing the state spin.

Such a method was first used in /96/ to study the fusion reacti-

ons of 14N with 15 9Tb at 95 MeV. The intensity of -transitions as

a function of state spin is shown in Pig.25. The measurements were

made both in coincidence with high-energy d -particles (A) and

without coincidence selection (B). It is seen that the states

of rotation band with momenta 10-14 l are occupied first of all. The

data obtained distinctly indicate that production of nonequilibrium

6 -partucles is a peripheral process.

The similar measurements were carried out in /88/, where the

channels of neutron emission in interaction of dL-particles with
1 9 4 Dy at 120 MeV were investigated. The measurement showed that for

all the reaction channels there was no notable difference between the45
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intensities of -transitions in coincidence with high-energy

(E >6.8 MeV) neutrons emitted at small angles as well as with neut-

rons (E>2.5 MeV) emitted at forward angles and those obtained with-

out coincidence selection (Fig.26). For heavy ion induced reactions

the difference between the dependences of V -transition intensity on

state' spin in the channels with high-energy l-particle and neutron

emission was pointed out in /97/. It proves that in the nonequilib-

rium neutron emission there is no preferred area of momenta and that

the emission is not a peripheral process.

The conclusion of /91/ about the peripheral nature of nonequilib-

rium emission is based only on the fact that the experimental depen-

dencies of f -rays multiplicity on both incident energy and number

of emitted neutrons do not contradict the sum rule model. This con-

clusion rests only on the model and raises doubts. The -rays multi-

plicity reaches a saturation value with increasing the incident ion

energy, thus evidencing the exsistance of a critical angular momentum

for fusion /70/, but having no direct relations with preequilibrium

emission. The marima of X'-ray multiplicity in light /89/ and hea-

vy /90/ ion induced reactions correspond to the calculated values

of critical angular momenta /71/. A decrease in multiplicity with

the incident ion energy can be due to both growth of the average num-

ber of evaporation neutrons and increase in a fraction of nonequilib-

rium processes.The turn to assumption about the peripheral nature of

the preequilibrium emission in order to explain the obtained behavi-

our /91-93/ is not required.

BRIEF CONCLUSIONS

(a) The incident ion velocity rather than the total incident ener-

gy is a determinative parameter of the preequilibrium emission pro-

cesses. The nonequilibrium neutron emission manifests itself at

energies above,10MeV/nucleon both in deep inelastic reactions and in

fusion reactions.

(b) The experimental works on preequilibrium emission in deep in-

elastic reactions are at the stage of discovery of the effect. At

this point the detailed and systematic investigations with a higher

accuracy and for a wider range of reactions are required.

3. h

Fig.26. Intensity of X-transitions versus state spin for 165Dy
(A ,Xhy) reactions at x-10, 8 and 6 /88/. Energy ofd-partioles
was 120 MeV. Solid oircles emeasurements in coincidenoe with

neutrons (>,2.5 MeV) emitted at an angle of 145°0 open oircles,
measurements in coincidence with neutrons (E 6.8 YeV) emitted

at an angle of 35 °0



(c) The neutron spectra in fusion reactions are not characterized

by any specific shape and, therefore, the description of someoftheir

features can be made within the framework of many rather simple mod-

els. Here one cannot limit oneself to the description of the general
characteristics, a more detailed analysis of distributions being

required.

(d) The structure of interacting nuclei does not affect significan-
tly the preequilibrium emission process. There is no preferred re-

gion of angular momenta in this process and the preequilibrium emis-

sion takes place also at small impact parameters. These model-in-

dependent experimental facts permit one to regard the model descrip-

tion of the process more critically.

CONCLUSION

The field of physics concerned with studying the mechanisms of

light particle nonequilibrium emission and, ultimately, the dissipa-

tion of energy in nuclear collisions and the processes of equilib-

ration in nuclear matter is now far from a harmonic system of ex-

perimental facts and theoretical generalizations. Here there

are, so far, only outlines and contours of possible effects and

theories. The extensive search leads to a great deal of various mo-

dels and ideas. On the one hand, it indicates an interest to the pro-

blem, on the other hand, makes the comparison of experimental data

difficult. A noncriticaltty to validity of the basic model assumpti-
ons also affects the situation.

A wide range of processes from direct reaction to reactions

going through compound nucleus formation manifest themselves in inclu-

sive neutron spectra, espesially at small emission angles. Analysis

of such spectra is complicated and ambiguous in many cases. A more

unambiguous information about the preequilibrium emission can be

expected to be obtained from spectra of nuoleons emitted at backw-

ard angles. And analysis of data on correlation measurements with

distinguishing the certain channels of reaction is, of course, sim-

pler and less dependent of the model predictions. But a more detai-

led, not superficial, analysis of pecularities of experimental dis-

tributions is also required at this point.

It is of interest to follow the change in behaviour of the preequi-

47 librium emission in passing to high energies of bombarding ions,

to follow how the ideas developed to describe reactions at 10-20 MeV/

nucleon transform in those used to interpret data at energies of seve-

ral hundred MeV per nucleon and above.
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PARTIAL NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS.
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Yu.P. POPOV
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Dubna, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The peculiarities of interaction of resonance neutrons

with nuclei are discussed. The methods of hilh-intensity

neutron spectrometry and the results of studying different

decay channels of neutron resonances are reported briefly.

Special emphasis is put on the latest data on the study of

neutron reactions with charged particle emission and ganmma-

ray spectra of decay. The regularities of the compound nu-

clei decay are discussed.

I. ITTRODUCTION

During the half a century, which passed since the discovery

of a neutron by Chadwick in 1932, many basic experimental and theo-

retical investigations were performed. They led to the development

of neutron physics as a highly important branch of nuclear physics

and laid the scientific basis of modern nuclear power.

Since a neutron has no electric charge and, consequently, no

Coulomb barrier opposing its penetration into a nucleus, it can be

used widey for exciting essentially all nuclei in the J3 -stability

valley, in particular, for inducing fission of heavy nuclei. The

emission of new neutrons in the process of fission allowed us to

realize the chain nuclear reaction and then acquire tremendous

amounts of nuclear power. In order to fulfil this most complicated

from the scientific and technological point of view task a lot of

special physical experiments had been carried out. They gave ne-

cessary information about the mechanism of neutron-nucleus inter-

action and on the structure of high-excited states of nuclei being

constituent parts of structural and fission materials employed in

nuclear reactors. At present more nuclear data are still required.53
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are the evidence for that. These requirements can be satisfied by

direct measurements of certain physical parameters. But the present

status of modern experimental engineering does not always make it

possible. Therefore, some of them are calculated within the frame

of modern theoretical models of a nucleus and nuclear reactions.

However, each model allows us to make estimates within a limited

accuracy, which does not always satisfy the needs of the industry.

Thus, there arises the need for new experimental data used to de-

velop the existing nuclear models.

The neutron spectrometry plays the most important role in pro-

viding organizations dealing with calculations and design of nu-

clear reactors with nuclear data. Below we shall discuss the latest

advances in neutron spectroscopy and some regularities of neutron

resonance decay.

2. NEUTRON RESONANCES AND COMPOUND STATES OF NUCLEI

In slow neutron capture specific highly excited states of nu-

clei (compound states) with a width of about 1 eV are formed near

the neutron binding energy (Bn' 7 10 MeV). The capture probabil-
ty of a neutron with the energy corresponding to these compound

states exceeds that in the neighbouring energy regions by several

orders of magnitude. That is the neutron resonance. The compound

states live rather long and decay following the exponential law with

a half-life of about 10- 14 - 10 16 s. By detecting the emission of

various particles which are the reaction products and their spectra,

it is possible to draw conclusions regarding the partial probabili-

ties for the decay of the compound states through various channels.

The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the various channels for the decay of

neutron resonances and the relationship between the cross sections

and the positions of the excited nuclear states. In this example

the capture of a s-wave neutron by the target nucleus A (with the

spin and parity I1 = 7/2-) gives rise to the excitation in the A +

+ 1 nucleus of compound states with spins J f 3-, 4- above Bn .
These levels may decay through the emission of a neutron (the in-

verse process), through that of [-rays, and of -particles. For

each process x there is a corresponding cross section x .

O* 2}

2 A-3 2 A

..A ii.."... 0

A *1

Pig. 1. Production and decay of compound states.

The effective neutron-nucleus cross section t is a measure

of the interaction probability, given by

dN " N t- ' d (1)

where dN is the number of neutrons which have interacted in a layer

dn (nuclei per square centimeter) of matter, and N is the number of

neutrons incident on this layer. Long life time of compound states

makes it possible to treat the nuclear reaction as a process which

occurs in two independent steps (the Bohr's hypothesis) when the me-

chanism of decay does not depend on the manner in which the state

was formed, i.e. the reaction cross section can be written as

6x 6- C x (2)

where 6g is the cross section for the production of the compound

nucleus, and J x = r x/r t is the relative probability of decay

through emission of the particle x.

The total neutron cross section 6 t is the sum

¢t -6 s + ++ + + S + 6 +p+... (3)



of the partial cross sections corresponding to scattering, capture,

fission and reactions involving the emission of ^ -particles, pro-

tons, etc.

For most nuclei in the case of slow neutrons the cross sections

ff and y are predominant. The cross sections 6p are characte-

ristic of light nuclei, and the fission cross sections 6f so im-

portant for nuclear energetics are characteristic of heavy nuclei

(actinides). The cross sections 6L are usually small but at pre-

sent are known for many nuclei (see below). They are important from

the point of view of helium storage in the construction materials

of the reactors, which reduces their reliability.

To describe the energy dependence of neutron cross sections

in the vicinity of the resonance the Breit-Wigner formula is usually

used

x (E) gJ rn (Eo) rx
(E - Eo)2 + r 2 /40

(4)

Here Eo is the resonance energy, 0o is the neutron wavelength di-

vided by 2 f at E E0 , r n (E0) is the neutron width at E Eo,

r X is the width of the corresponding reaction, r * E r is
the total width of the resonance, gj is the statistical factor de-

pendent on spins of the initial (I) and final (J) states.

The shape of the resonance is noticeably affected by the type

of chemical combination and by the thermal motion of atoms in a

sample. The shape of the resonance in the reaction cross section is

not symmetric because of the factor A - 11/ which gives rise to

the "1/f law" in the limit E--O, which is well known for the ab-

sorption of slow neutrons.

The theory as it exists today cannot predict the parameters

r n rx' Eo for individual resonances. These parameters are deter-
mined experimentally, and their values have been compiled in an at-

las of neutron cross sections by the Brookhaven National Laboratory

/1 /. At the same time, it is the complex, many-particle nature of

compound states which leads to the definite behaviour established

by the statistical theory. The behaviour described by this theory

deals with the average values of'the decay widths for decay by the

55 various channels, the distribution of the partial and total widths,

and the distributions of intervals between resonances.

However, before discussing the achievements in the study of

partial neutron cross sections and comparing them with those pre-

dicted by modern theoretical models, let us review in short the

problems of the high-intensity neutron spectrometry. We are consi-

dering the high-intensity spectrometry because it allows us to

study a greater number of the resonance parameters with the help of

the rare reaction measurements, as well as to measure the spectra

of secondary particles emitted after the neutron capture. It is ve-

ry important for the correct description of such complex states as

the compound ones of heavy nuclei.

3. GENERAL QUESTIONS OF HIGH-INTENSITY NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY /2/

Modern neutron spectrometry is capable of resolving individual

states of nuclei which are separated by a fraction of an electron-

volt at a total excitation energy of the order of 7 - 10 MeV. This

unique in nuclear physics resolution is achieved by comparatively

simple means. The fact is that the excitation energy of a compound

nucleus E* Bn + En, where Bn, 107 eV is the constant part, En

C 104 is the kinetic energy of the captured neutron, while the

spectrometry (usually, the time-of-flight one) is realized at the

energies of the order of this small addition.

This relationship between the components of the excitation

energy (En<C Bn) which is possible only in the case of neutron cap-

ture, allows us to study in its pure form a distinct class of nu-

clear reactions which go through a compound-nucleus stage and to

study the nature of these complex quasistationary states.

Over the past three decades experimental neutron spectrometry

has been improving continuously. It has passed a long way from a

simple chopper selectors in the first nuclear reactors to the modern

spectrometers installed at powerful pulsed accelerators of electrons,

protons and deutrons, pulsed reactors, high-flux steady-state reac-

tors, etc.

Neutron spectrometry is developing along the directions of in-

creasing resolution and intensity. The variety of research programs

is forcing improvements in both these major characteristics of neut-

ron spectrometers. However, the experimental general-purpose spect-

rometers usually cannot claim record-high characteristics, there-

fore, many interesting and pioneering studies are being carried out



at specialized apparatus. It should also be emphasized that a suc-

cessful experiment requires matching the basic characteristics of

a neutron spectrometer with those of particle detectors, those of

the system which detects the event and those of the computer faci-

lities. Otherwise, the record-high characteristics may turn out to

be useless.

The modern status of the neutron source problem is considered

in detail in the recently published under the editorship of Dr. S.

Cirjacks review "Neutron Sources for Basic Physics and Applications

/3/.
There are several ways to raise the intensity of neutron spect-

rometers.

(1) To increase directly the neutron flux density without changing

other characteristics of the spectrometer (raising the current or

energy of the accelerated particles or using targets of fissionable

materials).

(2) To alter the characteristics of the spectrometer. In the time-

of-flight method this would mean increasing the length of the neut-

ron pulse or moving closer to the neutron source. In the latter case

it must be kept in mind that a limitation is imposed by the dimen-

sions of the accelaator target (or of the moderator) and by those

of the sample (or of the detector).

(3) To use (in the time-of-flight method) a neutron booster-breeder.

This booster can be either a steady-state device (like that in Har-

well, England) or a pulsed one (like that used with the IBR (FNR)-3C

fast neutron reactor in Dubna). At neutron pulse lengths of a few

microseconds this approach can raise the neutron flux density by

one or two orders of magnitude.

(4) To employ slowdown-time neutron spectrometry.

The Time-of-Flight Method

Neutron sources generally provide neutrons with a continuous

energy distribution, and special methods are required to single out

neutrons of a particular energy or to measure their energy. The

most universal of these methods is the time-of-flight method. Pulsed

operation of a neutron source is convenient for this method. We der

note by L the distance (in meters) traversed by a neutron moving

from the source to the detector, by t (in microseconds), the time

of flight, and by A t, the uncertainty of this time which results

from the finite length of a neutron puls.e ad other factors. Then,

from the nonrelativistic equations E = and t L we can de-

rive the basic equations of the method:

En - 5228 (L)2; --- - 0.028 En /
2 A (5)n bn n

En

The total cross section is usually determined as a function of

the energy t (En ) by measuring the transmission of neutrons by the

sample for various times of flight. The transmission T and the cross

section 6 t are related by the simple equation

T = exp (-n 6 t) (6)

The IBR-30 fast-neutron reactor has been in operation for many

years by now at the Laboratory of Neutron Physics of the Joint In-

stitute for Nuclear Research. Tha average power of this reactor is

25 kW in all, and at five pulses per second it generates a pulsed

power of 60 MWI matching that of the best steady-state research re-

actors. For experiments with resonance neutrons the reactor is ope-

rated in a booster mode in combination with an electron injector-ac-

celerator. The accelerator target is placed in the active zone of

the reactor, and the neutron pulses produced at the target as a re-

sult of a photonuclear reaction are multiplied by the subcritical

reactor by a factor of 200. In this mode the source has an average

intensity of 3x1014 neutron/s at a neutron pulse length of 4.5uls.

By way of comparison, note that the intensity of the operating elec-

tron accelerators usually does not exceed 1014 neutron/s. A pulsed

reactor with an injector is, therefore, one of the best choices for

high-intensity neutron spectrometry at a modest resolution.

Recently, in Dubna the experiments were started at a new more

powerful pulsed reactor IBR-2 with a peak power of about 2x10 9 W //.

The Slowdown-Time Neutron Spectrometry

This is an interesting method due to its physical nature, as

well as due to the opportunities it presents and the simplicity of

its realization. The concept of the method arose in discussions of

a particular feature of the moderation process which results from



t
the elastic scattering of neutrons in a heavy medium: the bunching

of the neutron velocities in a comparatively narrow interval around

an average value /6/. A crude explanation is that since the range

of the neutron between collisions depends only slightly on the neut-

ron velocity, the faster neutrons collide more frequently with the

moderator and lose energy more rapidly.

If a brief pulse of fast neutrons at a velocity f is in-

jected into a large volume of a moderator consisting of nuclei with

A >1, the neutrons will collide elastically with the moderator nu-

clei, losing an average fraction of m 2/A of their energy in each

collision and will, accordingly, accumulate in a comparatively nar-

row velocity interval. As the moderation time increases, this in-

terval shifts downward along the velocity scale. By operating the

neutron detector (or devices which detect particles accompanying

the capture of a neutron by a nucleus of the test sample) for a nar-

row time interval A t shifted by a time t with respect to the time

of the neutron injection, it becomes possible to select approximate-

ly monoenergetic neutrons. The average velocity of these neutrons

is related to the moderation time t by

t m A (1/v - 1/i o) (7)

where A is the neutron mean free path with respect to scattering,

and tVo is the initial velocity of the neutrons. The product AA 

which is O' 6 m for lead, is an effective "flight distance", by ana-

logy with the time-of-flight method.

This idea was realized.in a slowdown-time spectrometer by a

group led by Shapiro at the Lebedev Physics Institute in Moscow //.

The neutron source with an average intensity of about 109 n/s was

a tritium target exposed to a pulsed beam of 300-keV deuteronsr The

target was placed at the centre of a lead prism with dimensions

2x2x2.3 m, in which the neutrons were moderated (Fig. 2). The de-

tector was inserted into a narrow channel in the prism. This method

admitted disadvantage is its low resolution ( ~30%), but it has

an undisputed advantage of high intensity. This method was widely

used to measure capture and fission cross sections over the energy

range from 1 eV to 30 keV. Recently this method was revived at the

57 Ronseller Polytechnic Institute /8 /, where a neutron source (a tar-

Pig. 2. A layout of slowdown-time spectrometer of neutrons: 1 is
a tritium target; 2 and 3 are channels for samples and
detectors.

get of an electron accelerator) with an intensity 1000 times higher

was inserted into a lead cube. In this case the sensitivity to the

measured cross sections for subbarrier fission and the (n, d ) and

(n, p) reactions amounted to a fraction of a microbarn.

Progress in High-Efficiency Detection Apparatus

The increase in the intensity of the neutron sources have been

accompanied by refinements in the apparatus used to detect the pro-

ducts of neutron-nuclei reactions. Ref. /9/ presents a comprehensive

review of modern methods for detecting neutrons by means of scin-

tillators. Semiconductor detectors and spectrometers are being used

more widely /10/. They are particularly promising in the spectro-

metry of X -rays from the radiative capture of neutrons. The good

energy resolution and high efficiency of -detection of germa-

nium semiconductor spectrometers, combined with the time-of-flight

procedure , have finally made it possible to study the properties

of the partial ( -transitions for a broad range of individual neut-



58 ron resonances, as well as to investigate some interesting aspects

of the neutron radiative capture mechanism/11/.

Semiconductor charged-particle spectrometers are widely used

in measurements with thermal neutrons, which are available in ext-

remely high flux desities in advanced research reactors. In studies

of the charged particles produced in reactions with resonance neut-

rons (where the flux densities are orders of magnitude lower than

those of thermal neutrons) semiconductor detectors and spectrometers

with a sensitive area no greater than 10 cm2 run into rough compe-

tition with modern ionization and proportional chambers. Although

ionization spectrometers have a resolution which is poorer by a fac-

tor of several units, their sensitive area (or their efficiency) is

larger by two or three orders of magnitude. Studies of the pe -spec-

tra for individual resonances and studies of the average partial

cross sections in the (n, d ) and (n, d ) reactions have become

possible only by combining special ionization chambers having a

large sensitive area with a high-intensity neutron spectrometer on

the basis of a linear electron accelerator with a pulsed booster-

breeder in the form of an IBR fast neutron pulsed reactor (see belol

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of such an ionization chamber

/12/, with a target area of "'3x103 cm . The collimation system of

the neutron beam and the shape of the target (sample) are chosen

.7 5

Pig. 3. A schematic diagram of the high-efficiency ionization cham-
ber (2) and neutron collimator (1). 3 is a grid; 4, a col-
lector; 5, a sample.

so as to minimize the bombardment of the sensitive volume of the

ionization chamber with neutrons and V -rays from the source, while

the entire target is being exposed. This approach has made it pos.

sible to raise the resolution of the spectrometer by a factor of

several units and to extend the working range over the time of

flight in operation with an intense neutron source and comparatively

short flight paths.

At present the study of the regularities of -cascades formed

as a result of capture of thermal and resonance neutrons arouses

much interest. An apparatus for ( -multiplicity spectrometry de-

veloped at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy in Moscow opens

up new possibilities in this field. This is a 4jr high-efficiency

t -detector consisting of a great number of NaI (Tl) crystals and

the corresponding electronic system for recording two-dimentional

information (the time of flight and average multiplicity of f -quan-

ta per cascade of a given resonance)/13/.

New information about the regularities of the two-quanta decay

of compound nuclei (the (n, 2() reaction) can be obtained now with

the help of the spectrometer of summary amplitudes of coincident

r -quanta emitted in one cascade, which has recently been put into

operation in the Laboratory of Neutron Physics in Dubna. The spect-

rometer consists of two Ge (Li) detectors with a volume of - 50 cm3

and equipped with electronics on the basis of a mini-computer. With

the help of the latter the times of flight, the amplitudes of pulses

in each detector and the code of their coincidence are recorded on

magnetic tape/14/.

4. MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF NEUTRON REACTION CROSS SECTIONS

Having considered some peculiarities of modern studies of neut-

rons we shall direct our attention to the results of measurements

of characteristics of neutron resonances obtained mainly with the

help of the high-intensity methods developed by neutron spectrosco-

py of nuclei.

The neutron cross sections are mainly measured with the time-

of-flight method. Figure 4 gives a schematic diagram of the appa-

ratus for the measurement of (a) total cross sections, (b) partial

cross sections: (n, /), (n, p), (n, f), (n,a ), etc., depending



a

b

Pig. 4. A scheme of neutron capture cross section measurements by
the time-of-flight method: (a) transmission cross sections;
(b) reaction cross sections with compound-state decay pro-

duct detection.

The main channels of the decay of neutron resonances of medium

and heavy nuclei are the neutron emission (scattering through a com-

pound nucleus) or '-quanta emission, while for the transuranium

elements it may also be the fission into two fragments of close

masses. At the same time many nuclei may remove excitation by emit-

ting protons, alpha-particles or even 8Be nuclei. But the Coulomb

barrier significantly prevents the charged particles from emission

reducing the cross section by many orders of magnitude. As a con-

sequence, additional experimental difficulties arise limiting the

volume and quality of the information obtained. At the same time,

the cross sections of these "rare" channels of decay are of much

interest both for the nuclear physics and reactor engineering. For

example, the (n, p) and (n, 4 ) reactions are the source of hydro-

gen and helium nuclei storage in the construction materials of the

reactors and thus should be accounted for while selecting those ma-

terials.

The time of the lecture does not allow me to consider all the

types of reactions with neutrons. Therefore, I shall confine myself

to the measurement of the cross sections of the rarest "nonclassi-

cal" reactions. These studies have been commenced only recently and,

therefore, no information about them has entered the reviewsA5- 17/

(see also ref./1/) containing a detailed consideration of neutron

scattering reactions, radiation capture and fission.

Rich experimental information acquired with the help of neutron

spectroscopyhas showed that the general regularities of neutron re-

actions are described correctly in the frame of the modern statisti-

cal theory. According to the theory, the width of various decay

channels may be written in the form:

rx - 22x P (8)

where x2 is the independent of energy reduced width, Px is the pe-

netrability factor determined by the probability of transmission

through the Coulomb and centrifugal barriers of the nucleus in the

channel x. The widths /rx experience strong fluctuations from re-

sonance to resonance according to the Porter-Thomas distribution,

i.e. the J 2-distribution with one degree of freedom ( ) - 1).

on the type of the detector D. Here PS is the pulsed neutron source;

S ans S are the investigated samples; NG is theneutron guide, usu-

ally evacuated; K is the collimator; D is the detector which detects

either (a) the neutrons, or (b) the products of the reaction induced

by neutrons INT is the neutron trap. The use of the second sample S'

makes it possible to study the self-absorption cross sections thus

giving additional information about the neutron resonance para-

meters /15/

The measurement of the number of detector counts vs the time of

flight allows us to determine the positions of neutron resonances

along the energy scale of absorbed neutrons (Eo in expression (4)).

The relationship of various neutron capture product yields (with ac-

count for the efficiency of their detection, etc.) makes it possible

to judge the relationship of the respective widths of the reaction.

More detailed information on the characteristics of neutron reso-

nances one may derive from the analysis of spectra of the reaction

products for each neutron resonance. But this requires powerful neu-

59 tron sources and high-efficiency spectrometers.



60 The total width being the sum of independently fluctuating

partial widths experiences much weaker fluctuations. Therefore, in

the decay of the compound nucleus through the channel x to various

states of the final nucleus (f) the distribution, of widths can be

presented A/8/ in the form of thej 2 -distribution with the effec-

tive number of the degrees of freedom

Jeff = f 12 ( E Px)2 ( 9)f f xf

According to the statistical theory in the frame of the Blatt

and Weisskopf /19/approach the mean widths of various decay chan-

nels may be estimated using the following formula:

-rD x> .-~7 x C P (10)

where DJ 7 is the average spacing between the resonances with spin J

and parity j , which amounts to several eV for heavy nuclei; 1 is

either the emitted particle orbital momentum or the -quantum mul-

tipolarity. This simple expression for the estimation of the order

of magnitude of the mean width was proposed 30 years ago. However,

a comparison with the most recent experimental data shows that the

mean widths can be described considerably more accurately by exp-

ression (10) and the like. But it is important to correctly calcu-

late the penetrability of the emitted particle taking into account

the effects absent from the statistical model, for example, to ac-

count for the semitransparency of the nucleus for neutrons with the

help of the optical model.

In the experiment the average widths are determined from the

results of measurements of widths of individual resonances. However,

the accuracy of such an averaging is not always high due to large

random fluctuations. Since the number of reliably studied resonances

for each isotope is limited by several dozens, the average width

fluctuating according to the Porter-Thomas distribution is deter-

mined with an uncertainty of 20%. More exact data on average widths

can be obtained from the analysis of mean cross sections averaged

over hundred or thousand resonances.

A concept which proved extremely fruitful in neutron physics

is the strength function, i.e. the quantity changing little from

nucleus to nucleus (from the point of view of the statistical theo-

ry), which is defined by

S x >
S = Ix D«'P

X
(11) '

But in the case of neutron widths (here the quantity S° -

,<m ' t, which differs by a constant factor from that given by
exp.°(11) is used more often) the experimental data /1/revealed

the giant "dimention resonances" in the dependence of the strength

function on the atomic weight of the nucleus (Fig. 5). This effect

initiated the development of the optical model of the nucleus.

Now, let us transfer to the results of measurements of the com-

paratively rare neutron reactions.
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Pig. 5. The neutron strength function as a function of the mass
number.

The (n, o ) Reaction

Such aspects of the (n, oC) reaction as small cross sections,

large background from the competing (n, Y ) reaction, and short
range of 4 -particles in the target material impose specific re-

quirements on the method for studying this reaction. It is important

that the neutron spectrometer has a high intensity and that the bom-

bardment target has a large area. These considerations are particu-



larly important in experiments with resonance neutrons, whose flux

densities are several orders of magnitude lower than those of ther-

mal neutrons in modern research reactors. As a result, while semi-

conductor detectors with an area of 1 cm2 are commonly used to

measure the d -spectra in the (n, oC ) reaction with thermal neutrons,

for measurements with resonance neutrons it has proved extremely

useful to combine a "slow" (microsecond range) but high-intensity

time-of-flight neutron spectrometer, used with a fast-neutron pulsed

reactor, vith the highly efficient a-detectors and spectrometers

(see, for example, Fig. 3).

The first step was to search for the (n, o ) reaction among

the resonances of various nuclei. The time-of-flight method and high.

efficiency detectors were used to determine the -yield and total

a -widths of the neutron resonances/20/. The second step was to

carry out two-dimensional measurements for the nuclei and resonances

having the maximum -yield, i.e. the time of flight and the spect-

rum of the detected ot -particles were determined for each time

channel. Thus, the partial d -widths were determined for each reso-

nance/21 /

In addition to the researches ono/ -decay of individual neutron

resonances, recently advances have been made in the measurements of

the characteristics of the (n, c,) reaction, averaged over many re-

sonances, with the use of "quasimonoenergetic" neutron beams passed

through nuclear filters A2/ , as well as of the time-of-flight me-

thod. These methods are employed when the energy resolution of the

neutron spectrometer is inadequate to resolve the individual reso-

nances /23, 12/.

Now, we shall proceed to the analysis of the experimental data

available.

Average i-widths. Fig. 6 shows ratios of the experimentally-

obtained average total o( -widths to those calculated from eq. (10)

with the penetrability factor taken from the Kadrensky-Furman clus-

ter model /24/. The errors result primarily from a limited number

of resonances over which the experimental oa -widths are averaged.

We can conclude from Fig. 6 that the statistical theory satisfacto-

rily reproduces the average total d, -widths for a broad range of

61 spherical nuclei with 58 < A < 150. Since the theoretical value of

<r>'1'
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Pig. 6. A ratio of the experimental and theoretical values of the
average. -widths, plotted against the mass number of nuclei.

< r'> was calculated from (10), the ratio < F' > exp/f< rt .Tin
Fig. 6 is, within a factor, the strength function for ve -particles

(see expression (11)). The fact that the strength function SA re-

mains constant for spherical nuclei, as we see from this figure,

may be interpreted as an evidence of strong absorption of o -par-

ticles in the nucleus (in other words, the correct model would be

that of a "black" nucleus, rather than that of a semitransparent

one, as in the case of neutrons). If this is the case, then it fol-

lows that the e -cluster states are highly fragmented (distributed)
among the levels of a compound nucleus at nuclear excitation ener-

gies of 'v 10 MeV.

Distribution of d -widths. Fig. 7 shows the integral distri-

bution of partial a4 -widths for transitions to the ground state

in the 123Te (n,C )120Sn reaction. The experimental errors were

accounted for in the determination of r/,O by taking values of
these errors from a Gaussian distribution with a half-width equal

to the measurement error. The experimental curve (the solid one)

turns out to agree well with the Porter-Thomas distribution (the

dashed curve). A similar agreement can be demonstrated for other

nuclei.
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123Te (n, g ) reaction. The dashed curve ia for theoretical
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compound nucleus. The agreement is particularly good if we discard

the anomalous resonance at Eo 184 eV (the dashed curve).

Measurements with thermal neutrons. Emsallem /26/ has recently

reported a detailed analysis of measurements of the (n, a ) reac-

tion with thermal neutrons. Comparison of the thermal cross sec-

tions with the results of calculating the contribution of the known

resonances to the thermal region showed that the calculations and

measured results for most nuclei were either in agreement or diffe-

red in a way which could be ascribed to bound states of "negative"

resonances with plausible ( - and (-widths. In three cases there

are discrepancies which require further investigation.

A dramatic situation has developed in a study of the (n,C )

reaction in the actinide region. The thermal cross section for the

238U (n,eC ) reaction found by a group of physicists (Asghar et al.

/27/) in Grenoble yields a value for /d which is six orders of

magnitude larger than that calculated from the statistical theory

although the corresponding calculations in the region 59 , A < 177

agree well with experiment (Fig. 6).

Wagemans et al. /28/recently undertook a new attempt to search

for the (n, C ) reaction in the various isotopes of uranium. They

obtained negative results for the 233U and 235U targets. For 238U

(n, co) they reported a cross section of 1.5 +0.5 pbn with thermal

neutrons. This cross section agrees well with that reported by As-

ghar et al. /27/ but the energies of the oL -particles attributed
to this reaction by the two groups differ by 0.5 MeV, which goes

far beyond the experimental errors. Some new experiments on this

problem are required. If such a high value of /r was confirmed,

it would substantially change our understanding of the d -decay of

heavy compound nuclei.

The (n, p) Reaction

The emission of protons in the reaction with slow neutrons is

a rather rare event. This is due to closeness of the neutron binding

energy and the proton binding one in stable nuclei, and the energy

of the reaction Q (n, p). 1 MeV, i.e. the proton decay of neutron

resonances, is essentially suppressed by the Coulomb barrier. There-

fore, rather poor information about the proton channel of the com-

pound nuclei decay is available.

Pig. 8. Distribution of the total A -widths.

We can also study the distributions of the total *c-widths by

comparing them with a/ 2-distribution with the value of i eff cal-

culated from (9). Fig. 8 taken from the paper by Balabanov et al.

/25/ shows that the experimental distributions of the total C -

widths (the hystograms) agree well with the theoretical ones (the

solid curves) for resonances of both spins in the case of the 148Sm



However, this information is of great interest, even if one

simply proceeds on the analogy with the neutron channel of decay.

Though, actually, the proton channel is much reacher in information

than the neutron one, since one may detect the transitions not only

to the ground state, but also to the excited ones with various or-

bital momenta 1. This information is needed by the reactor engi-

neering in order to estimate the storage of hydrogen in the reactor

materials and to take into account the distortions of the crystal

lattice by the emitted protons.

In principle, to estimate the proton widths, one might use the

hypothesis proposed by Bethe in 1937 that the mean reduced widths

of various channels of decay with particle emission should be about

the same/29/, i.e. the compound nucleus was assumed to be insen-

sitive to the kind of particle emitted, if the nuclear barrier tran-

sparency is accounted for. Unfortunately, the lack of the corres-

ponding experimental data does not allow us to verify that. For ex-

ample, only five resonances /30/ are measured for the "most inves-

tigated" 350C (n, p) reaction. This gives < 6 > < / >1.5. Wi-

der studies are needed to make definite conclusions. The similar

analysis of data on the (n, e, ) reaction has shown /31/that < b 2)/

/C 2 4- 4.5 ±2.5, even with the correction made for the opti-

cal effects in the neutron channel for a dozen and a half of sphe-

rical nuclei. Yet, it is not clear whether this is due the speci-

fic character of the o< -channel or due to the rough approximations

made by Bethe.

The most advantageous way of studying the proton decay of com-

pound nuclei is the use of radioactive neutron-deficient target nu-

clei. It results in a considerable difference between the neutron

and proton binding energies, so that Q (n, p) is several MeV for a

wide number of target nuclei and, consequently, the penetrability

amounts to 10 - 10 , which is within the tolerance of the high-

efficiency neutron apparatus. A group of scientists of the Laue-Lan-

gevin Institute (Grenoble) in collaboration with the ISOLDA group

(CERN) /32/and Nuclear Centre in Belgium /33/ is now carrying out

the program of such studies with thermal neutrons.

The study of the (n, p) reaction with resonance neutrons for
63 the radioactive target nuclei is initiated in the Laboratory of

Neutron Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. The

first investigated reaction was 22Na (n, p)22Ne in the energy range
up to 1 keV/34/. As a result, the first neutron resonance was ob-

served in the 23Na compound nucleus at a neutron energy of 150 eV.

This resonance is responsible for a large value of the thermal cross
section 7 th (n, p) = 3-104 bn (see Pig. 9).

The (n, p) reaction may appear a convenient tool for the study
of and the search for the neutron resonances in the radioactive
(neutron-deficient) nuclei, since the detection of protons reduces

the background conditions due to the gamma- and beta-radiation of

the target.
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Pig. 9. The 2 2Na (n, p)22 Ne reaction cross section. The solid curve
is a fitting of the cross section according to the Breit-Wig-
ner formula.

The (n, t ) Reaction

This reaction is the best studied channel of the decay of neut-
ron resonances, which gave rich information about the structure of

the excited nuclear states.
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Fig.10. Total radiative widths as a function of the mass number.

Total Y -widths and capture cross sections. The i -decay of

the compound nucleus goes through a large number (about a hundred)

intermediate states (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the total radiation

width r tot is well averaged ( ' effr 100) and fluctuates little

from resonance to resonance /1 /and changes smoothly from nucleus

to nucleus (Fig. 10).

It makes it easier to estimate and describe theoretically the

cross sections of the (n, y ) reaction. The neutron radiative cap-

ture cross sections averaged over many resonances in the range of

dozens and hundreds of keV are of undoubtful interest for the nu-

clear energetics, in particular, for the design of fast neutron re-

actors, as well as for the check of the hypothesis of nuclearaynthe-

sis and determination of the time of life of the Universe /35/. Be-

sides, the analysis of the dependences of averaged cross sections

on the neutron energy allows us to find the average parameters of

the interaction of neutrons with nuclei, i.e. the neutron strength

functions for the 8-, p- and d-neutrons (the capture of neutrons with

orbital momenta. 1. 0, J, 2).and total radiative strength functions

/36/. Ref. /37/ gives a detailed systematics of averaged cross sec-

Fig.11. Averaged radiative neutron capture cross sections at 30 keV

(in mbn) as a function of the neutron number of the target

nucleus N. The circles stand for even-even isotopes; the dots,

for even-odd ones; the triangles, for odd-even ones. The so-

lid curves connect the isotopes of one element. The dashed

curve is fitted through the circles and triangles.

tions using, as an example, the radiative capture of the 30-keV neu-

trons. The dependences of the cross section vs the number of neut-

rons in the target nucleus (Fig. 11), the neutron binding energy and

parameters of the level density are analyzed. The possibility to

predict the cross sections for new, for example, radioactive nuclei

is also considered. The curve in Fig. 11 illustrates clearly the

influence on the averaged cross sections of the even-odd effect of

the number of neutrons and protons, as well as that of the magic

numbers of neutron shells (the influence of the proton ones is

weaker).

Partial {-widths. The partial radiative widths of neutron re-

sonances in medium and heavy nuclei are well described in the first

approximation by the statistical theory. They fluctuate according



to the Porter-Thomas distribution and their strength functions

S =<= ffTi i. (12)

/i

are independent of the nature of final states. Here E is the ener-

gy of 2 -transition into the i-th state, D is the average spacing

between neutron resonances, 1l is the multipolarity of the J-tran-

sition. In the case of hard -transitions (EgB Bn) from the com-

pound state into a comparatively simple one (the CS transitions)

the E1 multipolarity transitions prevail

SCS (E1)C 7 SCS (M1)

For the initial soft transitions in the f -decay of neutron re-

sonances into complicate highly excited states (the CC' transitions)

the part played by the M1 transitions increases considerably

Src' (El1) Scyc (m1)

This result was recently obtained in Dubna /38/in the experiment

on the study of secondary ot -particle spectra from the 143Nd (n,

d )140Ce reaction (see Fig. 1). This exotic to a certain

extent method, which was chosen because the analysis of spectra of

secondary ( -particles,allows us to reproduce unambiguously the
spectrum of primary (y-transitions of the CC'-type excluding total-

ly the background from '-quanta of different nature (see, for de-

tails, ref. /39/ ).

The energy dependence S1 (El) was traced/40/ for the 144Nd

compound nucleus in the wide range of energies 0.2 Ej 4 20 MeV,

which included the giant dipole resonance (GDR). In Fig. 12 the ex-

perimental points are obtained by analyzing cross sections of the

following reactions: 144Nd ( , n) at E I = 8 - 20 MeV, 14 3Nd (n, I)

with quasimonochromatic filtered neutrons at E * 5 - 7 MeV and
143Nd (n, [d ) at E y m 0.2 - 1.6 MeV. The Lorenz and Breit-Wigner

theoretical dependences describing well only the maximum of the GDR

are denoted by 1 and 2, respectively. A more accurate account for

the polarization operator properties, as well as the dependence of

the GDR width vs temperature of the final state at E - < Bn al-

lowed the authors of ref./41/to derive a different dependence

65 S . (El) on Et fitting the experimental data (curve 3) better. The
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Pig.12. Experimental data on the radiative strength function for the

multipolarity h1 for 
1
44Nd and attempts at their theoretical

description: 1 is the Lorenz curve; 2, the Breit-Wigner one;

3, the Kadmensky-Purman one.

curve 3,being normalized for the sum rule, i.e. over the total area

of the GDR, correctly describes not only the constancy of SCC (El)

but also its absolute value.

In the case of the M1 {-transitions the new data on the

strength function for the CC' '-transitions in the 144Nd nucleus

have shown that

SCc ' (M1) - SC S (M1)= 10 - 8 MeV- 3

if the experimental data on the CS transitions for the nuclei in

the vicinity of A . 140 were averaged.

v The above-described peculiarities of the behaviour of the ra-

diative strength functions S (E1) and S (M1) are derived mainly

from the experimental data obtained in the study of the 144Nd nu-

cleus, only. This is explained both by the difficulty in obtaining

the experimental information of this kind and by a small number of

suitable nuclei. Therefore, the predictability of the new regulari-

ties was studied in ref. /42/by calculating the average total ra-



diative widths of neutron resonances for a wide range of spherical

compound nuclei and comparing them with the experimental values of-

ten obtained within an accuracy of " 10%. It was assumed that

/y tot = /. (El) + rF (M1) . So far as the absolute va-

lues of /tot for the nonmagic nuclei are determined mainly by the

CC' X -transitions, a good agreement of the experimental and theo-
retical values (see Table 1) means that the proposed mechanism for

the description of compound-compound r-transitions yields both the

qualitative and quantitative results. Besides, the high degree of

agreement allows us to hope for the validity of the new description

in the wide range of spherical nuclei.
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Pig.13. Nonstatistical effects in certain atomic weight regions.

n is the power of the gamma-ray energy: < r/i > > En.

Nonstatistical effects. The general features of the radiative

capture of slow neutrons are adequately described by the statisti-

cal theory. But in a number of nuclear regions the statistical re-

gularities are distorted by more simple mechanisms of neutron ra-

diative capture which start to play a noticeable part. They are: the

direct neutron capture ( the capture by a hard sphere), the channel

capture (the valent neutron model), the semidirect capture (the for-

mation of a doorway states). More often these phenomena are observed

for comparatively light (or near-magic) nuclei and in the vicinity

of neutron strength functions maxima where the single-particle com-

ponents of the wave functions play an important part. Fig. 13 shows

the intervals of atomic weights where this or that mechanism of ra-

diative capture prevails. The values of the n-parameter characteriz-

ing the energy dependence of the average partial radiative width

for a given mechanism <r > FFn, are also presented in the fi-

gure. 

One may find the review of experimental and theoretical studied

on nonstatistical effects in the (n, / ) reaction in ref. /43/ and
in the Proceedings of the International Symposia on Neutron Capture

Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy and Related Topics /11, 35/.

Gamma-cascades. In the region of medium and heavy nuclei the

neutron radiative capture is accompanied by the emission of the y -

quanta cascades. The mean number of y -quanta per cascade may amount

to 6 - 8. While the probability of the emission of the first '-qu-

antum in the cascade is investigated with the help of Ge (Li) and

magnetic gamma-spectrometers (hard y -transitions at 0.5 Bn EY

4. Bn ) or by studying the (n, j't ) reaction (soft K -transitions,
E 1.5 MeV), the probability of the emission of the subsequent

y -quanta in the cascade has not been practically studied in the

experiment.

It is assumed that X -cascades in heavy nuclei must be treated
in the frame of the statistical theory as it is in the case of pri-

mary ( -transitions. However, one does not know to what extent that
description agrees with reality. Indirect data indicate the possibi-



lity of a considerable deviation from theoretical predictions. For

example, the analysis of fluctuations (from resonance to resonance)

of the population of low-lying states formed as a result of Y-cas-

cades made in the Laboratory of Neutron Physics has shown /44/that

in the heavy nuclei region (A> 150) the experimentally observed

fluctuations are regularly higher than those predicted by the sta-

tistical theory. According to these results, it seems that the de-

excitation of compound nuclei in this region does not go through

all the intermediate states allowed by the statistical theory, but

mostly through some special ones, for example, through those having

a large component of the single-particle 4S-state /44/ The presence

of enhanced two-quanta cascade going through the special states was

confirmed by the first measurements of the 164Dy (n,2 ) reaction

by the method of summary amplitude spectrometry of coincident pulses

/14/ (see above). As an illustration, Fig. 14 presents the energy

spectrum of intensity distribution of two-quanta f -transitions

(I ) with the total energy of 5607 keV, i.e. of those populating

the excited state at Eex m 108.2 keV. The calculation in the frame

of the statistical theory of the probability of such r -transitions

averaged over the interval of 500 keV gives a smooth curve with the

maximum in the middle of the spectrum and ImaX 0.05. Thus, one may

conclude that the statistical theory fails to describe even quanti-

tavely the average parameters of the two-quanta Y -cascades of the

decay of neutron resonances in heavy nuclei.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered some aspects of the modern experimental neut-

ron spectroscopy , methods for measuring and analysing various neut-

ron cross sections and compared the experimental data with those cal-

culated according to the theoretical models. This comparison indi-

cates that the modern statistical theory can at first approximation

describe and predict averaged neutron cross sections and mean para-

meters of neutron interaction with medium and heavy nuclei, in case

these theoretical model parameters are up-dated and normalized to a

large set of experimental data.

For example, the optical potential parameters of neutron inter-

action with nuclei are chosen on the basis of comparing the calcu-

lated neutron strength functions with the available experimental va-

lues (see Pig. 5). Theoretical penetrability coefficients of nuclear

barrier for alpha-particles are up-dated by comparing the predicted

and experimental values of averaged -particle widths /31, 45/(see

Pig. 6). The same holds true in the case of theoretical description

of the radiative widths. The experimental up-dating of the energetic

dependence of radiative strength functions for ( -transitions of the

multipolarity E1 (as well as the new theoretical description of the

GDR forms) and normalizing of Sy (M1) to the experimental data make

it possible to increase the precision of calculation ofritot several

times.

At the same time it should be noted that in the region of ra-

ther light and near-magic nuclei, in addition to the statistical be-

haviour, one must take into account simpler mechanisms of neutron in-

teraction with nuclei (see Fig. 13). The capabilities of the statis-

tical models are also limited when describing f -decay of neutron

resonances in heavy nuclei (e.g., when one-particle 4S-state is lo-

cated close to the neutron binding energy). It appears to take place
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68 in the processes where not only initial compound states but also in-
termediate ones with a considerab3aadmixture of simple components of

the wave function play an essential part, as it has been indicated

when analysing intensities of two-quanta gamma-cascades in 165Dy

We hope that these examples and notes might render help by ana-
lyzing possibilities of the neutron spectroscopy and statistical the-
ory in describing average parameters of neutron resonances, partial
neutron cross sections and obtaining evaluated nuclear data.
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MASS-SPECTROMETRIC STUDY OF THE
NEUTRON FISSION OF HEAVY NUCLEI

A.I. MUMINOV
INP AS Uzbek SSR,
Tashkent, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The mass separator of unmoderated nuclear fission products installed on the

horizontal channel of the VVR-SM reactor at the Institute of Nuclear Physics

of the UZSSR Academy of Sciences is described. Possibilities of the mass

separator for investigation of fission fragment yields, beta-decay of the

fission products, gamma-spectrometry of the fission fragments, and radiation

damage phenomena are discussed.

Development of the world society is directly dependent on

the sources of power supply. The current methods for electricity pro-

duction have been based on our knowledge in the field of physics.

But while application of the nuclear fusion reaction for energy

production is a problem to be solved in the future, practical uti-

lization of the energy from the fission of heavy nuclei began as

far back as June 27, 1954 after the 5000 k'i-nuclear power plant

(NPP) had been put into operation in Obninsk.

Later NPPs with higher power outputs, such as Sibirskaya,

Beloyarskaya, Novo-Voronezhskaya, Melekeskaya, were constructed in

the USSR. The industrial complex for production of nuclear reac-

tors for NPP was put into operation. In 1960 there were 20 UPPs

in the world, with a power output of 1 mln k',, in 1975, 130 NPPs

with a total power output of 80 mln kW, which was about 5% of all

electricity production. In 1980 the NPP power output reached 200

min kW. By the year 2000 NPPs will produce about half of all world

electric power.

The experimental and theoretical basis of the reactor building

is the reactor physics. This branch of science covers the proces-

ses of nuclear fission, diffusion, neutron moderation and absorpti-

on, and y-radiation.69



70 Though a great number of experimental and theoretical works

on nuclear fission have been carried out there exists no unified

theory of this nuclear process. Improvement of the technique of

experimental investigations, particularly during the last years,

made it possible to obtain important data which permit the relati-

on between all stages of the fission process to be determined.

Distribution of nuclear fission fragments and products by

nuclear masses, charges and kinetic energies are among the impor-

tant nuclear data and are of great importance for development of

the nuclear fission theory and modern nuclear energy industry.

In the nuclear physics the mass, energy and charge distribu-

tions of fission fragments make it possible to estimate the reli-

ability of different models explaining the fission process.

In the nuclear technology the data on the mass yields of fis-

sion products (FP) are among the main constants used in designing

and operation of the reactors. Using the data on PP yield in the

thermal and resonance neutron one can estimate the contributions

of individual nuclides to pollution of the environment and to poi-

soning of the fuel elements.

The analysis of the literature data on low-energy fission of

uranium-235 and plutonium-239 shows that the features of the mass

distributions of FP have not been described accurately enough,

particularly in the resonance neutron fission, the structure fea-

tures are not fully clarified. This is due to the fact that direct

measurement of the experimental data on PP is a rather complica-

ted work.

The recently developed method of deflection of unmoderated PP

in the successive homogeneous electric and magnetic fields permits

the mass number of PP to be unambiguously determined and detailed

measurements of the mass, energy and charge distributions to be ma-

de, thus essentially widening the information necessary for stu-

dying the fission process.

The investigations of the fission process characteristics

were carried out by the radiochemical, instrumental and mass-spec-

trometry methods. The best attained accuracy of measurement of the

fission fragment masses, using these methods was 2-3 amu, the best

accuracy of determination of the mass yields was about 5%. These

accuracies are not sufficient for determination of relatively small

factors affecting the fission process. Therefore, the works on imp-

rovement of the existing methods and development of new ones for

studying the characteristics of the fission process become very

actual.

In the BDR Evald et al. have built the mass separator with

the successive electric and magnetic fields . This separator was

provided with double focusing (by angles and velocities). They

obtained a resolution IM/An=150 instead of the rated one, M/A1M=1800,

which limited the application of this instrument.

Armbruster et al. designed the parabolic mass-spectrometer

"Loengrin" for separation of fission products, which was installed

in the high-flux reactor in Grenoble. This apparatus permits a re-

solution 11/A M=1200 for fission products to be reached.

In the USA the mass-spectrometer "IIayawata" for fission pro-

ducts was designed and put into operation. Its mass resolution is

0.5 amu. This apparatus uses the combination of the time-of-flight

method and deflections of fission products in the homogeneous mag-

netic field.

We designed and manufactured the mass-spectrometer of unmode-

rated nuclear fission products, consisting of the successive elec-

tric and magnetic fields. The apparatus has been set on the hori-

zontal channel of the reactor at the Institute of Nuclear Physics

(IIP) of the UzSSR Academy of Sciences.

In all the works on measurements of the mass yields by the

radiochemical, instrumental and mass-spectrometric methods the

main attention was given to obtaining better measurement accuracy,

search for new isotopes with low yields and interpretation of odd-

even and shell effects. An extensive experimental material on

these matters was systematizedbyAmiel and Peldstein. On the mass-

separator "Loengrin" which was put into operation in 1974 mass,

energy and charge distributions of products from fission of 23 5U

nuclei by thermal neutrons were measured. The measurements showed a

good agreement with Amiel's systematics nearly for all mass num-

bers of fission products of the light group. The nuclear charges of

primary fission products of the light group have been determined and

odd-even proton (22%) and neutron (8%) effects been found. For the



first time the influence of the coupling effect on the fission

product yields at low kinetic energies has been observed.

On the mass-separator "Hiyawata" the yields of products

from 235U fission by thermal neutrons were measured with an er-

ror of about 1%. The fission product yield data obtained by the

present are thought to be the most reliable.

One more direction of experimental activity was determined

from the theoretical assumption made by Willer, according to which

the relative probability of the asymmetric and symmetric fission

depends on the spin state of the compound nucleus. The experiment

confirmed such a difference for the cases of the low-energy fis-

sion of 233U, 235U and 239u in spite of the difficulties associ-

ated with low intensity of the monochromatic sources of neutrons.

The radiochemical measurements of the relative 99Lo and 1 15 Cd

yields carried out by Riger et al. in 233U fission by thermal

and resonance neutrons showed that the asymmetric-symmetric fissi-

on ratio is higher for the resonance neutron fission case. In

another work the similar measurements were made for 239Pu and 241P

fission and the ratios of asymmetric fission yields to symmetric

ones were compared. The authors of this work assume that in the

nuclear fission by slow neutrons the compound nucleus in the 0+

and 1+ states is formed since the 239Pu nucleus spin is 1=1/2+ .

It is assumed that in the thermal neutron fission the compound nu-

cleus is formed predominantly in the 0+ state while in the 0.297 eV

neutron fission the compound nucleus is in the 1+ state.

Therefore, the dependence of some characteristics of the fis-

sion process (mass yields, total kinetic energies, neutron and Y -

quantum yields) on the spin state of the fissioning nucleus can

be considered to be experimentally proved. It should be noted that

the accuracy of the mass number determination was of several

atomic units. This accuracy is insufficient for determining the

causes affecting the characteristics of the fission process from

the spin states depending on the mass number.

In the present-day form the theory of the nuclear fission at

low excitation energies considers the fission process as consis-

ting of three, coupled, nucleus states separated in time:

I - prefission or compound states;

II-region of the second minimum in the potential surface

of the nucleus;

III-state at the point of the nucleus collapse.

The available data on different distributions in the fission

are well described by the model of equilibrium at the collapse po-

int.

The following distributions have been obtained in terms of

this model, which are in good agreement with the experiment:

a) asymmetry trend depending on the mass of the fissioning

nucleus;

b) distribution of the excitation energy between the pair

of fragments and, hence, the neutron yield in the dependence of

the fragment mass;

c) mass distributions of the fragments from fission of the

nuclei from 212po to 258Em;

d) kinetic energies of fragments for various fissioning

systems;

e) distributions of the widths of the mass and energy distri-

butions;

f) fine structure in the fission fragment mass yields;

g) charge distribution of the fission fragments;

h) odd-even effects in the mass yields.

This indicates that the main features of the fission process

are described correctly by this model.

The model, however, does not take into account the influence

of the total angular moment of the fissioning nucleus though it

is this moment that is the only mechanical quantity that is invol-

ved in the three stages of the fission process. This allowance

might be made by the dependence of the potential energy of contac-

ting fragments on the total spin.

1. The lass Separator of Unmoderated Nuclear Fission Products

To enable a wide range of works on fission of nuclei to be

carried out the mass-separator of unmoderated nuclear fission pro-

ducts was designed and constructed. It has been installed on the

horizontal channel of the VVR-SM at INP of the UsSSR Academy of

Sciences. This apparatus permits separation of nuclear fission

prodcts to be made with the help of the electrostatic field by71



72 the ratio of the kinetic energy E to the ion charge e and then,

using the magnetic field, by the ratio of the mass M to the

ion charge e. In the apparatus the double (by angle and velocity)

focusing of the fission fragment beam is provided. The ion optics

of the mass separator permits the resolution at the half of the

peak height (L4/e)/(A a/e)=1300 to be reached.

Pig.1 shows the block diagram of the mass separator. Target 1

of fissioning matter is focused in the mass separator. Fission frag-

ments pass through diaphragm 4 collimating the beam and arrive at

electrostatic analyzer 12 vwhose real field is formed by plates 13

of the cylindric oondenser. Fission product separation in the elec-

tric field of the cylindric condenser with a definite ratio of the

kinetic energy to the ion charge, £/e, occurs in accordance with

the formula

where 2, and ?, are the radii of the curvature of the working sur.

face of the condenser's inner and outer plates, respectively, V is

the voltage on the condenser's plates. The high voltage V is appli-

ed from a stabilized two-polar source which permits the voltage

to be continuously adjusted from 5 to 70 kMY of earh polarity

at a stability of +0.01%. The high voltage is measured via the pre-

cision voltage divider by means of the P348 dc bridge of class

0.002.

Behind diaphragm 9 which has an adjustable vridth of the slit

for transmitting a desired range of the value a (E/e) a semicon-

ductor detector is set, this permits the spectrum of kinetic energi-

es and ion charges to be obtained. The fission products with sepa-

rated values E/e pass then through chamber 15 installed in the gap

of the electromagnet which establishes the sector homogeneous mag-

netic field. There the fission products are separated relative to

the mass 1 and to the ion charge e according to the formula

N/e = z2 t, (l/e) 0/V

where s, is the radius of ion deflection in the magnetic field, B

is the magnetic inductance. The electromagnet is supplied with po-

If

Fig.1. Block-diagram of the mass sepurator of unmoderated nuclear
fiosion products

1 - ion source; 2 - inlet arm; 3 - neutron beam collimator; 4 -beaa

collimating diapltraen; 5,6 - screen diapliraGmo; 7 - diaplrasm preven-

ting ion scattering on the valls;8-ion guide;9,10-diaplUragns3 deter-

mining ion velocity opread;11-detection chamber;12-electrostatic

analyzer;13-deflecting plates; 14-electromagnetic poles;15-magnetic

deflection clumber;16-outlet arm;17-movable part of the shield;

18-fixed part of the shield;19-track detector;20-semiconductor dete-

ctors;21-beam shutter;22-high-voltage stabilized rectifier;23-cle-
ctromagnet povler supply;24-magnetic inductance meter;25-oscillog-

raph; 26-frequency meter; 27-preamplifier; 20-spectrometric amplifier;

29-amplitudo analyzer AI-4096.

wer from the current source permitting to provide a long-term cur-

rent stability of +0.02%. The magnetic inductance is measured by

the nuclear magnetic resonance on hydrogen by means of the W-1-1

magnetic inductance meter having a measurement accuracy of +0.01%

and 4 3 -34 frequency meter vith a measurement accuracy of 0.001%.
After they have passed the homogeneous magnetic field, the

fission products with the equal ratio M/e are focused in the mass

separator where detection chamber 11 is set.



Main parameters of the mass separator

Mean deflection radius

deflection angle

distance between the
poles

Electrostatic
analyzer

274.2 cm

19°7'

3.0 cm

Magnetic
analyzer

173.4 cm

400

7.0 cm

The total length of the fission fragments travel from the tar-

get to the detection plane is 11.4 m, flight time is about 1 ps,

energy dispersion is 103.2 cm, mass dispersion is 86-88 cm.

The mass resolution at the 0.5 peak height 800-900 for aE/E=2.56

and 1100-1300 for aE/E=1.0%. The error of the measurement of masses

is ±0.06%, of energies ±0.02%, of yields ±(2-3)%. The vacuum in

the system, in two hours after beginning of evacuation, is (2-3).

106 mmHg.

2. Detection of the Primary Nuclear Fission Products

in the Mass Separator

Since the time of fission fragments flight from the target to

the detection chamber is about lps thefission fragments are recor-

ded before J3 -decays. In the focal plane of the mass separator
the semiconductor detectors may be set and by diaphragming a spec-

trum line with a definite ratio M/e may be separated. A system

consisting of a charge-sensitive preamplifier and AM-4096 amplitude

analyzer was provided for recording and spectrometric analysis of

the amplitudes of pulses from the semiconductor detectors. A pulse

from the pulse generator with a precise amplitude is applied to

the common input, which ensures a reliable control of the electron

instrumentation stability. The system operation is checked with

the help of the spectrometric d -source with half-widths of indi-

vidual lines of 15 keV and the number of lines is 5. Selection of

the semiconductor detectors and their energy calibration were car-

ried out by the method proposed by Schmitt.

Pig.2 shows the amplitude spectrum of the fission products

from 235U nuclei, measured after the electrostatic analyzer, and

Pig.3 presents the amplitude spectrum of the fission products of

one line M/e after the magnet.

Pig.2. The amplitude spectrum of the products of the
235U nuclei fission, measured by the semiconductor
detector after the electrostatic analyzer. The

figures at the peaks are the ion charge values.
.E/e - 3.268 MeV/Ce.

E=66.1 MeV
A=40 amu
e= 23e0

340 350 360 370 K
Channel number

Fig.3. The amplitude spectrum of the fission products
of one line Vi/e, measured by the semiconductor
detector after the magnet.



If the mass separator is used in the mode of the mass spectro-

graph then in the focal plane of the instrument the glass track de-

tectors are installed, which permit 6-7 lines of the spectrum of

fission products of the heavy group (Pig.4) or 10-12 lines of that

of light group (Fig.5) to be recorded simultaneously. The detection

chamber is connected with the mass separator via the vacuum valve

which permits the glass detectors inserted into cassettes to be

replaced without breaking the vacuum.

Por calibration of the mass separator and determination of

spatial position of the M/e lines, in the focal plane a photoplate

with the size equal to that of the glass track detector was set

instead of this detector for recording heavy charged particles.
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PiG.5. A section of the M/e spectrum of the fission pro-
ducts of the light group measured by one glass

detector.

The mass separator was calibrated and the main charactcristics we-

re checked by d -particles from 238Pu. The oC-particle source

was set instead of the target. At the constant deflecting voltage

V=59.53 kV on the electrostatic condenser and at several values

of the magnetic field the W/e lines of oC -particles were obtained

in different parts of the photoplate. After developing the photo-

plate was examined through the microscope. Fig.6 presents the spec-

trum ofcC -particles recorded by one of the photoplates. Then,

using these data, the calibration curve was built, which further

was used for determination of the }/e lines of the fission pro-

ducts.

For the energy calibration of the mass separator the spectrum

of o -particles from 238Pu was recorded after the electrostatic

analyzer.

PiG.4. A section of the tl/e spectrum of the fission

products of the heavy group, measured by one

glass detector.
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Fig.6. 6 Te spectrum of oC-particles from 238Pu recorded by
nuclear photoemuloion at various magnetic inductanoes.

After exposure the glass track detectors were treated with

the 5% solution of the hydrofluoric acid at room temperature for

45 min. The traces from the fission fragment impacts have a trun-

cated cone form, with a depth of 15-20 2pm and a diameter of 10-15 pm

on the glass surface. They are easily seen at the microscope

magnification by 100-150 times and are well distinguished against

the background. To reduce the background defects, the glass was

preliminary treated with the 5% solution of the hydrofluorio acid

before exposure. In post-irradiation treatment with the acid the

background defects had diameters significantly larger and were

easily distinguished from the fission fragment traces.

Application of the track technique permits the prolonged mea-

surements to be performed avoiding the danger of overlapping of the

background from other types of radiation. A great set of particles

may be passed to one line for reduction of the statistic error. The

track detectors keep the information for practically infinite time.

3. Mass Distributions of Products from Fission of 239u and

MU Nuclei by Thermal Neutrons at Fixed Values of the Ki-

netic Energy of the Heavy Fragment

Pig.7. The relative mass yields of the products
from the 3Pu nuclei fission by thermal
neutrons at the fixed values of the kine-
tic energy of the heavy fragment.

successive electric and magnetic fields. Therefore, for a more de-

tailed study of the fine structure in the mass distributions we mea-

sured the mass distributions of the heavy group of fission products

from 39Pu at fixed kinetic energies 65.5 ,67.5 , 70.0 

72 , 75.0 and 78.0 HeV which are close to the most probable

ones for the mass numbers A=130-145. The similar measurements were

also made for 235 U. Pigs 7 and 8 present the individual mass yields

of 239Pu and 235U nuclei fission by thermal neutrons at six kinetic

energy values. It is clearly seen that the yield of the fission pro-

ducts with A=139 is anomalously low with increase in the excitation

energy (for Et < 70 MeV) in the 239Pu fission case. A low yield

for A=136 is observed in the case of 235U fission when EKe 72.5MeV.

The characteristics of the

neutrons were studied in less

75 and no studies were carried out

process of 239Pu nuclei fission by

detail as compared to the 235U case

in the mass-Spectrometers with the
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130 135 140 145 APig.8. The relative maessyields of the pro-
ducts from the 235U nuclei fission by
thermal neutrons at the fixed values
of the kinetic energy of the heavy
fragment.

It follows from the mass distributions of the fission products

that the fine structure cannot be accounted for by only odd-even

effects. Its origin is more complicated. Smooth change of fission

fragments results in sharp changes in the trend of the curve showing

dependence of the relative yields on the mass number.

4. Mass Distributions of Products from Fission 235U and 239Pu

Nuclei by Thermal Neutrons at Fixed Values of the Total Ki-

netic Energy

Pig.9 shows the mass distributions of the fission products of

the heavy group at fixed values of the total kinetic energy (TKE) in

the case of 235U and 239pu nuclei fission by the thermal neutrons.

These mass distributions have a fine structure, too.

Pig.9. The mass distributions of the products from
235U and 239Pu fission by thermal neutrons at
the fixed values of the total kinetic energy
(TIC)(a) 190 MeV,;b)185MeVic)180MeVd)175MeV;
(e) 17OUeVYf) 165MeVB) 160MeV.

The existence of the structure in the mass distributions obta-

ined at the fixed values of TKE indicates that formation of some

fragment pairs is less beneficial energetically. With allowance for

the neutron emission in the 235 U fission case such a pair is A=136

and A=100. Attention should be paid to onset of the small peaks in

the region of the mass numbers A=140 in the 235U fission and A=143
in the 239Pu case at high TKE values (Pig.9). The reason for this

may be that the fissioning system has an oblate ellipsoid form at

the discontinuity point.



5. The Method for Comparative Study of the Yields of the Pro-
ducts from the 239Pu Nuclei Fission by Thermal and Resonance

Neutrons

For measuring the yields of the products from the 239Pu nuclei

fission a target was installed on the inlet arm. The target was

prepared of 50 g/cm2 of 98% enriched 239Pu evaporated in the 1 mm

thick aliminium backing. Two subsequent sectors of the spectrum were

measured with overlapping equal M,E and e by the lines. At the end

of the inlet arm of mass separator 1 (Fig.10) cadmium cup 3 with

a thickness of 1 mm was set for absorption of scattered neutrons.

In the cup bottom there was a (15x40)-mm2 rectangular hole opening

in front of 239Pu target 2. The flux passing through the hole in

the cadmium cup induced fission of 239Pu nuclei. The fission pro-

ducts passed through the electric and magnetic fields of the mass

separator by the vacuum line and were recorded by the glass track

detectors. Vflen the fragments from the 2 39 Pu nuclei fission by re-

sonance neutrons were measured the rectangular hole was closed by

0.3-mm thick samarium filter 4 through which neutrons with ener-

gies higher than 0.29 eV passed. To obtain a set of approximately

equal number of counts the time of measurement of one spectrum

sector must be increased by 12 times as compared with the time of

measurement without the filter.

The same sector of the spectrum was measured four times at

different times. After interpretation and treatment of each sector

the equal ones were summed and the total errors of the yields of

fission products with A=138-174 were calculated.

In determination of the cadmium ratio the rectangular hole was

closed with the 1-mm thick cadmium filter. The comparison of the

measured spectra with and without the filter showed that the cadmi-

um ratio is equal to 75.

6. Mass Distributions of the Products from the 39 Pu Nuclei

Fission by Thermal and Resonance Neutrons

The effect of the dependence of the nuclear fission products

yields on the spin state of the compound nucleus was expected for

more deformed nuclei. For determination of the character of this

dependence the sector of the spectrum M,E and e in the range of the

mass numbers A=138-148 was chosen at the fixed values of the kine-

tic energy Ek66.0 ., 68.5 , 71.5 , 75.5 MeV (Fig.11).

to mass separator

j

4

fragments - '

of fission ''h

neutrons

Fig.10. The experimental setup for measurement of the mass
distributions of the products from the nuclear fis-

77 sion by thermal and resonance neutrons.

Pig.11. The relative yield of the 239Pu nuclei fission products,
normalized by the total yield at the fixed values of the
kinetic energy of the heavy fragment.



At high values of the kinetic energy no change in the relative

yields from thermal and resonance neutron fission is observed. With

a decrease in the kinetic energy the difference between the relative

yields begins to increase. nhen E~k68.5 MeV a great difference is

observed for A=142,144 and 146, which decreases when Ek=
66.0 MeV.

The observed change in the relative yields of the thermal and reso-

nance fission products may be explained taking into account the

shell corrections. For this purpose it is necessary to calculate

the parameters of the fission fragment deformation at various kine-

tic energies. The deformation of the fragments at the above ki-

netic energies is 0.5-0.8. From the map of the shell corrections

(Pig.2) it is seen that for the above ranges the corrections to the

potential energy change significantly with changing deformation pa-

rameter. The contour lines in Fig.12 are shown with an energy dif-

ference of 1 MeV. The region of neutron-shell correlation variations

is to the right of the region H. There the contour lines are rather

dense so that any small change in the deformation parameter leads

to change in the shell corrections either to higher or lower values.

The correctionwassotiated with the spin state of the compound nucle-

us play the similar role. At a kinetic energy of 75 MeV the defor-

mation parameter is/3 O0.5. In this case the spin correction is

not of an essential importance and, therefore, no difference in

the yields for two spin states is observed.

Thus, the measurements of the relative yields of products from

the 23 Pu nuclear fission by thermal and oversamarium neutrons sho-

wed that the rotation correction must be introduced into the formula

of the potential energy of the fissioning system.

CONCLUSION

The mass separator described above represents a many-purpose

instrument which permits investigations of an extensive range of

problems in the nuclear physics and interaction of fast multichar-

ged ions with the substance to be carried out. The resolution and

intensity obtained are sufficient for these investigations in most

cases.

1. Investigation of the fission fragment yields at definite

values of i, Ek and Z*.

The mass separator makes it possible to measure distribution

of fragments over M/Z and simultaneously determine (. 0.5%) EK/Z*

with a high precision within a time of the order of 1)U after the

fission act. Making use of the semiconductor surface-barrier de-

tectors and carrying out the analysis of pulse amplitudes obtained

from these detectors, we find the values of mass 1,, effective char-

ge ZE and kinetic energy BR for the fragments separated by the

mass spectrometer. Since after the fission act some fragments are

formed in the stable state (screened fission fragments) and have

known values of M and Z, the coupling of the charge of the nucle-

us Z and ZV (at given M and EK) can be determined and, thus, Z of

the rest of the fragments found, i.e. the complete identification

of the fission fragments can be accomplished before the beginning

of the p -decay and emission of delayed neutrons. Thereforeone

can find correspondence in pairs between additional fragments

(ZA t Zt =92) and, using the conservation laws, determine the rest

of the characteristics of the fissioning system (fragment masses

:

E (
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0
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54 62 70 78 86 94 102
Number of neutrons

Fig.12. The shell corrections calculated depending on the
deformation p and the number of neutrons of the

fission fragments



prior to promptneutron emission, number of prompt neutrons, total

fission and excitation energies in separation of the compound nuc-

leus into an appropriate pair of fragments), which must be known

for determination of the behavior of the deformed compound nucle-.

us at the saddle and discontinuity points.

No other instrument being applied at the present for studying

fission (ion chambers, time-of-flight, semiconductor detectors,

radiochemical technique) allows so many data simultaneously and

with such a precision to be obtained at the early stages of the fis-

sion process as the mass separator of the given type.

Being important theoretically, these data are also of great

interest for construction of reactors and other nuclear devices.

2. 3- decay of the fission fragments.

Study of the nuclear y -decay yields much important informa-

tion on the processes occuring in the nuclei and is of fundamental

importance in nuclear physics. Investigation of thef -decay of

such anomalous nuclei (with a large neutron excess as compared to

the stable nuclei of the same Z) located far from the stability

valley will undoubtedly give a great deal of new data on intra-

nuclear processes and regularities of these processes.

In addition, the data on chains of the / -decay of fission

fragments, providing information about intermediate fission pro-

ducts and their lifetimes, are necessary in reactor designing and

in radiochemistry.

3. y-spectrometry of the fission fragments.

The y -spectrometry of the fission fragments permits us to cbtain

the data on the energy levels of the nuclei containing a larger

number of neutrons as compared with the stable nuclei of the same Z.

Comparison of these data with the systems of levels of the stable

nuclei allows us to get the data on change in the nuclei levels with

change in the number of neutrons at a constant Z and, therefore, to

obtain new data on nuclear forces. Of great interest is the pre-

sence of nuclear isomers among the fragments.

These data are also essential in view of extensive applicati-

on of the radioisotope technique with use of fission products and

in precision calculations of protection against nuclear radiation.

4. Emission of delayed neutrons.

After emission of prompt neutrons from the fission fragments,

in the cases when the p -decay is hindered but the neutron emission

is energetically feasible, some fragments emit neutrons which are

called "delayed neutrons". These neutrons play a great part in

controlling the chain reaction in the reactors. But at the present

far from all isotopes-fission fragments emitting delayed neutrons

with the short life-times are knovm.

5. Investigation of energy losses of the fission fragments with

known M,Z* and Ek and change in their charges in passing

through the substance.

This problem is of a greatest interest both from the view-

point of practice and theory, since a far greater portion of the

nuclear fission energy which can be used in the nuclear devices

is determined by the kinetic energy of the fragments and by mecha-

nism of energy transfer to the surrounding substances. The theore-

tical interpretations of this process, developed so far do not cover

the variety of phenomena associated with this process. To a signi-

ficantdegree such a situation is due to unsufficient amount and

accuracy of the experimental results. The separator offers the uni-

que possibilities for a detailed and versatile investigation of

this process.

6. Investigation of radiation damages of substances, caused

by fission fragments.

At the present investigations of the character of damage in

the substances from the fission fragments are carried out using the

electron microscopy of fragment tracks in these substances. Pre-

liminary separation of bombarding fragments with definite values of

mass, charge and energy permits us to arify the mechanism of these

damages, which is very important for all nuclear devices, since
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80 those damages are mostly responsible for the lifetimes of the main
structural components in the core,

As the solid-state track detectors are widely applied in vari-

ous fields of science and technlogy, investigation of their proper-

ties are of great importance. The mass separator was used for

investigating the recording efficiency and spectrometric charac-

teristics of some plastic detectors and potash mica. A new effect

of dependence of the track linear dimensions in the mica on the

mica crystal orientation relative to the fragment beam has been

found. The recording efficiency of the crystal track detectors

depends essentially on this orientation. As a result of the in-

vestigations performed a new mechanism of smoothing radiation dama-

ges in the crystals, induced by fission fragments,ras developed.

HEAVY NUCLIDE FAST FISSION CROSS SECTIONS

V.I. SHPAKOV
V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Methods of actinide neutron fission cross section measurements in different

neutron energy ranges are described. The uncertainty analysis for each method
235

is made. The ways for obtaining more accurate values of the U fission

cross section used as standard reference data in relative measurements are

discussed.

7. Investigation of substance sputtering and secondary ion

emission induced by fission fragments.

This problem is close to the foregoing one and is not less im-

portant for the operating longevity of different nuclear devices.

The experiments with non-separated fragment beams showed a very lar-

ge number of sputtered atoms per fragment (up to 106 atoms/frag-

ment). The investigation of this process on separated beams of frag-

ments will make it possible to get a better understanding of its

mechanism.

8. Study of the secondary electron emission induced by fission

fragments.

This problem is not only of theoretical but also of practical

interest for understanding the processes occuring in the thermo-

electron nuclear-to-electric energy converters and for designing

the fission fragment detectors. At present a method is being deve-

loped for investigation of this process on the mass separator using

the channel electron multipliers.

9. Interaction of fission fragments with the semiconductors.

This interaction comprises the investigation of the amplitude

defect.

Introduction

Continuous development and improvement of nuclear energetic

plants arouses constant increase of requests for nuclear data con-

cerning both their accuracy and nomenclature. It is reflected in

the IAEA directive papers, resolutions of international conferen-

ces and specialist meetings, in the World Request List WRENDA.

Some of the most important nuclear data are fission cross sec-

tions which are required at various stages in reactors design and

operation, identified as

i) conceptual design studies,

ii) Detailed design of the chosen concept,

iii) Selection of efficient operating strategies,

iv) Determining the characteristics of the operating reactors,

v) Fuel transport, reprocessing and waste disposal and the

activity of irradiated materials.

The most accurate fission cross section data are required to

calculate the effective multiplication Keffr the breeding ratio,



the fuel enrichment, the reactivity variation with burn-up and po-

wer, thermal power distribution, control requirements as well as to

predict the generation of higher actinide isotopes, such as 242Cm

and 244Cm, which are a major source of neutrons in irradiated fuel,

and reducing them by incineration.

The highest accuracy requirements are for the primary actini-

des 2 35U, 23% and 2 39Pu (together with 233U and 232 Th for the tho-

rium fuel cycle) which arise primarily for the prediction of Keff

and breeding. Typical requirements for the fission cross section

accuracy are: thermal energy region + 1%, 100 eV to 10 leV + 2%.

The requirements for higher plutonium isotopes 240Pu and 241 Pu are

less stringent than those for 239Pu.

The cross sections for the secondary actinides 242'243Pu and

some isotopes of Am, Cm, Bk, Cf are required with an accuracy of

+ 10% to + 20%.

At the same time some actinide isotopes are used for the neut-

ron field metrology. The required cross section accuracy in this

case should be better than 2%.

The 235U is to be distinguished especially as its fission cross

section is the most important international standard widely used as

a reference value in relative measurements either of fission cross

sections or of nuclear reactions. On account of the standard res-

ponsibility for numerous nuclear data the requirements for its accu-

racy are extremely high. According to Usachev's request the required

accuracy amounts to 1.1, 1.4 and 2% for the 0.1 to 0.8 HeV, 0.8 to

4.5 LeV and higher than 4.5 MeV neutron energy regions respectively.

Methods of the Fission Cross-Section Measurements

The majority of fission cross-section data have been obtained

by measurements relative to the 235U fission cross section standard.

These measurements, being the most simple ones, include the stan-

dard uncertainty as a systematic error and are sensitive to neutron

scattering effects because 235U has a non threshold cross-section.

To measure the 235U cross section itself and those for some

important nuclides like 238U, 237Np, 2 39pU absolute and absolutelike

techniques have been applied. In these measurements both the neutron

flux and the fission event counts are determined separately. These

measurements may be divided into two groups:

i) Absolute measurements

ii) So called "Shape measurements".

In the former ones the neutron flux and the fission cross sec-

tions are determined absolutely. In the latter ones the shape of

cross section energy dependence curve is measured using the known

energy dependence of neutron flux monitor efficiency, which is nor-

malized then to an absolute cross section value at some neutron ener-

gy point. The measurements of both groups should be united in consi-

deration as they are similar in principal features and are performed

employing the same technique.

Both absolute and shape measurements were performed in most ca-

ses in a wide range of neutron energies using either monoenergetic

or white spectrum neutron sources, the latter ones being more effi-

cient due to a possibility to carry out the measurements simultaneo-

usly for the whole energy range. In these cases neutron flux monit-

ors with smooth and flat energy dependence are to be applied.81



Similar methods have been used in all measurements to detect

fission events which were either the 2-x multiplate ionization or

gas scintillation chambers 6vith the exception of measurements /1/,

where the silicon surface-barrier detector has been used). Both me-

thodical problems and uncertainty origins were common therefore for

all measurements. They will be considered later.

On the contrary, a visible variety appears when one considers

the neutron flux determination. The most usable methods of absolute

and shape measurements which have been carried out during the last

10 years may be incorporated into two groups;

i) Measurements using 'black neutron counters" as neutron flux

monitors.

ii) Measurements relative to the (n,p)-scattering cross section.

Herewith the so called absolute measurements were not really

absolute ones as the 1H(n,n)1H-scattering cross-section standard

was used to determine either the neutron flux or the neutron moni-

tor efficiency.

Measurements Using Black Neutron Counters

entrance hole. In this case neutrons reflected after collisions

from the bottom of the hole have practically always been captured

by the walls of the hole. Neutrons were registered by recoil proton

counting. As a consequence the neutron counting efficiency achieved

the value of nearly 100% in some neutron energy range defined by

the counter dimensions. But the enlargening of the counter dimensi-

ons led to an essential increase of the counter background which

could be especially crucial for the high energy neutron counting.

The black neutron counter is not therefore a universal device for

a large neutron energy range and application of specific counters

for different energy regions is desirable.. However, the validity

of BNC at neutron energy higher than 8 - 10 leV is doubtful.

The BNC counting efficiency can be accurately calculated using

/6/the Monte-Carlo computer code /, proposed by Poenitz. The experi-

mental checking of efficiency calculation based on associated par-

ticle technique has shown an agreement within 1.5%. The energy de-

pendence of BNC counting efficiency for the 40 cm long counter with

a diameter of 13 cm is Shown in Pig. 1.

1.00

The 235U induced fission cross-section measurements have been

carried out at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) /2,3/ and at

the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) /4/, USA, employing the so-

called black neutron counter (BNC) as a neutron flux monitor, pro-

posed and designed by Poenitz //. This counter was a cylindrical

plastic or liquid scintillator, containing hydrogen. There was an

entrance hole in the base of the cylinder going nearly to the cy-

linder center. The counter could operate only with a well collima-

ted neutton beam which should be completely situated within the

X 0.95

o

40.

0.90

0 2 4 6 8

neutron energy, 1eV

Pig. 1. Energy dependence of the black neutron counter

efficiency.
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NBS /4/

The BNC pulse-height spectrum (Pig. 2) had a low energy tail,

continued to zero energy. To calculate the total number of counts

an extrapolation to zero energy is required. This procedure, being

rather critical, was an origin of systematic uncertainty.

The measurements at the ANL were performed using the 3 IdeV

Van-de-Graaf accelerator for 85 keV to 3,5 MeV - neutrons (shape

measurements) /2/ and for 200 keV to 8.2 MeV - neutrons (absolute

measurements) /3/. The measurements at the lBS were performed also

using Van-de-Graaf accelerator as a neutron source for 200 keV to

1.2 MeV - neutrons (absolute measurements) 4/.

The 2D(d,n)3He reaction has been used to produce neutrons with

energy higher than 4.5 MeV and the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction has been

used for lower energy. To minimize the detector background pulse

operation of the accelerators with the pulse duration of about se-

veral ns, as well as both pulse-height and time-of-flight selection

have been used. The schematic drawings of the experimental setups

are presented in Pig. 3.

Pig. 3. Schematic drawings of the experimental setups
at the meaeuremeata with black neutron counters..

The counting rate in the BUGC for the same neutron flux was abo-

ut 10 times higher than that in the fission events detector. To

achieve sufficient statistics both detectors had to be places at es-

sentially different distances from the neutron source. Moreover, the

fission chambers in measurements /2, 3/ were put in conditions of

"open geometry" i. e. were exposed to the non-collimated neutron be-

am. These circumstances caused an increase of both neutron scatte-

ring effects and the neutron beam anisotropy and as a result an in-

crease of the irradiation geometry uncertainty. A paraffin loaded

with LiiCO3 facility was used at the IBS /4/ to form the neutron be-

am to a cone with a half-angle of 4.3° and with angular uniformity

better than 1%.
83



84 The neutron flux monitors were located in all cases inside mas-

sive shields made of borated polyethilene and lead. Precise collima-

tors were installed in front of detectors to fix the solid angle

subtended by the detector and to insure that all the neutron flux

was incident on the entrance hole of the detector.

The main effects affecting the measurement results were as

follows:

i) Neutron detector background consisted of both constant,

ambient background and that (mainly Gammas) connected with the neut-

ron beam. The latter one has been determined by cutting down the

collimator hole with a paraffin and lead plug.

ii) Fission chamber background produced mainly by scattered neu-

trons and by those of the second energy group with decreased energy

arised when the 7Li(p,n)7Be was used to produce neutrons. These back-

ground components, being excluded in the neutron counter by the time-

of-flight, could not be separated in the fission chamber due to a

small flight base.

iii) Neutron flux distortion and attenuation occured due to

neutron interaction with the entrance part of the collimator, neu-

tron scattering from the inner surface of the collimator into the

neutron counter, scattering and absorption of neutrons in the fis-

sion chamber, in air, and in the case of open geometry /2, 3/ due

to scattering in structural materials in the vicinity of the fissi-

on chamber. Besides, back scattering effect from the shield into

the counter for neutrons which passed primarily the counter without

interaction was to be taken into account. Corrections for all ef-

fects mentioned have been calculated using cross-section data of

the ENDP-B/IV library. Besides, the correction for neutron inter-

action with the collimator has been determined in /4/ experimental-

ly by measuring with 4 collimators of different diameters.

iv) Total number of neutron counts was determined in work /4/

by lonte-Carlo fit of the pulse-height spectra to the Poisson dist-

ribution (Fig. 2). The way to determine either the low energy tail
/2, 3/

or the total number of counts in papers /2 3/ has not been descri-

bed.

v) Geometrical factors have been determined from the targed

and collimator entrance diameter ratios. Nevertheless, it seems

that some effects connected with the beam collimation, long distan-

ce between the detectors and open geometry could cause some additio-

nal errors and lead to a more complex dependence of the geometrical

factor on the setup geometry.

vi) BNC counting efficiency was calculated using Monte-Carlo

computer code /6/ based on the counter geometry, the H(n,n)H reacti-

on differential cross section, scintillator light yield, taking in-

to account neutron interaction with carbon nuclei and Poisson dis-

tribution of photo electron emission.

vii) Efficiency of the fission events counting was determined

taking into account counting losses due to discrimination and fis-

sion fragment absorption in target deposits in a way which is simi-

lar to that used in all the fission cross section measurements.

The measurements employing the BNC, as it can be seen,contain

a large number of both corrections and systematic uncertainty ori-

gins. It should be noted that the measurements /3' are the repeti-

tion of those in work /2/ by the same authors using practically the

same setup. However, the results of both measurements essentially

disagree, the reasons of disagreement being not analyzed by the aut-

hors and unclear.



Typical values of both corrections and uncertainties of the

measurements are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Typical values of corrections and systematic uncertainties at measurements using
black neutron counter

~ Efrf~,ect Correction Uncertainty
in in %

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) /1/, at the IBS /9, 10/, USA, and at

the Nuclear Research Center, Karlsruhe (KPK) /11, 12/, PRG. The

schematic drawings of the experimental setups are presented in

Fig. 4.
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Measurements Relative to the 1H(n,n) H-Scattering Cross Section

In these measurements the neutron flux was determined by coun-

ting of recoil protons produced by neutron interaction with a hydro-

gen containing thin radiator. The measurement method has some advan-

tages which are simplicity, low sensitivity to a gamma background,

high counting rates, efficiency in wide neutron energy range. This

method is therefore the most applicable one for measurements using

the white spectrum neutron sources.

The measurements employing such method have been performed at

85 the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) /8/, at the Los Alamos
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawings of the flux monitors at the
measurements relative to the 1 H(n,n) 1 H erose section.



The measurements /8 9/ were performed using a linear accele-

rator of electrons with uranium and lead targets as a neutron sour-

ce. Recoil protons were detected by silicon surface barrier detec-

tors protected from the accelerator gamma flaches by massive lead

cylinder. A proton synchrotron with uranium targets was used in the

measurements /11, 12/. To detect recoil protons a telescope of gas

scintillation counters was employed. In this case the detector

shield was not installed due to decrease of both the gamma flash

and the detector sensitivity to gammas which provided significantly

lower neuton flux attenuation. In the measurements /1/ both the

hydrogen radiator and the fission target were irradiated back to

back. A silicon surface barries detector was used to detect recoil

protons. In the measurements /9 10/ performed at low neutron ener-

gy (up to 1200 keV) recoil protons were counted by a gas proportio-

nal counter. Hydrogen containing gas filled counter was used as a

proton radiator.

In spite of the variety of other detector systems or experimen-

tal geometrical configurations the majority of systematic uncertain-

ties are similar for all measurements mentioned. They are as follows:

i) Neutron monitor background consists of time independent

background, background from the 12C(n,-d)-reaction on carbon and, in

case of silicon detectors from reactions on silicon in which charged

particles are produced. The total background value is less than that

in the case of BNC.

ii) Fission chamber background at measurements with white

neutron spectra is mainly connected with slowed down neutrons.

iii) Neutron flux attenuation is caused by scattering in fis-

sion targets and chamber windows as well as in the proton detector

shield. It is less than that in case of the BNC, due to better beam

collimation, long flight distances and near disposition of the de-

tectors.

iv) In the measurements /1, 8, 9/ the recoil protons were col-

limated and their pulse-height spectra did not continue to zero

energy. In the other worke /10, 11, 12/ the extrapolation of spect-

ra to zero energy was desirable, the correction value being notice-

able.

v) lio geometrical factor was taken into account as it was pos-

sible to consider both detectors to be in the same neutron flux due

to well collimated beams and long flight distances.

vi) Neutron monitor efficiency is calculated starting from the

proton detection efficiency, the quantity of hydrogen in the radia-

tor, the H(n,n)H scattering cross section and its angular dependen-

ce (which is known with the accuracy not better than 3% /13/).

vii) The time shift of neutron monitor discriminator depended

on proton pulse height. This is an origin of the most significant

uncertainty which led to the error in the energy scale.

viii) The energy calibration accuracy for both detectors defi-

ned not only the energy scale accuracy, but in case of the measure-

ments with white neutron spectra could lead to the error of the

cross-section value itself,

ix) The problems of determination of the fission events coun-

ting efficiency were the same as those in case of measurements with

the BUC.

Typical values of both corrections and uncertainties are pre-

sented in Table 2.



Table 2

Typical values of corrections and systematic uncertainties at measurements relative

to the 1H(n,n)l1 cross section

The TCAPU allows to carry out fission cross-section measure-

ments only at some fixed spot points of neutron energy but enables

to exclude a significant part of the measurement uncertainty and

hence to improve the measurement accuracy.
Effect

1. Neutron detector background

2. Pission chamber background

3. Neutron flux attenuation

4. Determination of total proton counts

5. Angular distribution of recoil protons

6. Neutron detector time shift

7. Energy scale of both the neutron and the fission

detectors

8. Dead time

9. Fission events counting efficiency

Correction

in %

1 - 5

0.1

1

0.5 - 5.0

2.5

1.7

0.1 - 0.5

Uncertainty
in %

0.2 - 0.5

0.1

0.1

0.2 - 1.0

0.2

0.4

100 m Si-SB
detector ----
(APD) 

associated
particle
counts

Jcoincident
fission
event
eounte

0.5

0.1

0.1 - 0.2

fission
targets (FT)

Essential disagreement of data can be seen when

the measurement results obtained by this method even

asurements using the same setup /8 9.

one compares

in case of me-

The Time Correlated Associated Particle Method

An absolute method of fission cross section measurements has

been developed at the V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, USSR and inde-

pendently at the Research Center Bruye-le-Chatel, Prance /14, 15/

which is called now the time correlated associated particle method

(TCAPi). Later on this method has been employed in the joint measu-

rement programme of the Khlopin Radium Institute (KRI) and of the

Technical University of Dresden, GDR (TUD) /16/. Recently the TCAPU

has been used at the NBS, USA/17/ and at the Institute of Nuclear

Physics, China /18/.

Fig. 5. Scheme of setup at measurements by the TOAPM

with 2.6MeV neutrons.

The basic idea of the TCAPM is illustrated in Pig. 5. The

2 D(d,n)3 IIe and 3 T(d,n) 4 He reactions are used as a source of neut-

rons. The 3He or 4He particles associated with the neutrons are de-

tected by the associated particle detector (APD) within the cone fi-

xed by the entrance diaphragm (D). The neutron cone corresponding to

the associated particle cone irradiates the fission target (PT). The

fission events are registered in coincidence with the associated

particles (AP). Provided the two main geometrical constrains are

met:

i) the fission target is large enough to make the base of the

neutron cone to lie completely inside the target,

ii) the fission target nonuniformity is negligible, the indu-87



88 ced fission cross section can be determined from the formula;

Nc

ap

where Nc is the number of the coincidences, Napis the number of as-

sociated particles and n is the number of fissionable nuclei per

cm.

The TCARUI has the following advantages:

- no geometrical factors are to be taken into account,

- determinationsof either neutron flux or total associated par-

ticle counts are not necessary,

- fission events induced by background neutrons (scattered neutrons

or neutrons from other reactions) are excluded,

- the AP-counting background can be essentially reduced by a proper

choice of AP energy window near the peak.

Although this method seems to be a simple one its practical re-

alization is often connected with considerable difficulties due to

a high background of charged particles other than associated ones in

the AP-channel which are both scattered deuterons and charged par-

ticles produced in (d,p), (d,d), (n,p), (n,e) accompanying reactions.

Specific AP-channels are to be designed therefore for measurements

at every neutron energy point. The AP-channels for 14 to 15 MleV,

8.5 LeV and 2.6 MeV-neutrons are described below.

neutron source employing the 3T(d,n)4He reaction. Fission targets

were placed at the angles from 15 to 90° with respect to the deute-

ron beam. Associated alphas were counted at the corresponding angles

in the rear hemisphere.

The energy of alphas was essentially higher than that of scat-

tered deuterons due to high Q-value of the T(d,n)-reaction. Scatte-

red deuterons then could be completely cut off with a protective

filter across the alpha particle detector. The AP-channel background

components were due to J-rays, protons and tritons produced by the

2D(d,p)3 T reaction occuring due to deuteron implantation into the

tritium targets.

To reduce all the background components the 100rm thick scin-

tillating plastic was applied as an AP-detector in the measurements

/16, 19/ which was protected from both light and scattered deute-

rons by the 100 mg per cm2 thick aluminium foil. Fig. 6 shows an

X

alphas

tritona

4 '~ i/ -up
2 · ,"5ati vto\ I \ protons

mI - D-

I ',\ , & v X

1 ''* .*-actiTvaton . 7:- ,' .

a) Measurements with 14 to 15 leV-neutrons

101
These measurements, being the most simple ones in methodical

aspect, have been performed at all five laboratories mentioned above

/16, 17, 18, 19/ Neutron generators and electrostatic accelerators

with the 100 to 500 keV deuteron beam energy have been used as a

0 100 200 300 400
channel'

Fig. 6. Pulse-height epeetrum in AP-ehannel at measurement.
by the TCAPM with 14.7-MeV neutrons.



example of the pulse-height spectrum in the AP-channel. It can be

seen that the background under the i-particle peak does not exceed

0.1 - 0.2%.

Silicon surface-barrier detectors have been used to detect the

AP in the measurements /17, 20/

b) Measurements with 8.5 MeV-neutrons

These measurements have been performed within the joint measu-

rement progranme of the KRI, USSR and the TUD, GDR at the tandem-

generator of the Central Institute of Nuclear Research, Rossen-

dorf, GDR, with 9.5 MeV deuteron beam, the 2D(d,n)3 He reaction

being used.

thick targets of deuterated polyethilene were used to produce neut-e

rons. The AP-channel background components were due to both scatte-

red deuterons with energy up to 9 MeV, and ol-particles with energy

of 3 to 5 MeV produced by the 12C(d,oC) reaction on the target car-

bon.

Pig. 8 shows a typical charged particle pulse-height spectrum

in the AP-channel measured with a thin silicon detector at deute-

ron energy of about 8 MeV. To separate associated 3He particles

from alphas a AE - E telescope consisting of two thin (12 m and

40 pm) completely depleted silicon detectors was used. In this way

cd-particle background in aE - Er energy window was decreased to

1.5.- 2% of total 3He counts. In Pig. 8 a contour map of the two-

dimensional A E - Er spectrum is shown. A fast two-channel analy-

ser /21/ was used as a particle identifier for the associated 3IHe

particles.

neutron
econe

9.5 MeV-
dcuteron beam

AR I
N

AE - E telescope N

8000

6000
Pig. 7. Experimental setup at meaaurements by the TCAPM

with 8.5-MeV neutrons.

Ed - 9 UeV
300 g per cm2 thick
(CD ) foil
Si(lu) 40 m detector

' 3 Hex -42°OHe
4000

2000

0
In this case either neutrons or associated 3He-particles were

flying onward due to the big transfer velocity brought in by the

deuteron momentum. Both the AP-detector and the fission targets

were to be situated in the front hemisphere at the angless of 45

89 and 75° with respect to the deuteron beam and the 1 - 2 mg per cm2

Pig. 8. Pulse-height spectrum in $I-channel in the case
of 8.5-leV neutrons.
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FIB. 9. AP-contour map at the measurements
by the TCAPI with 8.5-MeV neutrons.

c) Measurements with 2.6 MeV-neutrons

These measurements have been also performed as a joint work

programme of the KRI and TUD 1 6 ' 22, 23/ using a neutron generator

with 120 keV deuteron beam and the 2 D(d,n) 3 He reaction as a neutron

source. Fission targets and AP-detector were installed at the ang-

les of 72 and 900 with respect to the deuteron beam. The scheme of

the experimental setup is shown in Pig. 5.

The surface-barrier detector with 100 pm-depth of depleted

zone was used to detect 3 He-particles, being protected from scatte-

red deuterons by 230pg per cm2 thick aluminium filter. Efficient

separation of the 3 He-particles from scattered deuterons due to

their low energy (about 800 keV) strongly depended on careful se-

lection of the filter foils either by thickness (+ 5p6 per cm2 ) or

by quality and uniformity. ~When the foil characteristics required

had been provided, the scattered deuterons contribution was negli-

gible. The main components of the AP-channel background were due

to protons and tritons produced in the 2 D(d,p) 3 T side reaction,

N

6000

4000

2000

(lieV)

0 100 200 channels
Fig. 10..AP-pulse-height spectrum at the measu-

rements by the TCAP1 with 2.6-MeV neutrons.

whose contributions were dependent on the detector spectrometric

quality. The pulse-height spectrum of the AP-channel is shovn in

Pig. 10. The proton and triton background under the 3He peak did

not exceed the value of 2.5%.

Corrections and Uncertainty Origins of the TCAFLI

The following corrections are to be introduced into the raw

data obtained by the TCAPM:

- for background in the AP-channel

- for random coincidence background

- for neutron flux attenuation

- for fission events counting efficiency.

i) The background in the AP-amplitude window was determined

by both measurements without neutron targets and cutting-off of

the AP-cone with a thin foil. In the case of measurements with

2.6 leV-neutrons the foil thickness was chosen to ensure complete
3He-particle absorption and minimal energy losses for protons and

tritons to determine proton and triton background. In the case of

measurements with 8.5 MeV-neutrons the background was determined



by replacement of deuterated polyethilene target with a cgnventio-

nal polyethilene foil.

ii) Due to neutron beam collimation the number of coincidences

was 20 - 30 times less than the total number of fission which re-

sulted in a rather high level of random coincidences. To define ac-

curately the correction for this effect an electronic setup was

used which provided for the simultaneous registration of both total

coincidences and random ones with the same circuit. Another way to

determine this correction was to analyze AP - fission time distri-

bution spectra.

iii) The neutron flux attenuation was calculated by a method

based on the inverse problem of the radiation transfer theory /24/.

The set of transfer equatios was solved by the honte-Carlo method

for real experimental conditions taking into account all the struc-

tural materials and gaseous mixture filling the chambers.

Iv) Parallel plate pulse current ionization chambers were

used in all the measurements for fission events detection. The de-

tection efficiency was defined by two factors which are a fission

fragment absorption in the fissile layers and counting losses due

to discrimination in the counting channel. These problems are com-

mon for all the fission cross-section measurements as was mentioned

above. The fission fragment absorption can be in principle suffi-

ciently exactly calculated as a function of the fissile layer thic-

kness, the neutron energy, the fission fragment range and of the

fission product anisotropy (for example /25/), The counting losses

due to discrimination usually are determined by extrapolation of

the fragment pulse-height spectrum to zero energy. However, the fis-

91 sion fragment ranges which are now insufficiently known and depend

on the deposit chemical composition (which is usually difficult to

determine in turn) can be an origin of essential uncertainty of re-

sults. Besides, the extrapolation procedure also is not doubtless.

The best way, therefore, to improve the accuracy of results is a

direct experimental determination of fission counting efficiency,

which is now in progress.

All the corrections considered are origins of the systematic

uncertainties. Besides, another two circumstances are to be taken

into account which are the target deposit uniformity and location

of the neutron cone completely within the fission target. The tar-

get uniformity provided by careful target preparation, was checked

for high d-activity samples by scanning with a detector with a small

entrance diaphragm and for low l-activity samples by an ellipsometry

or by an electron X-ray microprobe analysis.

The Coulomb multiple scattering of associated particles leads

to broadening of the neutron cone due to a possibility to detect in

the AP-cone scattered particles associated with neutrons flying out-

side the neutron cone. It may be especially crucial for the measure-

ments with 2.6 MeV-neutrons where scattering probability increase

due to lofenergy of the 3He-particles. However, the systematic er-

ror, connected with this process will be negligible if the topo-

graphy of the neutron cone is known and its long-time stability

is ensured. In all the measurements the cone profile was mapped

and its stability controlled for each AP-counting system by means

of a 2 mm diameter plastic scintillator in coincidence with the

AP-detector. Fig. 11 shows the neutron cone profile in case of me-

asurements with 2.6 MeV-neutrons.
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Fig. 11. Neutron cone profile at the measu-
rements by the TCAPI with 2.6-UeV
neutrons.

Typical values of both corrections and partial measurement un-

certainties are presented in Table 3.

Table 3

Typical values of corrections and uncertainties of the TCAIU
Fig. 12,a. Experimental data on the 

235
U fast fission cross section.

Correction Uncertainty
fftect in % in %

(barn)

2.21. Coincidence statistics

2. Random coincidences

3. Background in AP-channel

4. Neutron flux attenuation

5. Fission counting efficiency

a) Extrapolation to zero energy

b) Fission fragment absorption in target

deposite

3- 10

0.1 - 3

1.5 - 2.5

0.7 - 1.0

0.3 - 0.5

0.01 - 0.3

0.1 - 0.4

2.1

2.0

0.5 -2.5 0.1 - 0.5

0.2-1.5 0 -0.3

1.9

1.8

1.7

Analysis of Fission Cross-Section Measurement Results

It is impossible to consider fission cross section data for

all nuclides within one paper. As an example the data for the 
235U

will be analysed. This fission cross section is responsible for da-

ta accuracy of numerous relative measurements and is measured with

the best accuracy.

1.6

1.5

1.4

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Ei (1eV)

Pig. 12,b. Experimental data on the 
235

U fact fission cross section.



Pig. 12 shows the results of the 235U fission cross-pection

measurements performed during the last 7 years in comparison with

the evaluation of the EHDP-B/IV and EHDF-B/V files. Essential dis-

crepancies of experimental data either in magnitude or in shape can

be seen. It is evident that these discrepancies can not be removed

by renormalisation of shape measurements data. Fig. 13 shows the

results of different evaluations performed during several last

years.

The most significant disagreement of experimental results

exists in the 13 to 20 leV energy range where different data disag-

ree by more than 10%. The new results obtained in recent absolute

measurements for 14.1 - 14.7 MeV-neutrons by the TCAPL /16, 20/

which agree within the limits of the 1% accuracy (Pig. 14) allow

to reduce the cross-section uncertainty in the 13 to 16 MeV energy

region and to claim the required accuracy for 14 - 15 HeV neutrons

to be achieved. Excellent agreement of the five independent measu-

rements characterizes the TCAPR as the most accurate and reliable one.

The existing data at neutron energies higher than 16 leV are

so discrepant that it is difficult to expect an evaluation accura-

cy better than 6% in this energy range.

Discrepancies of data in the neutron energy region from 5 to

13 LeV reach 5 - 6%. The shape measurements /8, 9, 12/ show diffe-

rent shape of the energy dependence. Significant disagreement of

different evaluations also can be seen. The result of absolute mea-

surement by the TCAPM /22/ within the limits of 1.5% coincides with

both Kon'shin evaluation /26/ and those of the EEITDF-B/V and the

JEBIDL-2 files. It is obvious that accessible accuracy of evaluations

93 can not be better than 3 - 4%.

bt

Fig. 14. Resulto of the 235U fission croes-aection moasurements

by the TCAI1: vith 14.0 - 14.7-LeV neutrons.
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The data disagreement in the 1 to 5 KeV energy range exceeds

10,% and difference in shape occurs as well. Although evaluations of

different files agree rather well, the results of both measurements

by the TCAPM /23/and the recent shape measurements /3, 6, 10, 27/

which are in good agreement are 5% lower. It shows that existing

evaluations may be doubtful. To elaborate more realistic evaluation

the weights of some experimental results are to be revised. Conci-

dering the available data it appears that it would be difficult for

an evaluation to achieve an accuracy 1 - 2%.

Conclusion

It is obvious that the available experimental data for the

235U do not yet reach the required accuracy except the 14 leV point.

What concerns other nuclides the data accurasies are lauch worse.

Apparently the shape measurements techniques include some experi-

mental discrepancies origins, which can not be identified now.

There is essentially no value in producing more shape measurements

using established technique, as additional ones will contribute

little towards the reduction of the uncertainties.

According to recommendations of the IAEA consultant's meeting

on the 235U fast fission cross section held at Smolenice, CzSSR in

March 1983, the only foreseeable way of improving the accuracy of

the cross-sections is to perform:

i) accurate mono-energetic measurements using the TCAPM at as

many energies as possible with the focus on discrepant regions,

ii) essentially improved shape measurements which can be used

to determine the cross-sections between the spot point data.
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PULSED-BEAM ELECTROSTATIC ACCELERATORS AT THE
I.V. KURCHATOV INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY.
INVESTIGATIONS OF
FISSION ISOMERS PERFORMED AT THESE DEVICES

G.A. OTROSHCHENKO
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Main principles to produce pulsed ion beams at the elect-

rostatic accelerators in the I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic

Energy are briefly described. The parameters obtained for the

ion current pulses are given. Some results of fission isomer

investigations performed with pulsed beams of ions are shortly

discussed.

At the moment the electrostatic accelerators are widely-applied

devices. They are used in medicine, biology, metal science, in many

branches of industry and last but not the least in their traditional

field, i.e. the experimental nuclear physics.

High stability in the energy of the accelerated partciles (of

the order of few hundredths of per cent), relatively high value of

the current of the beam, up to hundred microamperes and more, the

possibility to obtain the beam cross-over on the target of the order

of tenth of millimeter, and even significantly less in special cases,

the possibility to build accelerators (including the machines of the

tandem type) to obtain the ions with energies in the range from hun-

dreds of keV up to tens of MeV, along with comparatively simple con-

struction of these machines, all these factors make them rather a

cheap instrument of high qualitative value in numerous investigations

in pure science or applications.

The high intensity of the accelerated particle beams makes it

possible to perform the investigations with the use of secondary par-

ticles from nuclear reactions, induced by the primary beam in diffe-

rent targets. This fact widens considerably the possibilities of the95



96 use of such accelerators. Thus, the use of tritium or lithium tar-

gets, bombarded with accelerated protons, or deuterium or tritium

targets, bombarded with deutrons, gives us a possibility to perform

the researches with neutrons in a wide region of neutron energies:

from few tens of keV up to few MeV and more (17 MeV in the case of

the T (d, n)3He reaction). The neutron energy depends on the energy

yield in the reaction, the primary beam energy, as well as on the

angle between the primary beam direction and the detector position,

as seen from the target. The neutron energy spread, or the energy

resolution, depends on the energy spread in the primary beam, the

solid angle of the neutron detector, the energy losses of the pri-

mary beam in the target, the energy yield and the kinematics of the

reaction in use.

A considerable amount of experimental works in nuclear and neut-

ron physics was done at the electrostatic accelerators with the use

of primary and secondary beams of particles.

Since various methods were developed for these accelerators to

obtain the pulsed beams, that is the beams the intensity of which

changes with time according to a known law, the number of problems

solved by using the electrostatic accelerators became significantly

larger. These methods gave the possibility to investigate the time

characteristics of the reactions and their products, which in some

cases are more decisive (the half-lives of the reaction products, for

example), the energy values, which characterize the reaction products

(the energy and momentum measurements by the time-of-flight method),

measurements of different time correlations in the processes under

investigation.

The simplest way to obtain the beam with the time-modulated in-

tensity is the use of electrostatic deflection of the accelerated

beam. An electrostatic field, which is periodical in time, exists

in the region of the deflecting system (Fig. 1). Thus, the transverse

beam is periodically deflected from the straight trajectory in the

absence of the field. The end of the beam moves over a diaphragm.

When the beam passes through a hole in the diaphragm, the total cu-

rent of particles from the accelerator hits the detector or the tar-

get. The rest of the time the beam is absent.

[1 ----- > _--- FeamI
detector diaphragm def /leoor

PI.i. 1. The scheme of a uilple deflecting nystem.

The use of a sine-shaped deflection field acting in a single

plane permits the beam to go through the hole in the diaphragm twice

for a period. The beam current hitting the detector or the target is

shown schematically in Pig. 2, where A t is the time when the beam

moves through the hole in the diaphragm, and T is the period of the

deflecting field.

(I 0 4 ^ tom
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Pig. 2. The modulation of the beam intenoity with time.

It is clear that the magnitude of 4 t is one of the principal

characteristics of the method: it is the time resolution of the ex-

periment, i.e. the accuracy in the determination of a time moment. It

dependes on the diameter of the hole and the velocity at which the

end of the beam moves across the diaphragm. This velocity, in turn,

depends on the amplitude and frequency of the deflecting field, as

well as on the distance between the deflector and the diaphragm.

Thus, the reducing of D, the hole diameter, the increasing of V, the

amplitude, and WO , the frequency of the deflecting voltage feeding
the deflector and the increasing of the distance L between the def-

lector and diaphragm lead to the reduction of A t, i.e. the time

resolution increases according to:

At = k -
Vat L

(1)

where k is a constant coefficient.

By changing the values in the right way, it is possible to make

the value of A t as small as it is needed. But there is another sig-

nificant value which also chracterizes the system under considera-

tion. It is the coefficient of use of the beam current. As soon as



the beam goes across the hole in the diaphragm twice per period, the

total current I hits the detector (or the target) for the time 2 At,

whereas the rest of the time the beam is absent. It results in the

average value of the beam current hitting the detector according to:

8a
(I> = I 2 

T

that is the coefficient of use of the beam current equals to:

t I = 2 A = 4 U) A t
I T

or, if (1) is used for A t,

= 411 k D
(/ VL

(2)

(3)

(4)

time

It is seen from (4) that the changes in D, V and L, which improve

the time resolution of an experiment, simultaneously decrease the

coefficient of use of the beam current. This, naturally, decreases

the counting rate of the investigated reactions. Thus, the need ari-

ses to increase the time of experiment to obtain a satisfactory sta-

tistical accuracy of the measurements. The increasing of the fre-

quency T , of course, has no influence on the coefficient of use

of the beam current. But such a change in the frequency reduces the

value of T hence reducing the time between two successive pulses of

current, i.e. the time during which it is possible to measure the

time characteristics of the process under investigation.

For example, if the half-lives of reaction products are inves-

tigated, the high value of the repetition rate for the beam pulses

could result in counting the events caused by many successive pulses

of the beam, thus making the analysis of the data obtained more com-

plicated or even completely impossible.

Of course, the situation can be improved, to some extent, if

the dflector is fed by the voltage of a special shape, for example,

by rectangular pulses, but the main features of the method are just

the same. These shortcomings put certain limits for the use of such

a simple method. Nevertheless, in a number of cases when the average

counting rate of the reactions under investigation is high enough to

97 obtain the sufficient accuracy at a required time resolution, the

method is widely used.

Fig. 3. The phase trajectories of the rcoupine ions.

Namely, such a method was used, for example, at the I.V.Kurcha-

tov IAE in the USSR during the experiments with the fission isomer

in the reaction 241Am (n, )242fAm[1].

Wider experimental possibilities are given by another method,

which is successfully used at present time. This method is known as

a method of clystron-like grouping of particles in the beam. The main

idea of the method is to change the velocity of ions leaving the ion

source at different moments of time and having comparatively low

energy (usually of the order of few tens of keV) so as to slow down

the ions which left the source earlier and to speed up those which

left it later. Then, at a definite distance from the place where the

velocities were changed the ions will come together. This can be de-

monstrated by the diagram in Fig. 3. Here, the horizontal axis re-

presents the time, the vertical one represents the distance. The

point 0 is for the ion source, the point B, for the buncher, i.e.

the device, which changes the energy (or the velocity) of ions.

The straight lines indicate the path of an ion as a function of time.

In the region between 0 and B all the lines are parallel, because the

ions which left the source at different moments of time have the same

energy and, hence, the same velocity. After B, i.e. after the buncherg

the straight lines are changed for different ones. It corresponds to

the fact that now the ions have different velocities. For the ions,

which went through the buncher earlier, the inclination of the tra-

jectory is larger than that before the buncher. It means that the ve-

locity of such ions is less than that after leaving the source. The

later the ion goes through the buncher, the less is the inclination

of the trajectory. The latest ions have inclinations of trajectories



98 less than those before the buncher, i.e. their velocities have in-

creased. After that the cycle of the velocity change is repeated. At

the level A all the trajectories come together at a single point.

All the ions will be at a distance 1 between B and A at the same time

moment tb and the grouping of the ions will take place. In this case

the distance i is called a "grouping length". It is rather easy to

obtain the value of an ion after the buncher. Let us consider the

ion which has passed through the buncher at the moment t..At the mo-

ment tb the ion must be at a distance 1 from the buncher, that is:

.aV W IA
A A

L L---L t

v (t) = 1/ (tb - t) (5)

Iow great is the energy change of the ion in the buncher? The ion

energy before the buncher equals to:

.qV m 2v (6)
2 

where m is the ion mass, q is the ion charge, vo is the ion velocity

before the buncher. After the buncher the ion energy must be equal to:

(t) D M -12qV1 (t) = - v2 (t) m -- (7)
12 2 (tb - t)

Fig. 4. The ideal time-modulated energy of the ions.

The graph of this function is represented in Pig. 4. The buncher usu-

ally consists of two coaxial cylinders with the potential A V (t)

between them, the ion beam moving along the axis of the system.

Naturally, this is an idealized case.

To create the potential of the (11) shape one must overcome

definite technical difficulties, because such a shape includes an

infinite series of harmonics and each harmonic requires a noticeable

amount of power due to inevitable energy losses. At the same time

the capacity of the power supply, especially in case the power sup-

ply is mounted at the terminal of the accelerator, is always limited.

That is why the grouping potential is, as a rule, of the sine-shaped

form. In this case the grouping occurs only for the time intervals

when the potential changes with time in accordance with ratio (11)

(the solid part of the curve in Fig. 5). The deflecting system pre-

cludes the rest of the beam from going into the accelerator tube of

Thus, the energy change of the ion must be:

q AV (t) = qV1 (t) - qVo = m 12- -- -
t 1 0 2 (t - t) 2

b

(8)

or:
_dV~t) r m U2 _q A V ot) 2 v - q 0 - 1 (9)

2 tb - t) (t - t) L, ' e<*I "

where t = 1/vo is the time during which the ion of the initial ve-

locity moves over the grouping length distance.

Hence, to change the energy in the right way, the ion must meet

an additional to that of the ion source potential in the buncher:

AV (t) v ' 1 1 (10)av (t) o LgI(tb_ t)o

if V0 is the ion beam potential before the buncher. The ratio of the

changing with time buncher potential to the constant in time ion

source potential is:

PiC. 5. Thle zine-shaped grouping potential.

the machine. It is clear that in this case the coefficient of the

use of the beam current is also less than unity but it could be much

greater than that of the first method.

Let us supply the grouping gap with the potential:

V -) 2

AV (. t) ' - 1
Vo b-t )2

V~tw V, sin&Ott (12)
(11)



Then the total energy of the ion which has passed through the gap at

the moment ti will be:

4t

qV (ti) = qV0 + qAV (ti) = qV0 (1 + V- sin) ti)

0

(13)

Let us denote the ratio of the amplitude of the grouping potential to

the beam potential as c :

. = v, /V

Then we have:

q.V (ti) q-V (1 +d sina) ti) (14)

As soon as qV (ti) = v2 (ti), and q-V0
= vO, expression (14) gives

the velocity of the ign after the grouping gap as:

-1. ti
Pig. 6. The time of ion arrival at the grouping distance as a func-

tion of the moment the ion crosses the grouping gap.

Let us assume that the vacuum and the focusing of the beam are
good enough for the charge not to be changed. Then

I i dti'l g dtgl (20)

and we have:

v (t ) = v, (1 + A sin a) t ) 1/2 (15)

If the grouping length is equal to 1, the corresponding time is equal

to:
1 1n'2

g = 1 + i
V 1+ i

(16)
I = dti 1 1
Ii dtg | dtg/dtil

(21)

and the moment of the ion arrival at the point of grouping:

tg = ti + t g = ti + T o (1 + sin &a ti)-1/2 (17)

From equation (17) we find:

t =1 - CO cosa)t i (1 +o sin&ti)-3/2
dti 2 1 

and therefore:

(22)

The dependence of tg on ti for different values of the parameter a

is shown in Pig. 6. The dependence for L = 0 (the lack of the group-

ing potential) is shown by the straight line, which goes from the

point to at the axis t at the angle of 9 /4. An ideal case (expr.

(11)) is shown by the dotted line. If the current before the group-

ing gap equals Ii, the full charge which has passed through the gap

for the time dti is equal to:

I

Ii

1
(23)

- a. 1 u cos uti (1 + sinu)ti)-3/2 
2v
O

Ii I dtil (18)

Let us denote:

1 t

2v

then

(24)

At the grouping length the name ions give the current I during the

time dtg, i.e. the full charge in this case will be equal to:

Ig Idtgl (19)99 Ii I - cos i (1 + sinti) 3 / 2

Ii |1 -JrcostWti (1 +» sin W ti) - 3
1
2 I

(25)



100 At the given parameters et and t the denominator in (25) has a mi-

nimal value if;

sin (0t 1 ) 1 + - 1 and cos ( ti) = (tl -- ')(26)

that is

3/2. < (ut i ! <22 (27)

as it is seen in Fig. 5 (or curve 1 in Fig. 6). If the parameter PC

increases, the value of the denominator decreases and with

. = 1 - )( 3-AI, where / = t( - r ) (28)
3 3

the denominator in (25) turns to zero (curve 2 in Fig. 6).

If the parameter d increases still more, two points ti appear,

in which the denominator turns to zero. This situation is the over-

grouping of the beam (curve 3 in Pig. 6). As soon as the initial

beam has the definite ion energy spread, tLe parameter r - (ll))/(2v )

has the spread, too. It means that it is not possible to choose the

parameter ~ so as to satisfy equation (28) for all the ions. Usual-

ly, the value of the parameter a( corresponds to an average energy

of the ion in the beam. The ions with the energy exceeding the ave-

rage value will be undergrouped, the ions with the energy lower than

the average value, overgrouped (the full situation is shown in Fig. 6)

and the beam pulse will be of finite width in time. There are some

other reasons due to which the beam pulse turns to be of finite width.

The ions in the beam move at different distances from the buncher

axis, so the grouping potential differently affects different ions

moving across the gap at the same time moment. The space-charge in-

fluence (the Coulomb repulsion) will also preclude the complete grou-

ping.

In practice, the time width of the pulse of the order of one

ns with the coefficient of the use of the beam current in the region

of 20 - 25 per cent is usually obtained. Some special measures taken

with decrease in the value of the coefficient of the use of the beam

permit us to obtain the beam pulses with time width of tenths of ns.

Among those are: an increase of the frequency of the grouping poten-

tial, the usual value of which is of the order of ten and more lIIz,

an increase of the initial (before the buncher) energy of ions, which

in its turn requires the increased amplitude of the grouping poten-

tial with the usual value of few kV. Sometimes, to obtain the uni-

form conditions for the ions, travelling at different distances from

the system axis, the grouping gap is provided with grids, which make

the field between the electrodes more uniform. But the insertion of

the grids results in additional losses of the current. The increase

of the grouping frequency leads to decrease of the time interval bet-

ween the successive pulses. To keep this time interval sufficiently

large requires the use of a deflecting system to skip a few succes-

sive pulses. To be short, in each case one has to find a compromise

solution of the problem in order to meet the experimental require-

ments best.

One more significant circumstance should be noted. As soon as

the method of the clystron-type grouping is based on an artificial

change of the ion energy, it leads to an increase of the energy

spread for the ions constituting the beam pulse. The value of the

energy spread by the order of magnitude coincides with that of the

grouping potential amplitude and can reach the magnitude of one or

two keV. This value is noticeably higher than that for the ions go-

ing from the ion source. In a large amount of experiments this value

does not exceed the limits of the energy resolution required. 1ever-

theless, another problem arises. This problem is concerned with the

beam focusing. The whole accelerating path long from the ion source

to the outlet of the accelerating system comprises, in fact, a com-

plicated multi-element optical system, which focusing properties are,

in general, strongly dependant on the ion energy. The very grouping

gap itself represents an electrostatic lens, the focal length of

which changes with time. The energy of the ions coming into accele-

ration changes with time, too. Therefore, the installation of the

system of the clystron-type grouping puts special requirements to the

focusing properties of different elements of the ion-optical system

of the accelerator. However, under the reasonable approach to the

choice of the parameters and construction of the system the arising

problems can be solved. It is enough to say that the method of the

clystron-type grouping is more often used in practice. Such a method



was realized at one of the electrostatic accelerators in the I.V.Kur-

chatov IAE [2]. The main pulse features of this accelerator are as

follows: the pulse duration equals 1.5 ns, the repetition rate of

the pulses of the accelerator target is 2 LIz, the average current

under these conditions is 8 microamperes. This accelerator was used

in the following experiments: partial cross-section measurements for

inelastic neutron scattering on 238 U [3), the fission isomer yield

in the reaction 23 6U (n, n')236mfU [4], the measurements of the

cross-section ratio for the radiative capture and fission of 235U [5]

etc.

In the description of the two methods for obtaining the pulsed

beams the works devoted to the fission isomers investigations and

performed with pulsed beams have been mentioned. I would like to say

a few words about the problem.

Fission isomers represent the nuclei of the heavy elements,

which are staying in special excited states. The main feature of

these states is that the life-time of such a state is unexpectedly

large, i.e. from tenths of no up to hundredths of s, along with a

rather high excitation energy (somewhat 2.5 - 3.5 MeV over the ground

state). Radiative transitions for these nuclei seem to be strongly

forbidden, the neutron emission is precluded by the energy relations

(the binding energy of the neutron is of the order of 5 MeV). There-

fore, these nuclei exhibit the fission activity with the life-times

in the said interval. The fission activity represents nearly unique

feature of the fission isomer, due to which these isomers are recog-

nized experimentally. At the moment the widely-accepted point of view

is that the fission isomers are a sequence of the existence of the

second stable state of the nucleus at a rather large deformation.

Therefore, the fission isomers are often called shape isomers. This

hypothesis permits us to explain (in many cases only qualitatively)

many features of the phenomemon but such an explanation could not be

regarded as an experimental verification of the hypothesis. In par-

ticular, it is one of the reasons why the attempts to obtain such an

obvious experimental evidence as a large deformation in such states

are made up to now. In some cases the experiments are aimed at check-

ing some sequences of the accepted hypothesis.

The concept of the fission isomer of 2 42 Am as a shape isomer,

along with the analysis of the experimental data on the prompt fis-

sion cross-section in the 41Am (n, f ) reaction as a function of the

neutron energy brings about a conclusion that the ratio between the

cross-sections for the fission isomer production and for the prompt

fission must be a weak function of the neutron energy. The single

factor which is strongly dependent on the energy is the penetrability

of the potential barrier between the two stable states: at the equi-

librium deformation and at that corresponding to the shape of the

fission.isomer. But this factor influences both the channels under

consideration.

The experimental data obtained partly at the Joint Institute for

Iuclear Research in Dubna [61 and partly at the Institute of Atomic

Energy in Moscow 1~3 are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen, the ratio of

the yields for two channels regarded slowly changes with the energy

in the region from one to five MeV. But as soon as the neutron ener-

gy goes below 1 MeV the situation changes rapidly and in the appro-

ximately 0.5-IeV energy interval the ratio changes by the order of
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FiC. 7. The relative yield of the fisaion isomers in the 2 4 1Am (n, )
242mfAm reaction.



102 magnitude for the benefit of the isomer production. It is known from

the analysis of the fission cross-section that the fission barrier

(the barrier between both stable states in this case) lies in the re-

gion of 1 IeeV of the neutron energy. Therefore, the experimental data

shown in Pig. 7 give us a reason to suppose the isomer production

channel does not go through the barrier, wheras the prompt fission

does. In such a case the isomeric state is coupled with the equili-

brium ground state deformation of the nucleus.

Ref. [ 7] reported the excitation function for the production of

the 238U fission isomer in the inelastic neutron scattering reaction.

It was noted, the isomeric yield in this reaction is by the order of

magnitude higher than the usual value in reactions with the radiative

capture of neutron. Besides, it was noted the cross-section of the

isomer production seems to have a local maximum near the reaction

threshold.

The existence of such a maximum is hard to understand in the

fram.ie of the shape hypothesis. It is not clear either how to explain

the amplification of the isomer yield in the (n, n') reaction.

To obtain additional experimental data the work [4] was done to

investigate the yield of the fission isomer of the 23U in the in-

elastic neutron scattering reaction as a function of the neutron ene-

rgy. The data obtained are shown in Fig. 8. As it is seen, the cross-

section for the 236 U isomer production in the (n, n') reaction again

has a local maximul just near the reaction threshold. Besides, the

cross-section has the value near 200 microbarns, which is by the or-

der of magnitude higher than usual values for the (n, ' ) reaction

(tens of microbarns).

If one supposes the fission isomers are coupled with the equi-

librium deformation of the nucleus auld the spin values play a sig-

nificant role in the isomer production, rather simple evaluation

shows that the local maximum and amplification of the cross-section

value can easily be explained. The local maximum is due to the right

without intermediate radiative transitions population of the isomeric

state in the (n, n') reaction. The cross-section for this process

decreases rapidly with the neutron energy. The cross-section for the

population of the isomeric state through the intermediate radiative

transitions increases more slowly. The suml of both means of isone-

ric state population gives the curve with the local maximu;n near the

reaction threshold. The amplification of the isomer yield in the

(n, n') reaction as compared with the case of the (n, r ) reaction

is simply due to the fact that the inelastic scattering process can

transfer to the residual nucleus the spin value higher than the ra-

diative capture process does.

The smooth curves in Pig. 8 show the values of cross-sections

of the isomer production for two spin values evaluated under a num-

ber of simplifying suppositions.

Of course, one should not regard the experimental data shown in

Pigs 7 and 8 as a final solution of the problem, but these data seem

to be a serious alternative to the hypothesis of the shape isomerism.
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THE NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS USING
NUCLEAR REACTORS

A.A. KIST
INP AS Uzbek SSR,
Tashkent, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract-

A review on the activation analysis techniques used for both fundamental and

applied research at the Institute of Nuclear Physics of the UZSSR Academy of

Sciences is presented.

The development of the present-day science and engineering

in nearly all the directions is, to this or that degree, con-

nected with the methods of studying matter composition and struc-

ture. This fact accounts for intensive development of modern ana-

lytical methods. In this regard, of special importance are nuclear-

physical and radioanalytical methods. This extensive group in-

cludes various methods based on interaction of nuclear radiation

with matter or those based on similarity of the stable elements

behaviour and their radioactive nuclides. Similar instrumentation

and closeness of theoretical bases permit so different methods as

nuclear-activation, X-ray fluorescent, that of isotope dilution

and many others to be integrated into a complex under the condi-

tions of one laboratory.

The radio-activation analysis has been being developed for

more than 40 years. As far back as 20 years ago it was possible

to refer to it as to a "laboratory oddity" but at present it is

a method which is used most extensively for various investigations.

The appearance of accessible and powerful nuclear reactors started

the development of neutron radio-activation analysis. In the 50es

this method was basically used to analyze microimpurities in pure

and semiconductor materials and rocks. Usually, the analytical

methods involved employing deep radiochemical separation and

purification in combination with primitive (from our point of viewi

counting equipment utilizing gas-filled counters. The development103



104 of scintillation gamma-spectrometry increased the analysis effi-

ciency considerably and the number of cases when this method was

used in geological exploration grew larger. The appearance of

high-resolution germanium-lithium, germanium and silicon-lithium

detectors of gamma-radiation became another important step in the

development of the method. At the same time the instrumental me-

thod sensitivity, its efficiency and multielement analyzing were

raised significantly, the radiochemical procedures were simplified.

It allowed us to increase the importance of the part played by

this method in analyzing biological and natural samples (in natu-

ral sciences). At the present moment they amount to 30J. Nlow the

radio-activation analysis is performed at large-scale nuclear

centres employing nuclear reactors, as well as in specially-made

analytical nuclear reactors. Use is made of cyclotrons, betatrons

and other accelerators of charged particles, neutron generators,

isotope sources of neutrons not only at the laboratories but im-

mediately at industrial installations and plants. The activation

analysis has become an indispensable component part in a number

of engineering processes.

The basis of the nuclear activation methods is the measure-

ment of induced radioactivity resulting from nuclear reactions

in bombardment of a sample by charged particles, neutrons or -

quanta. Since the induced activity value and, hence, that of sen-

sitivity depend, apart from other reasons, on the cross-section

of the nuclear reaction and sensitivity of the activating radia-

tion,the neutron activation analysis by the (n, X ) reaction has

been used most commonly for a number of problems. The reaction

cross-section is very high for a lot of elements (in nuclear re-

actors with neutron fluxes up to 1015 n/cm 2s1).

In this case the induced activity is described by the eq.:

Nf 6 m (1 - e- t) 2
1

A e

M

where A is the number of decays per second; N is the Avogadro

number; f is the neutron flux; 6 is the activation cross-sec-

tion; e is the relative abundance of the activated nuclide;

m is the mass of the element; A is the decay constant of the

analytical radionuclide; t is the activation time; 'C is the

"cooldovm" time; M is the atomic weight of the element.

As seen from the equation, the activity depends on the ac-

tivation cross-section of the neutron flux density, on the acti-

vation time and the "cooldown" time.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned expression de-

scibes the activation process in the approximation sufficient

for the experiment designing but not for the exact measurements

or absolute (without a standard) method of analysis. To obtain a

more exact expression, one should take into account the effect of

secondary reactions (reactions on fast neutrons resulting in form-

ation of one nuclide from different stable nuclides), reactions

of the second order (those in which the nuclide formed undergoes

a nuclear reaction once again and another nuclide is formed),

the burn-out effect (when at high activation cross-sections and

densities of a neutron flux the loss of the natural initial

stable nuclide becomes appreciable), the self-shielding ef-

fect and other effects of the flux perturbation, the change of

the activation cross-section with the neutron energy variation,

the effects of neutron flux scintillations at short-time irra-

diation, etc.

Since in the exposure in a nuclear reactor dozens of radio-

active nuclides may be produced, the main problem to be solved by

an experimenter in developing analytical methods is the reliable

measurement of the analytical nuclide activity against the back-

ground of a large number of impeding nuclides.

For this purpose various procedures are used. For example,

varying the time conditions of the analysis (the exposure and

"cooldown" time), one can obtain a reliable release of the acti-

vity of short-lived nuclides against the background of long-lived

ones or vice versa. The fact that the activation cross-section

changes with the neutron energy differently for different nuclides

permits us varying the neutron flux spectrum within the known li-

mits to change the relation of the activities of different nu-



clides. For example, applying a cadmium layer around a sample

(other substances absorbing neutrons in a definite energy range

are also used), one can succeed in reducing the activation degree

of a number of nuclides (e.g., for 241!a by a factor of 20 - 40) if

the reaction proceeds mainly with thermal neutrons and, thus, in

increasing the selectivity of determination of elements whose nu-

clides have resonance levels of activation in the range of epi-

thermal neutron energies. On the contrary, the exposure in the

thermal column of the reactor where thermal neutrons are predomi,

nant permits the influence of the epithermal-neutron reactions to

be reduced and the part played by the fast-neutron ones to be pra-

ctically reduced to zero.

The most commonly used method for increasing the analysis se-

lectivity is the I-ray spectrometry. The difference in the g -ray

energies makes it possible to determine from three to ten elements

in a sample by means of the X-spectrometric scintillation detec-

tors and from 40 up to 45 elements in one sample using high-reso-

lution t-spectrometric ones.

Some more sophisticated instrument methods are also used,

such as coincidence systems which reliably separate nuclides with

the decay of a cascade nature, those of anticoincidences which, on

the contrary, suppress the contribution of the cascade radiation,

etc.

The methods of magnetic beta-spectrometry, those of detec-

tion of beta- and alpha-radiation, fission fragments, delayed

neutrons, etc., are less widely used in the neutron activation

analysis though in some cases they are extremely effective.

Though being extensively applied in various versions of the

activation analysis, these and other methods constitute the basis

of the instrumental version when decomposition of a sample

does not take place.

Provided that the procedures of the neutron activation ana-

lysis are insufficient, the radiochemical version is used. In this

case an element or a group of elements to be determined is sepa-

rated by purification from impeding emitters or by isolation of

105 the impeding nuclides themselves.

For this purpose use is made of practically all the methods

of modern analytical and preparative chemistry: precipitation,

extraction, ion exchange, distillation, different variants of ex-

traction chromatography, isotope exchange, the recoil effect (the

Scillard-Chalmers effect), electrochemical and many other methods.

In this connection one should mention the little-used possibili-

ties of thermochromatography (for example, in a chlorine flow)

when a sample is stripped and its components are separated in one

stage. This method is particularly convenient in a case of diffi-

cultly soluble samples of, for example, rocks and minerals. In

the radiochemical version use is often made of the so-called car-

riers or collectors which allow us to replace the manipulation of

ultramicroquantities of chemical elements with that of their weisht

quantities and even to carry out nonquantitative isolation of ele-

ments if testing of the chemical yield has been provided for or

use is made of substoichiometric methods of separation.

Sometimes, in order to increase the sensitivity and to re-

move the impeding elements, the element or a group of elements

to be determined are preliminary concentrated.

This method may be considered to be an intermediate one bet-

ween the instrumental and radiochemical versions, since the che-

mical procedures are carried out with inactive materials and can

be realized at common laboratories, including those situated far

from nuclear centres, while the measurements of activity have all

the advantages of the instrumental analysis. In so doing, the ini-

tial sample may be considerably greater than the dimensions of

the radiating channel or the radiation safety requirements allow.

The preliminary concentration is particularly convenient for the

analysis of liquid samples, when their storage and transportation

is difficult due to their considerable volumes and when the danger

of sample contamination or loss of individual elements as a re-

sult of interaction with the walls of containers becomes of greatest

importance. The main disadvantage of this method is its dependence

on purity of reagents and materials used and the analysis final

sensitivity being higher than that of the instrumental analysis

and lower than that of the radiochemical one, which is determined

by the value of the "blank test" correction.



The concentration of an element can be determined by calcu-

lation from the activation equation but this method is practical-

ly not used because it requires the measurement of the absolute

activity and because the parameters entering the equation may be

known with insufficient accuracy. More frequently the relative

method is used when the activity of a nuclide of a known amount

of the initial element (a standard, a reference) is compared with

that of a nuclide in the sample analyzed. In this case use is made

either of the standards prepared by covering suitable substrates

(a paper filter, quartz, etc.) with microvolumes of solutions of

the elements to be determined, or of standard comparison samples

made on the basis of a material similar to that being investigated,'

or of artificial mixtures of elements in concentrations close to

the composition of the sample investigated (in this case the mix-

tures are fixed with an appropriate binder to give the standard

a reproducible shape). It is possible to introduce the element

to be determined into the matrix being investigated (the method

of admixtures), to use some macrocomponent of the matrix as a

standard (the inner standard) or to employ only one standard for

one element with recalculation (conversion) to other elements

using ratios established earlier (a monitor, a monostandard).

The main advantages of the activation analysis and of its

versions are the following:

- the high sensitivity. In some cases the detection limit

may reach 10- 13 - 10 14 g. It is clear that the maximum sensiti-

vity is realized in the radiochemical version;

- the use of samples of any weight. Under suitable conditions

(in the absence of highly neutron-absorbing nuclei) the analysis

can be made for samples weighing from decimal fractions of a.mil-

ligram (e.g., in the analysis of almost inaccessible biostruc-

tures, in the local analysis and in the analysis of monomineral

fractions) to several kilograms and even dozens of kilograms (this

case is realized, for example, in the analysis of parts of bodies

or bodies of experimental animals or human beings "in vivo");

- the analysis is practically independent of corrections

for the blank test (except for the analysis with preliminary con-

centration) since all the contaminations introduced into the

sample after its activation do not affect the analysis results

since they are nonradioactive;

- the high capacity. In the instrumental version hundreds

of samples can be analyzed daily. When the analysis is made for

short-lived nuclides, a high proximity of the analysis is also

attained;

- the analysis is independent of the valent state of the

element and kind of the compound it is contained in;

- the analysis is a multielement one. In most of the cases

several elements can be determined simultaneously and, if such

a problem is offered, up to 40 - 50 elements can be determined

in one sample;

- the possibility of using automatization: the instrumental

analysis may be automated to some extent, which simplifies es-

sentially the technique. In this case the sample is automatical-

ly transported for exposure and computers of various classes are

used for measuring and processing the information obtained.

The activation analysis has some specific disadvantages.

Among them are the possible production of one and the same nuclide

in different reaction channels, radiation processes during ir-

radiation, possible errors resulting from neutron absorption by

some nuclei, etc., which should be particularly taken into ac-

count. However, all these disadvantages are compensated for

enough by means of a number of special procedures.

Correctness of the activation analysis and its reproducibility,

determined, in particular, by the value of recorded activity, are

usually 10-20', which is quite sufficient for the most of com-

mon problems, but can be increased up to values of the order of

units (and in some cases even fractions) of relative percentage.

In general, the procedure of the activation analysis may be

considered as a sequence of the following operations:

- design of tho experiment including choice of the analyti-



cal nuclide and, hence, choice of the activation and "cooldovmn"

time , choice of the neutron spectrum, sample weight, estimation of

the probability of competing reactions or neutron absorption, cho-

ice of the sample and analysis method (instrumental, radiochemical,

preliminary concentration) and choice of the detection system;

- selection of the sample, preparation of the sample to the

experiment. In the simplest case the sample is packed into the

polyethylene film, aluminium foil, quartz or polyethylene capsule.

Possible impurities in the packing material should be taken into

account. As all these materials are contaminated to some extent

with various elements, the sample is often repacked, i.e. with-

drawn out of the active packing and inserted in a non-active one;

- preparation of the standard. As has been mentioned above,

most frequently a known amount of the element in the solution form

is applied to and then dried on the suitable substrate or stan-

dard comparison samples are used;

- packing the samples and standards into separate bags or

capsules and inserting them into a common block container or

common capsule;

- irradiation of the samples and standards;

- hold out of the irradiated samples;

- repacking of the samples (in the case of the analysis of a

high-purity substance, surface etching of the sample ) conduction

of radiochemical operations, if necessary;

- performance of the measurements;

- processing of the information and treatment of the result.

It should be taken into account that the neutron activation

analysis is not only a method for determination of the total con-

centration of the element in the sample but can also be used for

solving some problems of the behavior and distribution of the ele-

ment in the substance.

For instance, it is possible to determine local concentrations

of the element breaking the object under investigation into slall

fragments or scanning individual sections of the irradiated sample

in the definite range of gamma-ray energies by moans of the colli-

107 mator. By scouring the material layers the concentration profiles

of the element can be determined, which is very important for stu-

dying the diffusion and alloying of semiconductors.

The autoradiographic method can be used, under suitable con-

ditions, for studies of the element distribution in flat samples.

Detection of fission fragments or alpha-particles during irradiati-

on by the solid-state detectors makes it possible to study dist-

ribution of boron and uranium with a high resolution.

Preliminary chemical treatment permits us to determine movable

forms of elements in the plants, suitable for assimilation by the

plants, to study the composition of subcellular strucutres, nucleic

acids, proteins,etc. The fact that many pesticides contain such ele-

ments as chlorine, phosphorus, sulphur, zink, mercury, copper, bro-

mine and other elements, makes it possible to detect the pesticides

after their isolation. Use of special methods for catching aerosols

and vapor-gaseous phase enables us to investigate air pollution

by fractions and forms of the elements contained in the free air.

By the combination of electrophoresis, ultrafiltration, electro-

dialysis and other methods dissolved, undissolved parts, colloid,

complex, cation and anion forms of the elements can be separated

from the waters. Other methods are also used to increase the infor-

mation content of the activation analysis /1 - 5/.

Owing to many its advantages this method is being vridely ap-

plied now in various fields of science and engineering /3-6/.

In geochemistry the high sensitivity of the method and possi-

bility of detection of several elements simultaneously, lwhen ap-

plying this method, are used, which permits many elements to be

detected in the rocks.The possibility of analysing samples of small

weights simplifies significantly selection and preparation of

monomineral fractions. Of great importance for geochemistry are

the local and autoradiographical methods for investigation of dis-

tribution of the elements in rock microsections.

The high capacity of the method made it possible to apply it

successfully in the extractive and metallurgy industries. A number

of automated machines for analysis of ores and technological pro-

ducts with the use of various versions of the activation analysis

are known. Simultaneous detection of several elements permits as-



108 sociating elements to be detected, which enables more complex uti-

lization of raw materials to be made.

The activation analysis is also important for technology of

inorganic materials. In 50es a significant part of investigations

on the activation analysis was devoted to the study of highly pure

germanium and silicon. It is not an exaggeration to say that prog-

ress in semiconductor engineering is due, to a significant degree,

to the high sensitivity of the radioactivation analysis. At present,

the activation analysis is used in investigations of more compli-

cated semiconductor materials, such as intermetallic compounds, etc.

as well as in investigations of highly pure salts, studies of mate-

rials for reactor, laser and space engineering.

The high sensitivity and simultaneous determination of many

elements are successfully used in ecological investigations of en-

vironmental pollution, particularly, in the problems of historical

and background monitoring.

The same features as well as the possibility of analizing

small weights of the samples are used in biological and medical

investigations of variations in microelement concentration in the

tissues of human beings and animals during various diseases. It

is the activation analysis that attracted attention to possible

part played by such elements as gold, rare-earth elements, scan-

dium and others in the living beings, by iodine in the eye tissues,

by manganese for diabetes, etc.

Very important are the efforts to use the activation analysis

for the mass analysis for determining the risk degree for some

diseases. The works on studying the element composition of the

nuclei acids, subcellular structures, histons, etc.

In the agriculture the neutron activation analysis on the

nuclear reactor may prove to be useful in studying the physiology

of domestic animals and plants but, particularly, in abundance of

microelements in the soil, including the forms (movable) suitable

for assimilation by plants.

We can also mention such an exotic region as criminal law,

where the neutron activation analysis with the use of the reactor

is applied for determination of the contact of different objects

with gold, for proving the poisoning with some elements, e.g. ar-

senic, for the establishment of the fact that the firearms have

been used by the composition of the powder residue on the cheek

and hand of a man who has used the arms, for identification of

someone by the composition of someone's hair (note that such an

identification is not unambiguous) and some other problems.

The above examples are far from exhausting the variety of pos-

sible applications of the neutron activation analysis with the use

of the nuclear reactor.

The neutron activation analysis can be realized using some

other sources. For example, in using the 252f, Po-Be and other

ampulla sources the activation analysis can be realized in the

field and factory laboratories, in investigations of the sea ground,

chinks, etc. The neutron generator permits us to extend the number

of elements to be determined due to use of the fast neutron nu-

clear reactions. As has been mentioned, the neutron activation ana-

lysis can be realized on the cyclotrons, linear accelerators, be-

tatrons, microtrons, subcritical fuel assemblies and breeders, etc.

It is possible to determine the contents of the elements not only

in the samples but also in the flow and in natural depositions.

In the presence of the neutron source the purely activation

analysis can be supplemented by more particular methods, such as

the neutron radiation analysis (with the recording of prompt gam-

ma-rays), the delayed neutron method for determination of uranium,

track autoradiographical method for the determination of uranium,

boron, neutron absorption and scattering methods.

Finally, it should be pointed out that any laboratory possessing

a neutron source (nuclear reactor and quite ordinary counting equip-

ment: scintillation, proportional, gas-filled, semiconductoretc.

radiation detectors and recording instrumentation: scaling devices,

discriminators, single- and multichannel analyzer, may use some

other nuclear-physical and radioanalytical methods, in particular,

X-fluorescent one with excitation of the characteristic radiation by



radionuclide sources, X-ray tubes and various accelerators as well

as the isotope dilution method.

This complex of the methods permits most of the chemical elements

of the periodic system to be determined in various matrices and in

the widest range of concentrations, i.e. a varity of problems of

the present day science and engineering to be solved.

The nuclear reactor can also be successfully used for producti-

on of isotope sources for small analytic laboratories. Among these

sources of special importance, for some reasons, are antimony-

beryllium sources. These sources represent one or several capsules

containing 24Sb surrounded by beryllium. Under the influence of

124Sb gama-radiation the ( j, n ) reaction proceeds; the neutrons

produced by this reaction can be used in the activation analysis,

and 124Sb sources can be produced, if necessary, in the research

reactor.

For this purpose the aluminium block container of the standard

size is filled with 200-250 g of melted metallic antimony. The

block container is welded up by argon welding and checked for tight-

ness. Then it is exposed to 5.1013n/cm-2s-1 flux for sixty days and

left for "cooldowm" for decay of the most short-lived isotope, 12Sb.

The sample obtained with an activity of about 4.10 13 Bk is trans-

ported in a special container to the site, where the source is

submerged into a special 2x2x3m tank filled with water. The 3-m

thick water layer is a sufficient radiation shield. Under the wa-

ter the source is inserted into the beryllium cylinder 180 amm

in diameter and 80 mm high. As the source operates continuously

under the water,the beryllium block is shielded with a 1-mm thick

cover of sheet aluminium to avoid electrocheaical corrosion. In

this way the neutron source with a yield of about 1010 n/s1 is

formed. The beryllium block is shielded with an assembly contai-

ning 10-50 samples packed into the cylindric containers.

For a more complete use of neutrons the assembly can be sur-

rounded with graphite. Such a source permits gold to be detected

with a detection limit less than 10-4%, indium, with that of 10-4%.

The main disadvantages of the source are a strong gamma-background

09 of 12 4Sb, which makes transport and transfer operations quite dif-

ficult, and the need for recharging the source with fresh block

containers with irradiated antimony due to a relatively short half-

life time of the nuclide.

The possibilities of the nuclear-activation analysis and its

neutron version are far from being exhausted by the examples brief-

ly enumerated above. The creation of special small-sized reactors

(first of all the homogeneous ones), breeders and other sources

could be of great importance for the development of this method.

The use of the atomic station reactors might be of special impor-

tance for the neutron activation analysis purposes, which is quite

possible and permissible from the point of view of the technologi-

cal process. It is attested to by the experience of atomic nuclear

power station operation gained in the USSR.
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Abstract
252The absolute fission cross sections averaged over the 2Cf fission neutron

252spectrum are discussed. The calibrated Cf neutron source technique, the

time correlated and associated particle methods and related uncertainties are

analyzed.

1. Introduction

1.1. Integral Measurements

Working in the field of nuclear data measurements experi-

menter may meet with measurements of two kinds: differential

measurements and integral ones. In differential measurements

the dependence on a single variable of some kind is investi-

gated. In the case of fission cross section measurements the

dependence of fission cross section on the neutron energy is

a typical example. Strictly speaking all the measured values

are averaged ones to some extent. Neutron sources, even nomi-

nally monoenergetic ones, produce neutrons over a range of

energy. When neutron producing reactions are used the neutrons

have some energy distribution due to various reasons including

finite sizes of the source and detector. If the measurement

is made at a certain angle with respect to the incident beam,

the angular averaging takes place for the same reason. If the

energy averaging is small, the measurement is called dif-

ferential. When the energy averaging is significant compared

to the energy range of the response function of the measured

value the measurement is called an integral one. In integral

measurements of fission cross sections the results are fio-

sion cross sections averaged over the neutron spectra

of

6f = | G, - X(E) S)
0

(1)

where: %()- neutron spectrum, normalized to unity

the response fction of the fission cross
64(E) / J - the response function of the fission cross

S1 section.

The integral measurements of such a type can be called

"simple" ones in contrast with more complex ones, which are

influenced by a variety of cross section data. These integral

measurements are difficult to interpret because there are a

large number of nuclides and reactions as well as averaging

over energy and angle, but the measurements can be very

precise when compared to differential data measurements /1/.

This assertion is especially true in the case of simple

integral measurements.

The simple integral measurements are carried out mainly

in benchmark neutron fields (BIF). BEP have been created in

a few laboratories in various countries in the early seventies

for the reactor dosimetry purposes. Classification and

objectives of BUIP are given in the documents of the IAEA



Consultants' Meeting on integral cross section measurements

in standard neutron fields at Vienna in November 1976 /2/.

The 252Cf fission neutron spectrum is the benchmark field

of the highest category: the standard neutron field. It is of

particular importance because it does not depend on any cross

section data, and has a distribution of the natural source.

The simplicity of realization is an important quality

of 25 2Cf neutron spectrum when used as BNF. All you need is

an intense small size 2 52Cf source in a thin wall capsule,

suspended in a medium with low scattering in a large room

or outdoor. Such facilities are available for example at

the National Bureau of Standards (USA) /3/, Physikalisch -

Technische Bundesanstalt (PRG) /4/, Institute of Experimental

Physics (Hungary) /5/.

1.2. Relative and Absolute Integral Measurements

The most part of fission spectrum averaged fission cross

section measurements is carried out using the relative method.

The measurements of this kind are called also the fission cross

sections ratio measurements. The targets of both nuclides under

study are irradiated in the same neutron flux. The result of

fission rates measurements is the fission cross section ratio.

When one of the nuclides used is a standard (mainly 23 5U) the

normalization of the results is possible.

The simplicity of such measurements is of great importance:

there is no need in neutron flux determination. That is why the

cross section ratio measurements are the dominant measurements

in benchmark fields, where the absolute neutron flux determina-

tion is not a simple task. However, the fission cross section

ratio measurements have inherent disadvantages. First of all

the error of fission cross section includes the uncertainty of

the standard used. Secondly, the systematic errors are possible

due to the neutron scattering. These errors may be rather

significant when measuring fission cross sections in a wide

energy range of neutrons as it is in the case of fission

neutron spectrum. The larger is a difference between fission

cross section of measured nuclide and fission cross section of

standard, the higher is the influence of the scattered neutrons.

The most informative are the absolute fission cross sec-

tion measurements in the 252 Cf fission neutron spectrum. The

data obtained in such measurements are of high accuracy and

do not depend on any fission cross sections. Therefore these

integral data are of use when solving a number of problems.

Among them are:

- validation of energy - dependent cross section data and/or

252f fission neutron spectrum data;

- normalization of fission cross section data obtained

in the differential measurements;

- neutron flux calibration by absolute flux transfer

technique.

The first of the abovementioned applications is connected

with 252Cf fission spectrum averaged fission cross sections cal-

culations on the basis of evaluated differential cross section

111



112 data and various representations of 25 2Cf fission neutron spect-

rum. If fission cross section 6(E) weakly depends on the

energy in the energy range of fission neutrons, the calculated

integral cross section is insensitive to the shape of neutron

spectrum. The comparison of calculated and measured fission

cross sections makes it possible to carry out the validation

of the differential data. The threshold cross sections are

rather sensitive to the shape of neutron spectrum. In this

case the validation of the fission neutron spectrum is pos-

sible provided the differential data on the cross section

are reliable.

Normalization of data of the differential measurements

using absolutely measured integral cross sections is the most

rational for nuclides, which cross sections are almost energy

independent in the energy range of fission neutrons, for

example, 239pu, 235 , 233U.

When neutron field is used in the experiment the neutron

flux calibration is required almost in all cases. A direct

determination of neutron flux is difficult as a rule if possible

at all. The flux transfer technique developed by the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) /6/ provides definite capabilities

in these conditions.

Basically, the method makes it possible to transfer the

neutron flux from a calibrated 252 Cf source to the neutron

field under study. As an integral detector a 
23 9Pu fission

chamber is used. The 2 39Pu fission cross section is energy

independent within + 6 % between 10 keV and 5 MeV /6/. The

fission rates ratio for the study field and the calibrated

2 52Cf fission neutron field is

eS _ 6 s (on)s

Nt Gc(,-T)c

The neutron flux is obtained as

(hv)s = -im * (v)c
Nc. bec (2)

The equation (2) involves only the ratio of spectrum

averaged cross sections. For the 239Pu detector this ratio is

near to unity. In addition the errors of the 23 9Pu fission cross

section tend to cancel from the ratio. Hence, the total error

of neutron flux calibration can be as small as 5 % /7/.

In general other then 252Cf benchmark fields and integral

detectors may be used in the flux transfer technique. It depends

on the energy spectrum of the neutron field under study.

2. Absolute Measurements of Fission Cross Section Averaged

over the 25 2Cf Fission Spectrum

The absolute measurements of 2 52Cf fission spectrum averaged

fission cross sections are carried out in two ways: with Calibra-

ted 25 2Cf Neutron Source (or Field) Technique and with Time

Correlated Associated Particle Method (TCAPM) /10/.

2.1. Calibrated 2 52Cf Neutron Source Technique

Technical features of this method have been elaborated in

detail by a group of authors at NBS, when measuring the 235U

fission cross section for 252Cf fission neutrons /8/. The mea-



surements at the University of Michigan /9/ are strongly cor-

related with these of NBS and will not be considered here sepa-

rately.

The idea of an experiment seems to be evident. Near-point

252Cf source and a fissionable deposit are set on the definite

separation distance. The fission cross section of study nuclide

is derived from the fission rate, 2 52Cf source strength and the

source - fissionable deposit separation distance.

Nevertheless practical realization of such an experiment

has a number of peculiarities. In the experimental arrangment

two double fission chambers were mounted in a ligh frame on op-

posite sides of 25 2Cf source, as shown in Pig. 1. This geometry

enables to compensate the influence of the source position er-

ror: for a 10 cm deposit separation a source displacement of

1 mm changes the sum of the two chamber responses by less than

0.1 %. With such an experimental geometry the determination of

the source-deposit separation distance is substituted by the

determination of fissionable deposit separation distance. This

can be done with much higher accuracy and without the source

in place. All the distance determinations were performed very

carefully with a theodolite and a depth micrometer fitted with

an electrical contact. The reproducibility of the theodolite

measurements is + 75am. The position of each fissionable de-

posit was determined to an accuracy of + 45,m. All these

position errors lead to an uncertainty in the 235U fission

cross section of + 0.6 %.

source emission voluze

Cf source capsule

Pie.I.

Experimental arrangement of Cf source
and two NBS double fission chambers.

Two corrections were applied to the fission rate data:

(1) 0.75 % for the finite size of the fissionable deposit

(12.7 mm - diameter oxides on polished platinum discs 19.1 mm -

diameter and 0.13 mm thick); and (2) an average 0.1 % for com-

bined effects of small displacement of the exact midpoint

source position, and deposit mass difference.

To eliminate the influence of fission fragment momentum

the measurements were performed at two orientations: one shown

on the figure and the other with both chambers rotated by 1800.
113



The experiment was run with a single 23 5U deposit in each

fission chamber back-to-back with some other fissionable deposit.

In such a way the fission cross section ratio measurement could

be carried out simultaneously with the 235U absolute fission

cross section measurement /11/. The deposits were matched in

pairs according to masses within several percent.

The corrections for the efficiency of fission detection

must be applied in the absolute measurements. The losses in

the fission events counting occur because of both the absorp-

tion of fragments in the deposit and the discrimination in

the counting channel. The first correction was introduced using

the simple expression Ad, where t is the areal density of

the deposit in mgJcm2 and R is the average range of the

fission fragment in the deposit. The correction for extrapola-

tion to zero pulse height was determined using simultaneous

pulse conating by two counting channels. Their discrimination

levels were set at two different points in the valley region

of the pulse height distribution. The valley region was

assumed to be flat.

The mass assay of the fissionable deposits was based

mainly on the comparison with the standard deposits available

at NBS. The measured deposit and a standard one (back-to-back)

were irradiated in the thermal beam at the NBS Research

Reactor. The fission rate ratio was measured. The mass of

the NBS reference deposit for 235U has been determined to

an accuracy of + 1.2 %. The absolute o(-countJng was also

used in combination with isotopic assay from mass spectrometry

and dC-decay constants from the literature.

The 2 52Cf neutron source approaches an ideal point source

with a source emission volume of about 1.4 mm3 . The (CfO)2 S04

pellets are encapsulated in a steel and aluminium capsule of

- 2 g and 0.34 cm3. The source was calibrated in the NBS Man-

ganous Sulfate Bath Facility against the internationally

compared Ra-Be photoneutron standard source NBS-1.

Five corrections for neutron scattering

- support structures,

- source capsule,

- fission chamber,

- platinum deposit backings,

- total room return, must be determined.

The first four corrections were estimated by calculations.

The platinum backings scattering was determined also by the

measurements with a set of backings 0.13 to 0.41 mm thick.

Neutron scattering from the entire room was studied in

two ways:

- with 252f neutron source, moving it along the walls,

floor, ceiling with the fission chambers in their normal

position 188 cm above the floor;

- by measuring fission rates ratios for the 235U deposit

in its back-to-back position with the 238U at 10 and 20 cm

deposit separation.

The total room return background determined from these

measurements was about 2 %. For all of the cross section

measurements this room return background was greatly reduced

by placing a cylinder of cadmium (90 cm long by 69 cm-diameter)

around the source-detector assembly.



Table 1

Error Components for NBS Ueasurements of 6f(235U, fCd)

("Old" - in 1975 /8/, 'New" - revision. May 1982 /14/)

Percent Error
Correction in Cross Section

Error Components
Old New Old New

Fissionable Deposit Mas - - 1.3 0.7.

Cf Source Strength - - 1.2 0.9

Fission in Other Isotopes 0.9987 same 0.1 same

Geometrical Measurements

Piesionable Deposit
Separation - - 0.6 same

Deposit Diameter 1.0075 same 0.1 same

Source Position 1.001 same 0.2 same

Undetected Piasion
Fragments

Extrapolation to Zero
Pulse Height 1.009 same 0.5 same

Absorption in Pissionable
Deposit 1.0132 same 0.3 same

Neutron Scattering

Boom Return 0.9955 ame 0.2 same

Source Capsule 0.9940* 0.9922 O.B* 0.4

Fission Chamber 0.9888 0.9873 0.4 0.2

Support Structures 0.9945 same 0.5 same

Deposit Backing (Pt) 0.987 0.990 0.8 0.2

TOTAL EsaRo 2.4 1.61

Later this value was changed to the newly determined one
0.9922 (. 0.3 %) (also see text).

The corrections and error components for 235U fission

cross section measurement are listed in the Table 1. The cor-

rection sums for the three classes shown in the Table are

(+0.85+0.64) % for geometrical measurement, (+2.23+0.42) % for

undetected fission fragments and (-3.96+1.32) % for neutron

115 scattering.

The 2520f fission spectrum averaged 23 5U fission cross

section was found to be (1.204+0,029) b.

Somewhat later, in 1976, the authors have performed the

direct neutron source anisotropy measurement. This resulted

in some change of correction for the source capsule scattering

and the appreciable decrease of the related uncertainty.

The total error of the 235U fission cross section was reduced

to +2.25 % /13/.

By 1982 at the NBS several measures have been taken to

decrease the uncertainty of a number of standards. In particular

the error of the neutron source strength of NBS-1, the National

Standard Photoneutron Source has been reduced from +1.1 to

+0.8 % by comparison with the up-to-date v (25 2Cf) values in

a series of experiments. A sustained program to improve the

mass scale of NBS fissionable isotope mass standards including

the relative measurements and interlaboratory comparisons has

led to an error assignment of +0.5 % to the isotopic mass of

the NBS 235U deposit mass standard. In conclusion, high-

precision Monte-Carlo calculations undertaken at the Los-

Alamos Laboratory gave more accurate values of corrections

for the neutron scattering by the fission chambers and the

deposit backings. Also the uncertainties of these corrections

were considerably reduced. All these steps resulted in the

small change in the value of the 235U fission cross section

and the more remarkable decrease of the uncertainty

6t(iJ-235, %C) - ( 4.246 t 0.020) 6



The new corrections and corresponding errors listed on the

17.05.82 shown in Table 1 /14/.

2.2. Time Correlated Associated Particle Method

Since 1972 the use is made of the Time Correlated As-

sociated Particle Method at the V. G. Khlopin Radium Institute,

Leningrad, USSR (RI), for the absolute measurements of fission

cross sections averaged over the 2 52Cf fission spectrum

/10, 15, 16/.

The TCAPM use in the measurements of such a type has a

number of peculiarities as compared to the usual TCAPM reali-

zation in a case of the neutron producing reactions, such as,

for example, D (d, n)3 He, T(d, n)4He. In average ' p(2 52 cf)
prompt neutrons are emitted in each 25 2Cf fission event. One

can say disturbing in a small extent the sequence of events

that the fission fragment associates to the fission neutrons.

Two peculiarities are evident here. First, not one neutron

and one associated particle are time correlated, but ) neutrons

and two fission fragments. Second, there is no strong angle

correlation between the neutrons and the associated fission

fragments, Nevertheless, these features do not cause significant

difficulties. The 0 p(252 Cf) value is the world wide standard

and is known now to an accuracy of tenths of percent. That is

quite suitable for the fission cross section measurement. It is

of importance to note also, that $ neutrons may cause the only

fission event in the target of the nuclide under study because

the probability is too small for a single neutron to cause the

fission event (less, than 10-6) in the real experimental

geometry. The second feature - the absence of a strong angle

correlation - makes it impossible to restrict any definite

neutron cone corresponding to the registered 2 52 Cf fission

fragments. This compels to take into account a geometrical

factor to describe the dimensions and the separation distance

between the fissionable layer and the 2 52Cf neutron source.

Besides that the 2s -fission fragment detection is desirable

to eliminate completely the influence of the fission neutron

anisotropy on the results of the cross section measurements.

The main advantages of TCAPM as used for 2 52Cf fission

spectrum averaged fission cross section measurements are as

follows:

- there is no need of either neutron flux determination

or 100 % detection efficiency of 252Cf fission fragments;

- the effects connected with scattered neutrons are

reduced to minimum (if resolution time of coincidences

is small enough).

For the purpose of calculation the most convenient expe-

rimental geometry would be the one, where a near-point 252Cf

source irradiates the target having a shape of some part of

the spherical surface. The fissionable nuclide is deposited on

the outer side of this surface, the 252 Cf source is at the

center of the sphere. However, such a target is difficult

both to manufacture and to calibrate. That is why the other

geometry was chosen: a flat round target of a fissionable

nuclide and a 252 Cf source of the smallest possible dimension,

both deposited on thin backings fixed in the assembly by means

of thin supports (Fig. 2, 3).
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Pig.3. Assembly for holding
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fiesion-spectrum neutrons.

The fission fragments of both 2 52Cf source and a study

nuclide were detected by ionization current pulse chamber.

The 2 52 Cf source-target separation distance was chosen as a

compromise in the following conditions. Small separation

distance causes the increase of correction for neutron scat-

tering by backings (stainless steel 24 mm-diameter 0.25-0.35 mm

thick). The increase of the separation distance decreases the

geometrical factor and hence a fission rate of the study

nuclide. The 25 2Cf neutron source strenght is limited by the

time resolution of the registering channel (5-7.104 S-1).

Prom these reasons the separation distance was chosen 3 to

4 mm. The assembly design (Pig. 3) ensured fixing of the

source relative to the fissionable layer with an accuracy

of +10 microns. This gave a correct determination of

the geometrical factor. The mass of structural

materials in the vicinity of both the target and the source

was minimized and did not exceed 1,5 g. The effect of neutron

scattering from more distant structural elements was suppressed

to a large degree due to the high time resolution of coinci-

dence circuit (20 ns).

The fission events of both the source and the target as

well as coincidences between them were registered in the

measurements. The cross-section values were calculated using

the formula:

where: Nc - number of coincidences;

N - number of 25 2Cf fission events;

- 252Cf prompt neutrons average number;

G -geometrical factor;

Y - number of fissionable nuclei per 1 cm2 .

The geometrical factor G is defined by the solid angle

subtended by the target, by the dependence of effective

layer thickness on the neutron angular distribution, and

by the neutron scattering. An exact calculation of the

geometrical factor requires that

(a) the fissionable layer radius, the separation distance

between 252Cf layer and that of the fissionable

nuclide, and the thicknesses of the backing material

have to be accurately determined, the layers of 252 Cf

and of the fissionable nuclide have to be strictly

parallel;117



118 (b) the layer of fissionable nuclide be uniform to

better than 1 %;

(c) the backing be as thin as possible and their surfaces

mirror-polished;

(d) the mass of structural materials be minimized in the

vicinity of the 252Cf source and target.

Inspite of the rather simple experimental geometry the

analytical geometry factor computation used in the early works

led to the expression containing the integrals (two of them

multidimentional). Besides that a number of assumptions could

not be avoided /15/. In particular, the effects of neutron

multiple scattering and neutron spectrum attenuation were

neglected. Later on a new method to calculate finite geometry

effects was developed based on the inverse problem of the ir-

radiation transfer theory. The set of transfer equations was

solved by the Monte-Carlo method for real experimental condi-

tions taking into account all the structural details (electrodes,

chamber walls, supports), target backing and the gaseous mix-

ture filling the chamber.

Two corrections were applied to the number of coincidences.

The correction for the fission channel discrimination was deter-

mined from pulse-height spectrum analysis. The correction for

fission fragments absorbed in the layer of fissionable nuclide

was introduced in the same way as at NBS using the expression

proposed by White /12/.

For the last years absolute measurements of the fission

cross sections averaged over the 25 2Cf fission spectrum have

been carried out at RI for 10 nuclides from U to Am . The

nuclides of mass-separator purification were used in most

cases. The admixtures of other fissionable nuclides in the

targets did not exceed 0.1 %.

The use was made of two methods to prepare the targets:

(a) high frequency sputtering on rotating cooled backings;

(b) thermal evaporation on rotating backing with calcu-

lated rotation axes displacement in relation to the

evaporated substance.

The nonuniformity of areal density had been checked by

oC-counting scanning. The mass assay was based on the oC-coun-

ting with a low geometry surface-barrier detector.

The results of the absolute measurements of the fission

cross sections averaged over the 25 2Cf fission spectrum are

given in Table 2. The error components of data, associated

with determination of fission cross sections are listed

in Table 3. The data given are to be considered as an illustra-

tion of possibilities of the TCAPM when measuring fission

spectrum average fission cross sections. There are reasons

for these possibilities to be considered far from being

exhausted. In principle, TCAPM is suitable for the measure-

ments to accuracies of about + 1 %.

Most part of the measurements was performed in the frame-
work of the International Atomic Energy Agency Research Contract
N 1718/RB and Research Agreement N 2791/CF



Table 2

Results of Absolute Measurements of Piasion Cross

Sections Avera.ed Over the 
2 5 2

Ctf ission Neutron

Spectrum, Carried out at BI

Nuclide Fission Cross Section, barne

233U 1.852 + 0.026

234U 1.204 0.014

235U 1.230 + 0.017

236U 0.612 + 0.008

238U 0.341 o0.006

237Hp 1.429 + 0.023

239pU 1.814 + 0.026

240PU 1.310 + 0.037

242pu 1.082 + 0.017

243Am 1.145 + 0.023

3. Calculations of Fission Cross Sections Averaged Over 252Cf

Fission Spectrum From Differential Data

The computation of fission cross sections averaged over

the 2 52 Cf fission spectrum is carried out usually on the basis

of evaluated fission cross section data from files, such sa

ENDF/B, INDL/A or others. The 25 2Cf fission neutron spectrum

is represented mainly in the next two ways:

(1) Maxwell distribution

) (E)~ eiexp(-E/T) using T = 1.42 MeV;

(2) Segment-adjusted evaluated spectrum, suggested by

Grundl and Eisenhauer at NBS /17/.

f (E) - J (E)M(E)

where; M(E) - reference Maxwell distribution

M(E) * 0.663VE exp(-1.5 E/2.13)

C(E) - analytic correction factor,

Its values and the energy ranges over which they

are valid are given in Table 4 /17/.

Table 4

Energy Dependence of the «(E) Correction Factor

Energy Interval (leV) mr (E)

0.0 - 0.25 1 + 1.20E - 0.237

0.25 - 0.8 1 - 0.14E + 0.098

0.8 - 1.5 1 + 0.024E - 0.0332

1.5 - 6.0 1 - 0.0006E + 0.0037

6.0 - 20 1.0exp[-0.03(E - 6.0)/1.01

Table 3

Errors of Data Associated with Determination of Fission Crosa Sections for 252Cf
Fiesion Spectrum Neutrons, % (RI Measurements)

Error Source 2
33

U 23U 
23 5

u 
2 3 6

U 238 1) 2371p 
23 9

,u 
2 40

pU 
24 2 PU 

2
43A,

5 (2 5 2
Cf) 0.20 0 20 0 0.20 0.20 000.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 .20 0

Geometrical Factor 058 8 58 58 .58 0 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.91 0.58 0.58 0

3olide Ale 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 .
2
) 0 .512 30 0.30 0.3 0 0.30 . 0.8

Statitics 0.56 0.08 0.35 0.53 0.55 0.45 0.35 0.10 0.61 0.22
aes Detr- Part of lMasured

mination kuclide o-Acti-
ity 0.20 - 0.41 - 0.304) 0.10 0.34 0.12 0.16 0.18
Half-Life 0.28 0.41 0.20 0.17 0.30

3 )
0.47 0.12 0.15 ).41 0.54

tatistics 0.97 0.80 0.80 1.01 1.11 0.95 0.62 2.28 1.16 1.42
xtrapolation to
ero Pulse Height 0.43 0.20 0.40 0.30 0.37 0.41 0.58 0.20 .40 0.20

humber of bsorption in
Piesiona Layer 0.09 0.10 0.46 0.30 0.25 0.28 0.18 0.1 - 0.10

ieeion of Other
iuclides 0.05 - - - 0.14 - 0.71 1.48 - 0.87

.... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I ' -

Total Fission Croes Section
Error 1.43 1.15 1.35 1.38 1.60 1.60 1.41 2.82 1.60 2.05

1 Layer mass was determined in 2 -geoaetry3 Extrapolation to zero pulse-height
4 rrection for absorption in layer and (-escattering

4 CU Half-life error is taken into account in determination of a part of the measured
119 nuclide o(-activity



120 Recently other 252Cf fission neutron spectrum representa-

tions were used. For example Mannhart /18/ has tested various

versions of the spectrum calculations made by Madland and

Nix /19/ together with the results of the new spectrum measu-

rements, which Bbttger and Klein /20/ and Poenitz /21/ have

performed recently.

In Table 5 the results are given of averaged fission

cross sections calculations carried out at RI. The differential

data on the fission cross sections are from ENDP/B-V and

INDL/A files. The 2 52Cf fission neutron spectrum used in two

abovementioned representations: Maxwell distribution at

T 1.42 MeV, and the NBS segment-adjusted evalution. As it

is seen in Table 5 the calculation based on the NBS segment-

adjusted evaluation shows some lower cross section values

(on 1-1.5 %) as compared to the use of Maxwell distribution.

This difference is not significant taking into account that

only the statistical computation accuracy amounts to + 1 %,

4. 25 2Cf Averaged Fission Cross Section Requirements

In Table 6 the major part of the 2 52Cf fission spectrum

averaged fission cross section data is given. These absolutely

measured data obtained at different times at five scientific

centers: Institut Voor Kernphysisch Onderzoek (Netherlands) /22/,

NBS /8, 13, 14, 24, 25, 26/, RI /10, 16/, the University of

Michigan /9/ and Institute of Experimental Physics (Hungary)/23/

The 2 35U cross section data of one and the same author make it

possible to see the process of making the cross section more

accurate as time goes on. One may notice the last cross sec-

tion values to be in the error bar limits of earlier results.

It is seen also that there is a discrepancy of data of various

authors for 238U and 237Np higher than the error limits as-

signed by authors.

Table 6

Fission Cross Section Averaged Over the 
2 5 2

Cf Fission leutron Spectrum

(Absolute Yeaaurements)

Table 5 Nuclide 231
pa 233u

2 3
4U 235u 236U

Fission Cross Sections for 
2 52

Cf Fission Neutrons Calculated

on the Basis of Different Representations of 
25 2

Cf Eeutron Spectrua

and Differential Data Fission Cross Sections from Various Piles

Cross
Sectio,
barns

1.970.0.043 /23/
1.910+0.029/16/
1.893+0.048/24/

1.204.0.014' 1.207+0.052/25/
1.204+0.029/8/
1.215+0.022/9/
1.205+0.027/13/
1.266+0.019/10/
1.241+0.018/16/
1.216+0.020/14/

0.612_0.008
' )

0.310+0.025/22/
0.313+0.017/23/
0.344+0.006/16/
0.326.t.0065/24/

Neutron 
Spectrum Euclear 235U

2 3 6
U 238 U 237 U

2 3 9
pu 

240
pu 

24 1
pu 

242
pu 243A,

Represents- Data File
tion

sawell E;DF/B-V 1.238 0.311 1.348 1.783 1.205
Distribu-
tion INDL/A 1.304 1.771 1.335 1.572 1.130 1.097
T.1.42 eeV Rev. 6

Grundl- ELDF/B-V 0.591 0.307 1.339 1.776 1.118 1.195
Eisenhauer
Segment- IKDL/A 1.297 1.767 1.327 1.570 1.123 1.090
Adjusted Rev. 6
Evaluation

*) I ieamrureente



The appreciable discrepancy (to 12 %) for the 238U fission

cross section (Table 6) is observed when comparing with the

calculated cross sections (Table'5). The discrepancy for the

235U and 239Pu fission cross sections seems to be less.

The agreement of the calculated and experimental values

for the other nuclides is rather good. In this comparison one

must take into account that inspite of the intensive work on

the measurement and evaluation of the differential data on the

fission cross sections these data are less accurate than the

data obtained in integral cross section measurements.

252The uncertainties of data even in the last 2 Cf fission

spectrum measurements are far from required accuracy. Even

the error of the evaluated data on the 25 2Cf fission spectrum

/17/ in the various energy ranges is + 1.0 to 13 %. The uncer-

tainties of the 2 52Cf fission neutron spectrum propagate

strongly in the calculated average fission cross sections

when 6f(E) is a threshold cross section (238, 23 71p, 240P

nuclides). As an example the 2 38U integral fission cross sec-

tion sensitivity to the T-parameter of the Maxwell ditribution

is shown in Table 7. Therefore the discrepances of calculated

and experimental data in Table 6 may be attributed to the

errors of the 2 52 Cf fission spectrum determination. However,

the discrepancy for the 239Pu indicates the underestimation

of the differential data on the cross section in the corres-

ponding files,

To increase the reliability of the 25 2Cf fission cross

section data the new absolute integral measurements seem to

Table 7

Dependence of 235U and 238 Fiaeion Croon Sections

on T-parameter of Maxwell Diatribution

Flasion Cross Sections, barna
T. MeV

235 u 238u

1.35 1.238 0.300

1.42 1.239 0.314

1.49 1.240 0.328

be of use first and foremost for the most important nuclides:

the 235 U, 238U, 237 Np and 2 39Pu. This conclusion agrees with

the requests listed in the "World Request List for Nuclear

Data 81/82" /27/. There are requests for the absolute integral

cross section measurements there for the major nuclides inclu-

ding 236U, 240Pu. An accuracy requested is higher than +2 %.

A number of requests contains condition: a request should

be considered fulfilled, when at least three measurements with

different methods agree within the requested accuracy. Therefore

it is worth-while to make use of both calibrated 252 Cf Neutron

Source Technique and TCAPM for the measurements and also to

make efforts for the future improvement of the experimental

technique.
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NEUTRON EMISSION AT SPONTANEOUS FISSION
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Abstract

Integral and differential characteristics of the emis-

sion of spontaneous fission neutrons are considered. There

is a discussion of the theoretical aspects and of the

experimental investigation of the probability of neutron

emission at different stages of the nuclear fission. Data

are presented on the energy distribution of californium-252

spontaneous fission neutrons.

INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous fission neutrons are the source of infor-
mation about many characteristics of the fission process -
such as the total excitation energy at fission, the excita-

tion energy of the fragments and their deformation energy at

the moment of nucleus scission, viscosity of the nucleus

moving to the point of scission, viscosity of the fragments
at the establishing of the equilibrium form and a number of
other important characteristics. Spontaneous fission neutron
sources play an important role in many practical tasks.
The average number and the energy spectrum of californium-252
spontaneous fission neutrons are international standards.
I will dwell only upon some of the aspects of the emission
of neutrons at spontaneous fission.

fission from z- 1 for uranium isotopes to v = 4 for fermium

isotopes (fig. 1) /1/. It is worth mentioning that the sharp

increase of 4 /M/ is slowed down in the region of gm. It is
shown in fig. 2 how the average energy of neutrons U changes
with the average number of prompt neutrons ' /2/. One can see

that the energy of the neutrons 2 increases with the increase

Fig. 1. Dependence of the average number of spontaneous
fission neutron V on the mass of the fissile
nucleus A
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The average number of neutrons at spontaneous fission,

that characterizes the total excitation energy rises with
123 the increase of the mass of the nucleus undergoing the

Fig. 2. Dependence of the average energy of neutrons !
on the average number of prompt neutrons 7



124. of the average excitation energy. Terrell /3/ drew from the

simplified evaporation model of Weisskopf the correlation

E = 0.78 + 0.621 (7 + 1)1/2. In fig. 3 there are presented

the spectra of spontaneous fission neutrons of Pu-242,

Cm-244 and Cf-252 /2/. These spectra are close enough to

103 .- '"C-

0 1 2 3 4 56 78 9

En,M6V

Pig. 3. Energy spectra of Pu-242, Cm-244 and Cf-252
spontaneous fission neutrons. Straight lines -
Maxwellian distribution with the parameters T
equal 1.21 MeV, 1.37 UeV and 1.42 UeV
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Pig. 4. Angular distribution of Cf-252 spontaneous
fission neutrons

each other by their shape. The dependence of the number of

neutrons on the angle in respect to the direction of

fragments' motion (fig. 4) /4/ is also of interest among

the other characteristics (for the sum of all the types of

fission). This angular distribution is highly anisotropic

and gives an evidence that the neutrons for the most part

are emitted from the fragments. The dependence of V on the

mass of the fragment A is one of the main differential depen-

dences. Such a saw-toothed dependence /4/ is shown in fig. 5.

Several interpretations of such a strange behaviour of J /A/

have been given and in the recent few years it has become

clear that at the moment of the spontaneous fission of the

nucleus the fragments are cold enough; their deformation

energy then turns into the excitation energy, with the defor-

mation of the fragments depending on their rigidity. Fragments

with the filled shells (magic nuclei) are only slightly

deformable and emit few neutrons, and fragments with the

unfilled ones are strongly deformed and emit many neutrons.

After a brief consideration of a number of some regularities

concerning the emission of spontaneous fission neutrons it

seems necessary to dwell upon the theoretical aspects of the

probability of neutron emission at different stages of fission
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Pie. 5. Average number of the emitted neutrons in dependence
on the mass of a Cf-252 fragment



and then proceed to the experimental observations of the

character of the emission process.

PROBABILITY OP NEUTRON EMISSION AT DIFFERENT

STAGES OF THE PROCESS OF NUCLEAR FISSION

Let us consider different stages of nuclear fission

and imagine the excitation energy of the nucleus and of

fission fragments at these stages and the probability of

neutron emission. The stage of the descent of the nucleus

from the point of barrier penetrating to the point of

scission is a highly important one as here the mass, charge

distributions of fragments and the distributions of the

kinetic energies are formed. Having passed the barrier,

the nucleus continues to lengthen, its deformation

increases and the total potential energy P falls down

/P Ecoul + E rf./. The difference A P turns into the

excitation energy and the pre-scission kinetic energy

/ P = E* + Ep/. Then after the scission the Coulomb re-

pulsion causes increase of the kinetic energy Ek e Eps + Ed

and the excitation energy increases due to the deformation

energy E = intern + Eeform* The correlation between

Eintern. and Ep in determined by the dynamics of the des-

cent. If the process is an adiabatic one, then aP = Eps

and E* = 0, if it is a nonadiabatic one, but slow enough,

then a statistical equilibrium is established between the

collective and the one-particle degrees of freedom. Let's

consider just this case. According to different estimations

for fission of californium-252 the value Eexcit. 10-20 MeV.

Let's take the time of descent from work /5/ to be equal
-214 X 10 21* Then even for the energy 20 MeV, if we use a

simplified formula for the life-time:

where A - the mass of the nucleus, Bn - energy of neutron

binding we obtain a very low probability of emission. But

if the stage under consideration passes quickly enough/quick

change of the form of nuclear potential/then the statistical

equilibrium in the system is absent. Besides the probability

of one-particle excitations will depend on the time of the

stage, and in some cases one may expect transition of the

particles into the state of continuous spectrum. In the

work of Boneh and Prankel /6/ it has been obtained that on

the stage of descent of the fissioning nucleus towards the

point of scission emission of 0.3-2.1 neutrons per fission

is possible if the transition time is 3.1.5 x 10- 21

respectively /including pair interactions somewhat decreases

this probability/. The authors used in their calculations

the data on the speed of nucleus surface change that are

predicted by calculations of Nix /5/ on the liquid-drop

model. Ledergerber et al. /7/ have considered the problem

of dynamic excitation on the same stage of the fission process

and noticed that excitations of this kind can have a marked

probability. The most sharp changes of the nuclear potential

are expected on the next stage - at the moment of the nucleus

splitting, which increases the possibility of neutron ejection

in this case. Puller /8/, when considering a one-dimentional

rectangular well in the center of which a hump is growing,

has shown that with the time of the neck rupture being of

the order of 1 x 1022 approximately 0.5 neutron per fission

may be emitted at the moment of scission. At the moment of

scission neutron emission can also take place due to the same

mechanism as the emission of light charged particls but with

a much higher probability.

After the scission of the nucleus because of a strong

deformation of the fragments the forces arise that tend to

return the fragments to an equilibrium form. If the transient

time is of the order of 10 22 or less, then as Rubchenya /9/
s

has estimated, noticeable probability of neutron emission

(approximately 0.5 neutron perfission) appears at such a

2- m 2A1/ 3 exp

excit. exp
Eexcit - Bn

1/2
E excit. Bn

a125



126 quick change of the shape. The author predicts a dependence

of this probability on the mass of the fragment. Thus,

theoretical investigations show a possibility of fission

neutrons emission at nonequilibrium processes.

Let's consider the question of the neutron emission

probability during the period of fragments acceleration

by the Coulomb field. The curve in fig. 6 shows the velocity

increase of the fragment /10/. It is seen that if about half

of the full velocity Vo is gained at t z 10 21 then 0.95 V0
is gained only at t 10 -19 In the same figure the neutron

emission time is shown calculated by the statistical model

for different excitation energies. For E* = 20 MeV the

deficit in velocity of the fragment must be already taken

into account and for E = 40 MeV V already equals 0.8 V0.

influence of viscosity on this process /7/. For zero vis-

cosity the fragments oscillate near their centers all the

time, with all the excitation energy being concentrated in

the form of collective vibrational energy. For finite values

of viscosity the energy of collective motion dissipates

after the scission and the excitation energy is present in

the end in the form of internal energy. When viscosity is

low the fragments oscillate yet but with an amplitude that

decreases. With a higher than critical viscosity

/0.1 rp = 6.10-23 MeV#fm3/ the fragments don't oscillate

any more but their lengthening decreases exponentially.

This calculation is done for the fission of uranium-235

by thermal neutrons but the results seem to be very close

also for the case of spontaneous fission.

The last stage is concerned with the emission of

neutrons from heated equilibrium fragments moving at full

velocities. Study of the characteristics of the neutrons
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Pig. 6. Comparison of the fragment's velocity gaining time
t and the neutron emission time t by the fragment,
excited to the energy U
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If one could find a convincing proof of such a phenomenon

it would be possible to measure very short times of neutron

emission /less than 10-2/. Another interesting question

concerning the stage after scission of the nucleus is the

time necessary for establishing of the equilibrium shape

of the fragments. Nix et al. /5/ have considered the
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Pig. 7. Characteristics of the form of the fragment after
sciasion of the nucleus for different values of
viscosity (> in dependence on the distance between
the centers of the fragments r



emitted at this stage has already given and in the future

will present more interesting information about the

thermodynamic properties of highly heated nuclei. The point

is that in nuclear reactions at high energy of the incoming

particles direct processes play a great role and it is hard

to determine the excitation energy of the compound nucleus.

In this case it is expected to receive a possibility to

check the statistical theory of particles emission for

certain excitation energies of the uniformly heated nucleus.

Thus neutron emission is possible at different stages

of the fission process, yet the theoretical calculation of

separate emission probabilities is a complicated task because

the fission dynamics as a whole isn't clear, neither many

other characteristics such as viscosity of the nucleus

during descent period, viscosity of the fragments, emission

time of neutrons at differentexcitation energies, etc.

The task of the experimental investigations is the

search for neutron emission at different stages of fission,

determination of probabilities and characteristics of these

neutrons so that to obtain from this information the know-

ledge about different characteristics of the fission process

and properties of the emission of neutrons from the excited

fragments.

from fully accelerated fragments. Some authors connect this

effect with emission in the process of fragments accelera-

tion, others - with an isotropic emission in the moment of

scission and even earlier - on the descent stage. The

contribution of this component is evaluated in different

works from 10 to 25 %. In one of the recent works /12/ the

value of 5 % has been obtained which is much less than

in the others /fig. 8/. Thus, the results of these works are

very different yet and the conclusions are not the same.

It seems that new investigations shall give an answer to

this important and complicated question. In any case not

less than 80-90 % (and maybe still more) of the emission

0
h h
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE MECHANISM AND PROPERTIES

OF SPONTANEOUS FISSION NEUTRONS EMISSION

0
ri
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0
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Angular distributions of spontaneous fission neutrons

give evidence that the emission is for the most part from

moving fragments. To make the picture more precise in a

number of works the energy spectra of neutrons have been

measured for different emission angles with respect to the

direction of motion of the fragments. A sharp anisotropy

of the angular distribution of neutrons of different

energies has been obtained in all the works, but it has

been noted also that the distribution is somewhat more

127 isotropic than it follows from the model of evaporation

(p (')

Pig. 8. Angular distributions of neutrons
a) experimental dependence of the number of neutrons

on the emission angle in 1. a.
b) dependence of the ratio of the experimental data

to the calculated ones on the emission ancle:
0 - data of work /12/, X - data of work /4/



128 seems to take place on the final stage. But neutron emission

even on the final stage gives information about the proper-

ties of the fissioning system at earlier stages.

Interesting results about the character of energy

distribution in the scission point have been obtained from

the variance of the excitation energy of one fragment /13/.

It has been found that the excitation energy and the kinetic

energy of separation of the californium-252 spontaneous fis-

sion fragments make up the sum less than 10 MeV. Thus the

energy mainly is connected with potential energy - the

energy of deformation and therefore the fragments are "cold"

in the scission point. In this case the future excitation

energy of the fragments is concentrated in the deformation

energy. The dependence V (A) demonstrates a dependence of

the deformation energy on the mass of the fragment. This

dependence is "universal" for a number of nuclei at

spontaneous and low-energy fission. In fig. 9 there are

presented the curves for spontaneous fission of Cf-252,

Fm-254 and Pm-256 /14/. It is seen that the general course

of the dependence changes but little and thus the deforma-

tion energy of the fragments is determined mainly by the

properties of the fragments and only slightly depends on

the properties of the fissioning system. A special case can

be expected for the system in which the fragments will have

4- ,I : i , 

1 ... /./ / /
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the filled neutron and proton shells /Z = 50, N = 82/. One

can mark that the saw-toothed dependence J (A) is maintained

in the spontaneous fission for a wide range of total kinetic

energies and therefore excitation energies of the fragments

/below 40 MeV/. That confirms the low excitation of the

fragments in the scission point.

With the increase of the excitation energy of the

fissile nucleus up to a few tens MeV, the character of

7 (A) changes from a saw-toothed to a monotonous one ~NA

which is predicted by the liquid-drop model. Therefore the

shells in the fragments play a decisive part at spontaneous

fission and then with their destruction the character of

the dependence changes.

If we regard the dependence of the average energy of

neutrons in the c. m. System on the mass of the fragment

£(A) (fig. 10) /15, 16/ then, to explain such a dependence

it is also necessary to suppose the presence of strong shell

effects in the fragments.
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Pig. 10. Dependence of the average energy of neutrons on

the mass of the fragment r (A) /15/. Solid line-
calculation /16/

Pig. 9. Dependence V (A) for different isotopes of Cf and Fm
(. . . - Cf-252, - - m-254, - - - - P-256)



Now the measurements of energy distributions and

angular dependences for different masses and kinetic

energies of californium-252 spontaneous fission fragments

are under way at the Radium Institute /12/. In fig. 11

It is possible to point out that further investigations

of the neutron emission mechanism at spontaneous fission of

different nuclei is undoubtedly of great interest. Then I

would like to dwell on the measurements of the integral

distribution of californium-252 spontaneous fission neutrons

because it is widely used as a standard for practical

purposes.
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Pig. 11. Energy spectrum of neutrons for fragments with
U = 108 + 5 MU and excitation energy E - 20 + 5 MeV.
Solid line - calculation

there is a spectrum from this work of the neutrons (c. m.

system), emitted from the fragments with the mass M = 108 MU

and with the excitation energy 20 MeV /12, 16/. The calcu-

lated spectrum obtained in this work is presented in the

same figure and is in good agreement with the experimental

data. The calculation was done by the statistical model of

Hauser-Feschbach taking into account the cascade evaporation

of neutrons. At present the data analysis for different

masses and excitation energies is under way. In the same

work a search for forward neutron emission has been carried

out (the "shock-wave" type effect). However even for the

cases with a strong deformation of the fragments, where the

effect could be expected tobe maximal, this phenomenon hasn't

been observed /fig. 12/ /12/.
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Fig. 12. Angular distribution of neutrons in lab. s. for
u * 108 MU as a function of the total kinetic

energy of the fragments

INTEGRAL SPECTRUM OF CALIFORNIUM-252

SPONTANEOUS FISSION NEUTRONS

The need in using the standard neutron energy spectrum
is high enough both is science and in technology. The IAEA

has recommended to use the spectrum of Cf-252 spontaneous

fission prompt neutrons as such a standard because it is

very convenient from many sides. Cf-252 has a large neutron

yield /109 -s/ with a low weight of the source, a good

Nf/Nt. ratio, simplicity in manufacturing and a comparatively

long half-life /2.6 years/. The spectrum of Cf-252 fission

neutrons ranges from zero to tens of MeV.129
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At present this standard spectrum is in wide use, though

the precision with which it is known, doesn't yet

satisfy many tasks. One of the main reguirements in specifica-

tion of this standard is to settle a more precise form of the

spectrum in the region of low energies /less than 1 MeV/ and

of high energies /more than 7 MeV/.

In the work recently fulfilled at the Radium Institute

measurements in a broad energy interval 0.01-10 MeY /17/

have been carried out. The measurements were done by the

time of flight method using the 23 5U(n, f) reaction for

detection of neutrons. Application of this thresholdless

reaction with rather a smooth and well known dependence of

the fission cross-section on the energy of the neutrons

enables in one experiment and with one detector to obtain

information about a very broad energy range, including the

low-energy part. Thus it is possible to avoid the "joining"

of the data from detectors of different type - the organic

scintillators /energy region more than 0.2 MeV/ and "lithium"

detectors (region less than 1 MeV).

An ionization chamber with uranium-235 layers (assembly

is 100 mm in diameter, 12 mm high) has been manufactured for

registration of neutrons as a fast detector. The uranium,

containing 99.9 % of U-235 was deposited on both sides of

thin aluminium foils (0.05 mm thick), Preparation of the

layers was done by the method of multiple deposition of

uranium nitrate. The homogeneity of the layers was within

the limits of +5 % and their average weights were within

the limits of +1 % (with an average density 1 mg/cm ).

The total weight of the uranium was 0.8 g. The casing of

the chamber was made of foil (0.2 mm thick). During the

work methane at atmospheric pressure was blown through

the chamber. The separation of the fragments pulses from

alpha-particles was good enough (fig. 13).

A miniature fast ionization chamber (fig. 14) served

as a detector of californium fission fragments. The

amplitude spectrum of fragments from this chamber is
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Pig. 13. Amplitude distribution of the pulses from
fission fragments and alpha-particles of
uranium-235

800

Pig. 14. Design of the ionization chamber: 1 - platinum

backing with a californium layer, 2 - collecting
electrode, 3 - insulator, 4 - capillary inlet,

5 - preamplifier

presented in fig. 15. The efficiency of fragments

registration was more than 99 %. The total weight of the

chamber was 1.5 g and the weight of the preamplifier - 5.1 g.

The full time resolution of the spectrometer with the

two chambers was 1.5 ns. The time resolution of the califor-

nium chamber was 0.49 ns, and that of the uranium

chamber - 1.2 ns.

The measurements were carried out on three flight

distances (25, 50 and 100 cm) in a large experimental room

in order to decrease the background of scattered neutrons.
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Pig. 15. Amplitude spectrum of the pulses of Cf-252 fission

fragments

The background connected with true-random coincidences

(noncorrelated fragments) decreased due to the pile-up

inspector that analysed the time intervals between the

pulses and excepted the cases when the intervals were less

than 200 ns. Precision in determination of the time "zero"

was 0.08 ns.

When processing the experimental results corrections

were made for neutron scattering in the detectors and the

environment. As the ionization chambers both of the source

and of the neutron detector had been designed with small

masses (the weights of the chambers were 1.5 g and 65 g

respectively), the corrections for neutron scattering by

the chambers were small. They were easily accountable by

calculations using the single interaction approximation.

The correction functions for neutron scattering by air

medium were found by calculation and changed from 30 % for

En = 10 keV to 0.5 % at En = 1 MeV.
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Pig. 16. Energy spectrum of Cf-252 spontaneous fission
neutrons
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The results of the

In the next fig. 17 the

Maxwellian distribution

N(E) ̂  E1/ 2 (-E/T) . In

close to the Maxwellian

131 0.01-6 MeV, but further

measurements are presented in fig. 16.

ratio of the experimental data to the

with T a 1.42 MeV is shown

general the experimental data are

distribution in the region

the data start to deviate from it.

I0* 0*
El. "V

0' U'

Fig. 17. Ratio of the experimental results obtained in

work /17/ to the lMawellian distribution (* )

(T a 1.42 MeV). Dotted line - evaluation



132 It is necessary to note that the works carried out

recently at different laboratories, demonstrate an increase

of the measurement precision, improvement of experimental

conditions, using of neutron detectors of different types.

Still there exist great data discrepancies, especially in

the energy region more than 7 MeV. Further measurements are

needed in the whole energy region to determine the important

standard with a high precision.
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Neutron Physics (Proc. V. All Union Conf., Kiev, 1980)

Moscow, CNIIAtominform, part 3, p. 114 (1980) (Rus.).

17 BLINOV, M. V., BOYKOV, G. S., VITENKO, V. A. Nuclear

Data for Science and Technology (Proc. of an Intern.

Conf. Antwerp, 1982) p. 479 (1983).
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF FAST NEUTRON
RADIATIVE CAPTURE CROSS-SECTIONS

V.N. KONONOV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (FEI),
SC AE USSR,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The lecture deals with the problems of experimental

studies of fast neutron radiative capture cross-sections.

The main attention is paid to the neutron energy range of

1 keV - 1 MeV, which is most essential for solving a number

of problems of nuclear power engineering with fast neutron

breeder reactors, as well as to the studies of highly-excited

nuclei and investigations in nuclear astrophysics. Considera-

tion is given to the experimental measurements of capture

cross-sections at electrostatic accelerators and linear acce-

lerators of electrons. The main experimental results and their

theoretical analysis are summarized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The radiative capture or (n, Y ) reaction is one of the main

processes of interactions between neutrons and atomic nuclei with

the energy up to I 1 MeV. There are also three main aspects deter-

mining the necessity of the detailed study of neutron radiative

capture cross-sections.

First of all, the radiative capture cross-sections are impor-

tant nuclear data employed for physical calculation of nuclear re-

actors. The advanced development of fast neutron breeder reactor

concept for nuclear power engineering required a detailed study of

all kinds of interactions between neutrons and nuclei in the ener-

gy range up to 1 MeV and more (fig. 1). Though the breeding ratio

(BR) of nuclear fuel in a plutonium reactor can, basically, reach

133 the meaning of 2.5 (as it was first shown by A.I.Leipunsky in 1949),
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Fig. 1. The distribution function of neutron capture and fission

reactions in 239 u and 238 U over the neutron spectrum of
the high-power fast reactor active zone. 1 - capture in
239Pu, 2 - fission in 239pu, 3 capture in 238.

an attempt to obtain high thermodynamic and technological charac-

teristics by means of utilizing a liquid-metal coolant (sodium),

ceramic oxide fuel and stainless steel as the main structural ma-

terials resulted in a strong softening of neutron spectra. It caus-

ed a noticeable increase of neutron absorption at the expense of

the (n, t ) reaction in the fuel itself, in the structural and tech-

nological reactor materials, as well as in the fission products ac-

cumulated in the reactor during its operation. In its turn, it re-

sulted in a decrease of BR of large power reactors to the level

of 1.2 - 1.3. The fact that we had to spend the largest portion of

the BR excess (BR-1) on technological needs was a stimulus to the

intense development of investigations of a complex of problems

connected with the optimization of physical and technical-econo-

mical characteristics of fast reactors /1 /. One of the starting-

points in considering these problems is the nuclear data and, in

particular, the data on neutron absorption cross-sections for nu-

clear fuel, structural materials and fission products. Note, that

the neutron radiative capture cross-sections for fission products



134 are necessary not only from the point of view of physical calcula-

tions of reactors and their main technical parameters. They also

play an important part in calculating the radiation situation in

fuel processing , in evaluating the danger of environmental con-

tamination. The main peculiarity of the problem of obtaining nu-

clear data on fission products is that the number of nuclides ac-

cumulated as a result of a commercial power reactor operation is

great and most of them are unstable. That is why it is impossible

to carry out in the near future a direct measurement of fast neut-

ron radiative capture cross-sections for lots of fission products.

In this connection the problem of obtaining the experimental data

on the neutron capture cross-sections has appeared for a wide

range of stable isotopes whose nuclear properties are close to the

most important fission products, as well as of developing methods

for calculation and capture cross-section evaluation on the basis

of the theoretical presentations and systematics of the main pa-

rameters characterizing the interaction between neutrons and nuclei

There is a second aspect closely related to this problem. It

determines the urgency of the detailed study of the fast neutron

capture cross-sections. That is the employment of these reactions

for thorough nuclear-physical investigations: the study of the

highly-excited state of atomic nuclei and the mechanism of nuclear

reactions. The peculiarity of the neutron radiative capture re-

action consists in the fact that due to the absence of a centri-

fugal barrier in the reaction exit channel the interaction of neut-

rons with a non-zero orbital momentum becomes essential at the

energies as high as several keV. In this case one can single out

the energy ranges of neutrons, in which interactions with this or

that orbital momentum predominate. The second peculiarity of the

neutron radiative capture, which is important from the point of

view of studying the nucleus structure and nuclear reactions, is

that the capture cross-sections are dependent on both the neutron

and radiative strength functions. These two circumstances are the

basis for the analysis of fast neutron average radiative capture

cross-sections with the aim to obtain experimental information on

neutron (Si) and radiative (Sr) strength functions for s-, p- and

d-neutrons / 2 /.

The third way of employing the experimental data on the fast

neutron radiative capture cross-sections is connected with nuc-

lear astrophysics. Almost all the theories of the nuclide origin

and abundance in the universe consider the neutron radiative cap-

ture to be the main process of heavy nuclei fusion in stars. On

the basis of the experimental data on fast neutron radiative cap-

ture cross-sections and from the abundance of chemical elements

and their isotopic composition one can estimate such key values

as the univerge age and obtain information on its evolution at

early stages of development /3/.

The urgency of the problems and wide range of pure and ap-

plied problems in these three seemingly far from each other fields

arouse the interest of many investigators from various laborato-

ries throughout the world in the research of fast neutron radia-

tive capture cross-sections. This is the subject of discussions

at lots of conferences on the problems of nuclear technology and

pure research. At the same time there exist a lot of problems to

be solved and the needs for new data on fast neutron capture cross-

sections/4/ are far from being fully satisfied at the present time

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS OP STUDYING FAST NEUTRON RADIATIVE

CAPTURE CROSS-SECTIONS

2.1. The Brief Outline of the Methods

Any experiment on measuring neutron radiative capture cross-

sections consists in detecting the number of capture events in the

investigated sample, which is placed in the neutron flux. Accord-

ing to the way of capture event detection, the methods are divided

into three main groups:

(a) the method based on neutron flux depression at the pas-

sage of neutrons through the sample;

(b) the method of detecting induced activity of a radioactive

nuclide formed in the course of capture;

(c) the method of detecting prompt capture J -rays [5] .
Besides, one can, in principle, employ methods based on mass-spect-

rometry measurements.

The first method was mostly employed in the spherical geo-

metry version. The absolute value of a neutron capture cross-sec-

tion in this method can be obtained from the relative measurements.



The principle drawback of the method is the necessity of using
thick samples and the corresponding difficulty in taking into ac-
count the resonance self-shielding effects. The method of trans-
mission in the spherical geometry, for all its simplicity, is in-
teresting rather from the historical point of view.

The activation method has a high sensitivity and is fairly
simple. At the present time it is most often employed for X -ray
detection with a Ge-Li semiconductor spectrometer. Among the acti-
vation method disadvantages we point out the limitedness of its
employment only in the cases when the (n, X )-reaction products
are radioactive nuclides with convenient life-times and decay
scheme. The activation procedure suggests the use of a steady
source of monoenergetic neutrons and, therefore, is rather low-
productive. Though by the present time the use of this procedure
has enabled us to obtain a great number of experimental data, the
accuracy and reliability of many of them are low. This is due to
the fact that in many experiments the impurity of slow (resonance
and thermal) neutrons often distorted the measuring results. Be-
sides, this method suggests a good knowledge of the decay scheme
and its qualitative characteristics, i.e. the detected radiation
yield per decay event of a radioactive nuclide. In spite of these
essential disadvantages, the activation method was widely used in
the research of fast neutron capture cross-sections and, in parti-
cular, for measuring isomer excitation cross-sections.

The method based on the capture prompt {-rays detection is
the most versatile and can be employed in a wide energy range of
neutrons: from the resonance one to several MeV. An important ad-
vantage of the method is a possibility of its using together with
the time-of-flight method. This combination makes the experiments
on measuring neutron capture cross-sections fairly effective and
allows us to obtain detailed information in a wide energy range of
neutrons. At the present time the method based on detecting prompt

X -rays of capture is employed in many laboratories. Let us go in-
to details of this method.

2.2. The Method of Detecting Prompt Capture -Rays

At the neutron radiative capture for the time less than
135 10-14s only one or a few f -quanta are emitted with a total ener-

gy almost equal to the sum of neutron binding energy in a compound
nucleus and the neutron kinetic energy (U = Bn + En). The average
number of emitted y -quanta ("multiplicity") M varies from 1 to 4
or more and depends on concrete properties of the compound nuclei.
For light nuclei and nuclei near by the closed shells M - 1 - 2
and the Y -ray spectra are hard (E j r 5 - 8 MeV). For most medium
and heavy nuclei the multiplicity is 3 - 4 and the average energy
of capture I-rays is 1.5 - 2 MeV. In a number of cases a change
of spectra and multiplicity of prompt capture X -rays in passing
from one neutron resonance to another and also in varying the neut-
ron energy in the unresolved resonance region is observed. In the
latter case the Y -ray spectrum variation is due to the change of
the contribution of neutrons with different orbital momenta. These
circumstances make the main demand on the method of detecting
events of neutron radiative capture by the prompt f -rays. The de-
tector must be insensitive to the spectrum and multiplicity of
' -rays.

There are two ways of solving this problem. The first one is
the use of the total absorption detector, which detects all cap-
ture events regardless of the spectrum distribution of a -quanta.
A large liquid scintillation detector (LLSD), which is often called
a scintillation tank, is one of such detectors. The second way con-
sists in using detectors whose detection efficiency may be unam-
biguously related to the total energy of the emitted X -quanta cas-
cade. Among these are the Moxon-Ray detector (IRD) and "total ener-
gy" detectors (TED).

The scintillation tanks used for measuring fast neutron cap-
ture cross-sections have been developed in a number of laboratories.
Their volume varies from some dozens of litres to 4000 1. The num-
ber of photomultipliers used for collecting light in large detector
can reach a hundred and in small detectors, about a dozen. In these
detectors the 4) -geometry of ' -ray detection is realized. For
this purpose provision is made for an open channel passing through
the detector centre, in which the sample is located and the neutron
beam travels. To decrease absorption of neutrons scattered in the
sample, the channel walls are made of a material with poor absorp-
tion properties and up to 50% of trimethyl borate, which suppresses
the absorption of moderated neutrons in the scintillator hydrogen,



The necessity of using a high threshold of detection results in

the increase of detector sensitivity to X -ray spectra variations.

Making corrections to the zero threshold by means of extrapolating

the amplitude spectrum, one can compensate for this increase but

it significantly complicates the measuring procedure. The total

error of measuring fast neutron capture cross-sections by a scin-

tillator tank, which is related to the X -ray sensitivity for nu-

clei with M m 2 - 5, is 5 - 7%. Pig. 2 shows a general view of the

scintillation tank of the 17-1 volume used for measuring neutron

capture cross-sections in Obninsk. In this detector two types of

scintillators are used;

. nonhydrogenous (C6F6) and

· hydrogenous with the addition of 60% of trimethyl borate

(the concentration ratio of hydrogen and boron atoms is 15:1).

Pig. 3 presents amplitude spectra of this detector response in de-

tecting single X-quanta (E a 4.43 MeV from the Pu-Be source)

and multi-quantum events with M - 6 (252Cf, E . 0.8 MeV). Since

the scintillation tanks have a greater efficiency of detecting

capture events, they are noticeably sensitive to the -ray spect-

rum and have a fairly high level of intrinsic background due to

the cosmic radiation and natural radioactivity (1 - 100 puls./s).

An attempt to exclude the dependence of neutron capture event

detection efficiency on multiplicity and / -ray spectrum shape

for small-sized detectors with insignificant intrinsic background

resulted in using counters whose efficiency is proportional to the

the single X -quanta energy. A version of such a detector consis-

ting of a thick (1 - 2 cm) graphitic (r bismuthic) radiator and a

flat plastic scintillator 0.2 - 1 mm thick was named the Moxon-Ray

detector. It is characterized by the response to (-rays with the

energy above 200 keV in the form of a peak f 20% wide with the

energy of v 100 keV and linear dependence of single r-quanta de-

tection efficiency on their energies £ (E8,i) = cJ2 E yi, defined

by the character of W -ray interaction and passage of Compton

electrons through the radiator. That is why the number of counts

of such a detector is proportional to the number of capture events,

whatever their spectrum and multiplicity:

MN 2i.(E (i) ( c

Pig. 2. A general view of the 17-1 scintillation tank used for
measuring neutron radiative capture cross-sections in Ob-

ninsk.

is added into the scintillator. In the detector with a small volume

(17 1) it turned out that a heavy scintillator free of hydrogen on

the basis of hexafluorine benzene can be used. In designing scin-

tillation tanks one aims at obtaining 0.9 - 0.95 probability of

interaction of at least one X -quantum from the capture prompt X -

ray cascade. In this case the actual efficiency of capture event

detection at the threshold of 1.5 - 2 MeV is ' 50%, the sensiti-

vity to scattered neutrons at the energy of 100 keV is 10- 4 - 10-2.
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tude spectra. The G (TV) weight function may be found by solving

the integral equation:

oo E <
G (t ) W (E g,1) dir * ( ; )

where W (Ei,lf) is a function of response to single V-quanta with

the energy E $, & (E )jS is the probability of [ -quanta de-

tection. The weight function is usually a polinomial of the second

or third order. The total energy of ' -rays passed through the de-

tector in detecting the A ( r) amplitude spectrum is:

Q - J A (it) G (r) dfr

This relation is also true for determining the total energy in the

case of a ~ -ray cascade and, consequently, for determining the

the number of such events, if the total energy of Y -rays in the

cascade is fixed and known, as in the case of capture event de-

tection. At that, as in the case of the I1RD, a restriction is pla-

ced on the TED efficiency value, so as to provide that not more

than one ( -quantum from the cascade will be detected. However,
this limiting condition may be removed by proper selection of the

weight function. As it was shown by the recent investigations car-

ried out in Obninsk, the f -ray total energy may be regenerated

with the accuracy of 2 - 3% from the amplitude spectra of the 17-1

scintillation tank with the use of the weight function of the type:

G (r) U c.u-0.3 9 1. 7 5

Though the cascade V -quanta energy summation takes place appre-

ciably in the detector of this type, the introduction of dependence

on the total energy U into the weight function provides for the

preservation of capture event detection efficiency with an accu-

racy of 2 - 3% for a great variety of conditions, i.e. in changing

multiplicity from 1 to 5 and total energy, from 4 to 10 MeV.

The improvement of the method of determining the total . -

ray energy results in the fact that recently the TED has become

the main instrument for measuring neutron capture cross-sections

by prompt X -rays. Several laboratories started employing scin-

tillators on the deuterobenzene (C6D6) basis in such detectors and,

as a result, the sensitivity to scattered neutrons was decreased

e w ze ~ 
f

channel number

Pig. 3. Amplitude spectra obtained in detecting ( -rays with the
energy of 4.43 MeV from the Pu-Be source and 2 52Cf fission
events with the help of the 17-1 scintillation tank.

This relation is true under the condition that from the whole cas-

cade only one f -quantum is detected, i.e. 6 (E' i) must be in-

significant. Since the efficiency of capture event detection is

low (less than 5%), the MRD is small-sized and has minor intrinsic

background and neutron sensitivity. It enables us to use this de-

tector for the experiments at the electrostatic accelerator under

the conditions of short path-lengths (up to 5 - 7 cm).

The next step in the development of the capture event detec-

tion technique was the total energy detector (TED) employing a

method of a weight function suggested by Maier-Leibnitz (re. 6 )

137 for obtaining the total energy of ( -rays from the A (rT) ampli-



138 to the value of 10-4 - 10- 5. Owing to these achievements, reliable

measurements of fast neutron capture cross-sections proved to be

possible for a number of structural materials.

2.3. Experimental Facility

Nowadays, the majority of fast neutron capture cross-section

measurements have been carried out at the time-of-flight spectro-

meter on the basis of the linear electron accelerator (LINAC) and

the Van de Graaf electrostatic generators (EG). The investigations

of fast neutron capture cross-sections are also performed at neut- 

ron spectrometers on the basis of a pulsed fast reactor, synchro- 

cyclotrons and, besides, at slowing-down time spectrometers in lead.

The spectrometers based on the LINAC (ORELA in the USA, GELINA

in Belgium, Fakel in the USSR, etc.) are rather complex and expen-

sive installations. The source of fast neutrons with a continuous

spectrum of an average energy of v 1 MeV is a braking target of

heavy elements (uranium, tantalum). For softening the neutron spec-

trum a polyethylene moderator 2 - 4 cm thick is used. The measure-

ments of capture cross-sections at these installations are usually

carried out at path lengths of 30 - 50 m and a burst duration of

4 - 5 ns. An important advantage of neutron spectrometers on the

LINAC basis is a possibility to cover a great energy range from

the thermal energies to several MeV. It enables us to make absolute

measurements of fast neutron capture cross-sections employing the

saturated resonance procedure. However, using these installations

for the experiments on capture cross-sections we run into certain

difficulties in determining the detector background value in the

neutron energy range above 5 - 10 keV, which in this case is se-

veral times higher than the useful effect value and is in complex

dependence on the neutron energy. The routine procedure of back-

ground measuring by using black resonant filters may cause an in-

correct determination of the background value /7/ , which is one

of the main reasons for systematic discrepancy in the results of

measuring a number of fast neutron capture cross-sections.

A great amount of experimental data on fast neutron capture

cross-sections was obtained at electrostatic accelerators operat-

ing in a pulse ns mode (Karlsruhe, Obninsk, etc.). Experimental

procedures at these relatively simple and inexpensive plants are

w&

\ filters
l{d, ,.)

Fig. 4. A layout of the fast and resonance neutron spectrometer on
the basis of the Van de Graaf pulsed accelerator of EG-1

in Obninsk.

in the process of constant updating. In particular, at the EG-1

accelerator in Obninsk a resonance neutron spectrometer mode has

recently been put into effect, which enabled us to essentially ex-

pand the potentialities of the plant and to make absolute measure-

ments employing the saturated resonance procedure/8/. Fig. 4

shows the installation diagram. As a source of neutrons with the

continuous spectrum both in the fast neutron region (3 - 1000 keV)

and in the resonance one (2 - 100 eV) the reaction 7 Li (p, n)7 Be

is used. At path lengths of 2 - 2.7 m and, in some experiments, of

0.4 - 0.7 m the capture event detector (scintillation tank of 17 1)

and neutron spectrum measurement detectors (a thin glass scintil-

lator with 6Li and detector with a boron plate) were placed. The

equipment spectra obtained in the fast neutron and resonance re-

gions are shown in fig. 5. At fast neutron measurements the beam

is always shuttered by a sodium filter 7 mm thick, which permits

the energy scale to be monitored in each operating series and, to-

gether with the region close to the X -peak, the background value



to be determined.lr the measurements in the resonance region the 

cadmium and indium filters are used for the same purposes as well a. i,

as for eliminating recycled neutrons. In the resonance region the i

first resonances in uranium, tantalum and gold are saturated. The 

experimentally measured counting rates of capture events Nc and 

neutron flux monitor Nm in the resonance and fast energy ranges "u

(fig. 5) can be represented in the following form: ' .-: 

^ ̂  U _V __* ^ , 6) / ,*I . . l· ' . i,

..- 0 . ,~- .~ ,~.~;-::.~.~.~.~ neutron energy, keV

B)C

1' .P..'r,.. s **
1 - time spectra in the resonance neutron region;

I i Ii Mium; the_ channel scale value is 0.1 n; (a) the neutronr

'iw14i "w"»;u) ' r^. 5 (2)

Fig. 5. Instrumental time-of-flight spectra of the experient on
measuring capture cross-sections at the installation in

I Obn, * inok. 1 - time opectra in the resonance neutron region;

Aftjdr*" ~~h)~ *f ~'Vthe neutron beam is shuttered by filters of indium and cad-
: imium; the channel scale value is 0.1 )s; (a) the neutron

.' v, ! I - spectrum measured by a detector with the 6Li glass; (b)'
/ Ii I (c), (d) capture event spectra measured by the scintillator

;,IC~~~~~~~~~~ | | J \ tank with samples of 238U, 181Ta, 197Au. 2 - time spectra
'- ~*.A; ~I~ »H' i^ fav ^*in the fast neutron region; the channel scale value is

I t I !!2.2 ns/channel; (a) the capture event spectrum in the 151Eu

,*~~~~ ]. ~ ~ ~ ,i~~~~~~ .~ .sample measured by the scintillator tank; the neutron beam
' w«-"·I~~~~~~~~~~ . ' t~~r».)is shuttered by filters of 23 il a and Teflon; (b) the neutron

*4~~ / " '.spectrum measured by a detector with the 6Li glass; the beam
is shuttered by a 231a filter.
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Fig.5 (1) channel number



Nr r [1 - exp (-n t)j c - r pc

cNr 40r6 t c .r 6P

>c cy ~P

The indices "r" and "f" refer to tests in the resonance and fast

regions, 4 is the flux of incident neutrons on the sample, ec is

the efficiency of capture events detection, 0m is the cross-sec-

tion of the Li (n,^) T reaction, m is the inherent efficiency
of the monitor's detection, n is the captive sample thickness.

Combining these ratios, we can obtain the capture neutron cross-

section in the fastfregion: 
rf (Nc/Nm)c m

(Nc/Nm)r n r

In the saturated resonances Pc 2 1. That is why to obtain the ab-

solute value of a capture cross-section in addition to experimen-

tally measured values we must know only one value, i.e. the re-

lative travel of the Li (n,dL) T reaction cross-section, which

follows the law 1/tf in the wide neutron energy range.

Within this procedure with the use of the saturated resonance

for the scintillator tank with the 17-1 capacity the weight func-

tion method was also realized, which permitted the experiment er-

rors due to the differences of X -ray capture spectra for diffe-

rent nuclei and neutron energies to be minimized. At the installa-

tion systematic investigations of fast neutron capture cross-sec-

tions for a great number of nuclei are carried out with the use of

separated isotope samples, basically.

It should be noted that the possibilities of improving the

parameters of experimental installations on electrostatic accele-

rators are far from being exhausted. This is shown in fig. 6 re-

presenting the comparison of neutron flux density at the sample

with a similar resolution at the ORELA spectrometer and at the

electrostatic accelerator.
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neutron energy, eV

Fig. 6. Comparison of neutron flux density value at the sample in

measuring capture cross-sections at the ORELA spectrometer
and at that of fast and resonance neutrons on the basis of

the Van de Graaf accelerator in Obninsk at the identical

energy resolution shoun at the top of the figure. Numbers

in brackets stand for the path length value.

3. SOME RESULTS OF FAST NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Nuclear Data for Fast Reactors

One of the key constants for calculating fast breeder reac-

tors is the "alpha" 2 39Pu value equal to the fission-to-capture

ratio ( 6 f /). The value ( directly affects the most essential

characteristics of a fast reactor. For example, the change of the

P239u value, which is average over the spectrum, by 5% results
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Pig. 7. The state of experimental data and estimates of the iC-value

of 2 39Pu in the early 70ess /A data obtained in Dubna; J~
data obtained in Harwell; - - the Schmitt's estimate; - -
the Ribon's estimate.

in the change of breeding ratio by 2%. Nevertheless, even in the

early 70es there existed a great uncertainty in the t 239Pu value

(fig. 7), which caused a serious anxiety concerning the usefulness

of developing nuclear engineering with fast neutron breeder re-

actors. In the period from 1970 to 1975 a great amount of measu-

rements of the dL value was made. These investigations are diffi-

cult due to a necessity of identifying capture events on the back-

ground of more likely processes of fission and scattering of neut-

rons in the presence of considerable radioactive background. As a

result of these studies our knowledge of the P 23 9Pu value has

been substantially improved (fig. 8) and its error in the energy

range pertaining to the fast reactors is as low as 5 - 7%, while

the accuracy of knowing the average meaning of & over the fast

reactor spectrum is 3- 5% now/9/.

The second important reactor constant is the fast neutron cap-

ture cross-section in 238U. That is the process determining the

rate of reprocessing the new 239Pu fuel. The peculiarity of the

neutron capture cross-section in a 238U even-even nucleus lies in

the fact that the strong resonance structure in it manifests it-

neutron energy, keV

Pig. 8. The energy dependence of the i -value of 239 'u in the re-
gion of 1 keV - 1 MeV: -- the Kononov's estimate; - the

Poletaev's estimate [93; * results of measurements obtained

in Obninsk; , the summary results of measurements in

Oak Ridge.

self up to the neutron energies of several dozens of keV. There-

fore, in the breeding blanket where the 238U nuclei concentration

is great a noticeable decrease of neutron absorption takes place

as a result of the resonance self-shielding effect. The factor of

the neutron capture cross-section resonance self-shielding in 238U

for a fast power reactor is f c 0.75, which causes a reduction

in the average operating capture cross-section in 238U from v 0.4

141



142 to - 0.3ob and displaces the neutron balance not in favour of nu- '

clear fuel breeding. The modern requirements to the accuracy of the

fast neutron capture cross-section knowledge and that of the f

value in 238U are 2.5 - 3%. Yet, at the present time this accura-

cy level is far from being reached.

In the neutron energy range up to - 500 keV the main experi-

mental results on the capture cross-section in 238U were obtained

at the resonance neutron spectrometers on the basis of LINAC. De-

spite the great attention paid to obtaining these data in the la-

boratories in Harwell, Oak Ridge and others, the disagreement bet-

ween the results of different laboratories is substantial and re-

aches 20 - 30%. Probably, these disagreements are caused by the in-

adequacy of the background measuring procedure. Recently, the ab-

solute measurements of neutron capture cross-sections and resonance

self-shielding factors in 238U have been carried out at the spectro-

meter of fast and resonance neutrons on the basis of the EG-1 elec-

trostatic accelerator in Obninsk /10/ . The measurement conditions

in this experiment greatly differ from those at the LINAC. The ex-

pected accuracy of these measurements is 3 - 5% in the most part of

the neutron energy range interesting from the point of view of fast

reactors.

Together with the nuclear data for fuel-and-raw materials,

those on capture cross-sections for structural materials (isotopes

of iron, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, etc.) and fission products

are of equal interest. In this direction a great amount of measure-

ments have also been made. In particular, in Obninsk they have ob-

tained a lot of experimental data on cross-sections of fast neutron

capture by the rare-earth element isotpes, many of which are impor-

tant fission products. However, in this field of researches the

needs of nuclear engineering for nuclear data have not been fully

satisfied/4/.

3.2. Nuclear-Physical Investigations

In the radiative capture reaction a noticeable contribution

of neutrons with a nonzero orbital momentum manifests itself even

at the neutron energy of some keV, which is due to the lack of cen-

trifugal barrier in the reaction outlet channel. Besides, the radi-

ative capture reaction cross-section is a result of competition with

emitting elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons and the

contribution of the partial 1-wave may be written in the following

simplified form:

S 1 Snl (kR)
21 + 1

il M k 6 1 i1 + 2Snl (kR) + 1

where S i1 and Snl are the reduced radiative and neutron strength

functions, e 1 and g 2 are the spin factors; in the neutron energy
range under consideration (kR)« 1. For S-neutrons usually

£ Snl (kR) 21 1 S w1 even at the neutron energy of some
hundreds of eV and the partial capture cross-section in the keV re-

gion for them is 6'S 's 1/E. Por p- and d-neutrons there are re-

gions in which the partial capture cross-section 61 ~ (kR)21 + 1
i.e. they grow with the increase of neutron energy (if 62 Snl*

(kR)21 + 1< 61 S 1) and the regionsin which the contribution
of waves with 1 f 0 is "saturated" and the partial cross-seotions
become decreasing:

6l 1 1/E (where & 2 Snl (kR)21 + 1 S Y )

This peculiarity of the energy dependence of s-, p- and d-neutron

contribution to the total average neutron capture cross-section is

the basis for its decomposition into partial contributions in the

neutron energy range of 1 - 300 keV. In the neutron energy range of

100 - 300 keV the contribution of neutrons with 1 , 3 is insigni-

ficant as yet, but the primary levels of many nuclei lie in this

region and under favourable conditions the inelastic scattering

channel can open up. The even-even nuclei having a collective level

with J" D 2+ in this energy range are of special interest. Accord-

ing to the law of momentum and parity conservation, the inelastic

scattering of incident a-, p- and d-neutrons with the excitation of

the 2+ level of the even-even target nucleus results in neutron

emission with the orbital momenta 2, 1 and 0, respectively. Since

the permeability of the nuclear surface for outgoing inelastically

scattered neutrons with the nonzero momentum is strongly suppressed

by the presence of the centrifugal barrier, the competition of the

inelastic scattering opening channel against the radiative capture

results, first of all, in the suppression of partial contribution



due to the d-neutron capture. This peculiarity of the even-even nu-

clei capture cross-section behaviour close to the first 2+ level

enables us to evaluate the contribution to the d-wave capture cross-

section and to determine neutron strength functions reliably enough.

Fig. 9 shows partial contributions of the s-, p- and d-neut-

rons to the radiative capture cross-section in the energy range of

5-300 keV for 115In and 170Er, which reflect the peculiarities of

the behaviour of neutron contributions with different orbital momen-

ta for the nuclei in the S1 maximum region and even-even nuclei in

the So and S2 maximum regions. In addition to the neutron strength

functions the average radiative capture cross-sections depend also

on the magnitude of the relation <fr>/<( D>. Though separate data

on the radiative width and density of levels cannot be obtained from

the average cross-section analysis, their relation called by analo-

gy the radiative strength function is also of a certain interest.

A ~~1.5~ I \i I0.3

g \ \ 1151n 170^

p
0.5 0- 0

T~o o p

I 2 5 I0 20 50 I00 20 50 I00 300
neutron energy, keV

Fig. 9. Partial contributions of a-, p- and d-neutrons to neutron
radiative capture cross-sections for 115In and 170gr.

When analysing average capture cross-sections, the one cal-

culated within the statistical theory is fitted to the measured one.

The fitting parameters are the neutron S1 and S2 and the radiative

strength functions. As a rule, the average capture cross-sections

143 are not highly sensitive to the So value. Recently, the method of

average capture cross-section analysis has been constantly im-

proved both from the point of view of closer consideration of a

number of factors in calculating capture cross-sections within the

statistical theory ( taking into account fluctuations of neutron

widths, energy dependence of the total radiation width and nuclear

level density, as well as inelastic scattering) and in terms of ob-

taining more reliable experimental data on neutron capture cross-

sections in a wide range of neutron energy.

In the recent studies carried out in Obninsk the experimental

data on average capture cross-sections for a large group of rare-

earth nuclei have been obtained. The measurements were made at a

nanosecond time-of-flight spectrometer on the basis of a pulsed Van

de Graaf accelerator and covered the neutron energy range of 5 -

- 350 keV. When analysing the capture cross-sections obtained with-

in the statistical theory frame, it turned out that it is important

to describe the experimental data error with the use of a covariance

matrix, since the main components of the measured cross-section er-

ror are of a systematic character. It enables us to be more strict

in determining the cross-section curve obtained in the experiment

and, consequently, to derive the information contained on average

resonance parameters to a better extent. Fig. 10 presents the re-

sults of measurements and analysis of capture cross-sections for

isotopes of 166, 168, 170Er. The results of these studies show that

for the nuclei investigated in the rare-earth region (isotopes of

Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, etc.) within the accuracy limit of experimental

data there are no essential deviations from the description of ave-

rage neutron capture cross-sections within the statistical theory

of nuclear reactions. The data obtained on neutron strength func-

tions for the d-neutrons have an accuracy of 15 - 20% and confirm

the presence of the maximum (3 d-resonance) in S2 in this region of

nuclei (fig. 11). Besides, on the basis of these results one can

assume possible splitting of the 3 d-resonances.

Moreover, as a result of these investigations new data on the

anomalous dependence of nuclear level density for a number of rare-

earth isotopes were obtained, as well as an indication of a possible

systematic difference between radiative strength functions for neut-

rons with different orbital momenta.
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Pig.10. leutron radiative capture cross-sections for erbium isotopes
Dots stand for experimental data, lines, for calculation
results according to the statistical theory.

These examples illustrate what can be derived from fast neut-

ron radiative capture cross-sections for the study of highly-excited

nuclei structure.

3.3. The Neutron Radiative Capture and Heavy Element Genesis

The first detailed experimental data on the fast neutron ra-

diative capture cross-sections for a wide range of nuclei obtained

(1946)by Hughes-et al.enabled Alfer, Bethe and Gamow to establish

(b). atomic weight
Pig.11. Neutron strength functions for d-noutrons. Experimental da-

ta: B from the analysis of ion cross-sectiono; ; from the

analysis of neutron capture cross-sections obtained in Ob-

ninsk. Calculation results: .... the spherical optical mo-

del; - - -, - the channel strong coupling method.

correlation between the natural abundance of chemical elements and

their nuclear properties. From this time on the neutron capture

cross-section investigations are closely related to the theories

of heavy element genesis in the universe, primarily, with the s-pro-

cess model, according to which the heavy element genesis happened

as a slow (as compared with the A -decay periods) successive cap-

ture of neutron by nuclides being in the P -stability band. The suc-

cess of the s-process model was mostly due to the correlation ob-



served between the abundance of isotopes and neutron capture cross-

sections for a chain of isotopes of strontium, zirconium, tin, tel-

lurium, samarium, among which there were nuclides whose genesis was

related to one s-process (shielded nuclei).

The problem of element fusion in the s-process can be consi-

dered as a successive slow (relative to the / -decay) neutron cap-

ture by the original nuclei Ao of the iron group, which is described

by a system of conventional differential equations:

d d' "- 6c (A0) (A o1T)

d~(l~ = c (A) [t (A- 1,7 ) - Y (A1i)]

where 5 (A1Z) -"c (A)-N (A '), 6c (A) is the neutron capture
cross-section for a nuclide A, N (A17') is the number of accumulated

nuclides A depending on the integral radiation dose ='- | ndt

by the neutron flux n. For heavy nuclei with fairly large neutron

capture cross-sections in the s-process the equilibrium between ac-

cumulation and burn-up of the given nuclide is established, which re.

sults in the observed constant product of the neutron capture cross-

section by the abundance.

Though this system has an analytical solution, it is diffi-

cult to use it due to the uncertainty of the data available on cap-

ture cross-sections and the solution divergence. That is why Klei-

ton et al. developed the approximation method of obtaining the so-

lution, as a result of which we could quantitatively analyse the

data on natural abundance of elements within the s-process model.

Later, in Obninsk the solution of the system describing heavy

element fusion in the s-process was made with the help of the ana-

log computer (AC) "Baykal"/3/. The neutron radiative capture crosa

sections necessary for the solution of the problem at the energy of

25 keV for all nuclei partiqipating.in the a-process were taken

from the experiment and calculated within the statistical theory of

nuclear reactions on the basis of the systematics of the parameters

of nuclear level density and radiative widths. The cross-sections

used, both experimental and estimated, are given in fig. 12. Some

in
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Pig.12. Neutron radiative capture cross-sections

25 keV; e, o experimental and calculated

nuclei;A, A the data on odd nuclei. The
the same element are connected by lines.

at the energy of

data for even-even

isotopes of one and

of the results obtained for ' (A1i
7) are shown in fig. 13. The

form of the solutions appeared to be similar to that obtained by

Kleiton. Note that the system solutions obtained are not highly sen-

sitive to the value 6 ,c except for regions with an insignificant
value of capture cross-sections (near-magic nuclei, those of the

group of iron, cobalt, nickel). The comparison of dependences of the

Y' (A1, ) solutions on A at the fixed values of V with the values
( .c-) known from the experiment for nuclei formed basically in

the s-process (given in fig. 13) confirmed the fact that we failed

to explain the element abundance observed by the effect of only one

fixed meaning of the integral neutron flux for the whole region of

nuclei masses A a 60 - 210.
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Fig. 14 shows the dependence of the product of a neutron cap-

ture cross-section at an average energy of 25 keV by abundance on

the atomic weight taken from ref./3/. The dots stand for experi-

mental or estimated data (capture cross-section calculation within
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Correlation between the nuclei abundance in the solar sys-

tem rN and neutron radiative capture cross-sections at kT "

- 25 keV. The theoretical curves , (A) * Ns (A)- 6 (A) are

calculated for three types of distribution function of the

neutron exposures (t):

.... y/(") - 1.14. exp (-'/0.17);

--_/(r) - 24. -3.2 at f 4 1.35
f/ (Z") * 0 at T > 1, 3, 5i
/ (I) - 2.3.103 exp (-T/0.22)+1.6-10 5 exp (-Z/0.059)

*, o nuclei formed in the s-process only, experimental and

calculated neutron capture cross-eectiono; A nuclei formed

mostly in the a-process, experimental neutron capture cross-

sections.

(b). '. '

60 80 100 120 1lO t0 t60 W 00

Pig.13. Solutions of ) (A, ) depending on the value of the integ-

ral neutron flux '(in terms of 1027 neutr./cm2) for cer-

tain nuclei (a) and depending on the atomic weight A at the

fixed values of t(b). The initial amount of nuclei is
5 6Fe (56.0) - 1.



the statistical theory) basically for the nuclei formed in the s-

process. The lines indicate the calculation results for various as-

sumptions on the function of neutron integral flux distribution/(g).

We succeeded in obtaining the best description of the experi-

mental data on the dependence of the product of a capture cross-sec-

tion by abundance when using the distribution functions

/c ) m G1 exp (-r/21 ) + G2 exp (- /t 2 )

where G1 2.3'103, 1 0.22nbn 1, G2 - 1.6'105, g2 = 0.059 mbn 1.

The calculation results with this distribution function are given

in fig. 14 by a solid line. In using this distribution the expe-

rimental data in the region of lead have a better description, too.

The distribution functions in the form of a sum of two exponents

can be assigned a physical meaning on the assumption that two

stages of element fusion are present in the s-process with two types

of neutron sources.

Since our paper/3/was published, there appeared new data

both on the radiative capture cross-sections and natural abundance

of elements, which, on the whole, confirmed the concepts of the s-

process model of the heavy element formation under the conditions

of integral neutron flux superposition. In Karlsruhe from the ana-

lysis of the s-process branching in the region of 176Lu and using

this meaning of ro the age of the Universe vas estimated at 6.109

years, which agreed with the estimate of 7.109 years obtained by

using the 238U - 232Th clock. Thus, the use of the experimental da-

ta on the fast neutron radiative capture cross-sections enables us

to reconstruct the genesis of a lot of heavy elements, as well as

to establish the chronology of evolution of the Galaxy.
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Abstract 

The neutron-polarized experiments in beta-decay and nu-

cleon-nucleon interactions, which have considerably contribu-

ted to formation and development of the weak-interaction the-

ory, are discussed in the present lecture.

The modern theory of weak interaction is a consistent one,

covering decay of various particles within a wide energy range

and considering different properties of particles. Recently, new

particles, vector bosons, predicted by this theory, have been dis-

covered. The discovery of these particles is a new step towards

unification of the theories of electromagnetic and weak interac-

tions. Seeing such a great progress made in understanding of weak-

interaction processes, it is difficult to imagine that as far back

as at the beginning of this century the science did not know any-

thing about weak interactions, that the first theory of nuclear -

decay was suggested by E.Permi only fifty years ago and non-conser-

vation of parity, the fundamental property of weak interaction, was

discovered only twenty five years ago.

During this time the weak interaction theory has been worked

up from the Fermi's P -decay theory to the universal four-fermion
weak interaction theory (Gell-Mann, Peynmann, Marshak, Sudarshan)

and further to the Weinberg-Salama theory eliminating the locality

difficulties and succeeding in unification of the weak and elect-

romagnetic interactions.

Progress in understanding the weak interaction is the result

of a wide number of experiments both in the high and low energy

regions.

The present lecture will be restricted to a minor part of

these experiments, those associated with use of polarized neutrons.

Why are the polarized neutrons an important tool in the inves-

tigations of the weak interaction?

First, in the case of complex nuclei the strong interaction of

nucleons affects manifestation of the weak interaction in 6 -decay.

The free neutron decay occurs outside the nucleus. Therefore investi-

gation of the neutron P -decay permits the information about the
Hamiltonian of the weak interaction to be obtained without limitations

imposed by inaccurate knowledge of the nuclear structure.

Second, the characteristic feature of weak interaction is that

they do not converse parity. The non-conservation of parity manifests

itself in distribution of the directions of particle emissions with

respect to the spin of the decaying nucleus. For investigations of

the weak interaction processes polarized neutron sources are needed.

Therefore it is important that there are techniques for obtaining hi-

ghly polarized neutron beams.

Third, information about the neutrino produced in p -decay can
only be obtained by registration of recoil nuclei. When the neutron

beam is used as the gaseous source of P -decay the registration of
recoil protons is carried out simply enough.

Finally, for studying the weak interaction in nucleon-nucleon

interactions it is important that neutrons have no electric charge.

Neutron decay is a process which could permit all the problems

of p -decay investigation to be solved. However,this possibility

is restricted by insufficient initensity of polarized neutron beams.

Development of the technique of producing neutron beams of higher

intensity makes it possible to obtain higher accuracies of inves-

tigations.

The modern theory of the weak interaction has been developed

on the basis of the P -decay theory suggested by E.Fermi in 1934.
The essence of the theory was that the electron and neutrino emitted

in p -decay of the particle are born at the moment of p -decay.
Fermi determined the & -interaction Hamiltonian as the operator

of neutron transformation to proton and Dirac's wave functions of

the four particles, neutron, proton, electron and neutrino, invol-

ved in the process. In the most general interaction invariant the

Hamiltonian expression may have five variants of interaction: scalarS,

tensor T, polar-vector V, axial-vector A and pseudoscalar P coup-

lings. The names of the interactions are due to the form of c6nver-



sion of component combinations for possible Dirac functions. In the

allowed t -transitions, and the neutron decay is one of them, the

pseudoscalar variant cannot manifest itself. The rest may give

different contributions to the weak interaction Hamiltonian. Since

various variants predict essentially different properties of the

weak interaction, the contributions of individual variants are to be

determined by the experiment. In the general form, with allowance

for possible difference in constants for different parity and under

assumption of their complexity, these contributions may be chara-

cterized with sixteen constants. Sixteen independent experiments are

to be conducted for their complete experimental determination. So

far such a complete set of experiments has not been carried out.

Using assumptions based on scarce experimental data, it is possible

nevertheless to find out relations between the constants. In or-

der to reduce the number of constants to four: Cd , Cv, ' 4 andCT

it is necessary to use assumptions on the time parity (constant re-

ality)and on complete non-conservation of the space parity.

In the case of neutron & -decay the probability of decay at

given directions of electron and neutrino-emission with respect to

the neutron spin is determined by

.-s
wherep,, are the unit vectors of the directions of electron

and neutrino emissions, < is the polarization direction, £ is the

degree of beam polarization, P N. and a,A,B and D are the

electron-neutrino, electron spin, neutrino spin and three-vector cor-

relation coefficients.

The correlation coefficients are the functions of the weak in-

teraction constants. Therefore three coefficients a,A and B toge-

ther with f? , neutron life-time characteristic, permit four in-

dependent equations to be obtained for experimental determination

of the contributions of four types of interaction.

The coefficient D is determined by imaginary parts of the weak

interaction constants which may be nonzero in the case of violation

of T -invariance.

Let us consider the experiments on investigation of A -decay

149 of polarized neutrons, which have been carried out.

T-Invariance and Reality of Constants

In the decay of K mesons the decay to 2 r meson have been ob-

served in addition to common 3r meson decay. This process viola-

tes T-invariance. Is this violation generally typical of weak in-

teraction? To answer this question experiments on search for ef-

fects violating '-invariance in the neutron decay were carried

out.

The expression for decay probability contains term

)g i] PJ, where ? is the neutron spin, A and v are the

unit vectors in the direction of electron and neutrino emission.

This term changes its sign in transition from t to -t . Therefore,

if T-invariance in p -decay is violated the decay probabilities

for t and -t are different and the coefficient D characterizing

the degree of the invariance violation will prove to be

nonzero. To find D ~ 0 it is not necessary to change the time direc-

tion. It is easy to see that - . vJ also changes the

sign when C -(- . For separation 6 LPvr J com-

bination one must select the directions of 6, . and pt

vectors, so that their averaged directions would be mutually or-

thogonal, and compare the decay probability for two directions

of the neutron beam polarization vector.

The direction , is determined by the position of the

decay electron detector relative to the beam. In the experiments

carried out at the I.V.Kurchatov Institute of. Atomic Energy

the direction of neutrino emission was determined using the time-

of-flight proton spectrometry method, when protons pass the field-

free region in the direction normal to the common axis of the

electron detectors. This method selects the decay events with

neutrinoemission of definite angle cone whose axis is normal to the

common axis of the electron detectors to be selected.

The essence of the method is schematically shovm in Fig.1. In

the recording of protons with )> P minp, *. cos $max the

decay events with neutrino emission within the solid angle limited

with 9 are selected. Fig.2 presents the setup of the experi-

ment performed in 1968, which realizes this idea. For the proton

spectrometry the time during which the protons passed the field-

free gridded cylinder was measured. Then the protons which have

passed the gridded cylinder were accelerated and focussed to the



r150 r detector by means of the 25 kV spherical field. The free-field
cylinder was surrounded by an additional coaxial gridded cylinder
Potential IWcP applied between the cylinders created an elec-

trostatic mirror to reflect protons back into the field-free region

without altering their velocity components along the proton axis.

Very important is the symmetry of the setup. Two pairs of

the proton and electron detectors placed above and below the beam

in a symmetrical configuration were used. It enabled cneto compensa-

PpX / te for spurious effects which might arise because of inaccuracy

l-o ---- t--- - - .- 'in mutual orthogonality for average values of the directions 6 p,
IPImin PMIX and pR . The measurement results showed that D is zero within

the experimental error: D-O.O01+O.O1. Since the coefficient D is

expressed through the imaginary parts of the weak interaction

I~~/~~~~~~~ constants, this result may be given as the angle 0 between the

l/ complex values C4 and C, : ,(181 .31.3)° . Thus, the experi-gSV~~~ Ri~~~p~ ment showed that the constants are real but have opposite signs.

Later this experiment was repeated twice, in 1974 and 1978, using

Pig. 1. Momentum diagram of neutrqp decay products. a more intense beam. Much attention was given to searching for the

possibility of appearance of spurious asymmetries. The setup was

improved. The system of the gridded cylinder and proton detector

were periodically rotated around the common axis of the proton

detectors. These rotations made it possible to detect and average

spurious effects simulating non-conservation of the time parity

\__Xpt~~ __/~~ Jwhich resulted from azimuthal nonuniformity of recoil recording
_ p ̂  ^^®IO I' /& proton losses.

p | r_^ " A. A__ t *- -- - A similar experiment was carried out in 1976 by the joint

(SY ____ * \. -J eob' - French-American group in Grenoble. They also used a symmetric

configuration of the experiment setup (Fig 3),but had no proton-

focusing system,which could result in azimuthal nonuniformities

in proton recording at the detector ends. A high beam intensity
permitted to obtain a good statistical accuracy of the result.

Pig. 2. Measurement of D correlation coefficient.

The scheme of the IAB experiment.

1. -deteotors 4. Outer oylindric grid

2. f -detectors 5. Outer hemisphere

3. Inner gridded cylinder 6. Gridded bemisphere



Anpular Distribution of Lepton EImisstion Helative

to the neutron Spin

The relation between electron and neutrino-helicities for V

and A interactions, on the one hand, and S and T interactions, on

the other, have opposite signs. Therefore the question on the in-

teraction form realized in the nature is very essential.

At present all experiments support the V and A variants though

earlier erroneous experiments led to the S and 'T variants. Very

important for choice of the V-A variant were studies of polarized

neutron decay.

[WL
Pig. 3. Measurement of D correlation coefficient.

The scheme of the Grenoble experiment.

1. P -detectors

2. Beam cross section

3. f -detectors

4. Accelerating space

The results of the experiments on search for T-invariance

violation are listed in the Table.
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+ 0.0022 0.0030
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ANL

Chalk -hiiver

IAE

IAE
JLL

illJ

Year

1960 /1/

1960 /2/

1968 /3/

1974 /4/

1976 /5/

1978 /6/

Pig. 4. Measurement of A and B correlation coefficients.

The scheme of the first ANl experiment.

1. e -detector 3. Beam cross section

2. Grid 4. / -detector

5. Collimator

The absence of the strong interaction in the finite state in the

neutron decay case allows one to expect an accuracy or the order of
-4

10 to be obtained before the effects principally undistinguisha-

ble from non-conservation of time parity have arisen. Such an accu-

racy has not been attained yet and, as a result,new experiments are

151 to be expected in the nearest future.

The first experiment was carried out in the Argon National

Laboratory (AIL). They measured the asymmetry of the emission

of electrons and neutrinos relative to the direction of the decay-

ing neutron spin. The experiment setup is shown in oig.4. Coinciden-

ces of pulses from the electron and proton detectors were recorded

in two directions of the beam polarization vectors. In the mea-

surement of the coefficient A of the electron-spin correlation the



152 electron emission direction was determined by the detector's posi-

tion and coincidences were used for selection of decay events.

In the measurement of the coefficient B of the neutrino-spin cor-

relation special collimating slits were used, limiting the proton

emission so that protons associated predominantly with a definite

direction of neutrino emission were recorded.

The Table shows the relation between A and B and various

combinations of V,A,S and T values.

S+T

A -1.0

B -0.1

S-T

-0 1
-1 .

V+A V-A ixperiment

-1.0 -U.1 -o0. 1 4±.19
+0.1 +1.0 LO0.88t0.15

Pig. 6, Measurement of A correlation coefficient.

The scheme of the IAE experiment.Tle experimental results obviously support the V-A variant. howe-

ver the experiment accuracy did not permit appreciable (up to 40*)

contributions of the S and T variants. Therefore later these expe-

riments were continued both in the USA(AlIb) and in the US3R

(I.V.K;urchatov IA'). The experimental setups are shovm in Pigs 2,5,6.

1. C-detector

2. p-detector

3. Bear n

4. Spherical electrode

5. Minor spherical grid

6. Diaphragm

KOP
I +525V 

oV

rc

Pig. 5o Measurement of A and B correlation ooefficients.

The scheme of the later AHL experiment.

For measurement of the neutrino spin correlation at IAE the
setup described above vwa used. The direction of the polarization

was changed so that it would coincide with the neutrino emission
cone axis. From comparison of the number of decays with neutrino
emission in the opposite spin directions (Fig.7) it was found that

B=0.995+.o035.

,'/ ̂ "^nntPig. 7. The IAS experiment.

1. Time-of-flight proton spectra for
two spin direotieon

1. P-deteotor

2. p-detector

3. Grid

4. Beam n
2. Background level
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to 15-1~V., Purtner improvement of the B determination accuracy is

desirable. Under assumption of the absence of the S and T contribu-

tions the A measurement result permits us to obtain a fundamental

value of the relation between the constants (C and Ce in the

weak interaction.

/Cf =-1.261±0.012
Improvement of the technique for obtaining higher intensities

of the polarized neutron beams opens ever new possibilities in the

neutron decay experiments. At present several experiments are

being prepared in the world, both on refinement of the value of the

correlations described and on investigation of other, finer, pro-

ceases induced by the weak interaction.fig. 8. The AIL experiment.

Time-of-flight proton spectra

a, b - opposite spin directions

1, 2 - polarized and depolarized beams

In AHL the experiment was set up in such a manner that the

decay events were recorded for any direction of noutrino emission

(Fig.5). The spectra of the proton detector decays relative to the

electron one were taken at opposite directions of the spin (Pig.8).

From the shift of the delay spectra it was found that B=1.01"0.05.

In the same experiment the coefficient A of the electron-spin

correlation was measured. The counts of decay events by the electron

detector were compared for two spin directions. Coincidences with

the protons were then necessary for suppressing the background.

HIowever, use of the coincidences led to contributing to the change

in counting from the coefficient B because of incomplete collection

of protons. This contribution vas taken into account by computing

the experiment model.

At IAE the A determination experiment was made so that there

were no contribution of B. To this end (see Pig.b) a special diaphragn

limited the beam region from which electrons were recorded while

a proton collection system was designed so that it ensured complete

recording of the protons produced in this region.

The results of A and B measurements (see the table) are in

good agreement with the V-A variant of the theory. They permitted

153 the limitation to possible contribution or S and T to be improved

Correlation Coeff. Result Laboratory Year

(/ -) _ A -0,114±0,019 AlI 1960 /1/
-0,115±0,008 A1fL 1969 /7/
-0,12050,010 IAE 1971 /8/
-0,113±0,006 ANL 1975 /9/
-0,115±0,006 IAE 1976 /10/

-0,114t0,005 IAE 19Y7 /11/

, t \ B {U+0,lt 0,15 ANi y1960 /1/
~( 6 y) ~- +0,96 ±0,40 Chalc-River1960 /2/

* 1,01 t0,05 AUL 1970 /12/
tO,9950,035 IAE 1970 /13/

Weak Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction

In the / -decay case four particles participate in the weak

interaction, two of which are hadrons, and two-leptons: A,*- .pte

It was found that there are also other processes induced by an in-

teraction of the same power as the weak one. Por the meson decay
L e*~. -^ i -J(or in the symmetric form + >Y -e

- e + y ) no nucleons are involved. All four particles are

leptons. The theory of universal four-fermion weal interaction

suggested that the weak interaction exists in all the processes



154 involving four Permi-particles.. According to this theory the weak

interaction should manifest itself for the nucleon-nucleon case,

too. The difficulty in the experimental verification of this predic-

tion is due to the fact that in the nucleon-nucleon case the weak

interaction occurs simultaneously with the strong one.

The verification became possible due to non-conservation of

parity in the weak interaction. The non-conservation of parity

served as a tag which allowed the weak effects to be separated
against the background of about the 107 times more intense strong
ones. A weak nucleon-nucleon interaction may give

a number of effects experimentally observable, such as asymmetry

in divergence of Y-quanta in the (ny ) reaction, induced by

polarized neutrons ( A1 ), circular polarization of l-quanta

emitted by unpolarized nuclei ( PJ ), asymmetry in divergence
of light and heavy fragments in fission caused by polarized neut-

rons ( H4 ), asymmetry in emission of secondary neutrons in this

kind or fission, turn in the direction of the neutron beam

polarization vector when the neutrons pass through the unpolarized

matter, asymmetry in transmission or polarized neutrons by the

matter for different polarization directions.

It was found that in some cases the expected value of the

10 effects may be enhanced significantly. The enhancement

coefficient may reach 103-104 and is due to motion of nucleons

in the nucleus which results in hindering processes induced

by the strong interaction.

The first to obtain the experimental results Aj= (-6.1+1.5)10 
on existence of the nucleon-nucleon weak interaction was the Yu.G.

Abov's group at the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental

llysics (ITEP) (aoscow, 1964). They studied the asymmetry in

divergence of X-quanta produced in the 113Cd(ly )1 JCd reaction.

The divergence asymmetry is caused by the admixture of the parity

prohibited EI transition to the allowed HI transition. In the

experiment it was important to separate y-quanta with 9leV energy

corresponding to the given transition because at 8.5-1IeV energy

another transition was observed, having inverse asymmetry. The

measurements were repeated many times both with Cd and with

other elements.

Another effect predicted by the Soviet physicists Vladi-

mirsky and Andreev was discovered by Danilyan et al. at ITEP,too.

They found the effect of asymmetry in divergence of light and
heavy fragments in fission of uranium by polarized neutrons Af 
=(3.6+1.0)10.4Here enhancement mewirisnm associated with the stru-

ctural features of the compound nucleus manifested themselves

as well, so that it proved to be of the order of 10-4 A detailed

review of experimental works on Ayand Aj asymmetry measurements

was made by Byrne /16/.

The weak nucleon-nucleon interaction is observed in neutron

optics phenomena. In Grenoble Porte et al. /17/ investigated turn

of the neutron beam polarization vector in cross polarization, with

neutrons passing through the Sn sample. A pure nucleon-nucleon in-

teraction predicts small turn of a spin. The structural features of

the nuclei in this case may lead to significant enhancement of
the effects as well. In the case of two Sn isotopes, for example,

it was found that

f hg = (o,f ttl 41)./o' /in/c .

A high value of the effect, obtained using 1 170n, made it pos-

sible to suggest existence of a new type of interaction which leads

to violation of the space parity. Later, however, it was explained
in terms of the weak nucleon-nucleon interaction. Great enhancement
of the effect in 11Sn results from the structure features of the
compound nucleus having the p -level at 1.33 eV. The weak interac-

tion permits mixing the p-and s-levels of different parity, which

is the cause of appearance or the parity-violating effects. This

effect observed in the thermal region should be stronger for neut-

rons having energies corresponding to p-level.

Such an energetic dependence was confirmed in the experiments

with longitudinally polarized neutrons. In this case another effect,

difference in transmission of the neutron beam for two polarizati-

on directions, was observed instead of that of polarization vector

reversal. Lobashov et al /18/ from the Leningrad Institute of Nuc-
lear Physics (LIMP) carried out experiments with 117Sn and found

asymmetry in the transmission cross section, equal to (5.6+0.8)-10 -6 ,

which agrees with the effect observed at the Laue-Langeving Insti-



tute (ILL). The experiment was carried out with thermal neutrons.

The same effect in the resonance energy region was performed at

the Laboratory of Ieutron Physics of the Joint Institute for lluc-

lear Research /19/. At a neutron energy of 1.33 eV the asymmetry

in transition was found to be (4.5+1.3) 10 3 as it had been pre-

dicted. In addition to Sn the same energy dependence was obtained

using La and Br.

The set of the above experiments clearly shows that in the

neutron optics the parity-violating effects are also due to the

weak nucleon-nucleon interaction.

The strong dependence of the effect magnitude on the structure

features of the compound nucleus permitted the measurements of

this type to be used for investigation of the characteristica of

the nuclear levels.

Prom the view point of investigation of the weak interaction

properties it is of special interest to detect and measure the

effects in the simplest system, neutron-proton interaction, where

no nuclear structure enhancement exists.

In the investigations of the circular polarization of X -quan-
ta in the *.p -j.+t reaction an effect was observed, which pro-

ved to be stronger than that predicted by the theory. The same re-

action was studied by Cavaignac et al /20/ at ILL in 1977 (see

Pig.y). The target containing hydrogen in the state of parahydrogen
was set in the beam of polarized neutrons. Parahydrogen has a

small scattering cross section and, besides, it does not depolarize

the neutron beam in scattering due to zero spin. On both sides

of the target two liquid scintillation detectors were placed

which recorded '-quanta. The effect to be found was change in

V -quanta counting in the reversal of the polarization direction.

The measurements with two detectors permitted to exclude the influ-

ence of fluctuations of the reactor power on the effect to be

sought. In the absence of enhancement the effect expected should

be very small. For measuring this effect the method developed

earlier by V.UL.Lobashov (LINP) was used. The common counting sys-

ten did not permit to record such a high intensity of X -quanta,
which would allow the effect of about 10 ' to be measured. The

current system vrw used. .Aainst the background of great flucuta-
155 tions of the mean current of the photomultiplier the variable

Fig. 9. Neutron-proton interaction.

The scheme of the ILL experiment.

1. Neutron guide

2. Polarizer

3. Collimator

4. Spin-reversal system

5. H2 -target

6. y -detectors

component synchronous with the frequency of reversal of the pola-

rization direction was observed, Though it took a prolonged time,

experiment has not permitted a sufficient accuracy which is

needed for detection of the weak nucleon-nucleon interaction with-

out nuclear enhancement to be attained. The obtained value of the

asymmetry, A -(0.62.,1) 10 '7 , is in contradiction with thecircu-

lar polariza ion measurements but agrees with the theory predicti-

ons.The interest in detection of the weak neutron-proton interacti-

on is very great and new experimental data should be expected to

appear in the nearest future.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion I would like to emphasize once more that the

experimentswith polarized neutrons were not only ones which suppor-

ted development of the weak interaction theory. But nowadays, when

the qualitative experiments have played their part and what is

sought for is clarification of fine effects and reaching accurate

quantitative verification of the theory, the experiments with po-

larized neutrons must become increasingly more important because

the interpretation of their results is determinative and unambigu-

ous. That is why so many efforts are being made to obtain ever

more intense beams of polarized neutrons and new proposals of



156 conducting experiments on investigation of the problems of fun-
damental physics by means of polarized neutrons are being continu-

ously made.
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NUCLEAR DATA MEASUREMENTS IN NEUTRON EXPERIMENTS AT
STEADY STATE ATOMIC REACTORS

V.P. VERTEBNYI
Institute for Nuclear Research,
Academy of Sciences of Ukrainian SSR,
Kiev, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

A review of intense filtered neutron beam methods

for nuclear data measurements is given. These data may

be useful for many applications including the reactor

physics.

Neutron physics and atomic reactor technology are closely

related since the time of fission discovery. Atomic reactor con-

ceptions, which were usually idealized, were stimulated by neut-

ron physics researches (for example, the "fast breeder reactor").

Attempts to realize these concepts lead to deviations from the

ideal conception. A new situation required more precise neutron

data measurements, such as neutron data measurements of new ma-
239

terials and isotopes (a clear example is the 239Pu alpha problem

in the 70es /1/). Now, neutron cross sections, neutron resonance

parameters are known for all the stable and transactinide iso-

topes /2/. However, we must not think that these data are complete.

In spite of a lot of successes of the neutron reaction theory, the

precision of neutron cross section parametrization is not high

enough, since neutron strength functions (for the p-wave, especial-

ly) and radiative widths frequently have been measured with not suf-

157 ficiently high precision. For radioactive isotopes with A C 200,

including radioactive fission products, there are very few neutron

resonance data. In recent times similar efforts in this direc-

tion have been undertaken in the USSR and PRG /3/.

It is well known that most neutron data were obtained in neut-

ron physics experiments at pulse neutron sources (charge particle

accelerators, Dubna pulse reactor IBR); the stationary thermal reac-

tor being amost wide available intense neutron source can also

be used successfully to obtain the neutron data for reactors and

other applications. The experience of the USSR and other countries

confirms this. Some examples one may find in reference /3/. It should

be noted that thermal reactor is an intense source not only of ther-

mal neutrons, but also of intermediate as well as fast neutrons.

Vlasov 1.P. et al. at the Kiev atomic reactor have fixed 20 Mev neut-

rons using thin radiator method, Popov A.B. and Samosvat G. have

fixed even 30 Lev neutrons. A.V.Murzin, V.P.Bibik and author of this

paper in neutron activation experiment on super-pure silicon have

observed such reactions as 28Si(n,p, )24Na with threshold more than

14 rev neutron energy and with the theoretical cross section plateau

near. The IRT thermal reactors were used in wide investigations of

inelastic fast neutron scattering by nuclei. These classical inves-

tigations are tabulated in Moscow-Bagdad atlas /5/. Wide possibili-

ties for neutron physics research with intermediate neutrons were

demonstrated by using the neutrons filtered beams technique in the

region of so-called unresolved resonances.

Neutron Resonances Investigations in Unresolved Region

Using Filtered Beams

It is curious but after many years of neutron rescnance inves-

tigations average neutron resonance parameters are not known very



well. The reason is connected with large fluctuations of these para-

meters. Consequently to enlarge the accuracy it is necessary to ave-

rage these parameters using quite a number of resonances,i.e.the ener-

gy interval as wide as possible. And this leads consequently to the

energy region, where modern neutron spectroscopy methods do not al-

low usto resolve the resonances ("unresolved region") and even their

very existence can not be proved by the direct measurements. The

evaluations of average neutron resonance parameters in the unresolv-

ed region may be made to some extent with the neutron filtered beam

technique. Recently, it has been much developed at the steady-state

atomic reactors afterwards Simpson et al. pioneer experiments /6/.

Lain JMethods of Some elements, presumably light and midd-

Filtered Beams Technique le have the interference minima in the

total cross section at certain neutron energies. The cross section

may be equal to zero or to a very smallvalue; for example, scandi-

um has minimum at neutron energy 2 keV (Fig.1). The thick scandium

rod in reactor shield channel, vwhich usually is used for neutron

beam collimation, will transmit only the neutrons in the region of

2 keV minimum, i.e. it will work as a filter.

OX:6( ^ j
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Fig.2. Transmission of different thickness scandium filters upon

neutron energy as measured by KirilYuk A.L., Vorona P.N. et al.

(USSR).

In Fig.2 the Sc filters transmissions of different thicknesses

are shovm, as they were measured by Kiriljuk A.L. et al. With using

nearly 1m-long Sc rod one can obtain rather good neutron beam with

energy 2 keV. It is not so good as one may think because there are

other minima in the energy region 8-80 keV, which are not so deep

as 2 keV one, Background from them at some extent may be suppressed

by other substances. In general,however, for Sc filter this backgro-

und is relatively large, near 24; /6,12/.

To obtain the filtered neutron beam with energy 24.3 keV iron

is widely used, its minimum is well knovm by reactor shield const-

ructors. To suppress other Fe minima, aluminiwm and other substan-

cos are usually added. For example, 23 cm of iron plus 36 cm of Al

and plus of 6.5 cm sulphur transmit quasi-mionochro.matic beam with

average neutron energy E=24.3 keV and peak half height width -

A g
icr' 10' 10' t0 10t' 10'

Pig.1. Total cross section of Scandium upon neutron energy as

measured by Wilson in 1966 (USA).



A E = 2 keV. Silicon filter is also widely used /6,9/. There are

two "windows" in Si total cross section at the neutron energies

144 and 55 keV. Using 37 cm-silicon rod gives us these peaks;

their widths at half riaximiu height are 24 keV and 2 keV, corres-

pondingly. By adding S or Ti rods into the filter it is possib-

le to choose any of these lines. At the Kiev atomic reactor we

usually used monocrystallic silicon. There it was shovm /10/ that,

even without cooling,perfect Si monocrystals transmit thermal neu-

trons very well together with simultaneous suppression of fast

neutrons and gamma-rays. Cadmium ratio for l/VY detector is about

1000 (A.V.ULurzin's measurement). Uonocrystallic Si filter is pre-

ferred as compared to polycrystallic one, as in many experiments

it is easier to use thermal neutrons for comparison with standards

/11,13/. Parameters of typical beam filters, which are used in the

Soviet Union and other countries are given in Table 1.

It should be mentioned that filtered neutron beams have many

useful qualities: they are usually well collimated (diameter of beam

4- 40 mm); gamma-ray background is rather low; excluding scandi-

um filter, faster neutron background is also very low (2- 3.);

neutron filters have large enough intensity of intermediate neut-

rons in the region of fast reactor neutron spectrum.

Background measurement procedure,naturally, depends upon a ty-

pe of the experiment. However, in all cases the background may be

measured using suitable resonance scatterers (absorber). The back-

ground is generally measured using difference between count rates

with and without the resonance scatterer /6,12/.

So, in case of Sc filter the background may be measured by in-

serting in i.m-slab (4-11 g/cm 2) beam; tLn resonance peak almost co-

Table 1

Examples of the Neutron Filters

Examples extracted out of references 3/8-17/;
USSR - Obninsk (1970); Dimitrovgrad (1970); Kiev (1973); USA (1978);
Chechoslovakia; FRO, India.

Scandium. Ee - 2 keV; A En-0.6 keY

Idaho (ITR, USA); Sc 1067 mm; Ti 14 mm; cp . 107 n/sec.
Kiev (WlWR-, USSR); Sc 850 rm; 'p * 1.2 108n/sec.

Iron. En - 24.3 keV; A E~ -2 keV

BNL (HFBR, USA) 5 6 Pe - 30.5 cm; Al - 7.8 cm; P =107n/sec,Fe -22.8 cm;

Al - 36.2 cm; S - 6.3 cm; Kiev (WJR-M, USSR) Pe - 25 cm;
Al - 35 cm; Cp- 10 7 n/sec.

Silicon. E - 55 keV, A E 2 keV

Kiev (FilR-M, USSR). Si (crystal) - 87.5 cm

S - 20.5; 10B. P - 2.6 107n/sec.

Silicon . En = 144 keV, A EBn- 25 keV

Kiev (WWR-U, USSR), Si (crystal ) - 87.5 cm;

Ti - 17.5 cm; lOB. q) ,5.5 10 8n/sec.

Silicon - thermal neutrons

Kiev (WWR-M, USSR); Si (crystal ) - 87.5 mm;

F therm' 108n/cm sec (evaluation).

Oxygen. En - 2.35 UeV, A En - 0.11 MeV /15/

USA. 02 - 183 cm, Bi - 8 cm; Op 5 105n/sec.

incides with scandium "window"; for Fe-filter Ti is used and sul-

phur resonances are used when we use 144 keV Si beam; if we want

to deal with 55 keV Si beam,it is suitable to use the resonance

peak of sulphur. This method is to be used when neutron detector pulse

does not strongly depend on neutron energy (nonspectrometric
159



160 3He-counters etc.). When H2 counters are used the background can

be evaluated by measuring the proton recoil spectra. Neutron spec-

trum after iron filter, as measured by Murzin A.V. using the hyd-

rogen counter CIN-38 (p=3 at), is shown in Pig.3 /13A It is due toshor-

tage of the Sc filter that, the Mn scatterer for the background

measurements reduces not only 2 keV - neutrons, but the background

neutrons in other scandium "windows'.As a result a difficulty arises,

that is the necessity to measure the coefficient of background sup-

pression K /6,12/. It depends in general upon type of experiment.
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For background lowering sometimes the method of twice selection

was used /15,12/. In channel, which went throughout reactor, Mn

scatterer was inserted; 2-keV neutrons were scattered with it and then

went through Sc-filter. At the Kiev reactor En-scatterer was

used after Sc-filter in 2 ' -detector (Fig.4) /12/.

1 2 3 4 m 6 2 2 7

_ o^i!il a a a 6 \I . iE o s a 1m

Fig.4. The experimental arrangement for the neutron resonance self-

protection research with the self-indication method. 12-14-

parts of the filter, 1-3-collimators; 25-3He-counter detec-

tor; 22-vacuum chamber with scatterer samples; 5,26-variab-

le samples of the same material; 6-the resonance scatterer

for the background measurement. For the case of the scandi-

um filter sample in position 26 is replaced by the Un scat-

terer and a sample, for which the transmission is measured,

is placed in position 5; consequently the twice selection

of the neutron is obtained.

In order to plan an experiment, it is necessary to account for the

neutron flux decrease by the filter itself which forms filter beam

from "white" reactor spectrum. Interference minimum cross section,

in reality, is not equal to zero: for So it equals d40 mb at

2 keV; for 56Fe, 7.5 mb at 24.5 keV and for natural iron, 450 mb;

3SO Ito I1

CHANNEL NUMBER

spectrum for the iron filter as measured by

et ala with hydrogen proportional counter CHM-38.

Fig.3. The neutron

Lurzin A.V.



for silicon, 100 mb at 144 keV. It follows from these data that

96 cm-thick scandium three times reduces the neutron intensity;

natural iron filter reduces it four times, but the pure 56Fe iso-

tope filter reduces it only by 2-3 percentJJsually filter consists

of many components which serve to suppress other "windows".

To prevent neutron activation it is recommended to shield filter

body from the site of neutron beam entrance with B10 or 6Li slabs.

There were communications about possibilities of other fil-

ters; narrow band 23 8U filter with En186 eV and En m 1.4 eV

/15/; Mill and Harvey /15/ suggest using 170 Er, 184w, 68Zn, 86Sv,

64Zn, 60Ni, 54Fe, 51%i; 52Cr and 54Fe to create neutron filter

beams with energy 0.060; 0.160; 0.400; 0.500; 2.2; 4.0; 4.5; 14;

47 and 48 keV, correspondingly. Probably sulphur will be rather a

good filter for wide spectrum band from 1 eV to 2.104 eV, as at

this range ('t 1 b, and out of it tt-'3 - 5 b.

Some experimenters in MLtnich, Obninsk and Dimitrovgrad

/18-20/ used resonance maximums in order to get quasimonochromatic

neutron beams with resonance scattering. Broder, Nesterov and

Chamjanov have successfully used Na resonance scatterer (E = 2.7 keV

AE = 0.52 keV). There are other possibilities (for example 152Sm,

Eo = 8 eV; CTG 2 105 b). For better experimental condition the re-

sonancer scatterer should be placed near core in throughout channel.

Some Experiments vith the Filter Beams Evaluation of

the Average Neutron Resonance Parameters

The average resonance parameters can be evaluated if resonan-

ce self-protection is studied. It is neutron resonance existence that

161 makes the observed total cross section to be dependent upon semp-

n ( )l.

(upper curve) and scat-

of 9Au upon the sample

Pig.5. The observable total cross section

tering (lower curve) cross section

thickness.

le thickness. In Pig.4 a scheme of the experiment is shown and in

Fig.5 some results are shown. Here(7' obs ln T/n , T - sample
t

transmission, n - sample thickness; T = 1/A E 5exp (-nCt(E) dE;

°obs - the observable scattering cross section at the self-indi-

cation neutron scattering experiment. For very thin samples in the

case of S-neutrons 0
"obs ' = 2c 2

A 2So i + 4R1~2; where/ t =2 4 -4 Rj

R - the optical model scattering length, So - the S-wave neutron

strength function. For thick samples resonance neutrons are "eaten

out" of the beam and (tobs will be equal to some value betweent



162 resonances, i.e. will be close to 41 R'
2. S, it is possible to se-

parate resonance and potential processes if we vary the sample thi-

ckness. Seth /21/ and Lynn /22/ suggested relatively simple formu-

la for transmission experiment treating, but they did not account

for resonance distance fluctuations. Novoselov /12/ described Mon-

te-Carlo IBM Programn with the account both Porter-Tomas and Wig-

ner distributions and Doppler-broadening. The resonance self-pro-

tection may also be measured with the self-indication in the

scattering, capture and fission (Figs 5,6). These additional ex-

periments increase the reliability if all of them are treated si-

multaneously. The case of thin samples deserves a special attention.

In this case it is possible to get the analytical expressions /25,

26L Zaretsky and Urin /26/ gave such formula, supposing zero Dopp-

ler-broadening:t = r - 27 iY A (_ -CT- 1 .+ )

where To.-So, T 1v S3/2 and 1- * S1/2. Measurements of such valu-

es on different filters permit evaluation of S and p-neutron

strength functions. Pavlenko E.A., Gnidak N.L. et aL have carried

out such experiments with very thin tantalum samples (transmission,

scattering and capture experiments) and have shown that it is pos-

sible to evaluate a full set of all the resonances parameters even

in the energy region where the resonances cannot be directly obser-

ved at the time-of-flight experiments. In order to give some impres-

sion of filter beam possibilities,results for europium isotopes are

given below:

15 1Eu 104So 4.1 + 0.11 (stat) + 0.13 (fl)

R = 7.58 + 0.08 (stat) + 0.05 (fl) f.

Europium 153 104So = 1.95 1- 0.10 (stat) + 0.11 (fluct)

R/= 8.16 + 0.09 (stat) + 0.07 (fluct) f.

Relatively low errors are due to averaging on many neutron resonances.
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uranium screen of thickness x to the average fission cross
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Pig.6, Ratio of the average fission cross section 0^r, v ith the

uranium screen of thickness x to the average fission cross

section without the screen for 233U and 235U isotopes upon

the screen thickness x. Lower curve was obtained for 2 keV

neutrons (Sc filter), upper one was obtained for 24.5 keV

neutrons (Pe filter). At neutron energy 24.5 keV neutron

resonance structure is yet manifested.

Gamma-rav spectra at Long time neutron capture gamma-ray spect-

Intermediate Neutron ra were studied only with thermal neutrons.
Capture

The most data were measured by Groshev,

Demidov et aL. and Bartholomeer et al, Thermal neutron capture is, as

a rule,due to one of resonances (positive or negative) close to zero.

Later experiments on some single resonances appeared. It was under-

stood that reduced gamma-rays fluctuated in accordance to Porter-



Tomas distribution and thermal neutron data in some relation were

not enough representable: needs appeared in spectra averaged by as

much as possible resonances. Bollinger'et al./17/ used an incore

10B filter, which selected neutrons with the average energy 1 keV

and half-height width 0.5 keV. In this case S-wave capture is the

most probable. Broder, Nesterov, Chamjanov used Sc (2 keV), Pe

(24.5 keV) and Na (2.87 keV) filteres for titanium isotopes captu-

re gamma-rays spectrum studying at higher neutron energies. Many

isotopes were studied at BIFL /29/. Additional information will be

obtained if the neutron energy is increased including additional

transitions which appear since .. p-wave excites opposite parity le-

vels or weak transitions in thermal neutrons become intense; when

spectra are studied at different neutron energies it is possible

to evaluate p-neutron strength functions and ratios of E1 to M1

transitions. Useful information can be obtained about gamma-strength

functions. One of the examples of such investigations are experiments

of Murzin et al /30/, who have measured 147Sm capture spectra with

the filter beams at the Kiev atomic reactor. In Fig.7 on the right

side shown are the lowest levels of 14 8Sm and possible transitions

from compound states, which created by the a- and P-neutrons. On the

left side shown are experimental Ge(Li)- spectra. Here one can see

very well the shifts of El and M1 transitions on 4+ and 3- levels

with neutron energy increasing and intensity increasing of the

transitions, which are due to the p-neutrons. Lurzin et al. /30/ using

this have reliably evaluated p-strength functions, and ratio E1 and

M1 transitions. In Fig.8 147 Sm reduced gamma-rays widths are shown

in arbitrary scale. So, gamma-ray spectra measurements with filters

give very useful physical and constants information.
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The same parts of gamma-ray spectrum in 1 47Sm(n, )148 m re-

action which were obtained at neutron energies 2 keV (So),

24.5 keV (Fe) and 55 keV (Si), are shown to the left; decay

schemes are shown to the right. With the neutron energy in-

crease the relative intensity of compound state decay to the

level 1161 keV. (3) increases because the neutron p-wave part

grows.

(n.( ) Reaction Inves- These reactions have low probability for

tigation with Filter Beams slow neutrons because of low transparen-
on Heavy Isotopes

cy of a nucleous Coulomb barrier. Their

cross sections are in 10 or more times less than capture cross sec-

tions. But these measurements are important because they allow to163
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Pig.8. The reduced probabilities of the 148Sm gmma-ray decay for

different multipoles upon the gamma-ray energy.

get some data about compound state structure and reactor materials

properties. Andreev and PopoCsreview /31/ about thermal neutron re-

actions, and Popovb review/52/ about resonance neutron reactions are

well known. These authors made the largest contribution to the (n,dt)

investigations. Ju.P.Popov et aL in Dubna (JINR) have investigated

cL - resonances from 6 7Zn to 159 0s. They have studied alpha-widths

fluctuation laws, have evaluated its average values. However, high

width fluctuations (Porter-Thomas distribution) caused relatively

high uncertainties in the average values. In order to decrease the-

se uncertainties averaging on many resonances is needed. For this

reason Dubna and Kiev groups at the Kiev atomic reactor WWR-b have

carried out (n,c-) experiments with the filter beams on isotopes

147 Sm, 1431d and other isotopes at neutron energies 2, 24.5 and

144 keV /33/. Results for 147Sm ( n,L) 144Nd are shown in Pig.9.

NK

Pig.9. The experimental alpha-particle spectrum for 147Sm (n,C)

144Nd reaction as it was measured with Sc-filter (En -2 keV).

An exposition time is 117 hours. The lower curve represents

the background (for shorter measuring time); upper curve in-

cludes the effect itself plus background (with dotted line

real background is shown). One can see the transitions not

only at ground and first excited states, but at higher

levels. The average total cross section of the (n,oL) reac-

tion is equal to (231+ 24) microbarn.

It was proved that alpha-width average values were in accordance

with the statistical theory. Structure effects have not been observ-

ed yet.
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Fig.10. Experimental spectra of the neutrons, scattered on 238U

and 235U and PbO, as they were measured by Murzin A.V. et al.

with silicon filter (En = 144 keV) at the 135
°

angle. The

exposition was 12 hours. Black points indicate results for

pure lead; lead isotopes have low levels.

Other In- Without detailed discussion I would like to mention

vestigations the following items: 1. Inelasting scattering of

neutrons near threshold. Murzin's results (Fig.10 which have been

obtained at the Kiev atomic Reactor in 1979, demonstrate good possi-

bilities of such research. Brugger and Tsang /35/ have studied an-

gular distribution of neutron elastic and inelastic scattering with

2 3 8 U nuclei at the neutron energy 144 keV with Si-filter. 2. Cap-

ture cross sections by activation methods. 3. Doppler-effect-

4. Gamma-ray decay schemes. 5. Biological investigations /15/.

It is reasonable to suggest that filter beam technique owing

to high intensity might be widely used in physical and applied re-

165 search.

The author thanks Drs. Gnidak N.L., Kirilyuk A.L., Murzin A.V.,

Pavlenko E.A. and Pschenichnyi V.A. for discussion and critical

notes, Professor Block R.C. for possibility to read his and

Dr.Brugges' fllter use review before publication.
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MULTIPLICITY SPECTROMETRY

G.V. MURADYAN
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The method of the gamma multiplicity spectrometry, its combination with

neutron spectrometry, and measurements of neutron resonance cross sections,

neutron resonance spins and half widths for the (n,gamma f) process are

discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A new way of measuring neutron cross-sections and of investiga-

ting both interaction of neutrons with nuclei and decay channels of
excited nuclei-multiplicity spectrometry of gamma-quanta and neutrons
emitted by excited nuclei - has been developed in I.V.Kurchatov Ins-
titute of Atomic Energy /1/.

The principles of multiplicity spectrometry, its combination
with neutron spectrometry and, on this basis, measurement of both the
neutron cross-section of neutron resonance spins and the ( , f )
process width are discussed in the present work.

2. MULTPIPLICITY SPECTROMETRY

The tendency to study the nuclear processes more profoundly and
to obtain the nuclear constants with a high accuracy necessitates
the simultaneous measurement of as many quantities characteristic of
the nuclear process under study as possible. Unlike a complex of ex-
periments where these quantities are measured separately, their si-
multaneous measurement yields more complete data on the process as
alongside the separate quantities it is possible to determine their
correlations.

The particle energies, their angles of emission and momenta are
usually considered as measured quantitites. Introduction of a new one
i.e. multiplicity of particles and quanta both emitted by excited

167 nuclei, and measurement of the corresponding spectrum, multiplicity

spectrum (MS), make it possible to expand the range of problems be-
ing solved and to improve the accuracy of measurements of nuclear
constants.

What do we mean by the MS? Let us imagine an experiment on coun-
ting the number of t -quanta emitted in a nuclear event, e.g. in
capture of a neutron by a nucleus. Repeating the experiment many ti-
mes we could come to conclusion that the number of t-quanta, or the
so-called multiplicity of r -quanta, changes, generally speaking,
from one event to another. In other words, the multiplicity ( V )
has some spectrum of values A( l ). It is the spectrum that we call
a MS.

Fig.1. Scheme of the multisection 4V -detector for measurement of
multiplicity spectrum.

The MS can be measured by a multisection 4T -detector (Fig.1).
The sample with the nuclei of interest is placed in the centre of
the detector. The number of the recorded event (N) versus coincidence
multiplicity ( K ) of the different section signals resembles rough-
ly the MS, i.e. AI)aN(K-i). In the general case

N(k) = 2L f(k,) A()
w (1)

where f(k,V ) is the detector response functions for different values
of the emitted-particle multiplicity ( V ). The more the number of



168 the sections and the closer the efficiency of recording one particle

to 100%, the closer N(k) to A(V ).

The connection between the MS and the physical parameters of a

nuclear process can be found by using some models of particle emissi-

on. Let us consider a case when this connection is so unambiguous

that its details could be determined easily by the qualitative analy-

sis. The question is the total multiplicity of neutrons and t -quan-

ta both emitted in the interaction of slow neutrons with nuclei. The

MS of this process would consist of high-resolved maxima (Fig.2)

corresponding to the scattering (s), radiative capture ( t ) and fis-

sion (4 ) processes. Indeed, one neutron is emitted in scattering,

therefore, in this case A ( 9 ) is equal to zero everywhere except

a point\ =1, i.e. the first maximum in A(V) corresponds to scattering.

A(
, (n,n)

1 ,o(n":
/ \
i '

I " k

P %

a . . . ..

detection of extra peaks or singularities could point other, possibly

still unknown, ways of deexcitation. The sensitivity of the MS to the

decay channels of excited nuclei is not restricted to the considered

case. We shall see below that the MS of r-quanta is also sensitive to

some smaller details of the excited nucleus decay. Detection of these

details becomes possible in case of combining the multiplicity spec-

trometry of r -quanta with the measurement of other quantities and,
expecially, with the neutron and gamma spectrometries. The possibility

of principle for the combination follows from the scheme of the MS

measurement presented in Fig.1. As seen from the figure, the F -quan-

tum energy and the recording time can be measured in every section si-

multaneously with the MS and data on the angular distributions and
correlations can be obtained from the section number. It should be no-

ted that the neutron time-of-flight spectrometry can be realized by

using the recording time. The following moment is of great importance:

the application of the MS measurement together with the determination

of the above quantities does not lead, in practice, to any loss of

the event collection rate as far as the multiplicity spectrometry it-

self is realizable only at a highly efficient recording. Moreover, a

multisection detector permits an increase in the total flow of recor-

ded events.

Thus, the combination of the multiplicity spectrometry with other

spectrometric measurements opens a real possibility to carry out the

effective plural measurements, i.e. simultaneous determination of ma-

ny parameters for every event. Such measurements include much more da-

ta than the determination of the same parameters by means of the indi-

vidual measurements, which are not related to the same event.

Below we shall consider the multiplicity spectrometry of t -quan-

ta and neutrons produced in neutron reactions. The MS in neutron re-

sonances seem to be of special interest. It is dictated by the follo-

wing circumstances. First, separating the neutron resonance we iden-

tify rather purely the states with the certain quantum characteristics.

Second, the partial widths of the different decay processes fluctua-

te strongly from one resonance to another, creating the prerequisit-

es for separation and investigation of these processes. Third, the

cross-sections in resonances are large (up to 105 barn) which makes

it possible to reach high event collection rates using relatively

thin targets from which the nuclear radiation, first of all, f -quan-

ta and fast neutrons, emanates easily.

'n

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 V

Fig.2« Multiplicity spectra for scattering, radiative capture
and fission.

About 4 [-quanta are produced in radiative capture; the capture MS,

Ay (9),is concentrated in the region of V" 4, i.e. the capture process

is responsible for the second maximum of A(V ). In the case of fissi-

on M- 10; the fission MS, Af(c ), is at 0-10, i.e. the third maximum

is caused by fission. Thus, the total MS

A (o) Aj(6) (2)

where j=s, r f, decomposes into three spectra in accordance with

three known channels of the excited-nucleus decay. The experimental



3. COMBINTATION OF MULTIPLICITY AND NEUTRON SPECTROMETRIES

The first installation for studying the MS of -quanta and neut-

rons was built in I.V.Eurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy in 1974 /2/.

The detector (Fig.3) consists of 12 NaI(T1) crystals arranged like a

camomile (hence, the detector's name is "Romashka", which means "Camo-

mile" in English), the detector volume being 26 1. The detector is

provided with a through channel where the sample investigated is

placed and through which the collimated neutron beam passes. To detect

neutrons emitted in deexcitation the channel is surrounded with a (nr),

converter made of mixture of boron-10 and paraffin. The f-quanta of

boron-10 are detected in the same NaI(Tl) crystals.

For every event recorded by the detector the electronic circuit

of the installation generates the codes of the time of flight, the

coincidence multiplicity (K) and the energy release in the whole de-

tector (E,). The codes arrive in an electronic computer where they

are analyzed and classified. A set of time-of-flight spectra 32000 chan-

nels in length differing in the K and E values is a result of measu-

rement. At the same time the electronic computer monitors the operation

of all detector sections and other parts of the installation. Fig.4

gives the detector response to r - quanta of a radioactive 60Co sour-

ce and to the spontaneous fission of 2 520f. As is seen from Fig.4, the

12-section "Romashka" resolves the two types of decay rather well. La-

N#(/.)
!A 60Co

I '
I '

/0 
/ \Cf

! X

\
/

- 'Xji
,

0
2 A 6 8 101 2 K

Pig.3. The first multisection detector "Romashka".

An uranium target of a 60-MeV pulsed linac serves as a neutron

source. When the electrons arrive at the target, r -bremsstrahlung
appears and causes the production of neutrons in the same target as a

result of the ( ',t ) and ( , reactions. The shape of the neutron

spectrum is close to that of the evaporation spectrum with maximum at

an energy of ~2MeV. A hydrogeneous moderator is used to increase the

intensity of resonance neutrons.

The neutrons are investigated by time-of-flight spectrometry, i.e.

by measuring the time required for the neutron flight through a given

distance,Le a flight path. "Romashka" is placed on the 26-m flight path

in a separate room. The resolution of the neutron spectrometer at a

neutron energy of 100eV is 0.3 eV, which is the value of the same

169 order of magnitude as the resonance width.

Fig.4. Response of "Bomashka" to 6 0 Co and 252cf.

ter on more perfect spectrometers were developed. One of the recent de-

tectors also made on the basis of NaI(Tl) crystals has 48 sections and

a total volume of 200 liter (Fig.5). It consists of separate rectan-

gular scintillators. Such scintillators allow the detector geometry,

the number of sections and other parameters to be changed operatively.

The response of the 48-section detector to the spontaneous fission of

252Cf is shown in Fig.6 together with the analogous response of the

12-section detector. It is clear that the 48-section detector makes it

possible to reduce considerably the fraction of recording the fission

events for small values of coincidence multiplicity where the appea-

rance of the radiative capture MS could be expected. It should be no-

ted that N(k) differs noticeably from A( V ) even for the 48-section

detector. This difference must be the more appreciable, the higheris V.
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Indeed, if the efficiency of f -quantum recording is 6, N(k ) = & for

the K=V -fold coincidences. For example, ate =0.95,0 =2 and 10 we

have £2 , 90% and £10 60%. In spite of this, the spectrum N(k) is

fairly well determined by the spectrum A(f ), i.e. the changes in
A(- ) cause practically the same noticeable changes in N(k). Such a
conditionality makes it possible to carry out a wide range of inves-
tigations for which the knowledge of the coincidence multiplicity

spectrum N(K) is quite enough. The concrete problems considered below

pertain just to this range of problems.

4. MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRON CROSS-SECTIONS

Owing to its high efficiency the MS measured can be combined with

spectrometry of neutrons incident on the sample under investigation.

From the obtained data it is possible to determine the number of the

capture and fission events versus neutron energies and then from the-

se dependences to find the cross-sections for both capture ( C6 )
and fission ( 64 ) as well as the alpha-value (o4 6 r/6 ). The
energy dependence of the alpha-value is of interest from the angle of
studying the decay singularities of a compound nucleus. Unlike the

partial cross-sections ( 6r and 6. ) o: = 6r /6 = r= / G
is not sensitive to the cross-section for compound nucleus production

and depends only on outlet channel widths. In the given case it is

known, that rj depends weakly on neutron energy and, therefore, the
singularities in the energy dependence of alpha-value are to be at-

tributed to the fission width singularities.

The knowledge of the alpha-value with a high accuracy is of great

importance to the nuclear reactor optimization, when the better accu-

racy than 5% is required. It is this accuracy which can be achieved

with multiplicity spectrometry. Fig.7 represents the fission-capture

US obtained in the uranium-235 measurements by the 48-section detector.

It is clear that the two processes are highly resolved. Within the ran-
ge of K 3 where the capture events are mainly recorded the fraction

of fission is less than ~1%, the fission events only being recorded

in the range of EK 8. The time-of-flight spectra of the 4 - and 10 -

fold coincidences are given in Fig.8. The individual neutron resonan-

ces as well as their different behaviour in these spectra due to dif-

ferent alpha-values are seen distinctly. It should be noted that the

same spectra were obtained for coincidence multiplicities K=1,2...30.

Pig.5. The 48-section detector.
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Pig.6. Responses of the 12-and 48-section detectors to spontaneous
fission of 252Cf.
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Fig.7. Capture and fission multiplicity spectra of uranium-235
obtained with the 48-section detector.
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The results of the alpha-value measurements are presented in Fig.9 /4/.

The singularities in the energy dependence of alpha-value are seen,
which is explained at present by a two-humped fission barrier /5/.
As is seen from the figure, our data fall lower than the Oak Ridge
data /9/. This difference is rather significant for calculations of
reactors. It should be noted that the accuracy of our data is "5%,
that of the Oak Ridge data being -15%. Therefore, the observed diffe-
rence of ~20% is permissible. The same picture is also observed in
the difference of the resonance region /6/, wherein the accuracy of
our data is sufficiently high, being 2%. It should be pointed out that
unlike our absolute data, the Oak Ridge data are relative, as they are
normalized to data on the capture and fission cross-sections in the
thermal region. It may well be that the difference, to some extent,
results from the inaccuracy of the calibration data.

The possibility of distinguishing the radiative channel of nuc-
lear decay from the MS can be also used to investigate fissionable iso-
mers. It is known /7/ that for most of such isomers the expected
probability of radiative decay is by several order of magnitude lower
than that of fission, in consequence of which difficulties arise in
distinguishing the events of radiative transition against a great num-
ber of fissions. Introduction of the multiplicity spectrometry per-

S...A..
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171 Pig.8. Time-to-flight spectra of uranium-235 for K=4 and K=10.



172 mits the radiative transition to be additionally, about by a factor of

100,purified of fission. It follows from that only v1 of fissions

is detected in the region K<2 where the events of [-cascading-down

can mainly be concentrated. It should be noted, that distinguishing

the radiative channel yields data on the isomer nature and, if the na-

ture is known, information on the characteristics of the isomer state,
for example, on the permeability of the internal barrier for the shape
isomers.

5. GROUPING OF NEUTRON RESONANCES

1. In the above interaction of a neutron with a nucleus the IS

A( 9 ) decomposes easily into the simple components Aj( $ ), as the dif-
ferent Aj(0) are concentrated in the different regions of the variable

V , i.e. highly resolved. The application of neutron spectrometry al-

lows one to solve the problem of the LAS decomposition into the separa-

te components (not necessarily corresponding to the ( , i ), (ei ,r)
and (n ,f ) processes) even in case of overlapping the MS components.
These are the cases when the dependences of Aj(V ) on the incident ne-

utron energy EL are different. Let us suppose that at a given j the

MS shape A ()

F-Z:A ) (3)

does not depend on i. Then the MS, Ai( V), representing the sum of

A ( ) can be written in the form

A;() =_Z Cyi (v) (4)

where Cj are the weights of the different channels. Eq.(4) is to be

considered as a system of equations in 0U and aj (P Under concrete

conditions the system can be solved with one or another unambiguity
and the certain conclusions concerning the behaviour of the different

MS components can be done.

2. Let us consider the MS of )-quanta of radiative caputure in
the neutron resonances (denoted below with subscript i). The variati-

on of the MS shape from one resonance to another can be connected with

a variety of their quantum characteristics. The isolated resonances

have the sufficiently definite quantum numbers, therefore, for these

resonances C; =1 or 0 at a given j and normalized AL(V). In particu-

lar, for the s-resonances the groups correspond to two spin states:

1 ± 1/2. The measurement for the purpose of the spin grouping of the
s-resonances were performed for Cd /8/. The recorded spectrum

normalized to unity, i.e. hi(k) = Nck) / A/N (¢) , is di-
rectly used for grouping. By analogy with Eq.(4) the expected spec-
trum of coincidence multiplicity can be presented in the form

s Lk) - C;i.a,(k) + Cz 0X(k) (5)

The values al(k), a2(k), CilandCi2, which corresponded to the minimum

of the expression

· 'l ~o~)g - () (6)

(where 7k are the weights allowing for errors and fluctuations) in

case of Ci1 + 0i2 = 1, were chosen as a solution. The results of treat-

ment are given in Pig.10 in the form of dependence of GCi upon the re-

sonance number i. The even grouping is obvious. The ratio of the num-

bers of resonances in the two groups observed is 4, corresponding to

expectation of the statistic model. At the same time it shows that the

spin of the group with Cil = 1 is I + = 1. In the general case the
question about the belonging of the group to the concrete quantum num-
bers can be solved either comparing ad(zr) with the cascade-imitated
calculations or comparing the results of grouping with the known data
on identification of quantum numbers for several resonances.

It should be noted that the possibility of grouping is due to
N(k) within the group changing much less than in passing from one gro-
up to another. In the case under consideration the intragroup chgrges
exist really and are connected with the Porter-Thomas fluctuations.

Ci

0 6* + + >o

li~~~f

Fig.10.Grouping of the 113Cd neutron resonances by means of multi-

plicity spectrum.



At V =1 the fluctuations are maximum, as V =1 corresponds to the only

transition, the transition to the ground state. At V>1 the number

of transitions is very large and, therefore, the fluctuations are

small. At the large number of neutron resonances the presence of gro-

ups can be observed also in the case when the intragroup fluctuation

is comparable with the intergroup one. Increase in the number of the

observed resonances is connected with increase in the flight path and,

therefore, with loss of the event collection rate in resonances. But

this increase is permissible because of the high efficiency of the MS

measurement. Fig.11 represents the time-of-flight spectrum of urani-

um-238 measured by the 24-section detector on the 120-m flight path.

The spectrum for the 26-m flight path is given in the same figure for

comparison. The improvement of resolution is clearly seen in the case

of the 120-m flight path.

6. ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLEX DECAY CHANNELS

We shall consider the case when the MS components are different

for different J and practically independent of i, the relative proba-

bilities Cij changing with i in different ways. In this case the 1IS

A( V )can also be decomposed into the separate components. In so do-

ing, in addition to establishing the basic components the stability

of aj(% ) for any given j makes it possible to recognize and study the

hardly probable decay channels.

The MS of -quanta produced in an usual fission of a nucleus is

a typical process when the MS is practically bound to be unchangable.

So the detection of fluctuations in the MS of fission r-quanta could

indicate the presence of an unusual fission channel. The emission of

one or several t-quanta by a nucleus prior to fission, i.e. the ( h ,

rf ) process, can be such a channel. In this case, unlike the usual

( h,4 ) fission, the US is shifted in the direction of larger and

Eq.(5) can be written as

N h L" (k) ̂ cC- a f , (t) + ,4 -A (k)J
U-258 (7)

Cl (k + ak) 14 (k)

L=420M

N 

where AL and r1 are the widths of the (u,i) and (n,4 ) processes, res-

pectively;Ak , MV is the mean multiplicity of the r -quanta prelimi-

narily emitted in the ( hi r? ) process; C is the proportionality fac-

tor. The width d is to the Porter-Thomas fluctuations with the num-

ber of degrees of freedom ~1. These fluctuations ensure a great vari-

ety in the system of equations (7), which,in turn, allows the values

of rifi r, and Ak to be estimated by minimizing a sum similar to
(6).

The investigations of the ( n, ) process were carried out for

uranium-235 and plutonium-239 with the 46-section detector. Fr 
(5+2) meV and ( < 2 meV were obtained for plutonium and uranium, res-

pectively..-\./

m4oo 1250 Eel

Fig.11.Time-of-flfght spectra for the 26-m and 120-m flight paths.
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174 7. CONCLUSION

Thus, multiplicity spectrometry opens new possibilities of stu-

dying nuclei and determining the neutron cross-sections with the hi-

ghest accuracy owing to the MS sensitivity to the decay channels of

an excited nucleus, its high efficiency and equipment compatibility

with other spectrometric measurements.
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NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY AND DECAY DATA FOR ACrINIDES

V.M. KULAKOV
I.V. Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The methods of alpha, beta and gamma spectroscopy for obtaining transactinium

nuclear data relevant to reactor applications are discussed.

The spectroscopy of nuclear radiations is the oldest branch
of the nuclear physics. By means of it the abundant experimental
material on properties of nuclei and their nuclear characteristics

has been collected: nuclei level energies, life-times and others

(state spins and parities , types of nucleus decays, multipolari-
ties of electromagnetic transitions). Information obtained with

the help of nuclear spectroscopy has made it possible to develop

theoretical models of a nucleus structure, to predict new, earlier

unknown nuclear properties. Moreover, the nuclear spectroscopy

has given extensive reference material on radionuclides, without

which the calculation of nuclear power systems and methods of nu-

clear fuel reprocessing would be impossible.

In the suggested lecture we shall dwell on methods of the nu-

clear spectroscopy and nuclear data obtained through it for actini-

de element isotopes, on demands for these data in various fields

of nuclear technology and on the present-day situation of the nu-

clear data.

1. According to the types of heavy nucleus radiations, the

precision methods of alpha-,beta- and gamma-spectroscopy, various

coincidence techniques and methods determining nuclide half-lives

are commonly developed.

(a) Alpha-spectroscopy

Since the great majority of isotopes of actinide elements

deoays with the alpha-particle emission, the alpha-spectroscopy

is one of the main methods of investigation of heavy nuclei. The

circumstance that alpha-particles possess quite a certain charge

175 and energy permitted magnetic spectrographer with high resolution

( -0.03%) to be used in carrying out these investigations. Semi-

conductor detectors began to be widely used in the recent years

for these purposes. The information obtained by means of alpha-

spectroscopy contains data on energies and relative intensities

of alpha-groups, on energy characteristics and quantum properties

(spins, parities) of daughter nucleus excited states.

(b) Beta-spectroscopy

The main method of precision beta-spectroscopy is magnetic

and electrostatic spectrometers. At present, beta-spectrometers

have been created with resolution of- 0.5 eV over the whole range

of energies measured. Such a high resolving power has given rise to

new methods of analysis of a substance, in particular, to the

electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ES CA). The infor-

mation from beta-spectroscopy includes: probabilities of beta-

transitions, energy levels of daughter nuclei, their quantum cha-

racteristics, energies, intensities and electromagnetic transiti-

on multipolarity types.

(c) Gamm~-spectroscopy

Gamma-spectroscopy methods have covered a path from first

gas-filled counters through precision semiconductor spectrome-

ters. Semiconductor detectors with resolution of 2keV for gamma-

ray energy about 1 MeV have been worked out by the present time.

(d) Half-lives

In a brief lecture it is impossible to consider in detail

all developed methods for measurement of half-lives. Therefore,

we shall enumerate only main methods with short comments.

1. The direct measurement of a decay curve. The method is

suitable for the case of comparatively short half-lives (up to

10 years). The measurement accuracy can significantly be risen by

applying differential procedures.

2. The specific activity method. It is employed at long half-

lives and consists in determining the source activity (with the

aid of an ionization chamber or calorimeter) and the number of

radioactive nuclei.

3. Determination of a half-live by means of a daughter pro-

duct growing accumulation for the known time interval.



The half-live of radioactive isotope is the most important

constant defining its individual properties and behaviour in phy-

sical, chemical and technological processes. The accurate knowled-

ge of half-lives is specifically significant in reactor calcula-

tions. Since the discovery of radioactivity an extensive materi-

al by measuring half-lives has been accumulated, whose critical ana-

lysis is far from a simple problem.

2. As mentioned above, the nuclear spectroscopy has accu-

mulated the extensive experimental material on isotope half-li-

ves energies, intensities (quantum yields) and quantum charac-

teristics of radiations. As the nuclear power engineering progres-

sed and technological processes of nuclear fuel reprocessing we-

re improved, the need for accurate values of "decay" characteri-

stics of isotopes, especially isotopes of actinide elements and

fission products has immeasurably grown.

However, the data users have right away faced a problem.

The point is that different research groups (various laboratories)

give different values of the same data, not overlapping within

the limits of measurement errors. In this connection rather

important has been the problem of assessment of the data by so-

phisticated physicists and creation of an estimated data interna-

tional file available for users in different countries. It is cle-

ar that the exchange of data (especially the estimated ones) is

beneficial to the entire scientific community, since it saves

every state's means.

This problem has been taken up by the IAEA (nuclear data

section (NDS)). Under the aegis of IAEA two international meetings

were held on the evaluation of actinide isotope nuclear data.

The first meeting took place in Karlsruhe(FRG) in 1975, the

second one, in Cadarache (Prance) in 1979. After the first me-

eting two groups were formed joined by the coordinated research

program (CRP) and having the aim to take regular care of the

nuclear data status. One of the groups is engaged in the neut-

ron data status and possible comparison of evaluations of cross-

sections in reactions with neutrons. The second one, the sta-

tus of measurement and decay evaluation of nuclear data. The last

meeting of these groups was held last year in Gule (Belgium).

The recommended evaluated nuclear data values are elaborated
and distributed both through reactions with neutrons and

through decay of actinide element isotopes. As a result of work

of the groups theproblems of their presentation on magnetic ty-
pes as well as their dissemination and exchange are also discus-

sed at the meetings.

At the present time, the TsAYaD (Center on atomic and nuclear

data) of the USSR State Committee for Utilisation of Atomic .nergy

is a member of the world network of centers on "decay" data. As for
actinides, the TsAYaD, within the framework of international obliga-
tions, has performed for the recent years the evaluations of chains

with mass numbers of 238, 240, 242 and 244.

3. In the table for a number of practically important isotopes
examples are presented of reached and required accuracies in the va-
lues of half-lives and alpha- and gamma-emission intensities. It is
indicated in the last column, calculations of what processes require
the accuracy given in the table. The examples are taken from materi-
als by an international group on the measurement and evaluation of

nuclear data on the actinide element isotopes decay /1,2/ .

The complete tables of required and reached accuracies at

the measurements and evaluations of T1/ 2, T1/2 (s.f.i Z oIeZs4,
are published in /1,2/

Prom the examples given it is seen that the accuracy needed

for calculations was reached for far from all actuallysignificant

isotopes. Therefore, the problem of more precise determination of

decay nuclear data and qualified evaluation of these data is not
removed from the agenda.

4. In this section we shall dwell on some works by Soviet

scientists carried out for the recent 2-3 years.

At I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy measured were the

periods of spontaneous fission (Ts.f) and first moments of distri-
bution of the total number of prompt neutrons (-and OC2 ) per fis-

sion event for uranium isotopes /3/ . The measurements were made
using a neutron detector on the basis of 3He-counters in a hydro-

gen-containing moderator, the source studied being placed in the

centre. The work was performed in an underground laboratory at

the depth of 80 m with a drastically reduced external background
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For the measurements use was made of high-enriched uranium

isotopes with the weight from 20 to 50 g. The contribution of

self-multiplication and induced fission by neutrons of the

,^jI) - reaction to the counting speed for spontaneous

fission events was experimentally estimated and measured. For the

processing of the measured results the shape of multiplicity

distribution of prompt neutrons was taken to be Gaussian.

The following results were obtained:

c a'3'
Isotope Ts f

U-236 (8.3 +0.4) 105 1.97 + 0.10 1.03±+0.0
years

U-236 (2.7+ 0.4) 10.791 0.18 1.02tu.12
years

U-235 > 3.118 years

The results for U-238 agree well with the values recommended

in the literature. The spontaneous fission half-life and mean

number of prompt neutrons per U-236 fission event confirm the

only measurements made in works /4/ (T .f=(2.42±0.17)1016 years)

and /5/ ( i =1.89±0.05). The U-235 spontaneous fission half-life

is consistent with recent measurements T fe9.8±2.8).1018years /6/

The Pu-238 half-life was determined by a direct observation

of the decay curve /7/ . The content of Pu-239 and Pu-240 isoto-

pes was evaluated from the study of specimen alpha-radiation

spectrum. The accidental error of measurement results in each se-

ries at the confidence level of 0.99 did not exceed 0.1%. The

estimated value of the Pu-238 half-life came up to T1/2=86.96±0.55

year with the confidence level P=0.99.

The Cm-245 half-life was determined by four various methods

/8/:1) through the ratio of molar concentrations of Cm=245/Cm-

244 and alpha-activity of Cm-244/Cm-245; 2) according to the ra-

tio of molar concentrations of Cm-245/Cm-244 and Pu-240/Pu-242;

2) according to alpha-activity of Cm-245; 3) through the growing

of Pu-241 with the use of Pu-239 mass concentration values in a

solution-marker.

of sample nuclei. The detector wes additional-

borated polyethylene layer and anti-coinci-

dence plates made of scintillation plastic, suppressing the meson

background of installations (factor >100).

The detector's efficiency to neutrons of californium-252

spontaneous fission spectrum (Pi 3.735) amounted to 0.49. When chan-

ging to spectra of a uranium correction of - 250 was made to change

efficiency, obtained by the numerical modelling of processes of

177 neutron propagation in the detector.



In all four methods the half-life of curium-245 was deter-

mined regarding the Cu-244 half-life, which value was taken

to be equal to 18.099±0.015 years. Finite results were calculated

by the maximum likelihood method with allowance for non-eliminated

systematic errors for the confidence level P=0.95. The average

weighted half-life value calculated according to experimental

results, amounted to 8445-200 years for the confidence level

P=0.95.

The einsteinium-253 half-life was determined from alpha-

spectrometric measurement data and according to results of the

total alpha-activity measurements in 2-oe -geometry/9/. In the

experiment use was made of einsteinium extracted from the mix-

ture of californium isotopes irradiated in a high-neutron flux

reactor CM-2. The measurements were conducted for -6.2 T1/2. The

&s -253 half-life calculated as a mean-weighted value from

measurements of 20 samples was 20.31±0.16 days with the confi-

dence level of 0.95.

The ratio of probabilities of BK-249 alpha and beta-decay

obtained by the direct measurement of specific alpha-and beta-

activities of a radio-chemically pure berkelium sample, turned

out to be equal to (1.48±0.12).10
- 5 at the confidence level of

0.95 /10/. The Cf-249 half-life, calculated according to the

speed of its accumulation in the BK-249 preparation with the use

of the found value of probabilities ratio / and previously de-

fined BK-249 half-life of 329+4 days, amounted to 360±13 days.

Absolute intensities of U-237 (EX -208 KeV) and 1p- 238

(Et -984 KeV) (-rays were found by the ( -spectrometry method

using a Ge(Li)-spectrometer/11/ . The J/-spectrum of U-236 and

Np-237 samples irradiated in a thermal neutron flux was measu-

red. The Ge(Li) - detector absolute efficiency was determined

using standard spectrometric ( -sources. The following values

for an absolute intensity of / -rays were obtained:

U-237, I abs - 21.5+1.4%

Np-238, Iab -22.7 +0.7%
tabs

The data on half-lives of 46 transactinium element isotopes

being most long-living (from Th-228 till Fm-257), published

until July 1st, 1981 in the S9viet and foreign literature, are

summarised in the paper /12/ . The work presents the sum total

of results of original investigations, compilations of accepted

and recommended half-lives. From the given data the following

conclusions have been drawn:

(1) the necessity of refinement of half-lives of many prac-

tically interesting isotopes is evident (U-232, Np-237, Pu-241,

244, Am-242 m, Cm-243, 245, 247, Bk-247, 249,et alj;

(2) the stability of Th-232 half-lives is observed at the

consecutive reduction in error;

(3) absolute values of half-lives of U-233, 234, Pu-239, Am-

241, Cm-245, Cf-249 are decreased;

(4) half-lives of U-238, Np-236, Pu-244, Cm-244, 246, Bk-249,

Fm-257 are increased;

(5) the decrease in errors of measurements of Th-232, Cm-244,

245, 246, 248, Bk-249, Cf-249, 250, 252 half-lives are observed.

In conclusion, let us note that at the present time there is

a number of issues where collected are the evaluated and recom-

mended decay data for actinides.

Users of these data can employ the editions:

1. Table of isotopes (Ed. by M.Lederer and V.S.Shirli),

7th ed., USA.

2. Pile listing of IAEA nuclear data section - INDC(NDS)-

127/NE.

3. Regular issues of "Data Sheets" magaznine.

Besides, the users of nuclear data on decay can obtain

evaluated and recommended data on magnetic tapes both at the

international center of IAEA nuclear data section and national

centers of a number of countries (the USSR, USA, Great Britain,

Japan, France).
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ON NEUTRON YIELD FOR THE O, F (a, n) REACTIONS

V.A. VUKOLOV
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract
An evaluation of cross sections and neutron yields for the (alpha,n) reaction

on oxygen, fluorine and some structural materials was made on the basis of the

experimental data reported in the literature up to 1982.

INTROPUCTICO

Recently a considerable interest has again been aroused by neubtx

production in interaction of o -particles with light nuclei. This

interest has been dictated by a number of nuclear technology prob-

lems, such as development of analytical means of control and radia-

tion protection of nuclear fuel, production of neutron and isotope

energy sources on the basis ofoc-active materials. The latter are

widely applied in medicine, geology, space industry and other fields

of science and engineering. Development of these energy sources

requires knowledge of neutron yields for light impurity elements

for construction of biological shielding. Judging from the requests

/1/, for the above problems to be solved, the ( oC, n ) reaction

cross sections and neutron yield must be known with an accuracy of

about 10% in theo -particle energy range up to 10 MeV and for the

elements from Be to Ca. In view of extending circle of users who

often are no specialists in the field of nuclear physics,

analysis, evaluation of experimental data and establishment of re-

commended values on their basis become particularly important.

In the present work an attempt is made to obtain evaluated cross-

section data and yields of neutrons for the (o(,/ ) reaction on

oxygen, fluorine and some structural materials containing these ele-

ments by means of the analysis of the experimental data reported

in literature up to 1982. Meeting requirements on these data is of

highest priority according to the IAEA classification /2/.
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180 1. EVALUATION METHOD

The evaluation procedure includes two main stages& compilation
of the reaction cross section data and determination, on the basis
of selected data, of recommended values and their uncertainties using
statistical models of analysis,

At the first state the data are compiled and their uncertain-
ties analyzed, analysis of the measurement methods is carried out
and, when necessary, correction of the data is made for the best
values of constants and calibration standards. At this stage obvio-
usly erroneous measurements are preliminary excluded from considera-
tion. The criterion of such exclusion is deviation of the results
by more than 3 standard errors, given by the authors, from the we-
ighted average value determined on the set of other works or the
authors themselves present new results instead of old ones.

At the second stage the selected experimental data are distri-
buted over appropriate energy groups. Division of the entire energy
region of measurement into groups is determined from the following
conditionst the group must include, if possible, the data from all
works considered and its size must not be lower than the maximum
energy resolution used in the measurement. It is clear that under
these conditions the division group size can vary within the whole
measurement region under consideration. Then within each group the
average value of the cross section with weights equal to a. =-
di )2 (where 16( is the measurement error in the individual experi-
ment) is calculated. From the average values of cross sections in
each group a preliminary excitation function is determined. Its
energy dependence is used for renormalization of all experimental
data within the group to the average value of energy of the given
group. Thus, for each group we obtain n values of cross sections 0
with errors a i . From these values we calculate the weighted ave-
rage value of the cross section: ^-iF;5. / 
and their errors /3/s internal 46~= 1//1 W-. allowing
only for uncertainties of 635 , and external : ,a(r /'-/ ff)2/; 1Q

depending both on uncertainty of As and on deviation
from the weighted average value CS . In accordance with Birge's
criterion /4/s /dO- a / ) ` - A

Adr /'»/ 

the value k>2 indicates the presence of an unaccounted systematic
error in the data series treated. After finding out the results
of the works whose effect on K is decisive, they are subject to a
more thorough analysis over the entire measurement region, checked
for normality of distribution of their deviations from the weighted
average value over the groups. If the deviations are not conditioned
statistically, then the data found out in such a manner are sigher
rejected or assigned with a great uncertainty. Then the value of /
is again calculated.

If K < 2 then the larger value from the internal and external
errors is assigned as the uncertainty of the weighted average value.
If conditionX 2 cannot be obtained from the analysis then the cross
section values in individual groups are calculated as arithmetic me-
an over / values of 6i with uncertainty .4= tpfriJ(,{,s-(s./-n;-fy
where tf('7) is the Student's coefficient for (n-1) degrees of
freedom and confidence coefficient P. The values in the groups, ob-
tained in such a way, determine the evaluated values of the excita-
tion function over the whole measurement region under consideration.

The calculation procedure described is realized when a suffi-
cient amount of experimental data is available so that each group
treated has results of at least two measurements. If this condition
is not safisfied, two frequent cases should be considered.

In the first case a certain energy range of measurements is
presented primarily by experimental data of one work and only par-
tly is overlapped with the measurements of other authors. Then the
evaluation procedure described above is carried out for the data
lying in the overlapping region of measurements. The value of un-
certainty for evaluated values of the excitation function is obta-
ined by quadratic addition of the errors presented by the authors
and error of the normalization coefficient.

In the second case in a certain energy range there are no ex-
perimental data at all. Then the evaluated data within this range
are calculated by extrapolation of the evaluated experimental data
from other regions or in terms of an appropriate theoretical model.



2. EXPERIMENTAL CROSS-SECTION DATA AND YIELD OF NEUTRCNS

FOR THE O,F ( .,/ ) REACTIONS

In the review the works published in literature up to 1982 were

included. Search for literature sources of interest was made using

international libraries NSR and CPND /5/. About 20 experiments were

found out and analyzed. Since no numerical data on measurement re-

sults had been found they were taken from the original works. The

results of measurements of the (fn ) reaction cross sections on

oxygen /6-9/ and fluorine /10/ are shown in Fig.1. Pig.2 shows the

measured values of yields for these elements /9,11/. Tables 1,2
list the results of neutron yields using isotope sources of cy -par-
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showed:

1. All the works can be classified by measurements with thin or

thick targets using an accelerator or .- -active isotopes as the sour-

0.5 ce of c -particles.
2. All the measurements are very similar methodically: as de-

tectors for registration the proportional (He3, B1 0 ) counters sur-

rounded by hydrogen-carbon moderating medium with efficiency weakly

dependent on the neutron energy are used; calibration of efficiency

is made using source of known intensity and neutron energy spectrum.

3. The typical accuracy of the experiments on thin targets is

higher than 10% and is mainly determined by the error in target

thickness measurement (up to 10%), calibration error (up to 2 %),

corrections for deviation of the detector efficiency on constancy

depending on neutron energy and associated neutron escape from the

detecting system (up to 5%).

1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10o f

Fig.1. Cross section of the 0 and F(..,n ) reactions. At the
top , for 017,O 1 8 and F1 9 (left scale)l ·- 17/6/,
x-o18?/, *- 017 /8/, ,- 018/8/ - 19/9/. At the bot-
tom,for natural oxygen (right scale). * - /9/, 0-/8/.
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4. The typical accuracy of experiments on targets with thicknes-

ses exceeding d -particle path (thick), so that the accuracy of their

measurement is of no importance, is less than 10%. Use of isotope d -

particle sources allows a higher accuracy of the results to be obta-

ined /12,13,15/.
5. Another source of errors seriously restricting the measu-

rement accuracy may be presence of uncontrolled impurities of light

elements in the targets investigated.

6. Existing spread of the data for the 0 (d,/7) reaction cross

section is 25% /8,9/, for yields of neutrons, 15% /16,18/; for

fluorine only one measurement is available /10/ though comparison

of the cross sections in different resonances shows a significant

discrepancy (e.g. for resonances EB=2.7305; 3.286 MeV /23,24/),

for the yields the discrepancy is 70% /9,12/.

Table I.

SourcE Neutron yield per Refe-
N SourceV Target 10 -particle rence

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Po-210 5.305 oxygen 0.07 /12/

2. Po-210 5.305 018 31 /13/

3. Po-210 5.305 oxygen 0.068-0.11 /14/

4. Po-214 7.687 oxygen 0.56±0.03 /15/

5. Pu-238 5.50(72%) PuO2 (2. 0 0.2)x10- 2 x /16/
5.46(28%)

6. - " - -_ " - _ l - (2.204±0.033)x10 - 2 x /17/
7. - n - " - - (2.31+0.14)x10

-2xx /18/

8. - - -_ - " - (2.291±0.027)x10o2x /19/
9. - n -_" - " - (2.25+0.11)x10 - 2 x /20/

10. Am-241 5.5(85) AuO2 (2.2+o0.3)x10 - 2 /21/
5.44(15%)

11. Po-210 5.305 fluorine 10 /12/
12

12. Po-210 5.305 fluorine 11.6±0.2 /14/

13. U-234 4.7 P6 ( 2 .500. 1 8 )x /22/
U-235 4.40 UP6 (1.53±0.11)x
U-236 4.48 UF6 (1.65+-0.12)

U-238 4.18 UP6 (1.18+0.11)X

x)
Notess To

106 alpha parti

obtain neutron yields in units "number of neutrons per

cle" and take into account contribution of spontaneous

fission neutrons, the data on decay constants from work /32/ were

used Pu-28-T =(87.740.09); T -(4.77+-0.13) 1010; 9 =(2.21+0.08);used: Pa-238-T1/2= (87.74.-0.09) 1/2-
Am-241-T 1/ 2=(432.8+0.6); U-234-T 1/ 2=(2.454t0.006) 10 ; U-235-T 1/ 2 =

=(7.037+0.011) 108; U-236-T1 /.=(2.342-0.003) 107; U-238-T 1 / 2 =
+ 9 9F 8 9 'F 15 - 9 + 1/2==(4.468±0.05) 109 ; T1/2=(8.19-0.09) 1015; '=(1.98-0.07).

X")The original work gives the value 25% higher than this one. The

value presented in the Table was reported by the authors after correc-

tions had been made for neutron multiplication on account of the fis-

sion reaction (15%) and for neutron yield on account of the (,' )

reaction for light impurity elements in the samples (10%) /19/.



Table II

E 5' (mbarn) E 0' (mbarn)
MeV MeV

. /23/ /24/ /23/ /24/

1 2 3 4 5 6

2.498 3 - 3.12 3.5 

2.609 6 - 3.153 25 13.6

2.730 14 19.6 3.246 20 32.9
2.84 16 - 3.286 25 6.3

2.87 2 - 3.35 25 27.1

2.90 2 - 3.468 17 16.5

2.94 10 - 3.526 - 16.3

3.01 3.5 - 3.574 - 42.6

3.07 7 - 3.752 - 110

Notes: ) In /23/ the measurement accuracy is 30%; target thick-

ness is 20 keV.

xx) In /24/ the results of cross-section measurement in the reso-

nances connected with excitation of the ground state of nucleus Na-

22: measurement accuracy is 15%, target thickness is from 4 to 7 keV.

3. EVALUATION OF THE EXPEBIMENTAL DATA 0 (oh.) REACTION

In interaction of aC -particles with oxygen in the energy region

up to 10 MeV the (d4 ) reaction proceeds only on 017, 018 isotopes;

the reaction energies for these isotopes are 0.588 and 0.698 MeV,

respectively. For 016 this reaction is endoergic with the reaction

energy 12.135 MeV.

The cross section of the 017 and 018 (4,/7 ) reaction was measu-

red in /6,7/ for the energy region from 1 MeV to 5.2 MeV with accu-

racy *25% and in /8/ for Ed- from 5 MeV to 12.5 MeV with accuracy

+10%.
In work /9/ Bair and Willard /6,7/ made repeated measurements

18
of the cross section for 0 at Ti =(4.62-4.8) MeV and found that the

results of earlier measurements for 017 and 018 had been underesti-

183 mated by a factor of 1.35. The reconsidered error became equal to+7%.

In the same work the authors, basing on the measurements of neutron

yield from a thick 8i02 target, calculated the cross section of the

( o,7 ) reaction for natural oxygen in the energy region (3.5-8) MeV;

the accuracy of its determination was - 10%. Fig.1 shows the results

from /6,7/ corrected in accordance with the recommendation of work /9/.

Thus, there are two sets of the data obtained by different au-

thors, which agree in the overlapping measurement region (5-8)MeV in

the limits of accuracy +10% reported by the authors. In obtaining the

evaluated values the results of /6,7/ increased by a factor of 1.35

and normalizing factor (1.067+0.064) were taken as the basis. This

factor is the ratio of the weighted average cross section for natural

oxygen found from the results of /8,9/ to the average cross section

/9/ in the (5-8)MeV energy region. For energies higher than 5 MeV the

results of /8/ reduced by a factor of 1.067 were taken as evaluated

values. The evaluated error in the values is +10% at energies up to

5MeV and +12% at energies higher than 5MeV and is determined by qua-

dratic addition of the errors in the original measurements and nor-

malizing factor (+6%).

The evaluated data for 017 and 018 are given in Table 3 (columns

2,3).
The neutron yield from the target where K -particles lose com-

pletely their energy is determined by:

Y(&) Ji '// M (1)
where K is the number of the isotope nuclei per gram of the target

material in which the (t,/n ) reaction proceeds; /4j is the reaction

cross section; /E/dK is the stopping power of the target material.

The main difficulty in the calculation of the neutron yield is asso-

ciated with uncertainty of the stopping power values. Fig.3 shows the

results of semiempirical calculations of the stopping power for oxy-

gen and uranium reported in two recent works /25,26/. In the same

figure the calculation results ( 5>/4x ) for uranium dioxide and

the experimental results /27/ are presented. The calculation was ma-

de in accordance with the Bragg' 8 rule/28/

rs/ /r- i^i (28)

where 4 is the isotopf mass number , e1 is the number of atoms
of this isotope in the molecule of matter.
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Fig.3. The stopping power values for oxygen (left scale),
uranium, uranium dioxide (right scale): -/25/, ~ /26/,

.--- /27/.

As is seen from the figure the discrepancy between the two re-
sults is significant, particularly for <.6 -particle energies lower
than 5MeV. The accuracy 5% which is usually attributed to these data

may be spoken about only for energies exceeding 5 MeV. For example,

the discrepancies for oxygen are 5% at 5 MeV while at 2 MeV they un-
crease up to 20%; for uranium the discrepancies ae 10% at 5MeV and
30% at 2MeV. The stopping power values for uranium dioxide, calcula-

ted by formula (2), using the data of /25 and 26/, differ at 5 MeV
by 7%. The experimental values of the stopping power, whose accuracy
is +2%, are systematically higher by 13% than those calculated from
the results of /25/.

The choice of the best values ( /t//d ) was made from the compa-

rison of the results of the neutron yield calculation by (1) using

various stopping power data with the experimental data.

Fig.4o Comparison of the calculation results for neutron yields
on uranium dioxide with the experimental data:/ll/-x and
/16-20/-o.

Pig.4 shows the results of neutron yield calculations for urani-

um dioxide using the stopping power values from /26/ and the experi-
mental data available. A good agreement of the calculation values
with the results of /11/ can be seen. Though the data of /11/ are
preliminary, the corrections unaccounted in these results are small
(less than 4%), as has been pointed out in /29/, and cannot affect
essentially the experimental values; the expected measurement accura-
cy is to be about 2%. For measurements on 238PuO2 at Ed =5.50MeV

Fig.2 shows the weighted average value taken from /16-20/; it is equ-

al to (0.227±0.003) 101n/106 d- particles and agrees with the calcu-

lated value (0.24±0.2) 10-1.

Thus, the results of the semiempirical calculations of the stop-

ping power from /26/ agree reasonably with the experimental data

/27/ and give a good description of the experimental neutron yields.,
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186 This circumstance permits us to use them for obtaining the evalu-

ated neutron yields. Table 3 lists neutron yields for natural oxygen

(column 5), for Pu238 (column 6) and the contribution to the total
yield of neutrons for 1017 (column 7) expressed as a percentage. The

neutron yield for energies lower than 1MeV is obtained by extrapola-

tion of the evaluated cross section values to the threshold energy.

The total evaluated error of the yield values is about +20% at ener-

gies lower than 1.5MeV and +15% at other energies. The total uncerta-

inty included the error +7% resulted from the spread of the stopping

power data.

The comparison of our evaluated data on neutron yields with

those evaluated earlier in /30/ after multiplying them by 1.35 shows

that the values from/30/ are lower by about 10% at energies up to

3.5MeV and by 25% at 7MeV. The discrepancy seems to be due to different

ways of data matching over the cross sections of the 0 (o4,/) reaction

/6-8/ in the overlapping region of measurements and to use of other

stopping power values /27/. All the known experimental results agree,

within the accuracy reported by the authors, with the evaluated va-

lues, except for the data on the neutron yield on oxygen for 7.7MeV
eL - particles, which is twice as great as our value /5/.

P (c<C, ) reaction

The F-19 (i, /n ) reaction is endoergic with the reaction energy
of 1.95MeV. In the literature only one measurement of the total

cross section of the F(o4, ) reaction in the (2.6-5.1)MeV O -par-
ticle region is known. Its accuracy is +15%. In work /9/ the neutron

yield from PbF2 and ZnF2 thick targets with energies from 3.5MeV to

8MeV is measured. The yield was converted to a fluorine target making

use of the stopping power data from /25/; the evaluated error is +7%.

Some works are known where the neutron yield has been measured on the

isotope d -particle sources: Po -210 /12,14/ with an accuracy up to

10% and that on uranium hexafluoride at various uranium isotope con-

tent /22/ with an accuracy of +7.3%.

For comparison of the experimental data we calculated the neutron

yield for fluorine using the results from /10/ and /22 /; the stopping

power data were taken from /26/. Fig.5 shows the calculated and ex-
perimental results /9,12,14/. One can see three curves with the sys-

v
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Pig.5, The calculation results of neutron yields on fluorine
x- /9/, 0-/2/, 0-/14/, 0 -the results have been obtained
from calculation on the basis of the experimental yields for

uranium hexafluoride /22/,' the results are calculated by
means of the cross section measured.

tematically differing data. The lowest have been obtained using the
cross section on thin targets, measured in /10/. The values higher

by 20% are the experimental results taken from /9/. Finally, the
highest results systematically higher by 60% than the values of /10/

were obtained in /12,14,22/, where the isotope o -particle sources

were used. The discrepancies are essential taking into account that
the experimental errors reported by the authors /9,22/ are about +7%p.

It should be pointed out that in work /22/ uranium hexafluoride
samples weighted up to 0.4 kg were used,corrections for neutron ab-
sorption and multiplication in the samples have been thoroughly con-
sidered; however nothing is said about the sample compositions though
it is known /19s21/ that the presence of light impurity elements
(Be,C,O) in the sample could be the cause of the higher yield of neut-

rons observed.
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188 To obtain the evaluated data the experimental results were nor-
malized to the weighted average value of the neutron yield for fluori-
ne at 4.40, 4.48, 4.76MeV, determined from /9,10,22/. The results
for 4.18MeV were not analyzed since they did not meet the Birge's
criterion. In the statistical analysis the results of /10/ and /22/
were assigned with uncertainties 18% and 12.4%, respectively, obtained
by adding 10% to the authors'uncertainty due to discrepancy in the
fluorine stopping power values in /25,26/.

The evaluated values of the F(e, / ), reaction cross section at
energies up to 5MeV were based on the results of work /10/ multiplied

by the normalization factor (1.21+0.14); at energies higher than 5MeV

the cross-section values were determined by the data of /9/. The eva-

luated error in the cross-section value is +20% up to E =5MeV, which

is determined by the experiment and normalization errors, and +10%
at energies higher than 5MeV (7% is the measurement error, 5% is the

uncertainty in the stopping power values, 3% is given for possible

sharp change in the cross section in the averaging range). The evalua-

ted values of neutron yield on fluorine and uranium hexafluoride were
calculated by formula (1) using the stopping power data from /26/.
The evaluated error in the yield values is the same as for the cross
section data since the uncertainty in the stopping power values was

allowed for earlier. The evaluated cross section and yield values to-
gether with the errors are presented in Table 4.

The comparison with the known experimental results shows that

the neutron yields on fluorine for E,= 5.3MeV in /12,14/ exceeds the
evaluated value by a factor of 1.5. The data of /31/ on neutron yield
from the 241AmF source became known after the evaluation had been
completed. The neutron yield reported there was (3.44+0.13) being

35% lower than our results.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the experimental results available shows that
currently the recommended results can be found with an accuracy +10%
for the O(OCL' ) reaction and t20% for fluorine. The uncertainty in
the stopping power values decreases the accuracy of the recommended
neutron yield data, particularly, at energies lower than 5MeV.

Therefore, to obtain more reliable results on neutron yields

on materials of complicated compositions, it is necessary not only

to continue the cross-section measurements on these targets but to
carry out measurements of the stopping powers of various matters.
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Abstract /

A further development of the optical-statistical approach to the

evaluation and prediction of neutron cross-sections, in particular,

generalization of the coupled-channel method and systematics of the

nuclear level density are discussed. The level density model is

described; the parameters permitting the actinide level density to

be calculated have been obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The formalism for calculation of neutron cross-sections on the

basis of the statistical model was developed rather long ago /1-3/.

One can consider that there are no difficulties in principle in

using the optical-statistical model in the calculation of neutron

cross-sections for the intermediate-weight nuclei other than the

correlation effects which can increase the average reaction cross-

sections by higher values than those due to contribution from the

direct reactions /4,5/. 

A number of difficulties arises in applying the optical-statis-

tical model to the calculation of neutron cross-sections in case of

fissionable nuclei, the evaluation of neutron cross-sections for

such nuclei being rather complicated.

In case of the fissionable nuclei there are practically no ex-

perimental data, for example, on the cross-sections for inelastic

scattering by levels because the experiments are difficult to carry

out, the available data being very scanty and rather unreliable.

There are unexplained systematic errors which do not always manifest

themselves to a sufficient extent. Even for 238 where the competi-



190 tion of the fission reaction is not strong the experimental data on

6'nn. , for the first level differ by a factor of 1.5 and, the-

refore, ore often cannot give credence to the errors stated by the

experimenters.

The fissionable nuclei are also difficult to study theoretical-

ly. The case is that the fission theory has not yet reached a stage

when the nuclear data could be quantitatively predicted. Thus , the

theoretical predictions of the fission barriers are made to an ac-

curacy of 1-2 MeV /4/, whereas for the purpose of evaluation the

accuracy must be 100 keV. The fission is the main competitive pro-

cess and, therefore, it should be taken into account in the theore-

tical model calculations. This effect is very considerable. Thus,

for the cross-section of neutron inelastic scattering by the first

level of 239Pu at 50 keV the competition effect of fission amounts

to about 80%. The correct allowance for fission probability is a

very complex problem as it involves the calculation of 6 ,

In addition, the heavy fissionalbe nuclei have a high density

of excited states which, as a result of it, are resolved to com-

paratively low energies. The low excitation energies of the first

levels cause necessity for taking into account the competition of

the radiative capture when calculating the inelastic scattering

cross-section.

The program developed by us makes it possible to perform the

self-consistentcalculation of neutron cross-sections of all types

and to take into account the competition of the fission process with

other ones. The discrete and continuous spectra of transition sta-

tes of the fissionalbe nucleus are considered in this case and

in calculating the fluctuation factors of fission widths the pre-

sent-day ideas of a two-humped structure of the fission barrier we-

re used, which is of special importance for the subbarier fission

calculation. Moreover, in case of the fissionalbe nuclei,it is

necessary to take into account the ( e, '/ ) process when the
fission of the excited compound nucleus after emission of a prima-

ry gamma-ray is possible. The allowance for this process is espe-

cially important when calculating the radiative capture cross-

section as it leads to the stronger spin and energy dependences of

radiative widths. The coupled-channel method and the statistical

model were joined in a computer program, the neutron transmission

coefficients from the nonopherical optical model being used in the
statistical model.

The correctness of calculation of neutron transmission coeffi-
cients is extremely important when evaluating the cross-sections for

inelastic scattering which in contrast to radiative capture depends
rather strongly on these coefficients. The allowance for the collec-

tive effects in the nuclear level density seemed to be very signi-

ficant.

2. CALCULATION OF NEUTRON CROSS-SECTIONS FOR FISSIONABLE NUCLEI

The statistical model can be used for the self-consistent calcu-
lation of neutron cross-sections of the fissionable nuclei within
the incident neutron energy range from 1 keV to 5 LeV. The Hauser-
Peshbach model assumes that the compound nucleus formation and di-
sintegration processes are independent of each other and,hence,this
model ignores the effects of increase in cross-section in the elas-
tic channel. These effects can be taken into account by the Teppel
method /5/.

We shall dwell at some length on the calculation of the cross-
section for inelastic scattering by the fissionable nuclei.

In order to obtain the excitation cross-section of the target
nucleus level with an energy ET, the expression for probability of

the compound nucleus disintegration must be integrated over all di-

rections 0 of an outgoing neutron, summed over all projections

m, mj, mi and all values of momenta 1J, J, 1 , j and averaged over
possible directions of the target nucleus spin. As a result, the
expression for the excitation cross-section of the level El with
allowance for the competitions of fission and radiative capture is
written as

·. ,, A A )6;n'( E, - T + f E 75 094 
Here i is the spin of the target ground state; sand/' are the or-
bital and total momenta of the incident neutron, respectively; t

and j/ are the same of the outgoing neutron; 7 is the spin of the
compound nucleus. The summation in the denominator is performed over

all neutron channels of the compound nucleus disintegration which
obeys the energy, purity and total momentum conservation lavos.



The factor A in the transmission coefficients of the exit and

elastic channels takes into account that the neutron energy goes over

partially to the recoil nucleus energy.

The quantity Tcomp in (1) takes into account the competition

of the neutron disintegration channels allowed by the conservation

laws and includes the transmission coefficients for radiative cap-

ture and fission:

Tcop = Tr7(A ES 1S" T_ ( E_ s) (2)

Here ( .At ' S.) is the excitation energy of the compound nucleus,

2.ts, and T/yr are the "effective" transmission coefficients

for radiative capture and fission, respectively.

The "effective" transmission coefficient for fission, Tfj'jr , in

the range of fissionable nucleus transition states can be calculated

analogously to the neutron transmission coefficient:

such an approach can be used near the threshold for 239Pu and 241u

and in the range of allowed levels in the case of 235U.

In the.framework of the phenomenological approach to the fissi-

on process the question about the nuclear level density in the fis-

sion point remains unsettled. It follows from the conception of

the two-humped fission barrier that the single-particle state den-

sity for actinides at the Fermi energy in case of the fission defor-

mation is considerably higher than in case of the equilibrium defor-

mation, i.e. the level density in the saddle point must be higher

at excitation energies within the discrete spectrum of transition

states. The independent particle model assumes that at excitation

energies above the boundary of the discrete spectrum of transition

states the level density in the fission point must be lower. However,

the loss of symmetry effects of the saddle-shaped configuration can

cause such an increase in contribution of the rotational states being

enough to compensate for or even to exceed the loss.

There are no direct experimental data on the level density in

the fission point other than the fission cross-sections. Information

on the level density that can be obtained from 0 depends strongly

on assumptions on the fission barrier height; vice versa, the

fission barrier heights obtained from 0! depend on assumptions on

the level density. Therefore, in order to calculate T/r- at high

energies where the transition state diagram is unknownmwe use, as

Lynn did /9/, the simple formula for the transition state density

analogous to the formula derived from the constant temperature mo-

del:

7y'ry 2T (3)

The fission width rJ-. can be determined using the Bohr-Wheeler ex-

pression /6/:

' -- rp = A2 Ac, j (4)

where P(E K, Xa) is the transmission coefficient of the K-th fis-

sion barrier with a height Eof and a curvature parameter A)J 1 /7/:

P(,E/k, /dk.) =
1 + e)p [- 2K (E - E/____i____ (5)

(, 2Zlle xp -- y ( 4)j
Here E/t is the energy of the known transition states.

The summation in (4) is made over transition states with a spin

J and a parity 7. An approximate transition state diagram for even-

mass nuclei was suggested by ynn /8/. While developing this diag-

ram a saddle-shaped mass asymmetry was taken into account. This led

to the low-lying KT-- 0 band for barrier B and to lowering

the K=- 2* band for barrier A.

The diagram is known only up to an energy of 1. eV above

the fission threshold. In view of the fission thresholds for 239Pu,

191 241pu and 235 being equal to -1.6 and -0.6 Mie, respectively,

(6)

where 0' , C/ , Oy are the parameters of the continuous density

of the fissionable nucleus transition states obtained from the ex-

perimental data on yi for the nucleus under consideration. In

this case the concept "constant temperature" can refer only to a

narrow energy range, each energy area having its own value of Of

Thus, the "effective" transmission coefficient T7-J for fis-

sion with allowance for the discrete and continuous spectra of



192 fissionable nucleus transition states can be written in the form:

'7If (i A tp 6E/t/ I·Z'pi2P(2D 0 d < (7)
where P(EKAJOK) and P(Et o 6, ) are determined from (5) whe-

reas '({, T,) is determined by expression (6).

The agreement of the calculated cross-section for fission with

the experimental data serves as a criterion that the given method

allows for the competition of fission in a correct way.

Thus, using the approximate transition state diagram up to an

energy of about 1.8 MeV above the fission threshold, the approxima-

te heights of fission barriers from experiments on the ( d, p/ ) and

( t,pf ) reactions /10/ and the constant-temperature model for the

level density at higher energies we have determined the level densi-

ty parameters and refined the transition state diagram and the bar-

rier heights basing on the experimental data for f of the nuclei

under consideration. The change in [E by 0.2MeV and in AJ) by 10%

did not turn out to affect seriously the quality of the 0 fitting

on condition that the corresponding compensating changes were made

also for the other parameters.

For actinides one peak of the fission barrier is, as a rule,

higher than the other one (237U for which both the peaks are iden-
(4,s)

tical is an exception), hence the lesser value from Tfy can be

taken as the "effective" transmission coefficient for fission, which

proves to be adequate in accuracy for calculating neutron cross-

sections /9/. In cases when both Tf(A) and Tf(B) are much less

than 1 (subbarrier fission) the formula of type (1) becomes invalid

for calculating C and, therefore, another method should be used

to calculate Oj /11/.

Indeed, after the first gamma-ray emission there is a possibi-

lity of deexcitating the nucleus through neutron emission and by

fission. The neutron emission is possible when the excitation ener-

gy after emission of the first gamma-ray is higher than the neut-

ron separation energy. Therefore, when calculating the transmission

coefficient for radiative capture by use of the cascade theory of

gamma-ray emission /12/ it is necessary to consider the competition

of the ( h, y't' ) and ( -, rf ) reactions with radiative captu-

re /16/.

The consideration of the ( h, rtn' ) process when calculating

the transmission coefficient for radiative capture turned out to be

appreciable only at neutron energies higher than the average energy

of the first-cascade gamma-rays ( £y - 1MeV), Thus, the calculation

has shown that for 24 2pu the consideration of this process at a

neutron energy of 0.5 kMeV reduces F7 only by 0.5%.

The consideration of the (n, yfj process is more significant

for the fissionable nuclei when the disintegration of the excited

compound nucleus is energetically possible after emitting the primary

gamma-rays.

The weak energy dependence of radiative capture width for both

types of spectral factor at incident neutron energies up to 1 MeV

where there is an experimental information on cross-section for radi-

ative capture does not allow one to choose one of the types. But

the type of spectral factor affects considerably the calculated

values of widths <<y .
239

The following values were obtained experimentally for 239Pu:

I/04- t ,/7< 4Mev /17/, /*1 =4.1 0.9 meV /18/ and ~^ =
=6.1 2.9 meV /19/. Results of calculations by use of the different

models of level density and the different types of spectral factor a

are given in Table 1. The calculation using the spectral factor with

Table 1.

Theoretical and experimental values of y/ widths for
239Pu

level density model and rt (f < r.f>°

type of spectral factor
mV mV

Fermi-gas model; Lorentz 5.94 5.46
factor

Fermi-gas model; Weisskopf 10.59 11.55
factor

Fermi-gas mqdel with collective
modes included; Lorentz factor 3.62 3.11

Permi-gas model with collective
modes included; Weisskopf factor 7.25 7.28
Superfluid model with collective

modes included; Lorentz factor 5.80 5.24

Superfluid model; Weisskopf factor 11.42 13.37
Experiment /17/ <4 meV -

/18/ - 4.1 0.9

/19/ 6.1 2.9



the Lorentz dependence generalized for deformed nuclei yields the

values of jy which agree with the experimental values within

their errors.

Thus, the stronger dependence of the calculated widths rtf)~

on type of the spectral factor in comparison with <r>) makes it

possible to conclude that within accuracy of the available experimen-

tal data on /y the Weisskopf representation of the spectral fac-

tor leads to the worse agreement with the experimental data on 4y
widths than the Lorentz dependence does, the latter ensures the

satisfactory agreement with the experimental values of rrf . It

should be noted that this conclusion depends on values of the para-

meters ( B, A, <)D> and especially Ty ) used in the calcula-
tions. Therefore, in calculating the cross-sections it is of great

importance to use the parameters optimized over the whole set of

experimental data. That is why below in calculating the transmission

coefficients for radiative capture for the purpose of nuclear data

evaluation the spectral factor in the Lorentz form was used.

The consideration of the ( n, Yf ) and ( 4, yr' ) processes le-

ads, as could be expected, to a change in energy dependence of radia-

tive widths </'i) (Fig.1).i This change becomes rather drastic at

energies above 1 MeV (at 1 MeV the consideration of these proces-

ses leads to decrease of </r> by a factor of 1.5). Naturally, such

a change of <~)> affects also the cross-section for radiative cap-

ture.

The analysis made by us has shown that in case of nuclei with

a negative fission threshold the allowance for the competition of

fission and inelastic scattering with the gamma-deexcitation only

after emitting the primary gamma-rays holds true only at low energi-

es of incident neutrons ( En, 0.5 MeV). It is due to the fact that

at higher energies of incident neutrons there is also definite pro-

bability of nuclear fission after emitting two successive gamma-

rays. So,in calculating the radiative capture width the competition

of fission and inelastic scattering with gamma-deexcitation was

considered for one more cascade. It allowed the radiative capture

widths for the ( 4, Of ) and ( n, tn' ) processes to be calculated

with considerable accuracy. The majority of the second cascade gam-

ma-rays is emitted at a nucleus excitation energy below 8n+ 0,5 LeV,

as at higher excitation energies the fission and inelastic scatte-

rY.
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Fig.l. Calculated energy dependence of f* for 239Pu 1 -
with the ( f,/f) and ( ,yn') processes included, Lorentz spectral
factor; 2 - with the ( tt,f ) and ( ,n [) processes included,
Weisskopf spectral factor; 3 - with the (n,)n') process alone

included, Lorentz spectral factor; 4 - without including the (.,rf )
and (tIy ) processes, Lorentz spectral factor; 5 - the same
conditions as for curve 1 and with the ( ni, / ) process additional-
ly included.

ring processes dominate. As the average gamma-ray energy Eb1 1 MIeV,

the nucleus excitation energy becomes lower than the fission threshold
after two next cascades of deexcitation and the processes other than

gamma-deexcitation are impossible. The comparison of the radiative.

capture widths obtained for the nuclei 238U and 239Pu with the re-

sults of calculations including the competition of fission and in-

elastic scattering only after the first cascade of gomma-deexcita-

tion shows that at low energies of incident neutrons the widths pra-

ctically agree (see Fig.2).

At higher energies the behaviour of Gy is different. For 23%

which has a positive fission threshold the allowance for the compe-
tition of the fission and inelastic scattering processes in the

second cascade of gamma-deexcitation leads to a slight decrease in

radiative capture width whereas in case of 239Pu the reduction of 

is more essential (by about 5%).
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Pig.2. Comparison between various approaches to calculating
the radiative capture widths- ( ) 3/2- for the target nucleus
238oo dt 239
23U; (b) Fy for the target nucleus Pu; curve 1 - calcula-
tions with allowance for the competitions of fission and inelastic
scattering after two cascades of gamma-rays; curve 2 - the same
but only after the first cascade of gamma-rays; curve 3 - according
to /20/.

The correct consideration of the competition of fission and

inelastic scattering at nucleus excitation energies higher than B.

is also of importance. It can be seen in Fig.2 where the results

of calculations made with and without allowance for the contribu-

tion from the second cascade gamma-rays emitted at nucleus excita-

tion energies higher than Bn into Fr are compared.

3. APPLICATION OF THE COUPLED-CIIANNEL LIETHOD TO EVALUATIO11
OF IEUTRON CROSS-SECTIONS FOR FISSIONABLE flUCLiEI

The heavy fissionable nuclei are strongly deformed and so the

neutron scattering cannot be adequately described by the convenient

optical model which does not consider the direct connection between

the orbital motion of an incident neutron and the nuclear rotation,

which leads to a direct excitation of nuclear rotational levels in

inelastic scattering.

For the heavy nuclei the coupling between the different channels

is rather strong and the coupled-clannel method is efficient.

The coupled-channel method /21/ considering this connection des-

cribes more correctly the neutron interaction with the deformed nuc-

lei,

Born's distorted wave method /22/ is a success in cases when

the nuclear deformationA is small v( 0.1). At higher P the dif-

ferential cross-sections of the elastically and inelastically scat-

tered neutrons are described inadequately by the distorted wave me-

thod, as the low-lying collective states affect not only the inelas-

tic scattering processes but also the elastic channel. Therefore, in

this case it is more preferable to use the coupled channel method,

i.e. to seek a precise solution of the quantum-mechanical problem

on scattering by the deformed nonspherical potential with an intrin-

sic structure.

The spherical optical model does not take into account the intrinJ

sic nuclear structure (i.e. the structure of a potential by which

the scattering takes place). Therefore, the elastic scattering by

the potential is a single direct process which can be calculated in

this model. At the same time the experimental data on angular

distribution of inelastically-scattered neutrons (their preferable

emission along the direction of incident neutron motion is borne

in mind) show that a substantial fraction of inelastic scattering

results from the direct mechanism, pointing to a necessity of inclu-

ding an intrinsic structure in the optical model potential.

For the heavy well-deformed nuclei in the form of ellipsoid

of revolution the lover levels are determined by the collective nu-

clear rotation and the intrinsic nuclear state can be connected

with rotations and characterized by the D -functions (by the top-

functions). In this case the system of one-channel optical equati-

ons does not decompose into individual equations and it is necessa-

ry to solve the whole system, the connection between the equations

being determined by deformation of the nucleus. At distances lar-

ger than nuclear radius this system decomposes into individual op-

tical equations describing the inlet elastic channels and the out-

let elastic and inelastic channels.

A change in the optical model leads to that in a form of the op-

tical potential. This is due to the absorption cross-section being

slightly overestimated in the spherical optical model as the direct

inelastic scattering in this model is considered as taking place



through the compound nucleus. Therefore the imaginary part of the

potential responsible for absorption in the coupled-channel model

must be less than that in the spherical optical model.

The application of the coupled-channel method makes it necessary

to develop complex computer programs and the application of these

programs to the evaluation of neutron data asks for a knowledge
of the optical potential parameters. Such programs have been deve-
loped abroad /21,23,24/ and in our country /25,26/. However,because
of a long computer time required the nonspherical optical potential

parameters were not determined automatically using the %2- crite-

rion even for the program of /23/ which is most suitable for the

purpose of the neutron data evaluation. The high-speed program in-

volving the coupled-channel method and developed by us differs

from the programs of /24-26/ in the folloving. Stormer's five-

point method is used for the numerical integration of the system of

coupled equations. It makes it possible to reduce considerably

the computer time in comparison with the modified Numerov's method.

Stormer's method allows one to obtain a solution at a point Z if

the solutions at /t preceding equidistant points z-h, z-2h,...z-nh

are known. The accuracy of approximation grows with n, the error
being equal to o(hAn* for n 4(our calculations were made at

n=5).

The system of N coupled equations can be written in the form:

ZJ"(7 '= FV()UNi2, (15)

where U(Z) is the N-dimensional column of solutions and V/) is
the lxHl matrix.

The partial solution 1 (tJ for n=5 is obtained in Stormer's
method from the following relationship:

every integration step. Thus, it is necessary to make lI2 multiplica-
tions at every step and it takes a major part of computer time. Ne-
vertheless, this method is quicker than the Runge-Kutta method.

One would think it is necessary to make 5 multiplications in
eq.(1 6 ) to obtain Z/(;) and it looks as if the application of
eq. (16) is slower by a factor of 5 than, for example, in case of the
two-point method, where:

Y'(7) ; U,(- e k - UCZ - - ?f(Ct XkI (17)
However,it is not right as four multiplications have been made befo-

re we reach the-point (zt . In other words, with the vectors f/(ZL)
obtained for ri= r -2h, r-3h, r-4h and r-5h there is nothing to

do in eq.(16) but to carry out 4N multiplications and 4N summutions

in addition to N2 multiplications. If N is sufficiently large, the

use of eq.(16) does not strongly increase the computer time in com-

parison with the two-point scheme, And as eq.(16) allows the grea-

ter integration step h to be used, the calculations are really

accelrated.

Some authors /27,28/ state that the modified Humerov's method

is more suitable and quicker for the numerical integration of

coupled equations, because it permits the greater step h to be used.

We have investigated both the method and found no advantages of the

modified Numerov's method. This is the point that this method re-

quires twice I2 multiplications at every step in order to obtain

the value of the function U(r) and even though makes it possible to

increase the integration step (which has not found by us when compa-

ring theStormer's and Numerov's methods), this increase is not

enough to compensate for time required for the additional N2 mul-

tiplications.

In solving the Schrddinger equation its division into the

angular and radial parts is usually made /25/. The solution of the

system of equations for the radial part must obey the certain bo-

undary conditions and the unknown matrix elements as well as dis-

persions containing all data on the neutron interaction with the

nucleus are determined from the joining equation (i.e. from the

condition of equality of two solutions in the nuclear interaction

area and in the free motion area).

Z% = .Zt&('2-k)- A-2[~ . f( A ~~~~C~~~~~~ = ~ ~ 21
(16)

- f/?6 YV 2-)299/fJgt-.34- 9G2fit-JA/ ,9Vzr- 54)],

where (zj U jN = V(t) Jt)

The Stormer's method offers the following advantages. To obtain Zinf)
the method requires multiplying the matrix A into the vector U at
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The method of joining the solutions is described, e.g., by

Ignatyuk et al. /25/. To obtain the solution the following property

is used: the linear combination X al ( of the partial so-

lutions 2~ is also the solution of the system of coupled equ-

ations for the radial part. The coefficients a(' are determined

from the asymptotic boundary conditions.

Our program uses another method of joining which requires one

matrix inversion and naturally reduces the computer time. One can

write that the i-th partial solution of system (15) is the linear

combination of the asymptotic solutions with coefficients o06

the incident wave being only in the inlet channel k . Then the joi-

ning equation can be written in the form:

id; ($ x; I o/f b (y.+ C0 x- J o v iX v v
. 1 )K 'A -'

These expressions represent the system of 211 equations with 21, un-

knowns o a and C/* It is possible to avoid calculating the co-

efficients o4~ in the following way. Multiplying the first equa-

tion by i( join-x) and the second one by .G/ oin + x) and subtra-

cting the second from the first one we shall obtain

Now the joining equations (18) take the form

. -Zc 
K _

(23)

(24)

and it is possible to get rid of the coefficients c4 and to obtain

the final expression for the joining equation and determining the

C-matrix elements:

O K. 'f =- (A>t i,2C/A
I k (25)

i~is~ yfial~k y ykc~ (19)

where RRjoin x R = Rjoin- -xt -

low multiplying the first and second equations (18) by Pj(R2 ) and

PF(R1), respectively, and subtracting the second from the first one

we shall obtain:

As seen from eq.(25), the C-matrix elements can be obtained

either by.division of two NxN matrices or by multiplication of the

matrix B from the left side of eq.(25) by the matrix inverse

to that in the right side. If this multiplication or division of

the matrices is considered to be a solution of a set of linear equa-

tions whose right sides represent the B matrix column, we obtain

the values for the fixed j . Moreover, if a single inlet state is

considered, the coefficients C, are required only for the values

of k corresponding to this state.

The above described method of the numerical integration of co-

upled equations for the radial wave functions and of the joining

of the solutions with the asymptotic one at E--o requires choosing

the certain values for the integration step h and the joining radi-

us R join. The choice of the h and join values seems to affect

significantly both the accuracy and speed of computations: an inc-

rease in integration step (the joining radius) makes consistently

shorter the time required for computations, but reduces the accura-

cy of the obtained results. So the choice of the r and Rjoin values

was investigated in a number of works where both Iumerov's /26/

and Stdrmer's /24/ methods were used for solving the Schrodinger

equation and where A- 0.1-0.3 fm was recommended. From physical
considerations we have decided to connect the value of integration

step with length of potential diffuseness characterizing the rate

of change in potential depth and accepted the integration step A

equal to 1/3 CR , where aR is the diffuseness of the real part
of potential. Such a choice of integration step permits three cal-

iLt~1A'j.((j- 1 2 (20)

W/e shall determine the matrices A/ and B in the following way:

t - )6i( :- (U2.1)
vi 7 -^ -- - --- -^ ---- ̂  --- (21)

BS -
v

(d ), (0,)z- Gr GJ. (22)



culations to be made along the diffuseness length, which is seeming-

ly enough to describe the potential variations with considerable

accuracy. The calculations show that decrease in the step does not

lead to improving the accuracy of calculations, but takes longer

computer time. The diffuseness for both the imaginary and the real

parts of the potential in the coupled-channel calculations is about

0.5-0.8 ft, the value of integration step used by us agrees roughly

with the values of A determined in /24,26/.

As a rule, the joining radius is chosen from the condition

Rjoin RR * (7-10)C2* /25/ or determined by the tentative numerical

calculations /24/. But such a choice of joining radius results in

its value being independent of incident neutron energy whereas it

was empirically shown in /24/ that in order to reach the required

accuracy of calculations in decreasing the neutron energy the joi-

ning radius must increase. Let us determine the relationships allo-

wing one to choose the joining radius taking into account the fore-

going.

We must choose such a value Z for the joining radius that

makes it possible to ingnore an influence of interaction potential

U(r), that is

LL (z) L E
(26)

The expression for the neutron wave number k is defined as

k c' E-~C-z)' . Then taking into account that condition (26) is

satisfied at join we obtain
b k - ZC(t)
~/ 2E (27)

Upon integrating (27) between the limits from j oin to e<

we obtain the expression for the total relative error due to igno-

ring the remainder of the potential at 2>k.join:

-K I 2UEZ~ d (28)
From this expression it is possible to determine the value joins

It is seen that the total relative error in determining K represents

a half of ratio of integral of the interaction potential, igno-

red in the calculations, to energy. To determine Rjoin we shall

write(for - Rjoin):

Let us substitute (29) in (28) and integrate

2E 2 id (2tdE 
t LO~e/ Q J )

Ve shall suggest that the total relative error in determining Gjoin

should not exceed 10-4 . Then

Upn -iP peg-ri-t (- 9l o i
de ii "te on i (30)

Upon taking logarithm of (30) we shall obtain the relationship for

determining the joining radius:

R' , + I aa,- aR2 + 410= 

or R j = p* o 0t EVA+ QR a_ - 472 t1. 4t).

(31)

Finally we have

RioncZ RR;(e. f 8,5)a0 (32)
It is seen from (32) that to reach the required accuracy the value

of joining radius should grow with decreasing the energy. It must

be remembered that when deriving (32) we took into account only the

real part of the interaction potential Vk , and that allowance

for its imaginary part slightly increases the value of Rjoin' So

to calculate R oin we used the expression

Rj= RR f (e " f) (33C £ (33)

The values of kjoin for incident neutron energies of 0.1, 1.0 and

15 LUeV (at -~ 45 MeV, RA ~ 7.5 fr, OQ- o.6 f are equal to 17.2,

15.8 and 14.2 fermi, respectively.

As in solving the system of coupled equations by Stdrmer's

method the first derivative of the function being calculated

is not used, we, as noted above, make the joinings at two points:

Rjoinx and Gjoin +x. The choice of interval 2x between the joi-

ning points also affects both the accuracy of solving the system of

equations and the calculation rate: decrease in x leads to degenera-

cy of the system of equations (25) and reduces the accuracy of so-

lution, increase in x takes up more computer time.The calculations

have shown that the choice of interval between the joining points

197 U (Z) - VR V C C -

,(, e Xp 2 - "', ale
a..

(29)



198 equal to x=2h=2/3CLR together with expression (33) for ^join al-

lows the C-matrix elements to be calculated with an accuracy of

about 10- 4.

The generalized optical model calculations require the multiple

determination of the Klebsch-Gordan and Rack coefficients taking

long computer time. So a special algorithm for calculating the vec-

tor addition coefficients was developed permitting one to speed up

their calculations and to reach a required accuracy. The feature

of this algorithm consists in the following. If we take the logari-

thms of the formulas for the Kleboch-Gordan and Rack coefficients,

we shall neglect the products and divisions of factorials in these

formulas and shall have only the sums and differences of their loga-

rithms. As a computer operates on integral numbers with a higher

speed and accuracy, we shall eliminate half-integral magnitudes
using the doubled values of momenta and their projections. Accepting

the values of n! with a high accuracy (e.g. for n=0-200) as the ini-
tial data we determine the values of vector addition coefficient lo-

garithms as the sum and difference of values of O /Cn!) , where rz
are the required values of momenta and their projections. As the

addition and subtraction operations are carried out with a higher

speed than multiplication and division, the rate of calculations

grows. Moreover, yin./ Af) / and, hence, it is not necessary to

operate on large numbers and the accuracy becomes considerably

better.

The contribution from the great angular momentum which could

be ignored in the spherical optical model should be taken into ac-

count in the coupled-channel method. This can be explained in the

following way /24/. If there is no coupling between the levels, a

neutron which enters a nucleus with a great angular momentum (va-

lue of e) should leave the nucleus with the same angular momentum.

The scattering matrix elements are small in this case, as the cen-

trifugal force decreases them either for the inlet channel and

for the outlet one. In case of the coupled channels the neutron can

escape with a lower value of € leaving the reminder of angular mo-

mentum in the target nucleus. Hence, the effect of centrifugal force

is weaker in this case and the contribution from the higher angular

momenta cannot be ignored.

When there is no coupling between the channels, a single value

of e corresponds to one value of JT . So it is possible to assu-

me that 7max =e max 1/2. In case of the coupling with an exci-
ted level of the target nucleus there are the contributions from
high orbital momenta e in the coupled equations for small .7 , the

contributions from small t existing in the equations for large .
It follows that there cannot be any simple relationship between

&max and Jmax' As a rule, either Lax or Jrmax is assigned in
advance for calculations. If a maximum value of the system total
momentum 7max is given, the contribution from all possible values
of orbital angular momentum t is taken into account in the coupled

equations at any *ma x If a maximum value of the orbital angular
momentum max is given, the coupling of levels with > .m

is not considered in the coupled equations and, hence, the coupled

equations are solved incorrectly even at small 7. To obtain the

same results, as in case of assigning Jmax' it is necessary to
increase the value of emax /24/. This, in turn, leads to necessity
to solve the coupled equations for very large J7 which can be neg-
lected and, consequently, requires a long computer time.

But to assign a value of J-m in advance is not quite satis-

factory. It is more preferable to use procedures where the values

of Ymax are chosen automatically to satisfy a predetermined accu-

racy. We use such a procedure. gle begin the calculations from

Jo= I+1/2, where I is the spin of the target nucleus, and solve

the coupled equations for positive J= ~3ta±n (where n=1,2,3...) un-
til the contribution from the C-matrix coefficients at a given J

in the value of cross-section for direct inelastic scattering beco-

mes less than 10 3.

In this case the contribution from all possible values of € is

taken into account at any 7 . Such a procedure allows one to avoid

necessity of assigning in advance the value of Jmax which depends

on both the incident neutron energy and the number of target levels

considered in the coupling scheme.

When carrying out the numerical calculations we used the re-

sults of investigations /24,26/ on the influence of different phy-

sical approximations upon values of cross-sections being calculated.



In case of expanding the potential in the Legendre polynomials

the difference in the C-matrix coefficients is about 10-2 for

A 2(P2) and/Z-2 and 4(P4), being less than 10-3 between =2

and 4(P4) and =2.4 and 6(P6). The difference in cross-sections and

strength functions is a few percent between P2 and P4, being less

than 1% between P4 and P6. Expansion P2, consequently, should not

be used in calculations as it leads to considerable errors, expan-

sion P4 being satisfactory.

The use of deformation of the spin-orbital term in the potenti-

al causes a change of the order of 10 3 in the C-matrix coefficients

and a change in cross-sections and strength functions by less than

1% in comparison with the spherical spin-orbit potential. The dif-

ference in values of polarization obtained in case of using the

deformed and the spherical spin-orbit term is equal to 2-7%. In the

calculations we used the spherical spin-orbit term, as the influen-

ce of this approximation on results of the neutron cross-section

calculation is negligible. The level coupling is an important

factor in the coupled-channel method. At incident neutron energies

below 1 MeV the use of the three-level coupling (the first and se-

cond excited levels with the ground one) leads to errors < 2% in

O, and O2 , y 5% in So, and about 20M in 0~nn' , the four-le-

vel coupling causing errors c 0.5% in CO and O6 , and < 1% in

SO . With increasing the neutron energy from a few keV to a few

MeV the sensitivity of the calculated values to the chosen coupling

scheme decreases, but the coupling scheme must be invariable within

the whole energy range. The use of the two-level coupling is enough

to calculate the reaction cross-section, the integral cross-section

for elastic scattering, and the strength function. In this case

the error in the calculations is less than 10% for the cross-sec-

tions and the strength function S,, being less than 20% for the

p-wave strength function S, ·

The three-level coupling should be used in calculating the

differential cross-section for elastic scattering and the p-wave

strength function Sf, The errors in the integral cross-sections

and in the strength functions are less than 3% in using this coup-

ling.

W/hen calculating the cross-section for inelastic scattering

by the n-th level it is necessary to consider the coupling with

the (n t1)-th level. The use of four- and five-level couplings ke-

eps the C-matrix coefficients invariable with an accuracy of 10-3

Therefore, we have carried out the main calculations taking into ac-

count the three - and four - level couplings for even-even target

nuclei and the five-level coupling for odd nuclei. The errors due

to the 8% uncertainty in the deformation parameter p3 a are equal

to 2. 10-2 in the C-matrix coefficients (absolute error), loss

than 2% in C6 and e,, , less than 5% in the strength functions and

about 20-30% in 6 nn' (Eq.). The 8% uncertainty in the deforma-

tion parameter Jb leads to errors in Cn, 6 , So and 6nn'

which have the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty in cross-

sections due to using the three-level coupling. The neglect of the

deformation parameter f 4 can lead to considerable errors. The er-

ror in ?v. equal to ± 0.05 causes errors of 5.10- 2 in the C-mat-

rix coefficients and errors equal to a few percent in the cross-

sections.

The C-matrix coefficients and the neutron cross-sections
l+ 4' 23BU

0, d, ,""~ calculated with this program were compared for 23%

with the JUPITER computations suggested by Kikuchi /24/ as a test.

For comparison we used the same potential as Kikuchi. The compari-

son has showed that the C-matrix coefficients differ by less than

10- 4, the neutron cross-sections differing by less than 0.1%.

Such an agreement with the results of /24/ is achieved taking

into account that Kikuchi used the earlier value for the constant

of transformation of energy into wave number:K=0.2178S E la

where Elab is in MeV and K in Am- 1 . A refined constant equal to

0.219677 is used in our calculations.

The reduction of the numerical calculation time made it pos-

sible to join the coupled-channel method with the optimization prob-

lem of searching the potential parameters by use of t2 -criterion.

The calculation of the neutron cross-sections and angular distribu-

tions for 23 v with the BESM-6 computer takes 3 min at 0.1 MeV and

20 min at 10 MeV. The optimization of the potential parameters was

carried out using the searching program which uses the conjugate-

gradient method, the parameters being fitted by the experimental

data simultaneously over the whole energy area ranging from 1 keV

to 15 MeV rather than in individual points. The automatic search



200 of the nonspherical potential parameters was made for eight

parameters; : z , aj3 ^and"4 % /29/.

To determine the potential parameters it is possible to use in
a direct way the experimental data only on the neutron strength
functions So, S. , the total cross-section for interaction 05
and the cross-section for potential scattering 0 = 4R',z

The experimental data on angular distributions of elastically and
inelastically-scattered neutrons at energies below 3 MeV cannot be
used for obtaining the optimal potential parameters, as these data

contain the isotropic part due to the compound contribution which

is appreciable at large angles. At higher energies it is possible

to use only the experimental data in which the contributions from
level groups are precisely divided. In other cases only the compari-
son between the theoretical data on the angular distributions of
elastically-scattered neutrons and the experimental one has to be

made.

The procedure of searching a potential commion for the actinide

group consisted in the following. At the first stage an optimal set

of potential parameters was determined for the nucleus 238U the expe-

rimental information for which is most extensive. Moreover, the ze-
ro spin of the 238 ground state makes the search less time-consu-

ming. The estimated values for SO, SW and Op within the energy ra-
nge of a few keV /32/ and for 0r at energies ranging from 1 keV to

15 MeV were used as experimental data which were a basis for obta-

ining the potential parameters, The most reliable experimental data

on angular distributions of elastically- and inelastically-scatte-

red neutrons at 2.5 and 3.4 IdeV /30,33/ where the contribution from

the lower levels was distinguished and where it was possible to neg-

lect the contribution from the compound mechanism were also used

in addition to the above data.

In the calculations the coupling of the first three 0f, 2v and

4" levels of the 238U ground rotational band was taken into account.

The allowance for the additional level coupling changes the calcula-

ted values of cross-sections by lower values than the errors of the

available experimental data, but requires much longer computer time.

In searching the parameters it was assumed that the optical po~
tential has the following form:

U (t) - Vk 1 C7, 0ewe RR) * 4 i WD 0 ap (Z, %, CJ) (34)

where
m r ' A 6

Y(IZI a, e) = P f e-xP C-t ;-`W Rr 
(35)

For the deformed terms V1 and W/> the radius was taken as:

ke,.p Z.., A 0 I/ + v?, ( ,~r % (0)-7 (36)

The spin-orbit potential kso was not deformed, its radius being
,e = Z X4 AJ1

The use of the spin-orbit term deformation in the potential le-
ads to changes of the order of 10-3 in the C-matrix coefficients
and to changes less than 1% in the cross-sections and strength fun-
ctions in comparison with the spherical spin-orbit potential.

It was assumed when fitting that the parameters VR, D, 0
aR

and aL depend linearly on the energy, but there happend to be no
necessity to introduce the energy dependence of the diffuseness of

the potential real part to describe the experimental data. However,
the introduction of the energy dependence for the diffuseness of the
potential imaginary part a2 markedly improves the description.

As a result of the careful optimization over the above experi-
mental data,the following values of the nonspherical optical poten-

tial parameters for 238 have been obtained:

VR=(45.87-0.3 E) lMeV, rR=1.2 56 fm, rD=1.260 fm,

((2.95±0.4E) MeV (E <10MeV), aR=0.626 fm

D 6.951eV(E >10 MeV) aD=(O.555 +0.0045E)fm

V = 7.5 MeV,so J3.= 0.216 J5v= 0.080 (37)

The calculations by use of these parameters make it possible
to describe the available experimental data for 23% at energies
ranging from 1 to 15 MeV practically within the experimental errors,
The comparison between the calculated and experimental data on

6C( 238U) in the range of 0.1-15 MeV is given in Pig.3.



Pig.3. Comparison between experimental and calculated data
on 6i for 23% at energies of 0.1-15 MeV.

Figs 4-6 show the differential cross-sections for elastic and

inelastic scattering of neutrons at 3.4, 8.56 and 15.2 MeV. The

calculated values of the strength functions S, , Se and the poten-

tial scattering radius R' are compared in Table 2 with their va-

lues estimated on the experimental data.

Pig.5. Derivative cross-sections for 8.56 - MeV neutron
scattering by the nucleus 23] (sum of the * , 2* and 4t levels).

m.LC
Stir 
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Pig.6. Derivative cross-sections for 15.2 - MeV neutron
scattering by the nucleus 238U (sum of the 0+ , 2* and 4+ levels)..

Calculated and evaluated values o5 5l T able 2.

Quanti-. 5,.1o04 e-1/2 S,-10 4 ,ete 1/ 2 R', i
Nuc- ty *
leus caloula- evalua- calcula- evalua- calcula- evaluati-

tion tion tion tion tion on

23%
ig..4. Derivative cross-sections for 3.4 - MeV neutron

scattering by 238 U nuclear levels: 1 - ground Ot state; 1 - the
first excited level (2 + , 44 keV); 3 - the second excited level

(4+ , 148 keV); 4 - elastic scattering by spherical potential
with parameters taken from /35/.
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202 The value of the deformation parameter A for 238U obtained by

Lagrange /23/ is 0.198, differing by about 3'8 from the value of ̂

obtained in this work. This difference results from somewhat diffe-

rent experimental values of 3. , S, and C' used to determine the

potential parameters in both the works and characterizes essential-

ly the error in determining the parameter y/3 due to uncertainties

in the starting experimental data. The error in determining the real

and imaginary parts of the potential does not exceed 0.2 MeV.

At the second stage of obtaining the common potential for hea-

vy nuclei an attempt was made to describe the available experimental

data for the nuclei 235U, 239 Pu and 24Pu with the geometric parame-

ters obtained for 23 8U. The following data were used: our estimated

values of 01(at energies to 15 MeV), SO, S, , ' and the experi-

mental data on angular distributions in case of 239Pu and 235U, on-

ly the estimated values of 5, , , Rand dt (at energies to 3.5 L1eV)

in case of 240pu. The calculations were made under the assumption

of the following level coupling scheme:

for the nuclei 235U, 239 u, 240Pu and 23 2Th, respectively. The

obtained values of the deformation parameters agree well with the

values theoretically predicted /34/ from the microscopic model by

use of the Yukawa single-particle potential and the modified liquid-

drop model ( /=0.216,Py =0.084).

The set of the above parameters permits the available experimen-

tal information for the above nuclei to be described practically

within the experimental errors. The example of the experimental da-

ta description for 239Pu is given in Figs 7 and 8. In case of 240PU

there are no experimental data on angular distributions of the elas-

tically-scattered neutrons; the angular distributions of the 5 IleV

neutrons scattered by the nucleus 240Pu as theoretically predicted

by use of the coupled-channel method are presented in Fig.9.

Thus, the neutron data for the actinides for which there is no

experimental information can be obtained by the coupled-channel me-

thod with the parameters Ve and WT in the form (38) and with the

geometric parameters in the form (37). To do this,it is necessary

only to fit the values of the deformation parameters Azand Jvy for

every nucleus basing on the experimentally estimated values of So S,

and R' , which does not need long computer time. If there are

no experimental data on So, S, and R' , the parameters p1 and/3v

could be taken from the microscopic calculations /34/.

239p , " - 11f 

239Pu 2 -P ' F '

l�,14;
�i 19� ;

240pU 0+ , 2+, 4t

To describe these experimental data it turned out to be quite
enough to include in the potential the isotopic dependence obtained

in case of 238U for depths of the potential real and imaginargy

parts and to fit the deformation parameters 3 andp,. It happened

to be possible to write the depths of the potential real and imagi-

nary parts taking into account the isotopic dependence obtained in

the couse of preparing in the following way:

VR= 4 9 . 7 2 - 17 A -0. 3 E; VW 5.22-10 I-z +0.4 E (38)

The deformation parameters for the potential with the above

values of VR and WP are

J2 0.201,PJ10.217, 0. 191 and 0.195

p:0.07 2 , 0.082 , 0.094 and 0.078 Pig.7. Comparison between experimental and calculated data

on 6t for 239Pu at energies of 0.1-15 MeV.



Pig.8. Derivative cross-sections for 3.4 - MeV neutron scat-
tering by the nucleus 239pu: 1 - sum of the 1/2' and 8 keV 3/2 +

levels; 2 - sum of the 57 keV 5/2+ and 76 keV 7/2+levels.

The potential obtained by us differes consistently from other

ones by the inclusion of the energy dependence of the geometric

parameter CD , which permits the competition between the surface
and volume absorption to be taken into account in an "efficient"

way (it is of special importance at energies above 10 LeV).

The use of the volume absorption at high energies would lead

to necessity of fitting, at a minimum, three more potential para-

meters (depth, radius and diffuseness of the imaginary part descri-

bing the volume absorption), whereas the use of the surface absor-

ption diffuseness increasing with energy, al = a, oafE makes it

possible to take into account the volume absorption and to describe

the experimental data at high energies by one parameter.

The coupled-channel method as considered here makes it possib-

le in case of fissionable nuclei to describe the experimental data

on angular distributions of the elastically-scattered neutrons, to

calculate the cross-sections for the direct excitation of levels and

to picture the shape of the inelastically-scattered neutron angular

distribution on the 4 level within the experimental errors. The

detailed structure of the inelastically-scattered neutron angular

distribution on the 2 level is reproduced somewhat worse, the

structure obtained in the calculations being less noticeable than

that from the experiment. The same difficulties arise when descri-

bing the behaviour of the angular distribution for the 5/2+ and 7/2
239

levels of 239Pu. It should be noted, however, that the measurement

reliability for the first excited level is low (it must be taken

into account that the energy of the recoil nucleus is comparable

with the first level energy).

For the heavy deformed nuclei the most correct approach to

the calculation and evaluation of the neutron cross-sections is

the generalized optical model. But this method is too complex and

involves considerable expenditures of computer time, so the spheri-

cal optical model is still widely used to calculate and to estima-

te the neutron cross-sections of nuclei including the deformed

ones. As the model contains a good many parameters, to attain a

good agreement with experiment within some limited energy ranges

is comparatively simple. However, the potential paramleters obtained

in such a way turns out to be different for the neighbouring nuclei.

Moreover, these parameters presented by different authors are rather

unlike.

Pig.9. Derivative cross-sections for 5-MeV neutron scatte-
ring by the nucleus 240 Pu: 1 - ground O0 state; 2 - 43 keV 2* ;

203 3 - 142 keV 4' level.



204 One of the most important advantages of using the coupled-chan-

nel method for the purpose of estimation is a possibility of obta-

ining and using the common, for a group of nuclei, parameters of

the optical potential, which appears to be impossible for the sphe-

rical optical model.

The spherical optical model calculations cannot reproduce the

general tendency in the strength function variation for the heavy

nuclei. However the calculations by using the generalized optical

model with a common set of potential parameters reproduce well this

tendency in the change of Soand So.

The comparisonbetween the cross-sections for the total inte-

raction t in the case of 239Pu which we have calculated by use

of the spherical and generalized optical models show that the calcu-

lated cross-sections are not different at low energies. Vhnile the

use of the deformed potential allows one to describe ofor 239Pu

with an accuracy better than 25 over the whole energy range, In

using the spherical potential the difference between the calculated

and experimental values of od amounts to about 8 in some energy

ranges.

The comparison of the elastic-scattering cross-sections calcu-

lated by using the spherical and deformed potentials with the expe-

rimental data shows that the spherical optical model describes wor-

se the cross-section for elastic scattering especially at large

angles.

The cross-section for the compound nucleus formation Cc is

most sensitive to the choice of the model (spherical or nonspherical).

In the spherical optical model calculations 'c.= t - dn i-

whereas in the coupled-channel method "°"'P= d- O^'1- as;.

As ", d depends strongly on energy, the calculation of Oc by

using the spherical optical model through fitting the model parame-

ters to t proves to be rather doubtful. It can be seen from Pig.10

where c, for 238U calculated by the coupled-channel method

with the potential parameters obtained by us and by use of the sphe-

rical optical model with the parameters from /35/ are compared. The

difference between oct and ic°"r is rather significant and

depends upon energy, which does not permit one to renormalize the

results of the calculations with the spherical potential to the

"1
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Pig.10. Comparison between cross-oections for compound
nucleus formation 6c (23 ) calculated by use of the spherical op-

tical model (solid line) and by the coupled-channel method (da-
shed line).

results of the calculations obtained by using the generalized opti-

cal model. The difference between the neutron transmission coeffi-

cients calculated on the basis of the spherical and nonspherical

models turns out to be of the same order of magnitude as the dif-

ference between the values of rc.

The influence of the deformation effects on the calculated

cross-sections cannot be substituted by the equivalent set of the

spherical optical potential parameters. As observed in /23/, the

effect of the parameters of both the quadrupole,/ 3 , and hexade-

capole, /y , deformations is significant. This effect is illust-

rated in Fig.11 where the comparison is given for the values of C0;

in case of 239p calculated with allowance for the parameter A

alone and the parameters J3, and y . It is seen from ig. 11 that

the difference between the values of d' amounts to +10%i; and the

conclusion can be dravn that for the accurate evaluation of the ac-

tinide cross-sections the deformation parameters / and /A should

be taken into account.

It is clear from the above-cited results that the generalized

optical model should be used as a way to evaluate reliably the ne-

utron cross-sections of the heavy deformed nuclei. The use of the

spherical optical model is permissible only in the cases when the

required accuracy in the calculations of cross-sections is low

(less than 20-30^).
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Fig.11. Coiparison between 6(2 3 9Pu) calculated with allowa-
nce for the quadrupole deformationj 9 alone (dashed line) and
for both the quadrupole and hexadecapole.A deformationa (solid
line);

The coupled-channel method described above is developed for

the nuclei with rotational or vibrational bands of levels. There

is still no mathematical program which would allow the coupling of

these bands to be taken into account.

A theory of nonaxial even-even deformed nucleus was developed

by Davydov and Chaban in /36/. In the framework of this approach
the Inmiltonian of intrinsic motion takes into account both rotati-

on and vibration of the nucleus. This theoretical approach makes

it possible to describe the lower band levels with a high accuracy.

This theory, in principle, can be extended to dynamics of neutron

interaction with a nucleus, i.e. can be used to calculate the

neutron scattering by nuclei. The task consolidates essentially the

solving of two problems (1) determination of the intrinsic Ilamilto-

nian parameters (deformation parameter, softness parameter and para-

meter of nuclear nonaxiality, then the three parameters are fixed),

(2) calculation of the neutron scattering process with determination

of the corresponding parameters of nuclear potential.

This program is being developed in our laboratory. The inte-

raction cross-sections and other characteristics of the excited

nucleus has happened to depend strongly on degree of its twisting.

The elements of channel coupling have been calculated for this

205 model. The allowance for nuclear vibrations has been shown to lead

to increase in these coefficients, i.e. to increase in the calcu-

lated contributions from direct reactions.

4. IIPLU!ICE OF VARIOUS IrJCLZtR LWVL DEIISITY COlTCiETS
011 THE CALCULATION OP ACTIIDlDE 1r1UTROI CROSS-S~ICTIOITS

The level density from the Permi-gas model is widely used at

present in the calculations based on the statistical theory. The mo-

del relationships are founded on the idea of the total agitation

of collective degrees of freedom in the excited nucleus,and so they

do not take into account the collective effects. A semimicroscopic

method of level density calculation developed recently by Soloviev

et al. /37-39/ makes it possible to take into account the contribu-

tion from vibrational and rotational motions. When calculating the

level density, the methods of statistical averaging /40-42/ are also

widely used, although a number of problems concerning difference

between the collective motions of the nuclei at different excitation

energies, agitation of collective modes with single-particle ones,

etc. remains unsolved in the framework of the adiabatic assessment

of collective effects.

These problems can be solved on the basis of the microscopic

methods for direct modelling of the structure of highly-excited nu-

clear states /43/. But these methods of calculating the level den-

sity prove to be rather time-consuming especially at high energies,

limiting the possibility of their application to nuclear data eva-
luation.

That is why to learn the influence of the collective effects in

the level density upon the calculation of average neutron cross-sec-

tions of heavy nuclei we have employed the statistical method of

describing the averaged characteristics of the excited nuclei as

developed by Ignatyul et al. /40, 41, 44/. This method tales into

account the existance of shell heterogeneities in the single-partic-

le level spectrum, the correlation effects of the supercondlucting

type and the coherent effects of collective nature. \7e have prepa-

red a special computer program allowing one to calculate the level

density and to extract the parameter a. for the followring models:
the conventional Permi-gas model, the Fermi-gas model with back

shift in pairing energy, the Penri-gas model with an energy depen-

dence a(E ) for taking into account the shell effects /45/, the



206 Fermi-gas model with collective modes (both rotational and vibra-

tional) of motion included, the superfluid nucleus model which ma-

kes it possible to include the residual interactions of correlati-

ontype and the simple version of which has been suggested in /41/,

the same model but writh collective modes included.

The allowance for shell effects in the Fermi-gas model is made

by including both the dependence of the parameter Q. upon excita-

tion energy and the shell correction XW . The energy dependence of

the parameter I. is most essential for the nuclei with the nearly

completed shell. For the nuclei investigated in our Yvork the va-

lues of shell corrections are comparatively small and this effect

can be neglected.

i/hen including the collective effects the equation for level

density takes the form

define the excitation energy as:

= even-even t

A for odd nuclei

2A for odd-odd nuclei.

jo ('4, % c.., eep,' , ( if', (39)

The coefficients of level density increase /Kof and /('stipulated

by the rotational and vibrational modes, respectively, and the

factor 6t in accordance with the adiabatic assessment are de-

termined by the expressions /44,46/:

kZ _= F t

K;6 = expr (,2 S raJ / Y/)

,<2 Fi 5/5 t. h

(40)

The considered models of level density lead to different depen-

ces of level density upon energy, w/hich affects the values of cross-

sections calculated by using the statistical model.

The allowance for collective effects drastically decreases the

value of CL and when calculating by means of the Permi-gas and the

superfluid nucleus models the values of CL become comparable to

each other and to the quasiclassical assessment (C =0.075A and for
243pu: _ =18.221ieV -1).

The above models of level density do not allow the groving sum

of levels in the discrete spectral range to be described adequately.

The requirement to describe the discrete spectrum of levels would

evidently be too rigid for any model of level density the main para-

meter of which is determined from the density of neutron resonances.

So the use of the constant temperature model at low energies /hose

parameters are determined from the condition of describing the

discrete spectrum and which ensures the joining with the model ac-

cepted at energies close to the neutron binding energy looks natural.

The constant temperature model is usually subjected to criti-

cism from the angle of its physical substantiations. Its success

becomes clear from the calculations basing on the superfluid nucle-

us model which gives a weaker drop of C () to the zero excita-

tion energy than the Permi-gas model. At low energies /OCtL) in

accordance with the superfluid nucleus model gives practically a

straight line in the semilogaritiuiic scale.

The joining of the level density models (the constant tempera-

ture model and the superfluid nucleus model) was determined from

the conditions of description of groring sum of the discrete spec-

trum levels and of equality of level densities calculated with both

the models and their logarithmic derivatives aL the joining point.

In the framework of the constant temperature model the para-

meters of spin dependence of j2 for 41 nuclei with sufficiently stu-

died discrete spectra have been dctermined by means of the na::i-

mnuim likelihood method. It proved that 5' for even-even and odd

(41)

(42)

w.here FL and F~ are the perpendicular and parallel moments of

inertia, respectively, and t is the excited nucleus temperature.

The question about validity of the adiabatic assessment of ktot
and Kv~i at excitation energies above 10 .1eV remains undoubtedly

unsettled in the framework of the above approach.

The relationships of level density from the superfluid nucleus

model were taken from /44/. Unlike /44/ vie have used /4%,$ in the

form (41) and have not considered the energy dependence of the pa-

rameter . vwhich can be neglected at small &S/. The formulas of

the superfluid model are valid not only for the even-even nuclei,

but also, as shovm in /44/, for the odd and odd-odd nuclei if we



nuclei do not differ and on an average can be described by a li-

near dependence on nasca number A

d. =0.15624A-26.76 (43)

The use of these values of C° rmalres it possible to describe

adequately in terms of the constant temperature law the growing sum;s
of levels j/l,7 for the nuclei 2 3 4 U, 2 3 5 u, 2 3 91U, 240Pu, 245Cr,
246Cm for which a relatively great number of levels with a given J

are identified. This shows a possibility of substituting if necessa-

ry the discrete spectrum by the continuous one employing the con-

stant temperature model and the law:

/ {2CJ 5 ^ ] .(44)
with the parameter Ojz given by (43)

The equation (43) should be used up to an energy where the dis-

crete spectrum can be considered to be identified quite reliably

(vie shall denote this boundary as Eboun)* Prom Ebound to 2x (the

point of joining the superfluid nucleus model and the constant tem-

perature model) i02 would be determined by linear interpolati-

on between O1Z given by (43) and 0'(Et) calculated by the

superfluid nucleus model. At higher energies the calculation by the

superfluid nucleus model is to be used.

For nuclei whose discrete spectra are identified poorly it is

possible to use dependence (43) and the following values:

Ebound 1.2 .1oV for even-even nuclei,

Ebound = 0.6 I. eV for odd nuclei,

Ebound = 0.3 11:eV for odd-odd nuclei.

The results of determination of the parameter T in the constant

temperature model show that the temperature T for even-even nuclei

has very small fluctuations about the mean value 'T0.385 LieV. For

odd nuclei the fluctuations of T are markedly higher and moreover

the value of T on an average is somewhat lower than for even-even

nuclei, which is a consequence of missing the levels in the spectra

of odd nuclei. For odd nuclei having the most studied discrete

spectra (for example 235U) the temperature T is close to the mean

value for the even-even nuclei.

The values of the parameter Eo in the constant temperature model
for even-even nuclei are grouped very compactly in the vicinity of

zero; for odd nuclei EO=- A. and for odd-odd nuclei Eo=-2a0
where 6o is the correlation function in the ground state (Es
= -0.0397 MeV for 23 5U; Eo. -0.1665 I;eV for 23 9Pu). The use of the

superfluid nucleus model taking into account the contribution from
collective modes in the level density ensures the joining of the
models at sufficiently lov temperatures and at the points of joi-

ning EX equal to 4, 3.2 and 2.4 .ieV for even-even, odd and odd-
odd nuclei, respectively (23 =3.2, 4.1 and 2.6 1oeV for 235U, 238U

and 239Pu, respectively).

The calculation of the average density of neutron resonances
2)'> theor. with the above parameters shows that a great bulk of

experimental data for actinides agrees with the theoretical predic-

tions within ±50,$.
The data on neutron resonance density were used to obtain the

asymptotic value for the main parameter of level density a. in the

range A=225-254. This relationship turned out to look as

a(S =1. 487 10-3A + 0.4529 (45)
A

fwhich differs from the systernatics of [44] by a faster decrease

in Cj65 with increasing A. This decrease can be caused by clo-

sing the shell as in case of double magic nuclei.

As the calculated cross-sections for fission at energies above

1 leV are usually fitted to experimental data, the cross-section

for radiative capture 0Gu in the calculations by use of the statis-

tical theory proves to be mont sensitive to the choice of the level
density model. The question about the choice of the level density
model can be unambiguously settled only for the nuclei for which
there are the experimental data on dty- in a wide energy range. The
nucleus 238U whose cross-section for radiative capture was measured

in a number of works is most suitable from this point of view. Let
us investigate taking this nucleus as an example the influence of

different level density concepts on the energy dependence of ~ 

analyze also the influence of uncertainties in <3)>obs and < fr'
on calculation of C(.r and consider the question about choice of

the spectral factor.

207



The neutron transmission coefficients required for the statisti-

cal calculations were calculated by using the coupled-channel method

with the non-spherical optical potential parameters which have been

obtained by us and carefully optimized over the experimental data.
The conclusion was dravnl in a number of works (see,e.g. /47P

that the i'eisskopf factor makes it possible in many cases to attain

the adequate description of G6n, but it does not ensure an agree-

ment as to the energy dependence of radiative strength functions /48/.

The use of the Lorentz dependence is physically more substan-

tiated, but in this case the description of the energy dependence

of O-y becomes worse and the calculated values of O'.r happen to

be essentially higher than the experimental ones.

As the transmission coefficient for radiative capture depends on

the level density of the cnopound nucleus, the above discrepancy with

experiment can be assumed to result from incorrectness of the used

level density model (the Permi-gas model). Such a conclusion vas

drawn in /49/, but in this work the calculation for 238U was con-

ducted only to an energy of 1 L1eV ignoring the competition of fissi-

on and above all without the use of the neutron transmiission coef-

ficients calculated by the nonspherical optical model.

The calculation of neutron cross-sections of 238U was made on

the basis of the formalism above described, the Teppel formalism

etc. being used in the calculations at energies above 1.3 IeV. The

level diagram of the nucleus 23U was taken from /50/.

The calculated cross-sections for excitation of discrete levels

of the target nucleus at incident neutron energies lower than 1.51,eV

where the cross-sections practically do not depend on the choice of

the level density model agree well with the experimental data.

Thus, the chosen parameters of the statistical model describe

all the neutron cross-sections except OCr . The calculated cross-

sections for radiative capture depend strongly on the level density

model in use, making it possible on the basis of comparison between

the calculated and experimental values to chose a level density no-

del permitting one to attain the best agreement with experiment in

a wide energy range.

The cross-sections for radiative capture of neutrons by the

nucleus 238U calculated by using the spectral factors of both types

and the level densities from different models are compared in Pig.12
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Pig, 12, Comparison between experimental data on 6, 238U) and
theoretical data obtained by use of different level density models:
1 - Fermi-gas model, Lorentz spectral factor; 2 - Permi-gas model
with collective effects included, Lorentz spectral factor; 3 - super-
fluid nucleus model with collective effects included, Lorentz spec-
tral factor; 4 - Permi-gas model with collective effects included,
Weisskopf spectral factor (gC>o.24.8 eV /55/, <rg~, 23.5 1eV, Tn
determined by the coupled channel method).

wih1 the experimental data on Oing in the energy range from 0.1 to

3.0 l.ieV (whore nonconpound mecianisms of radiative capture can be

neglected). The comparison shows that the best fit to the experiment
over the whole range is obtained by use of the level density from

the Fermi-gas model with collective modes included. The use of the

level density from the superfluid nucleus model leads to the discre-

pancy with the experiment in the energy range from 1.2 to 3.0 LeV,

whereas at energies up to 1.2 LeV the agreement is the same as when

using the level density from the Fermi-gas model with collective

modes included.



The greatest discrepancy between calculation and experiment oc-

curs for the level density from the conventional Penni-gas model.

The introduction of the energy dependence of the parameter Cin the

Permi-gas model for level density results in no essential change

of the calculated values of O.n . Thus, at 3 EeV this effect at-

tains less than 4'. It is attributed to comparatively small values

of the shell corrections JW for 238U and 239 U, allowing the depen-

dence aCZLt) in the level density from the superfluid nucleus mo-

del to be neglected.

The use of the Weisskopf spectral factor in the calculations

does not yield the better fit to the experimental data on Ory
than the fit obtained with the Lorentz spectral factor and the le-

vel density from the Fermi-gas model with collective modes included

(curve 4 in Fig.12). Therefore, taking into account the better phy-

sical validity of the Lorentz factor, as evidenced by the results

of describing the radiative strength functions/48/ and the experi-

mental data on the ( n, yf ) process widths, we consider it reaso-

nable to use just this spectral factor in the calculations by the

statistical theory.

It should be noted that uncertainties in such quantities as

< D>ogs and o< < >cs and the used values of neutrons
transmission coefficients can considerably affect the choice of the

best model of level density for the description of Chr (Fig.13).

The width of radiative capture of 238U was normalized to the

estimated value < =3>obs=23.5 meV /52/ that agrees with the

value 23.55 meV estimated by Rahn and Havens /53/ and with the va-

lue 23.43 meV ±0.11 meV stat ±0.70 meV syst obtained by Poortmans

et al. /54/. The 4% error in <y)> leads to the same error in

the calculated fr *

In case of<J)>obs there are far greateruncertainties due to dif-

ficulties in identifying S - and p-levels. Thus, according to the

recent assessment of De Saussure et al./32/ <(>ob =24.78±2.0 eV,

being consistently higher than <D> obs'20.8 ± 0.3 eV /55/. This
discrepacy is due to the fact that weaklevels considered in /55/

as S-levels are actually, as determined by Corvi et al./56/, the

p-levels. The difference in COy due to the use of the two extre-

me values of < 2 >) obs is about 15%. It should be noted that the re-

sults of the present calculations for 238U show evidence for a high

value of <->obs=24.8 eV /32/.
The existing uncertainties in < (> and <i)> do not allow one

to explain such a considerable discrepancy between experiment and
calculation based on the conventional Fermi-gas model for level

density.
It is seen in Pig.13 that the neutron transmission coeffici-

ents obtained by using the spherical and nonspherical optical models

affect the calculation of *ar . The difference between the values

of 0ry for these two cases depends on energy and ranges from 5

to 20%.

Pig.13. Comparison between experimental and calculated data on

fr (238U) The calculation was made for the Permi-gas model with
collective effects included, with the Lorentz spectral factor and

.fi'r>23.5 meV. Curve 1 ._C>o^- 24.8 eV /55/. T7 were determined
by the coupled-channel method for a ground nuclear state alone;
curve 2 -<)os= 17.7 eV /51/, nonapherical potential; ourve 3 -

)>o>s= 17.7 eV, spherical potential; curve 4 -<(>D6 = 24.8 eV,
7, were determined by the coupled-rhannel method for both ground

and excited nuclear states.209



The neutron transmission coefficients applied when calculating

the processes of the compound nucleus disintegration by the statis-
tical model, strictly speaking, should represent the transmission

coefficients for the excited states of the nuclei as they characte-
rize the probability of capture in the inverse reaction of the

particle emitted by the excited nucleus. It is required by the

detailed balancing principle. When using the spherical optical mo-

del the dependence of the neutron transmission coefficients on exci-

tation energy is neglected, as pointed in /57/. In practice, these
coefficients are identified with the neutron transmission coeffici-

ents for the ground states of nuclei. The coupled-channel method

can be used to calculate the neutron transmission coefficients for
the excited states. '7e have studied the effect of using such coef-

ficients for the two first excited states of the ground rotational
band of 2 38U. The influence of these states is determinative when

taking into account the competition of inelastic scattering.
Table 3 lists the values of the neutron strength functions So

and S. for the ground state and the excited ones which were calcu-
lated by use of the coupled-channel method. As is seen from the

Table 3.

Strength functions of S - and p -neutrons for
the ground state and excited ones of 238U nuoleus

table, the values of strength functions and,hence, the transmis-

sion coefficients for different states differ essentially, especial-

ly at low energies of incident neutrons. These differences decre-

ase with increasing the energy. The difference between the transmis-

sion coefficients manifests itself more strongly in the reaction

of radiative capture of neutrons. The performed calculations of O.P

(238) show (Fig.13) that the use of the neutron transmission coef-

ficients for the excited nuclear states obtained by the coupled-

channel method permits the experimental data at energies up to

1 IeV to be described significantly better. So to obtain more reli-

able data,it is necessary to use the transmission coefficients

for excited nuclear states althoughit leads to complication of

calculations.

The performed analysis shows that the use of the conventional

Fermi-gas model for level density leads to an appreciable discre-

pancy between the experimental data and Tn' for even-even nuc-
lei calculated with both the types of spectral factor. This dis-
crepancy cannot be explained by uncertainties in the used para-

meters.

The calculated curve of r nr at energies up to 1.2 leV in

case of the level density from the superfluid nucleus model with

collective modes included and with the Lorentz spectral factor

agrees with experiment as well as in using the level density from
the Fermi-gas model with collective modes included. IIowever, some

uncertainty in the parameters of the used version of the superflu-
id model, in particular, in the phase transition energy, does not

allow one to affirm that the same relation between the two calcu-
lated curves will occur also for other nuclei. The calculations
of 6t (2 4 2 Pu) show (Fig.14), that the value of C07 calculated
by use of the level density from the superfluid model with collec-

tive effects included seems to be greater than the value obtained

for the level density from the Fermi-gas model with collective mo-

des included. It should be noted that in case of using the level

density from the superfluid nucleus model the calculation of n<Y

with the Weisskopf spectral factor at energies up to 1 MeV yields

higher values than with the Lorentz spectral factor. For the

Fermi-gas model the contrary is the case. The pointed uncertainty

needs its subsequent investigation.

Neutron S .104, eV 1/ 2 S,.104, eV ' 1/ 2
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Fig.14. Calculated data on 6.( 24 2pu) obtained by use of
different level density models and the Lorentz spectral factor:

1 - conventional Fermi-gaa model; 2 - Permi-gas model with bol-

lective modes included; 3 - superfluid model with collective

mode included< {>g, = 14.233eV; <ry>,,= 22.60 meV.

So when estimating O' for 240Pu and 242u ve have employed

the results of the calculations the level density by using the Fermi-

gas model including collective modes and the Lorentz spectral fac-

tor. It should be noted that at energies ranging from the boundary

between the discrete and continuous spectra of the target nuclear

levels (1.15 LMeV) to 2 LeV the calculation yields somewhat overesti-

mated values of C'.- due to underestimating the level density of

the residual nucleus at these energies. It is particularly noted in

case of the conventional Fermi-gas model.

The comparison between the experimental data for Or( 239pu)

and the theoretical ones obtained by use of the different level

211 density models is given in Fig.15.

66 W

0.4 0 ] 0eV

ig. 15. Comparison between experimental data on d.(P2 3 9 1u)
and theoretical data obtained by use of different level density

models: 1 - Fermi-gas model, Lorentz spectral factor; 2 -

Fermi-gas model with collective modes included, Lorentz spectral

factor; 3 - superfluid model with collective modes included,

Lorentz spectral factor; 4 - Permi-gas model with collective

modes included, ileisskopf spectral factor.<)t. 2.38 eV;

<r>~,=t 43.3meV.

The use of the neutron transmission coefficients from the ge-

neralized optical model and the allowance for the direct excitation

of the lower levels make it possible to provide the satisfactory

fit of the experimental and theoretical cross-sections for excita-

tion of the lower levels, as well as of the levels whose cross-

sections are completely determined by compound nucleus disintegra-

tion.



The choice of the level density model doe not practically af-

fect the value of the total cross-section for inelastic scattering.

The discrepancies between the level densities of the target nuc-

leus taken from different models cause changes in the relation bet-

ween the cross-sections for scattering by the discrete and continu-

ous spectra of levels as well as in the cross-sections for discre-

te level excitation.

As is seen in Figs 16 and 17, the best fit between the calcula-

ted and experimental cross-sections data for excitation of the 239Pu

levels is provided by use of the level density from the Fermi-gas

model with collective modes included and with the neutron transmis-

sion coefficients calculated by the coupled-channel method.

Using the nonspherical optical potential, the Lorentz spectral

factor and the level density from the Fermi-gas model with collec-

tive modes included it is possible to attain the self-consistent

description of cross-sections of all the types, including G5. ,

for the even-even target nuclei of the 238U type in a wide energy

range. For the odd target nuclei the main thing is the correct

allowance for the competition of fission and,therefore, the choice

of different models for the level density affects to a less extent

the values of the calculated cross-sections in the energy range um-

der consideration ( 65,n , 6j and t56, up to 5 EeV; C3, up

to 0.8 I.!eV).

The theory of fission has not yet reached a stage when it is
possible to predict 6j quantitatively. lhen estimating the cross-

sections we carried out the parametrisation of 6C , determined

the fission transmission coefficients in order to take into ac-

count the competition of fission with other processes. The finsi-

on process is a complicated, insufficiently studied phenomenon.

One of the substantial uncertainties in the calculation of i-

lies in tile tLr.lsition state diagram of the fissionable nu-

cleus and in t te form of level density in the continuous energy ra-
nge. This uncertainty is especially great for the even target nu-

clei, as for these nuclei it is necessary to take into account

the high centrifugal barrier.
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Pig.16. Comparison between experimental and calculated data

on cross-sections for 239Pu nuclear level excitation. The calcula-

tions were made with transmission coefficients from the coupled-

channel method (solid line) and from the spherical optical mo-

del (dashed line): a - sum of 57 - keV and 76 - keV levels; b -

285 keV level; c - 330 - keV level; d - 387 keV and 392 - keV

levels; 1-total cross-section for inelastic scattering.
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Pig.17. Cross-sections for 239Pu nuclear level excitation
for different level density models: 1 - Fermi-gas model; 2 - super-
fluid model; 3 - Fermi-gas model with collective modes inclu-
ded.

In an attempt at describing the cross-section for fission

it is necessary to consider a number of features such as:(1)

the asymmetry of the first hump of fission barrier /58/, as there

is a strong dependence of nuclear level density upon nuclear

symmetry and the level density for the assymetric nucleus increa-

ses in comparison with the axially-saymaetrical longitudinal de-

formation due to the growing number of independent rotational

excitations vwhich become possible;(2) the level density in the

continuous energy range;(3) the temperature dependence of fission

barriers at energies higher than 10 I.eV; 4) the possible exis-

tence of two parallel second humps 0.3-0.5 ];eV apart in the ener-

gy range above the threshold.

Ilence, with an unified set of parameters in the frarievworl: of

the statistical approach using the neutron transmission coeffi-

cients obtained from the optical model it is possible to calcula-

te simultaneously the cross-sections for the reactions of fissiona-

ble nuclei going through the compound nucleus folm.ation wvith an

accuracy of - 5%, in 0 and CG , 15;; in 6' , 20-30' in r,,'
and to parametrizeCJ with an accuracy of about 10;. In the lacc:

of experimental data on 6Cy and On"' for fissionable nuclei

it is possible to calculate thoin using tle developed method with

the above accuracies. The experimental data on d , average pa-

rameters <ry> and<D> , and on nuclear level diagram are mini-

milun information necessary to calculate ,rn' and nT 
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SYSTEMATICS OF FISSION PROBABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS FOR HEAVY NUCLEI

B.I. FURSOV, G.N. SMIRENKIN
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (FEI),
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

This paper suggests a new approach to a phenomenological description of the

dependence of the fission probability on Z and N. It is based on a

statistical description of the decay widths of excited nuclear levels and a

modern model of the fission barrier. The intention to develop this

systematics for a more precise prediction of neutron fission cross-sections

for a wide set of transuranium nuclei near the valley of stability has

required not only a fairly advanced description of the fission barriers Ef,

but also a critical analysis of the reference experimental data and the

correct estimation of the neutron compound nucleus formation cross-section.

INTRODUCTION

The heavy nucleus fission probability characteristics are of

great interest in connection with important practical and scientific

aspects of using the data to be expected. In a wide range of exci-

tation energy values the nuclear fission and neutron emission proces-

ses are dominating modes of compound nucleus decay. The probability

of these competitive reactions is determined by the ratio of appro-

priate mean widths: the fission one, r i, and the neutron one, r n.
In case of low excitation energies (the "cold" nuclei) the probabili-

ty of above-barrier fission can be characterized to a reasonable ac-

curacy for many purposes by a constant value of rn/ F f. This pro-
perty simlifies significantly a systematization of experimental

data that always attracts our attention.

In spite of the fact that recently a bulk of experimental data
on the fission cross sections and nuclear fissionability has consi-

217 derably been increased due to a progress in theoretical descriptions

and deep rebuilding in knowledge of the fission probability, the sci-

entific and practical needs are frequently beyond the scope of it.

In this connection one can emphasize, for example, such problems

as the neutron-rich nuclear fusion in multiple neutron capture,

reactions occuring, for example, in astrophysical media and prac-

tically accomplished in nuclear explosions or, vice versa, the for-

mation of neutron-deficient nuclei occuring in multiple neutron emis-

sion by excited nuclei, particularly, in reactions with heavy ions.

The urgency of constructing the systematics suited for extrapolating

into the Z and N regions up to now inaccessible for experimental

investigation is defined by the following conditions.

Firstly, the nuclides which fissionability has been studied in

the (n, f) and direct reactions are concentrated near the valley of

stability and the possibilities of extending this region have been

exhausted to a large extent.

Secondly, a theory for the present is not able to predict the fis-

sion process characteristics of interest with required accuracy, the-

refore, a phenomenological approach dominates in describing these

ones as before.

At last, in the third place, the fission cross-sections and

r./r systematics used up to now are purely empiric and, as will bq

shown, this places very severe restrictions on their applicability.

This lecture suggests some approach to a phenomenological des-

cription of the rf /r dependence on Z and N freed from themen-

tioned defect of previous systematics. It is based on a statistic

approach in describing the widths of excited nucleus decay and the

modern model of a fission barrier. The intention to develop this sy-

stematics up to more precise prediction of neutron fission cross-sec-

tions for a wide set of the transuranium nuclei near by a valley of



218 stability has required not only a fairly advanced description of the 

fission barriers Ef but also a critical analysis of the reference expe-

rimental data and the correct estimate of the neutron compound nucle-

us formation cross-section.

In conclusion of this paper on the basis of a wide set of

experimental data concerning the rn / ratio we shall discuss the

problem of the influence of shell reconstruction in heavy nuclei

when excitation energy is increased ("heated" nuclei) on observed

characteristics of a neutron fission and emission processes probabili-

ty. This question is practically important in connection with the pro-

blem of super-heavy nuclear fusion at the boundary of a periodic sy-

stem.

1. TRADITIONAL FISSION PROBABILITY SYSTEMATICS

Any attempts has been made to systematize directly these fission

cross-section values in some early works. In the work of Smith et al.

/1/given is the empiric relation for the fission cross-sections of

heavy nuclei in the region of first "plateau" (EnE 2-5 MeV)

= -39,031 + 17,321'Z2/A3/ 2 (barn) (1)

satisfactorily describing experimental data in the Th-Pu region. The

analogous systematics has been proposed still earlier by Barshall and

Henkel /2/ which differed from /1/ only by the Z4/3/A parameter.

Apparently, both these concepts are equivalent since in the narrow

region Z and A are appreciably only the ratio of exponents in the

Zm/An parameter which is similar in /1,2/, m/n = 1.33. The defect of

these systematics is in indefinite growth of 6, with increase of

Zm/An, while 6 should have the neutron compound nucleus formation

cross-section 6 CN as its limit. Defects of this empiric descrip-

tion suited only for the narrow nuclear region of Z < 94 are apparent,

The approach proposed by Vandenbosch and Huizenga /3/ is more

promising. These authors have considered the ratio of mean neutron and

fission widths r /rf connected with the fission cross-section by the

following relation:

f / 6 CN ( 1' r" /r) (2)

Having considered a set of the rn/ values involving as

well the more numerous data obtained from the (o ,xn) and (d,xn)

multiple neutron emission reaction cross-sections for x = 2-4

X X
6 = (3)W ^n /8CN-P<» n (r)e< ro ) < rE

has been described by a family of the linear relations:

el rI//r]) Cl + C. (4)

iwhr C1 is strongly dependeat on Z and C2 is slightly dependent(C 2> 0).

Moreover, Px is the x neutron emission probability in (3), Ei is the

excitation energy of residual nucleus after emitting i-neutrons,

E [(X+td)/2] tgMeV A= A- (x-1)/2
Developing this approach Sikkeland et al. /4/, on the basis of

the numerous data, mainly in the Z , 98 region obtained in the

reactions with heavy ions (HI,xn) for x = 3-8 has proposed the em-

piric relation for transuranium nuclei:

.(r /r)= CiZ +C2 N + C3 +6

where C1 . -0.276, C2 = 0.140, C = 5.46 N • 153 (5)
1 0.050 3 1 9.23 N 153

and & 0 for even - Z nuclides, and 6 = 0.12 for odd - Z nuclides.

According to (5) the eO ( r/r. ) data make up a set of equidistant

broken lines of equal slope slightly displaced depending on a parity

of Z and having a salient point at N a 153. The Z = const and

N = const lines in the rF /.r dependence (4) and (5) on the A



total nucleon number form a regular net. According to the Behrens's

systematics /5/ the similar property is revealed in the neutron fissi-

on cross-section ratios for the first "plateau" energies of (En

3-5 MeV).

We shall state a problem to analyze primarily the rn /I de-

pendence on a nuclear nucleon composition and under the traditional

systematics we shall consider the basic concepts of Vandenbosch and

Huizenga /3/ and the concrete definition of these in the work of

Sikkeland et al. /4/.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION ON THE r /rF
VALUES

Consider the information on fairly "cold" nucleus fission pro-

bability obtained by formula (2) from the 6 fission cross-secti-

ons and the 6 / 6c fissionability in the first "plateau" region.

The main sources of experimental data are the fast neutron fission

cross-sections /6-24/ and the excitation functions for fission pro-

cesses after the direct (t,pf), (3He,df), (3He,tf), etc. reactions

/28-32/. In these two excitation processes fissionabilities fairly

well agree with each other.

The rn /I r data obtained from multiple neutron emission reac-

tions conform to the more high excitations E averaged over mass

and energy distributions of the residual nucleus within a decay chain.

We shall not consider these in contrast to traditional systematics /3,

4/ that combine the data related to different excitation energies.

Classification and discrimination of the data over energy, as will be

seen further, are of principal significance when analyzing the

dependence on the nucleon composition of a nucleus and using the sys-

tematics mentioned above to its description.

The term "plateau" applied above has actually expressed the ma-

in property of fission cross-section or fissionability involving the

fairly faint energy dependence which permits in some cases to talk

about the independence of these characteristics on excitation energy.

This "rule" is approximate and suitable within the limited energy re-

gion depended mainly on the relation of the fission Ef and the neutron

emission Bn thresholds.

As an example in fig.1 presented are the 242pu (1),240u (2),

Cf 249(3) neutron fission cross-sections measured by the authors, the

r, / rf values extracted from these for the same nuclei and the

used 6 CN values calculated according to the optic model with the

optimized potential parameters.

Pay attention to the fact that the concept of "plateau" does

not coincide in the rn / F ratio and the fission cross-section,

as can be seen from the fig.1. It is seen, for example, that the gro-

wing Fn /r relation of about 8% per MeV conforms to the "plate-

au" in the 242 P fission cross-section and the r, /fr(En) values

for two other nuclei are more stable.In general, if one takes into

account the strong rF /F changes in a wider energy range in-

cluding the low-energy part (where it is needed to take into account

the rr radiation width contribution, as well) and the region near

the (n,n'f)-reaction threshold one should consider the rF/t

constancy to be not trivial in the "plateau" region.

Data used in the further analysis, which will be given in the

figures and tables, have been obtained by averaging in the 2-to 4-1eV

neutron energy range or the appropriate excitation energies for direct

reactions. When selecting the Fr / i values a preference has been

given in the firstplace to the data obtained from the (n,f) reaction
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This error increase for certain nuclei has been connected with dis-

agreement of the results by different authors or with the uniqueness

of the information source as well due to the fact that in the 1

region the error rises as fissionability

PJ i / 6Ct approaches to unity as

^a e (r./r)cn P i_ (6)
- Pt

attaining about 40% for most light isotopes /33,34/.

It is seen from fig.2 that the rh /r dependence on nucleon

composition is much more complicated than it has been imagined by

the authors of the traditional systematics /3,4/. The Sikkelandb ot l1.

ens
.3

!

I Rm

t5
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·') f ' f
f , 

0
i' t·' .Es
1t

2 4

!1 2 3 4 5 E.MeV

Fig.1. At the top: the neutron compound nucleus formation cross-

section for (
23
8U + n).

In the middle: the fission cross-sections for Pu-242 (1),

Pu-240 (2), Cf-249 (3).

At the bottom: the r(/rf values for the same nuclei.

and in the second one,to the results extracted from direct reactions

proceeding under the action of 31He ions.

The accuracy of the main neutron data in the Fn /r~ 1 region

is about 5 to 10%o and the direct reaction data is about 10 to 15%.

,n 1

it"f t .' ·US - . . ."0

225 230 235 2O 245 250 A 255

Fig.2. The dependence of [./( on the nucleon composition of a

nucleus (circles are even Z; triangles are odd Z, light signs

are only Bk and Cf). The dashed line is the Sikkeland's

systematics.



relationship (5) is shown in fig.1 by the dashed line. The strongest

effect to be considered is a disturbance of the ei ( F /r) linear

dependence on A or N. In further considering some deviations from

the systematics of (4) and (5) it is suitable to combine the nuclei

studied into the following three groups:

1. The Pa - Np nuclides (their rF /[ run follows traditional

concepts).

2. The Pu - Es nuclides (thei2r ( / r) slope is decreased when

A rises, while , as for Cf and Es,there is a region where the

d eC(rh/rI)/dA derivative changes its sign).

3. The Ra - Th nuclides, there observed is the pattern of deviati-

ons being mirror opposite to those of the second group.

Then, consider briefly some aspects of the theoretical

description.

3. MAIN THEORETICAL RELATIONSHIPS

In the excitation region of interest the statistical approach is

adopted for describing the C.N. decay average widths according to

which E-Bn

J -J 2 A 2u/3 _P,, (U, (E -BH-U) dU (7)
Ir, ; / r a = ~E-_

f xJ (u, 3)o
where an and pn are the level densities for the given

excitation energy U and the angular momentum ~ in the transient

state of the A fissioning nucleus and the A-1 residual nucleus after

neutron emission,respectively. Bn is the neutron binding energy,

2= m---~ -- ' 10 MeV. The universal C.N. decay characteristic

which does not depend on the reaction inlet channel properties is the

r / fif ratio for the zero angular momentum. Later, this will be

221 considered omitting the J = 0 index.

The level densities depend exponentially on the S(U) nucleus

entropy as well as depend exponentially on the excitation energy and

as a result of this the integrals in expression (7) are approximately

the functions of the upper limits only, i.e. it can be written with

the accuracy up to of preexponential factors

r, (E)t (e)
r( E) .f (E-.), Krot (E- ) exp[s (E-.B.)_- S(E--E)] (8)
r~(E) P(E-E j K f (E-E)

In the relation (8) noted are the important factors determining an

energy dependence of the r /i ratio including Kot and Krt,

that is the rotational enhacement of level density factors, the

relation of which can differ strongly from unity if the nucleus has

different symmetry in the ground and transient states /32-34/.

A successive description of intrinsic excitation level densities

with regard to the single-particle spectrum shell structure at Fermi

boundary is accomplished according to a superfluid nucleus model

using numerical calculations complicated enough.

Because this model is cumbersome, it does not suit for solving

our problem and we shall adopt the simplified models which at the ex-

pense of some uncertainties in description give a possibility to in-

vestigate the regularities of interest in a convenient analytical

form.

Here we use simple relations of the two models /35/; the model

with a constant temperature

JPr(U)= C. exp(U'/T) S, ()= U'/T (9)

r /r= 2T ' . C . exp ( E-8 )
= e C~ r

(10)

when constructing the r/ ri systematics for "cold" nuclei and



222 the Fermi-gas model as well

2/23 t 1(12)

r-/rs 2 d. ch .exp [2 , a. ( E-B -Ja (E -E4) ]

in the strongly heated nucleus fission probability analysis. In

relations (9-12) U' = U + 6 is the effective excitation energy

with inclusion of this the even-odd discrepancies have been taken

into account in level densities due to the pairing effects of nucle-

ons; E = Ef + 5 and B = B + are the effective values for

the fission barrier height and the neutron binding energy, in this

case

0 for odd-odd nuclei

nL zA , n for A-odd nuclei (13)

2 for even-even nuclei

A is the parameter determined from the even-odd nucleus mass dif-

ferences taken for simplicity to be equal for the neutron and proton

components; Oa and al , t = ((E ) and t= ( . t)

is the level density parameter and the nuclear temperature in the

neutron and fissioning decay channels; {L depends on energy as oppo-

sed to the T=T T =T = const, i.e. a parameter in relations (9) and

(10). The relations (10) and (12) differ from the appropriate

results of the work (35) only by inclusion of the Cn/Cf ratio which

can take into consideration a difference of the level density collec-

tive increase coefficients in the neutron and fissioning channels

(see the relation (8)).

The level density model with constant temperature while not poeae

sing a definite physical meaning has well been used for describing

experimental data and in the small (U< 5 MeV) excitation region has

been considered as an alternative of the noninteracting particle mo-

del (a Fermi gas model). The reason of the simplified parametrization

success (9) can be understood from the calculations carried out ac-

cording to the superfluid nucleus model which takes into account the

pairing correlations between nucleons. As is seen from fig.3 in the

region below critical energy the (U cr 6-8 MeV) phase transition

from the (U< Ucr) superfluid state into the (U> Ucr) normal one, ta-

king into consideration a residual interaction,"straightens" the ra-

pidly falling convex curve of the "Fermi-gas" model. While the

energy dependence in a superfluid nucleus model is not strongly line-
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Fig.3. The nuclear level density in a superfluid nuclear model and

in a Fermi-gas one ( S - Eond) for the even-odd system.

The arrows show the critical energy values of Ucrit and the

condensation energy of Econd' Ucrit/3.11.



ar, at the small U1 - U2 difference the (Us) / ( )=Pe ( Tela-

tion will serve as the fair approximation of the level density ratio

in the relation (8). Exactly this situation is typical of describing

the r,/rI ratio in the heavy nucleus region where the Ef and Bn

parameters are close. In the U>Ucr region the relations (11) and (12)

of the Fermi-gas model are the good approximations to the accurate

superfluid nucleus model results.

The lack of the prominent even-odd differences in r-,j/ , as

is shown by experimental data in fig.2, is not apparantly following

from the relation (10) since the exponent index besides the unequal

61 and 6.. parameters involves the Bn binding energy which cha8nge

by leaps when N is changed by unity, and if N is even, then /36/

B, (. , N)- B , (.,N-I) = h (2,) - B ( , N+i)=2A (14)

Note in the Ef - Bn difference the part varying discretely with the nu-
o

cleon number and having designated B as the binding energy in the

I-even nucleus and,since in accord with (13) and (14),

Bn =B, -2mA
r{0 N-even (15)

°t t = (I- 2e M)A r {1 N-odd

obtain the result independent of the N parity

LErl-6' b = E,---B-"+Ef-a p=E f 8' +1*A (16)

Thus, we have showed that in the exponential factor in the re-

lation (10) the corrections for pairing to thresholds and level densi-

ties compensate reach other. Note, that the qualitative interpreta-

tion of this property has still been proposed from common considera-

tions in the work /35/. The (Bn -A ) difference entering (16) and

equal, in accord with (14), to the neutron binding energy averaged

223 over the neighbouring nuclides

/\A \ 

401 ' ~/ 8
I 92 \ \ ii

90

12 M\ 146 1\ 150

225 230 235 240 245 250 A

Fig.4. The correlation of the dependences of ea (r,/r+) and < '>

on the mass number of A. The lines connect points with the

fixed values of Z and N.

B,-A= [6Bn (iN-l)+2BN (,N)+Bn(2,N+))]= B.> (17)

does not possess even-odd discrepancies and represents the smooth Z

and N function (see fig.4). It is proposed that the A parameter

determining even-odd discrepancies of level densities in the fissi-

oning and residual nucleus transient state after the emission of ne-

utron is the same, A-= a, then from (16) it follows

E,,;-B n= E;- B > (18)



224 Abandonment of simplified assumption leads to the ( hA - a ) appe-

arance in relation (18), i.e,,

Es - B, = E (A odd) - /B) + a; -A (19)-

and, consequently, to even-odd discrepancies in fission barrier heig-

hts

,(-1) 4. (-f') (20)
E = E .(A dd)-- o2 -

and,respectively,the exp (&-;-At) factor involved in (10). In

this case the main result is not changed which consists in the fact

that factors discretely changig in the effective Ef fission thresholds

and the Bn neutron emission are mutually compensated for and, as a

result, the r, /1 relation,in accord with experiment,is smoothly

depended on Z and N. From (18) the relation in (10) is transformed

into the form

r/r = .ex p( T(B>)
T

2/3

C-= o - - exp ( )("

served in the fission cross section according to a typical break due

to a sharp fall of the barrier penetrability.

4. Region of traditionalsystematics applicability and fission

barrier effect on rn / ra ratio

The values of < B > are shown in the low part of fig.4 being

calculated in accord with (17) from the nucleus mass tables /36. The

family <Bn> as a function of Z and N form a regular structure, i.e

grid of approximately equal slope straight lines that can be appro-

ximately described by the relation

4 8>- ac - Cz N + C 3
(24)

According to the Sikkeland's systematics (5) the value of

e ( / ) should follow a similar relationship. It is apparent

that existence of similar dependence for a fission barrier produces

the condition for traditional systematic applicability. However, it

is seen from fig.4 that if the i s const, N = const lines for

<B n> form the regular grid within the total nuclear region conside-

red, then ta ( r / r ) has this property only within a comparatively

narrow interval involving the first group nuclei as well as the Th

heavy isotopes and the Pu light ones. The traditional systematics

is expected to have a region of validity which is limited for "cold"

nucleus fission to this Irnge.With increase of a number of neutrons in

the second group nuclei and decrease in the third group ones,the

= const lines are distorted and then change a nature of the rh/r[

dependence on N so that the regularity produced for B Bn) is

not seen at all.

Since the . B > dependence on Z and N ensures the regula-

rity described by these systematics (4) and (5) the conclusion is na-

turally suggested that the nature of experiment deviations is connec-

This is readily generalized in the case of a two-humped fission

barrier where it is needed to take into account the two transient

state systems connected with the A inner and B outer humps /37/

r /r = r. /r + r /r 8 (22)
For describing each of the summands in (22) the common relation (7)

is used as well as anyone of its modifications for a specified

level density model (10) or (12). In the frames of the constant tem-

perature model and assuming TXA T T relation (21) is tran-

sformed into the form

/heref =,Ei te het o t)e; (23)

2T A 8 m
whr B^ ."/teJ h t eCn/C xps ai#s e)

where E m f ox0 4 {. Eis the highest of the humps that has been ob-



ted with a fission barrier structure and the Ef(Z,N) dependence due

to it. This has not been put in question by the authors of tra-

ditional systematics (4) and (5) since, on the one hand, there are

no appropriate data and, on the other hand, the concepts of a fission

barrier available at that time have entirely been based on a liquid

drop model that does not give rise to doubt in the weak Ef dependen-

ce on N. Now we discuss in more detail the influence of fission bar-

rier structure on the rG/ r dependence on nucleon composition,

primarily, on the N neutron number.

Correlation between the a (r, / ) and 4E relationships on a
nucleon composition can be seen from fig.5. The curves are plotted

"by eye" through the experimental rf / and Af data /38-39, 6,

28,30, 32/ for some nuclei with even Z but these are in mutual

agreement. In the upper part of fig.5 shown is one of the lines of

the Sikkeland's systematics (5) for Z = 92 being in the best agree-

ment with experiment. The associated straight line within the limits

of point scattering fairly describes the E behaviour for uranium

but does not conform to the character of all the family depicted by

the dotted lines. Of course, as far as the other (Th,Pu) nuclei

are concerned, one can isolate linear parts of the fl(N) depen-

dence with about the same slope. The applicability of traditional

systematics (4) and (5) for the [/ r 4 description for cold nuclei

is limited by this region 90;. Z< 95, 140O N 4 146, that is well

seen from fig.4.

Thus,in a general case, the E(N) dependence is fairly complex,

therefore, the phenomenology in the way of simple relations (4) and

(5) can be Justified only in connection with remarkable scattering of

the r /Fi data and even then in limits of the narrow Z and N

225 interval. Once more it should be emphasized that the weak and close
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Fig.5. The correlation of the dependences of .; ( Fi /Fr 
on the number of neutrons in a fissionable nucleus.

and Em
f

to linear Ef = Ef dependence on N in a liquid-drop model, on the

contrary, satisfies these relations. It means that nucleon shells in a

fissioning nucleus are responsible for these deviations.

The rh / relation is influenced not only by E but the he-

ight of the smallest of humps as well in accord with the G relati-

on in (23). Therefore, the building construction of a new F / F}



226 systematics, which we are proceeding to, requires developing a rather

simple but at the same time correct description of the ~ and E~

barrier heights.

5. Simple description of transuranium fission barrier

dependence on nucleon composition

The potential deformation energy, V (d ) can be represented as

a sum of the two components: the liquid-drop energy V (A) and a shel

correction S6 ( ); in accordance with this the E and EB hump

heights can be expressed as follows

E=Vi a)- W (25)

where W J is the shell correction for the ground state of nuclear

equilibrium deformation counted from the V (0) = 0 ground liquid-

drop model state, W,< is the shell correction for the i -th mai-

nmum V ( ) counted from the potential liquid-drop model energy at

the appropriate deformation V (o;) (see fig.6).

The liquid-drop barrier component V ( )

In a nuclear fission model in terms of liquid drop widely dis-

tributed is the description of a nuclear shape as the expansion by

Legendre polynomial. In this parametrization the potential nuclear

energy is found to be a hypersurface in the d2 ..., 4, deformation
space. However, for the analysis and description of many properties

of fairly heavy nuclei including the barrier shell structure it can be

restricted by "one dimensional" liquid-drop model which considers on-

ly one parameter of the O2 = d quadrupole deformation, i.e, the

o n= 0(n> 2) hypersurface cross section.

0 .1 .2 . .4 5 .6 .7 .i .9 1.0^

Pig.6. The schematic representation of the double-humped fission

barrier structure in the relation of (25).

In this case a nuclear potential energy can be represented as a

power series relative to the o( variable in which we shall hold the

first two terms

V ( ~i ) - U - .(l 2X2X9i-g 2)9 .. (26)

X= 2Eso - 2a2 (27)



Eo0=a- 2 / (-KI 2) , Eco = C3 , I=(N-2)/A (28)
where a2 , C3 , K are the parameters in the Myers's and Swia-

tecki's mass formula /41/.

The liquid-drop model barrier calculations

V= Eso, (X) (29)
in which do with the even indices have been held (symmetric forms)

up to n = 18 are carried out by Cohen and Swiatecki (CS) /42/

The nondimensional function dependence Jcs(X) tabulated in /42/ in

the (1-x)<(1 up to x~ 0.6 regionlwe are interested in,is fairly

approximated by

(xK--(x) 3. [0.7259 - 0.3302(1-x) + 0.6387(1-x)2 + 7.8727(1-x) 3 -
- 12.006(1-x) 4 ] , (30)

which values markedly differ from analogous ones that corres-

pond to the relation resulting from /26/
8(X) = -x)3

J (X)15 (1+ X)2 
(31)

Moreover, the extreme deformations (the s.p. saddle points of the

liquid-drop model) differ, too,

(SPC (X) 1.3239(1-x) + 5.5608(1-x)2 ... (32)

d (yy=7- 1-2 -(33)

where the first relation represents an approximation of the calcula-

tion results carried out by Cohen and Swiatecki for 1-xZ< 1 and the

second one is an analytical result following from the approach /26/

for A = ( X) 

A fit of the 0(2 , C3 , Y liquid-drop model parameters to

the nuclear masses experimental data that gives the mutually agreed

V(d) and oWg values has been carried out by Myers and Swiatecki

221 /43/ . Later the same authors /41/ having refined the ols defini-

tion gave a new set of the parameters

C z = 17.9439 MeV; C3 = 0.7053 MeV, K u 1.7826 (34)

which is widely used in calculations.

The approximated relation (26) appreciably overestimates V (d)

and in order to reach agreement with experiment the authors of works:

Metag et al., Y/igman, Theobald /44/ (their simple method for the do-

uble-humped barrier structure description is used by us with some im-

provements) have been forced to select arbitrarily the liquid-drop

model parameters at normalizing the Wa (Z,N) dependence.

We have tried to eliminate the defects these works /44/ by pre-

serving the suitable parametrization (26)

(d) -- E lo [Ciw).,-C, (X) 3 ] (35)

and the realistic parameters (34) but have defined again in (35) the

Ci (c) and CZ (X) coefficients, so that with the help of the typi-

cal expressions (31),(32), namely,

2 e(x Ctx) p(X) 3 Cx) e s .p
one can reproduce the description of the accurate () d x)

values.

As a result, the relation (35) is transformed into

V ()4) soeS ]2 - 2 s. P.( ] (36)

Shell corrections

In a liquid-drop model the barrier is stable relative to the

axial symmetry and inversion symmetry disturbances. In case of a

real nucleus it is not so. Theoretical calculations performed by the

shell correction method show that peaked heights considerably decre-

ase: the A barrier with regard to the Y deformation disturbing

nuclear axial symmetry /45/ and the B barrier when involving the



228 d(n deformation with odd indices, in particular, the (3 octupole

deformation /45,46/. In the ~"-'A region the nucleus is stable re-

lative to the 0(3 , 5 plane-asymmetric deformations. The influence

of assumptions about nuclear symmetry nature during fission is shown

in fig.6. The solid curve corresponds to the nuclear symmetric confi-

gurations ( -= 0, 02V.1= O) and the dashed one corresponds to the re-

al situation. Of course, both these should be understood as the

min V(dG,I)projections on the a =d 2 plane.

The SWa (Z,N) shell corrections have been calculated according

to Myers-Swiatecki /41| as difference between the Mexp experimental

mass and the mass calculated from a liquid-drop model formula (taking

into consideration even-odd discrepancies)

M m( 1 )+_(C-1)z

assuming the A-dependence of theA ̂- L4/A parameter averaged over a

wide nuclear region. However, the unique S WnS values reveal an

even-odd structure resultzg from the fact that the adopted phenomenolo?

gic A a description does not reflect any more complex dependence of

this parameter. The "toothed" Fn/ r dependence occured does not

correspond to experimental data. We have eliminated this effect in

such a manner that by analogy with ( Bn >have introduced a value

S< sW >= . [ WB (N-l) +2 W(N) 4 GW(N+1)I (37)

averaging even-odd differencies of "experimental" shell corrections

of the ground state in the M-S work /41/.

For building the fission barrier systematics, as it follows

from the relation (25), it is necessary to set up empirically the law

of changing of two S W and Wf shell corrections with a

number of nucleons (fig.6). For this purpose we shall take advantage

of the weak SA and $C extreme deformation dependence on nucle-

V
MeV

10 - v

,,'3 aTh

0 0.5 1.0 E

Pig.7. The fission barrier structures for different nuclei (the cal-

culated ones). It is seen the wean dependence of extreme de-

formations of E = 3/2 X on the nucleon composition of a nuc-

leus.

on composition in the Z and N regions of interest resultingfrom

the curves in fig.7 and other theoretical calculations /45,47/o We

have ignored it at all, having taken the constant i(A = 0.30 and d B

0.58 values as is shovm in figs 6,7 by thin solid lines (in calcula-

tions we usually use the other parameter of the = 3/2 d quad-

rupole deformation; it varies in the E A~ 0.4-0.5, £B 0-8-0.9

limits for the most nuclei of interest).

Knowing the V (d,) and< S W > values from the relation (25)

and the o .experimental data /30,32,38,39,48,49/ one can determine

the 6W shell corrections. At the first stage we have assumed



these to be constant but then for refining this description we have

introduced the weak dependence on 2 and N

SWA ()[MeV] 2,6 2 ! 97

1 L [t2,6-0,1(Z-97) Z - 97
(38)

SWa (2) 1eVl] =0 6+0,1(z-97)
11I (0,6

7 97

Zz 97

SWS (z,N)[MeV]h W :(l,N,) +0.^4(N-No) , t'=/13
which markedly improved the description of both the Ef barrier he-

ights and the r^/rf ratio in the Z>92 region.

Notice, that at A ; ^a the relation (25) in accordance with

(19) should be applied for describing the A-odd fissionable nuclei,

but, in general, it should be supplemented with a discrete sum-

mand in accord with the formula (20). The given systematics assumes.
A =t

A = A , = An + 0,2 MeV] (39)

Discussion

The E and EB calculation results.according to the formulas

(25), (36)-(39) with the parameters mentioned above are given in

table 1 (columns 4,5) where these are compared with the Ef experi-

mental values (columns 6,7) taken from the compilation /38/ and for

the Bk - Pm region from the works /39,401. The similar results are

shown in figs 8,9 for nuclei in the vicinity of A N - + 10 of what

might be called the valley of stability /43/.

N- O = 0,4 A 2 /(A+200) (40)

These ones are given in fig. 8 in a compact and more suitable

for discussion form, in terms of the Ei dependence on nucleon com-

position. In fig. 9 the calculation results are compared with experi-

mental ones obtained from the analysis of the various Ra-Es heavy

229 nuclei fission probability characteristics.nuclei fission probability characteristics.

-. l/......

t>*M o 2 ate . adm asc n A

Fig.8. The dependence of fission barriers on the mass number of A

in the region of stability valley.

The EB outer hump height is very sharply dependanton the nuc-

leon composition of nuclei, particularly, on Z. On the contrary, the

Ef inner hump height changes with Z and N more weakly. The he-

avy nucleus region is divided by uranium into two groups characteri-

zed by different hump height ratios:

BE < EB Z i 92

f f
B B Z -~, 92(41)

EA > E3 Z > 92

The Ei properties mentioned above directly result from dependence of

V ( oA) liquid-drop model barrier component on the X fissionability

parameter (27) as is shown in fig.6. If the V (MA) decrease from

Ra to Pm is accounted for - 1.5 MeV and compensated for with an excess

by So W shell correction increase then in this case V ( B) decre-

ases by a factor of 5. In the EA and EB value behaviour markedly re-
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the root-mean-square A E A, E 0 = 0.26 eeV deviations that are

comparable with the 0.3 - 0.5 lleV scatter calculated similarly by

different authors and the given 0.2 - 0.3 MeV uncertainty in the

barrier determination.

There are a few methods for the determination of heavy nucleus

barrier hump height. Thus, the near-threshold fission cross section

region containSthe most direct information on the greatest E~ -

OX fEfEBl hump height. Often according to a characteristic break

resultingfrom the sharp exponential barrier penetrability drop at

E . EM one can evaluate the Em value with accuracy up to some

hundreds of keV without recourse to the 6. (E) behaviour analysis.

The more effective methods for the EB outer hump height determi-

nation has proved to be the spontaneously fissioning isomer excita-

tion functions. Therefore, in the region of distributing the latter

(Z > 92) where E~ > E~ the data on both hump heights are more re-

liable. Note, that in the Ei theoretical calculations /45,46/ in

the Z > 92 region a fair description is attained of the avai-

lable experimental data.

The EA4 ED inverse relation realized in the Z . 92 region

is far less favourable, particularly, when the hump height differen-

ce is not great. Here, there are no reliable methods for the de-

termination of the smaller humps and at selecting considered pa-

rameters one should be governed by the more indirect information;

the vibrational resonances position /32/. In this connection it is

appropriate to remember about the "thorium anomaly" where the theo-

retical calculations /45,46/ predict the EA values for Th being

considerably less than the experimental ones extracted from the ana-

lysis.

10o 15 1 0) 155 0 45 150 IO N

Pig.9. The dependence of fission barriers of E~ on the number of

neutrons of N. Experimental points: - /32/ p - /38/,

* - /48/, * - /39/, x - /30/, + - /49/.

vealed is the 6W (Z,N) ground state shell structure. The E~ maxi-

mum in the Z > 98 region is connected with the N = 152 sub-shell

filling-up; when approaching the N = 126 sub-shell we can see a sharp

rise of Ei near Ra.

The agreement between the Ei calculated values and the expe-

rimental ones over a set of the Z > 92 nuclei is characterized by



Table 1.

Experimental data and calculation results accoding to the systematics, barrier heights Ei

r,/t values and fission cross sections d .

:, :o
A 4n>, E, E E , E /r , rre ren- ,/r) re 

z compo- UeV UeV "'e W b
Z und po V.'eV MeV barn e .barn rence

undpo~~iaV : : .: : : '_ ^ : : ___ : __:___-___
nucle- calculation experiment calculation experiment (y,)-reaction experinent,direct react.

-1 : 2 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 8 : 9 : 10 : 11 : 12 11 : 1 4 : 15

229 6.89 5.20 4.97 0.03 2.91
230 6.83 5.15 4.97 0.06 2.86
231 6.68 5.48 5.25 0.09 2.78 0.19 2.55.0.43 32

u 232 6.54 5.40 5.34 5.2 5.1 0.19 2.55 0.43 2.120.23 32
233 6.40 5.71 5.74 0.36 2.24 0.38 2.20.0.30 II
234 6.18 5.53 5.65 5.6 5.5 0.66 1.84 0.67 1.83+0.07 12.13
235 6.00 5.70 5.92 5.9 5.6 1.06 I.49 1.06 1.49+0.06 14 1.32 I.32.0.20 31
236 5.88 5.47 5.80 5.6 5.5 1.5I 1.22 1.52 1.22+ 0.04 1.62 1.1740.18 31
237 5.73 5.62 6.08 6.1 5.9 2.29 0.94 2.46 0.89+0.03 14 2.93 0.7810.12 31
238 5.55 5.30 5.90 5.7 5.7 3.32 0.72 4.26 0.590.09 31
239 5.42 5.38 6.13 6.3 6.1 4.48 0.56 4.74 0.54+0.02 I2.I4
240 5.32 5.08 5.98 5.7 5.5 5.89 0.45 5.32 0.49,0.08 31
24I 5.22 5.20 6.27 8.54 0.33
242 5.09 4.90 6.15 129 0.22
243 5.00 5.02 6.48 19.8 0.15
231 7.10 5.28 4.32 0.0I 2.99
232 6.96 5.69 4.86 0.03 2.95
233 6.77 5.63 4.93 0.06 2.87 0.24 2.46+0.32 32

Bp 234 6.64 5.97 5.39 5.5 5.1 0.12 2.73 0.21 2.52_0.28 32
235 6.46 5.87 5.4I 5.5 5.2 0.24 2.48 0.34 2.29.0.27 32

236 6.25 6.08 5.73 5.8 5.6 0.42 2.17 0.36 2,260.27 32
237 6.10 5.87 5.63 5.7 5.4 0.62 1.90 0.65 1.87;0.24 32
238 5.95 6.03 5.9I 61 6.0 0.9I 1.62 0.94 1.59+ 0.05 12.15 0.84 I.680.25 32
239 5.77 5.74 5.73 5.9 5.4 1.26 1. 1.1.33 I.330.I3 32
240 5.63 5.83 5.92 1.56 1.22
24I 5.46 5.46 5.66 1.88 1.08
242 5.25 5.40 5.70 2.00 1.04
243 5.15 4.97 5.37 I.80 1.12
235 6.90 5.79 4.63 5.1 0.05 2.92
236 6.71 5.73 4.69 4.5 0.10 2.78
237 6.52 6.01 5.10 0.19 2.58 0.16 2.65_0.42 32

Pu 238 6.38 5.87 5.08 5.5 5.0 0.3I 2.36 0.31 2.36_0.31 32
239 6.2I 6.09 5.42 6.2 5.5 0.50 2.07 0.36 2.28+ 0.13 16.17
240 5.99 5.82 5.26 5.6 5.1 0.74 1.79 0.67 1.86+0.06 12.18
24I 5.83 5.91 5.47 6.1 5.4 0.92 1.62 0.87 1.67+0.06 12.18 1.3I 1.35.0.20 31
242 5.72 5.6 5.28 5.6 5.I 1.06 1.51 0.99 1.57+ 0.05 12.18 1.41 1.33-0.20 31
243 5.60 5.70 5.48 5.9 5.2 1.25 I.40 1.27 1.38+ 0.05 12.18
244 5.45 5.37 5.25 5.4 5.0 I.48 1.27 1.64 I.I9.0.I8 31
245 5.35 5.45 5.44 5.6 5,0 1.66 1.18 1.65 1.9+ 0.05 18
246 5.24 5.15 5.23 1.93 1.08
247 5.03 5.14 5.32 2.26 0.97
237 6.99 6.08 4.44 0.07 2.89
238 6.77 6.41 4.90 0.14 2.72
239 6.58 6.28 4.89 6.2 0.24 2.51 0.31 2.36+ 0.33 32
240 6.39 6.48 5.22 6.5 5.2 0.36 2.28 0.34 2.32+ 0.28 32
24I 6.2I 6.23 5.09 6.0 5.1 0.49 2.09 0.62 1.92 0.2I 32
242 6.04 6.33 5.31 6.5 5.4 0.60 1.95 0.64 1.910.07 12.15 0.56 2.00+ 0.26 32
243 5.9I 6.02 5.12 5.9 5.4 0.67 1.88 0.73 1.8+ 0.18 19.20 0.70 1.84+ 0.20 32
244 5.79 6.11 5.32 6.3 5.4 0.74 1.81 0.68 1.87+0.07 15 1.55 1.23+0.17 32
245 5.63 5.76 5.08 5.9 5.2 0.82 1.73 1.66 1.18+ 0.13 32
246 5.46 5.76 5;19 0.84 1.72
247 5.26 5.28 4.82 5.5 0.80 1.76
248 5.04 5.10 4.74 0.64 1.93

c-



Table 1. ( on't. )

I : 2 3: 4 : 5 76 :: 8 9 : I0 II :12 : 3 : I4 :15

239 7.00 6.14 4.00 0.07 2.90
240 6.86 6.09 4.08 0.12 2.76
24I 6.66 6.36 4.48 6.3 4.3 0.22 2.56 0.32 2.37+ 0.3I 32

Ca 242 6.43 6.12 4.37 5.8 4.0 0.32 2.36 0.42 2.20+0.24 32
243 6.29 6.28 4.65 6.4 0.40 2.24 0.71 I.83+0.26 32
244 6.20 6.07 4.57 5.8 4.3 0.48 2.12 0.37 2.30+ 0.30 21 0.58 1.99+ 0.22 32
245 6.07 6.25 4.87 6.2 0.62 1.95 0.72 I.83+0.I3 22.23
246 5.89 5.97 4.71 5.7 4.2 0.78 1.77 0.47 2.15+0.26 21
247 5.74 6.06 4.91 6.0 0.89 1.68 0.96 1.62+0.10 22.23
248 5.57 5.70 4.67 5.7 0.96 1.62 0.14 2.80+ 0.70 21
249 5.35 5.64 4.7I 5.6 0.93 1.65 0.99 1.60 + .14 33.34
250 5.19 5.13 4.31 5.3 . . 0.74 1.83
25I 5.08 5.02 4.3I 0.54 2.08
243 6.70 6.28 3.89 0.16 2.69
244 6.54 6848 4.23 0.22 2.58
245 6.51 6.38 4.25 6.4 0.29 2.44 112 I.48+ 0.21 32
246 6.38 6.68 4.67 6.5 0.47 2.15 0.99 I.59+0.18 32
247 6.15 6.46 4.58 6.5 0.73 I.83 0.81 1.75 0.23 32
248 5.98 6.59 4.83 6.3 0.92 1.66 1.23 1.42+ 0.23 32
249 5.72 6.18 4.53 6.1 1.03 1.57 1.05 1.55+ 0.22 32
250 5.44 6.01 4.48 6.1 4.I1 0.87 1.71 1.02 1.58 +0.11 24
25I 5.27 5.38 3.96 0.54 2.08
252 5.12 5.12 3.82 0.30 2.48
253 5.00 4.46 3.26 0.16 2.79
254 4.90 4.2I 3.12 0.08 2.98
246 6.74 6.18 3.40 0.18 2.67

cf 247 6.6I 6.51 3.86 0.3I 2.42
248 6.38 6.32 3.80 0.5D 2.II
249 6.18 6.46 4.06 0.66 1.91
250 5.98 6.12 3.85 5.5 0.74 183 0.70 1.88 + 0.12 25.26
25I 5.75 6.07 3.92 6.2 0.72 1.86
252 5.56 5.54 3.51 5.3 0.56 2.06
253 5.43 5.41 3.49 5.3 0.37 2.34 0.29 2.50 +0.30 27
254 5.34 4.90 3.09 0.24 2.60
255 5.23 4.79 3.09 0.17 2.77
256 5.04 4.20 2.61 0.II 2.9I
257 4.85 3.93 2.45 0.07 3.05
245 7.23 5.87 2.12 0.02 3.08
246 7.06 6.20 2.59 0.04 3.02
247 6.97 6.16 2.69 0.07 2.95
248 6.86 6.53 3.2I 6.8 0.13 2.81

Es 249 6.76 6.54 3.35 6.7 0.24 2.57 0.84 I.96+0.31 32
250 6.56 6.86 3.80 0.45 2.20 0.54 2.33+ 0.33 32
251 6.18 6.52 3.59 6.6 0.74 I.84 0.62 2.21+ 0.29 32
252 5.89 6.4I 3.61 0.7 I1.88
253 5.71 5.84 3.16 0.49 2.16
254 5.56 5.63 3.08 0,29 2.50

255 5.46 5.04 2.60 5.4 0.16 2.78-
256 5.3x 4.82 2.49 4.8 0.I0 2.96
251 6.76 6.38 2.63 0.17 2.73
252 6.54 6.21 2.59 0.29 2.49
253 6.20 6.22 2.74 0.39 2.32

Fm 254 5.94 5.69 2.33 0.34 2.41
255 5.8I 5.55 2.32 5.7 0.22 2.65

256 5.72 5.04 1.94 0.14 2.84
257 5.61 4.93 .9 5 0.I10 2.97
258 5.50 4.42 1.56 0.06 3.06

Cl-4
C,,C-



The considerable difficulties arise in the light actinide regi-

on and at the determination of the B barrier height. At present

there is an opinion based on both the theoretical estimations and the

experimental data analysis that in the Z < 92 region a significant

change of a barrier structure takes place, which is merely far from

being reduced to the sign change in inequality of (41). The theore-

tical calculations /45,50/ show that an oscillating nature of the

shell correction in case of the light (Z < 92) nuclei results in some-

what like the B outer hump splitting and the three-peaked barrier

structure appearance. This barrier structure with the two intermediate

minima and three maxima calls in question not only the sub-barrier

fission cross section resonances analysis (since it is not known with

what states of barrier minima these ones are connected) but the esti-

mations of the greatest hump height too.

The new and imperfectly investigated properties of light actini-

des convince us that tberegion of the given EA and EB systematics

application should be limited at the bottom by the Z > 92 region.

Moreover, the introduction of uranium into this systematics gave rise

to certain difficulties, since, due to the approximate equality of

two maxima over height and the possible B barrier structure for U-
B

isitopes one failed to describe the S W (Z,N) value in the fra-

me of universal dependence (38). Correlation of the calculated va-

lues in systematics with the U-isotopes experimental data has requi-

red adding of a term being square dependent on N into the last re-

lation (38)

i B(e Z )= oWjB ( t Ilo)+ 0p0(-N)+ 0,o00 ( N-No)h Na143

It should be expected that in the "pure" double-humped barrier

structure region the phenomenologic Ei(Z,N) description obtained by

us will lose accuracy when removed from the valley of stability whe-

re the group of experimentally investigated isotopes is concentrated.

Among the factors which result in this inevitable for semiempiric sy-

stematics effect aside from the apparent ones being connected with

simplifying a real pattern it is necessary to note the inaccuracy of

used parameters and the model itself employed to describe the

uniform Vi (d, , ) component. W/e believe that using this systema-

tics one should not go from the valley of stability over N by more

than 10 units.

6. The FS/r* ratio systematics and (n.f)-reaction

cross section description

Rewrite (23) in the more modified form:

Br./r,"/Trf - *- e Cx[-<. ]xp xp rE r A

C-; - a2 . '? r 

(42)

For creating the r/rI systematics it is necessary to deter-

mine the C- and G s coefficients in (42) from the BE and B

values calculated in the previous section by fitting (42) to the

r / ri experimental values.

For this purpose the Fn/r ratios obtained from the neutron

fission cross section have been used alone since these are measured

with high accuracy and, except for individual values, the Fi / F

extracted from 6 v are mutually well agreed within the investiga-

ted nucleus region. The attempt to use for this fitting the I[ / F.

values obtained from measurement of fissionability in the direct

reactions because of the poor data precision results in large scat-

tering of these data and the fit found to be less definite.233



234 The experimental data are presented in table 1 of column 11 eit-

her as the reference work results or the results averaged from the

two works (the references are presented in table 1 of column 12) cha-

racterized by the highest precision. Whenever possible, these results

are averaged over the En = 2 - 4 1eV region. If the reference works

presents the fission cross section ratios, then, as a standard, the

6½ (235U) value being equal to 1.22 barn obtained by averaging the

ENDF/B-V evaluation for 235U over the energy region of En= 2-4 MeV

has been used.

The 6 4 uncertainties presented in table 1 aBeume the

standard error to be equal to 3%.

As for extracting the Frh/ rF value from 61 as consistent

with (2),the data are needed about the neutron compound nucleus for-

mation cross section. The estimation of the CN value can be

carried out according to the unified optic model calculation /51/

6N, = .t - sf - 6e -4 (43)

where 6 is the total cross section, 6 set is the shape elastic

cross section (elastic scattering across the compound nucleus is ne-

gligible and ignored), 62+* and 6,4+ are the direct inelastic

scattering cross sections at the lower-lying vibration levels of the

even-even target-nucleus. Another possibility of estimating CN is

by identifying it with the total inelastic cross section

6 N - a4+ 6 t' - 4 -- 6 V (44)

where 6 , is the neutron inelastic scattering cross section minus

the direct inelastic scattering at the 2+ and 4+ levels, 6 r is

the radiative capture cross section. The partial cross sections in

(44) are known well enough from evaluating the nuclide constants of

importance for nuclear power engineering, in particular, 
238U /52,53/.

Table 2.

(238 U + n) compound nucleus formation cross section in the

En = 2 - 4 leV region

Data of /10/ /11/ /12/ Adopted
works :value

: comp'ba rn 3.22 : 3.06 .10 3.10 

The appropriate data for the En = 2 - 4 MeV energy range listed

in table 2 allows us to adopt for the A mass number target-

nucleus 2/3

6CN (A)= (238 ( 2A 

N C(2^IU)- 3. O g I(45)
The rh / f values extracted from the e6 experimental valu-

es with due regard to (45) are presented in table 1 (column 10).

The procedure of fitting relation (42) to the rn / ri experi-

mental values is shown in fig.10. At Ema EA > EB = Emin to be car-
f - f f f I Ef *c . EMno

ried out for the Z . 93 nuclei when the argument exp ( - )

values are equal to 0 or 1 (abscissae), the ordinate takes the GA

and GA + GB values, respectively (the extreme values at the lower-

lying straight line are plotted by the least squares method through

vX¥ 

a ~v
0 02 0,4 0,6 0,8 1

Pig.10 The determination of the GA and GB values according to

the relation of (42) from the experimental values of r./[

(see the text).



the experimental Np - Cf nucleus values). For the U nuclides the

barrier ratio is inversed to Eimin E= E EB = Efx. In accord with

this at the argument values to be of 0 or 1 the ordinate takes the

G8 and G8 -+ G values (the extreme values at the upper stra-

ight line are plotted through the experimental U-nuclide values).

In consequence of fitting, the values

(A = 0.37 and G- = 1.00
A B

are obtained that correspond to the C,/Ci 0.064 and C, /C, =

0.174 values.

The r1 / Fr and values calculated using the - and

CG8 constants are presented in table 1 ( columns 8,9, respec-

tively).

As is seen from fig.11 the systematics (the calculated &i va-

lues for different nuclei are connected by solid line) are compared

with the experimental O data, the neutron fission cross sections

"derived" from measurements of fissionability in the direct reactions

/31, 32/ using the values in accordance with (45) as well as the sy-

stematics by Behrens/5/ (the dashed line).

In table 3 for the three investigated nuclear region spaces

the value is given
ezp. s t.

P 2 [j 1] (46)

to serve as the agreement criterion between the systematics and the

experimental data: at fair description % /n v 1 where n is

the number of the points considered. It follows from table 3

and fig.11 that the given systematics describes favourably, on the

whole,the neutron fission cross sections throughout the nuclear region.

Pig.11. The comparison of the neutron fission cross-sections values

calculated according to the present systematics for En=2-4MeV

with the experimental ones. The black points are the data

measured in the (n,f) reaction: the light points are the re-

sults "simulated" from the fissionability measurements in

the direct reactions. The solid line is the present syste-

matics (a calculation), the dashed line is the systematics

by Behrens /5/ (a calculation ).

Comparison with the direct reaction data

The direct reactions are widely used for investigating low-ener-

gy fission allowing us to measure Pf fissionability value weakly de-

pendenton the inlet channel properties throughout a distribution of

the angular momenta transmitted to the nucleus. This condition allows

us to use the data for evaluating and predicting 6i for a wide nu-

clear region unaccessible for direct measurements in (n,f) reaction.
235
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Table 3.

Fission cross section systematics 'L / e criterion fit to

experimental data

Table 4.

The mean square angular momenta 3 (3 + 1) values at the exitation

energies being equivalent to En= 2-4 MeV and fission probability

: : ! (n,f)-reac- 'direct reac-: Sum

tion data tion data of data

t c

:present /15/ pre-: /15/: pre- : /15/
work sent sent
92-1 : work work 

: 92-4 n : 13 3 19 :19 :32 :32

' 9 /n 0.8 1.4 0.8 8.5 0.8 5.6 

95,96 n 9 9 11 11 20 20
: ' y/n 0.9 7.9 3.1 6.4 2.1 7.1 

97_99 n 3 3 8 8 11 11
97-99

Y/n 0.6 21.2 4.7 28.2 3.6 26.3 .

92-99 n 25 25 38 38 63 63
Y-h/n 0.8 6.1 2.3 12.0 1.7 9.7 .

: 99 n

:o

correction ranges.

Reaction :' (- + 1) :Fission probability:
s : : correction- 

n,f : 10.8 

3He,df 15.8 0.2 - 2.5%

t,pf 28.6 6.5 - 13% -;

Such the attempts are undertaken in the works by Britt et al.(in

/32/ from the experimental Pf data for (3He, xf) reactions X = d

or t , in /31/,for (t,pf) reaction).However, it is impossible to take

these ones without supplementary analysis due to conflicting assumpti-

ons about the fast neutron compound nucleus formation cross section

value needed for fitting direct reaction results to neutron data:

6 CN =3.1 barns for all the nuclei in case of (3He,xf) reaction

/32/ and considerably higher in (t,pf) reaction, iN =3.7 barns

/31/. This discrepancy can not be connected with some difference in

the values being equivalent in neutron energy excitation: 2-4 MeV in

/32/ and 2-2.25 MeV in /31/, the &CN = 3.1 barns in/32/ is adop-

ted for En = 1-5 MeV region. For the most part, the discrepancy in

the CN value in these two cases is explained by the J-dependen-

ce of F- /rF not taken into consideration and its effect on fissi-

onability.

In table 4 listed are the mean square 3 () + 1) angular

momenta values transmitted to the nucleus in the (n,f), (3He,df) and

(t,pf) reactions according to /541 at the excitation energies being

equivalent to En = 2+4 MeV as well as the fissionability correction

ranges due to difference in the angular momenta transmitted in (t,pf)

and (3He,df) reactions, on the one side, and (n,f)-reaction, on the

other side. From the tableit follows that for (n,f) and (3He,df)

reactions the 3 (3 + 1) values slightly differ and this leads

to the negligible correction which decreases with the Z nucleus

growth (at the same time increases with the N growth for fixed Z).

In the (t,pf)-reaction the mean square angular momentum is conside-

rably greater and this leads to the prominent Pf decrease (i.e., the

increase in correction) in comparison with the similar nucleus fissi-

onability in previous cases, explaining to a greater extent why for

agreement with the neutron data in /31/ one has to take the unre-

asonably large C.N. formation cross section.



In fig. 11 and table 1 ( column 13 given are the fission

cross section data "simulated" from fissionability measurements in

the (3He,xf) and (t,pf) reactions with regard to difference in the

angular momenta transmitted to the fissioning nucleus. The 6cN va-

lues in accord with (45) have been used for calculating. The errors

presented in table 1 ( column 14 involve the experimental errors

and the uncertainty in the 6 c value evaluated to be 10%. As it

follows from table 3 the inclusion of these data into consi-

deration in accord with (46) does not make considerably worse the

agreement criterion between the systematics and the experiment.

Notes on empirical systematics by Behrens /5/

In fig.11 the G6 systematics is compared with the empi-

ric systematics by Behrens /5/. Here we do not consider the absolute

fission cross sections but the ratio of these ones to (235U),

which have been presented as combinations of the third order polyno-

mials, the eight coefficients of which are found by fitting to the

neutron data set. The dashed curve representing in fig.11 the syste-

matics/5/ is obtained by renormalization to the 61 = 1.22 barn

value for 235U in the energy range of En = 2-4 I.eV (in /5/ the ave-

raging has been carried out through the energy 3-5 11eV region for

which 6) (235U) = 1.16 barns). Thus, the present systematics and the

Behren's results /5/ have been reduced to the uniform standard.

Both systematics give the close, consistent with experiment

values for the U-Pu nuclei in the vicinity of the valley of the

most stability where the most precise neutron data are concentrated.

7hen going away from it, in particular, into the neutron-deficient re-

gionas well as with the Z growth,the agreement is disturbed and in

237 this case the systematics /5/ considerably differs from experi-

mental data. At the sufficiently great deficiency of neutrons the

Behrens's systematics from the physical point of view gives a meanin-

gless result of 6 > CN . This is not fundamental disadvantage,si-

nce it is readily eliminated following the 6~ determination thro-

ugh the ri / r ratio according to (2). As is seen from table

3 the discrepancy is more appreciable between the systematics /5/ and

experimental data for the nuclei heavier than curium, here this one

can be discarded as inconsistent with the experiment. The description

proposed in this work corresponds to the experimental data throughout

the nuclear range studied. The relative mean square error in this sy-

stematics

£ = rtP , en .nv (47)1

for the experimental i = 63 points in the U-Es region has accoun-

ted for 15%, this satisfies requirements for the "exotic" nuclide fis-

sion cross section accuracy. The developed description can be used

for estimating or predicting the b , E, and rF / values in

case the experimental data are not available or discrepant.

7. On the heated heavy nucleus fission probability

Iet us rturn to the problem of traditional systematics which, as we

have noted, in the region of heavy actinides is completely based on

the multiple neutron emission probability experimental data for which

the excitation energy averaged over evaporation chain is considerably

higher than that considered in previous sections (the first fissiona-

bility plateau). At the top of fig.12 these data defined by the Fr/f.

value and averaged over a cascade in accord with (3) are compared

with the direct experimental rh/ r data and its description obtai-

ned for the "cold" nuclei. The experimental information presented at
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Fig.12. At the top is the ratio of ( ri/l )cold: 0 is the expe-

riment, the values are obtained from the fissionability of

Pf; curves are the present systematics;

the ratio of the f: *· are the experimental data

of the (HI,xn) reaction, d are the data of (mxn)o At

the bottom are the Ef- ZB'> and 'f- ZBn> threshold dif-

ferencies. On the abscissa axis is the number of neutrons R

in the nucleus, for < r/rf>--

the top of fig.12 is:

(a) the ( h / i )cold values obtained from Pf (see, table{) ( light

signs);

(b) the < rh / r> values obtained from 6X. for the A 5 4 light

charged particles reactions /3/ ( half-shaded signs);

(c) the ( / rt>) values obtained from /3,55-57/ for the (HI,xn)

heavy ion reactions being lighter than neon ( shaded signs);

(d)(the curves ) the (h/rf)cold systematics according to

table 1.

Of the experimental information presented in fig.12 typical is

a great variety of the C.N. excitation methods and a wide spect-

rum of the e transmitted angular momenta. However, because we have

been restricted to the (HI,xn) reactions with not heavy ions the fac-

tor mentioned above does not play any valid part.. The same fig.12 is

a confirmation for the mentioned above from which it follows that

the difference in the n/ values obtained in the (( ,xn) and

(HI,xn) reactions strongly differingby the t value is comparable

with the similar experimental points scattering.

The consideration of experimental data presented in fig.12 shows

that the discrepancy between the cold and heated nuclei with the Z

growth is increased as the shell contribution into Ef rises, attai-

ning the greatest value in the Fs / r[ peak for! Pm corresponding

to the SW ( 0 shell correction minimum and the N = 152, Z tr 100

closed deformed shell. The <t /rT> value does not reveal the %lr/.)

structure monotonously increasing in the scatter limits approximately

according to the linear law as is prescribed by traditional systema-

tics / 4/.

From the mentioned above itoSclear that the nature of considered

discrepancies is connected with shell effects and the changing of

this influence on the Ef, Bn parameters and, as a result, on the

r[ / r ratio. Consider this problem in some detail since we are not

interested in it only in connection with interpretationof experimental

data and the [h /~ systematicses but also in a wider scope, i.e.

from the viewpoint of investigating shell reconstructions with exci-

tation energy increase.



The influence of shell effects on the / ri value as well as

on other excited nucleus decay characteristics is decreased as the

excitation energy increases. From the theoretical considerations of

the heated nucleus shell reconstruction phenomenon carried out by

Strutinsky and Kolomiyez /58/, as well as by Bohr and Mottelson /59 1

it followS that at the 'l 50 MeV excitation energy the shell no-

nuniformities have practically disappeared and the nucleus has beco-

me the good object for describing in terms of the liquid-drop nucle-

ar model. In particular, the r,/rC ratio at such the energies

should behave as if fission is blocked by the barrier of the nu-

clear liquid-drop model considerably differingaccording to shape and

height from the cold nucleus fission barrier. This theoretical pre-

diction has been examined on light nuclei in the N = 126 spherical

shell region in /60,61/. Heavy actinides in the vicinity of the H =

152 deformed shell have been investigated from the view point menti-

oned above in /62/ but with very limited experimental material.

As for the question considered in this work, the decisive signi-

ficance belongs to the bond, investigated in /58,59,63/, of the S(U )

nucleus entropy energy dependences and the a (U) level density para-

meter in a Fermi-gas model with the 6W shell correction value

for the V nuclear potential energy in the liquid-drop model.

Energy dependence of the Q parameter is introduced by the re-

lation , 

a(u) =a[4+6 S W I ] ) = 1 - e. = (48)

where the A = 0.06 MeV- 1 and C = 0.093 MeV constants are ob-

tained in /63,64/ by fitting the superfluid nuclear model to the ob-

served neutron resonance density.

The expression for square entropy

S2(U)' = 4a (U) -U = 4 [ L 4 o (4e- ')1 (49)
-1 -_

at U > 3 ^ % 50 MeV correspondingto1 - f(U) = e < 0.05 is clo-

se to its asymptotic limit

S'(u)- 4a (u 4 sw) = 4 0 , (50)

that is described by the liquid-drop model.

For investigating the shell reconstruction effects in the

rg / r energy dependence consider the simplified one-humped barrier

model in which the V (do) and V (o) minima and maxima positions

coincide. In this case the Ef threshold and Bn neutron emission

binding with the similar Ef and Bn values in the liquid-drop mo-

del are established by relations:

E+ = 4+ W+. - %W/ (51)

B B * W; \ - I WAB.= ~, + 6 WN1 -

therewith, both the shell corrections for the 6W3 original nucle-
N-!

us and the SW residual one in a ground state and the g\W

fissioning nucleus in a transient state correspond to the definition

v (,A, )J= V (,,l Ai) + W ( , A,.) (52)

where V (Z,A,l ) is the Az real nucleus potential energy with

the do deformations.

Consider the Sn - Sf difference defining the main r(/ If ratio

part exponentially dependent on Uf= E - E' and Un= E - Bn. For this

purpose express Sn- Sf using relations (49,50) and having taken the

trifle of terms

--- T- --- ') ~ ~^ (53).'~'~ u~~~~~~~~~~~~(3
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240 at the U > 10- 15 MeV energies transform Sn - Sf into the form

t4-i -A U" 4 j A U4
s- S - + (54)

where the Si entropy and the {L = 2 temperature asymptotic

behaviour in the neutron and fission channels are determined by the ex-j

pression obtained with the use of relations (49,50,51)

^S~= E- B SW E-B-id -W(55)

i- E-E sW = E-BEt-WE = E- E
Similarly, one can express the preexponential in the relati-

on (12) and, as a result, obtain:

r^/ p= ep'- .e- teU+ . r. /f (56)

where the first cofactor reflects shell contributions in the neutron

and fission channels into the r/[. ratio exponentially damping

with the U energy and the second cofactor

T ./r^ Geyp_ j (57)

=G - xpr2 a., (E - B) -2JN J
is a classical limit determining the E, / F asymptotic behaviour

at U > US and it coincides with the relation (12) if all the para-

meters are replaced by the analogous ones from the drop nuclear model.

Figure 13 shows the consequences obtained. There given are the r./ir
calculation results from the formula (12) with the a ( ) dependence

in accord with (48) for the A = 250 hypothetical nucleus close to Fm

with the fS = h = A/10, W - W = 2 MeV

parameters, i.e., Ef = 2 IeV, A . = 0, Ef = Bn Bn = 6 MeV for

the four oW =0,1,2,3 MeV values that correspond to Ef =6,4,2,0MeV.

The dashed line shows the analogous M / i dependence calculated

from the formula (57) with the same Ef, Bn, ' parameters. It is

seen from fig.13 that the ^M/ f-. asymptotic behaviour follows
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PFg.13. The shell effects in the dependence of rF /I4 on the com-

pound nucleus excitation energy E. The solid curves are the

calculation of r[/I[ for the "true" thresholds of Ef

and Bn. The dashed curves are for the "fictitious" ones

of Ef and Bn corresponding to a ligued-drop nuclear model.

The figures near curves are the values of Ef YLeV].

r / r at U> 50 MeV in accord with the evaluations mentioned abo-

ve.

Thus, the F / F asymptotic run corresponds to the liquid-

drop model and explains the differencies in the cold and heated nuc-

leus experimental data of the systematics mentioned above: the tran-

sition from Ef to Ef occuring with the excitation energy growth

decreases Fr/a ,i.e. < F/fI> in comparison with ( r/fi )cold'



and flattens and in the limit eliminates a shell structure peculiar

to (rn/r )cold'

Consider the correlation of the experimental data and the calcu-

lated curves in the upper and lower parts of fig.12. For this

purpose take the E »>IE' Bn| approximation in (57) equivalent to

the t t. = t approximation and obtain Fr / in the form

2A C.r ̂ /r _ 2 -z3 Z En C^xp ^ (58)

that differs from the analogous constant temperature model rela-

tion used in the ( ri / )cold systematicsby the bct t in the first

case the f / temperature has a physical meaning and all

the other values correspond to the liquid-drop model. It can be ex-

pected, in particular, that Ch / C will be close to 1, since the

Krot rotational enhancement of level density factor at the large ex-

citations vanishes due to mixing the collective and nucleon excitation

modes. The distinct correlation between the considered characteristics

namely, the ( Fr / (r )cold and < c / > dependences, on the one hand

and Ef - Bn and Ef - Bn , on the other hand, on Z and N obvi-

ously demonstrates the shell reconstruction effect in the n /Ft ra-

tio for heavy nuclei.

In fig.14 the experimental data for the reactions emitting four

neutrons are compared with the calculation, in which the / r( ra-

tio for the first three nuclei in decay chain has been estimated from

the formula (56) and for the latter one is carried out in accordance

with the ( F / Fr )cold systematics, the C /e+ coefficient is ta-

ken to be a free parameter. The calculation results fairly reproduce

the <FT./r> deviations from linear dependence, for the description

of which in the Sikkeland's systematics (5) the broken line was used.

: 1 / / / <0102 U

Ku

/........................
140 144 148 152 156 160 N

Pig.14. The < rF,/r> values as a function of the number of neut-

rons N for x - 4; A^ , ,I* a ,y , are the

even values of Z from 96 to 104: the black signs are

(HI,4n), the half-dashed signs are ( J,4n).

The curves are the calculation according to the formulas of

(56)-(58).

The <r/f+> value according to (3) is the (r~ /F )i geometric ave-

rage cofactors which are related to different excitations. The (r./i9?

initial value and a number of successive ones correspond to the asy-

mptotic strongly heated nucleus case and at the end of evaporation oas-

cade will necessarily correspond to the cold nucleus case. Therefore,

at any initial excitation energy the F, /E shell effects will rema-

in, the question is only of their scale (contribution). From this

point of view the < rF/ ru > value is not convenient for investigating

the F~ / +( energy dependence. For the same reason the C./CJ =0.32

coefficient value obtained from the analysis has not reached the
241



242 unity, though considerably increased as compared to the ( F,/ i )cold

systematics case C, / Cs - 0.064. The difference noted in the

C, /Cf values is not fortuitous and its appearance is worthy to

consider. Both the (Er /JI )cold systematics and the more detailed ana

lysis of low-energy fission probability /32,38/ reveal the conside-

rable neutron and fission channel level density difference. This ef-

fect is connected with the disturbance of the fissionable nucleus

axial symmetry when passing through inner barrier that has been pre-

dicted by the theoretical calculations /45/. The consequence of this

property is the strong inequality of the rotational ehoalementof tewv

density factor for the cold nuclei /33/« in our description Cn/C 41

corresponds to this. According to £341 it can be expected that the

influence of a given factor will decrease when excitation energy is

increased, i.e., C,/Ce - 1. In this case the shell reconstruction

will play not the least part. The more definite opinion on this in-

teresting problem can be obtained with the improvement of the n /Er

description and the information on decay of strongly excited nuclei

itself.

For the study of a shell reconstruction phenomenon with energy

from the two related <TF/rfi and Un / characteristics the ex-

perimental data on the energy dependence of the latter are of great

value since the < r/r > values extracted from the analysis of the

(HI,xn) processes by the geometric average method conform to the very

small A^ A / - 1 and E . 8 MeV values at conside-
2

rable scattering of these ones, particularly, in the E excitation

energy. A more definite information on the rG / f energy depen-

dence can be obtained from "the pairing method" /57,65/ and its modi-

fications /66,67/ that consists in correlation between the -Xn4 and

6 cross sections, Since the residual nucleus after emitting
X M

one neutron in the 1-st reaction and formed one in the 2-nd reac-

tion coincide over nucleon composition and energy, the relation

, ( ), . /;n ( ) (59)
/r.=1i~=0 ' 't L-.o

according to (3) is equal to (t /ri )A for the A-compound nucleus

with the E initial excitation.

Similarly in the work/62/we have recovered the data on /f

for the C^ and No nuclei in the 40-70 MeV region which are

presented in fig.15 along with the analogous r[ / F[ data for

the more light subactinide nuclei as a function of the El - Bn value

being equal to Ef -. Bn> in accord with (18). It is seen from

fig.15 that this dependence with a sharp break in the vicinity of the

-2 Oj. ush

-i 4 - w1 E ^ ^ . * 9

-5

-5 0 5 0 15 20 -nv

Fig.15, The dependence of t9 (rFt,/" on the Ef - B. difference

for various assumptions of the value EE E f Ecold is the

black signs; Ef = eat = n is the light signs.

The different signs are provided for separating the values

of x/ in the typical nuclear regions: Z = 98-102 -

D ; z 80-85 - ,0 Z<80- ,A .



double-magic Pb-208 where SW/ attains the above 10 MeV value at

transition to the Ef - Bn'> liquid-drop model threshold difference

value and the E e E + SW compound nucleus excitation energy is

flattened in accordance with the expected relationship (58).

This example covering a wide set of the nuclei in the Z = 70-

102, AN 180-260 energy range shows clearly not only the reconst-

ruction of shells in nuclei but also the significance of the r /r
experimental data for determination of the Ef uniform barrier com-

ponent and solving the actual problem on choosing some parameters

of a liquid-drop model. However, the existing experimental data are

very poor and not accurate for this reason/62 /. Everywhere we have

used the M-S liquid-drop model parameters /41 /and as could be seen

these have provided a fair description for a wide set of the E~,

( F /f )cold' Z / f > experimental data. For the more comprehen-

sive conclusions one should make the successive quantitative ana-

lysis of experimental data and further develop more accurate measu-

rements of the data.

Conclusions

Conclusions from the analysis /68 /which results are given in

this lecture can be stated as follows:

1. It has established the clear-cut correlation between structural

peculiarities in dependence of the fission thresholds, neutron bin-

ding energy and Fr /F ratio for cold nuclei on Z and N and

the smooth dependences of the same values for strongly heated nuclei.

It has shown a decisive part of the nuclear shell structure and its

reconstructing with energy in the formation of the observed fission

probability properties. The extreme case of strongly heated nuclei

243 corresponds to the liquid-drop nuclear model, therewith, the F. /1 

experimental data for the 50 lleV excitation region can serve as a

direct source of the liquid-drop fission barrier component Ef(Z,N)

information.

2. The concepts on the nucleon shell reconstruction with energy

discard an advisability of systematics that integrate the Fr / ri

experimental data for nuclei with different excitation. It is shown

that the ideas adopted as the basis of traditional systematics cor-

respond to the asymptotic case described by a liquid-drop model.

3. The simple phenomenologic models have been suggested for des-

cribing the fission barrier and the Eh / r ratio that allow us to

advance in the systematization of different fission probability cha-

racteristics experimental data both in the cold and heated states.

In the first case we attain the evaluation accuracy for the neut-

ron fission cross section data being absent or not reliably establi-

shed that meets modern requirements for the nuclear data on nuclides

being not available for investigation.
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Abstract

Methodology and software for the neutron spectrum unfolding using measurements
of reaction rates of activation detectors are discussed. The recommended

activation detector cross sections are presented.

Introduction
At present research reactors are widely used for measurements

of reaction rates Ai by means of Activation reactors to determine
neutron spectra 9(E) (neutron/(cm * sec * ieV)). High accurasy of
measurements ( 2% - 5% ) can be obtained in the measured reaction
rates. This is of great importance when measuring under complicated

conditions. ieasurements can be performed in a wide energy range
-IL

( from IO ieV to 18 MeV ). Measurements of reaction rates

are often the only relevant method to determine neutron spectra.

The reaction rates are linked with a neutron spectrum by the

equation of activation [I]

Eu

A; = (E)CW(E)dE , .i·,... , N 
EJ

where N is a numoer of isotops used in measurements, ©6(E) is

neutron cross section, El and E u are lower and upper energy

bounds.

This equation falls in the category of incorrectly formulated

niathe.atical problemiis .23. To solve such equations a priori

information is needed. When solving these equations additional

research on existence, stability and uniqueness of the solution

has to be carried out. Besides, equations of activation have some

physical peculiarities. They are the following: I) the number of

isotopes used as detectors is limited ; 2)in some measurements
the naximum number of detectors used is up to 40 but, as a rule,

it does not exceed 20 - 25; 3) in measurements the resonance,
fission, and threshold detectors are used; 4) knowledge of a

spectrum in a wiue energy range is often essential; 5) in different

energy ranges, a different number of detectors operate but some

ener6y regions lack detectors able to work there ; 6) the value i

is discrete; 7) reaction rates and cross sections are known with

errors; 8)0i(E) 0 ; 9) V(E).O ; IO) the spectra to be

unfolded have different smoothness in different intervals; II) a
priori information is usually given as a table.

Physical and mathematical peculiarities irust be taken into

account when solving equations of activation. To unfold neutron

spectra a user (physicist), in the first place, has to develop

or adapt the unfolding program, the neutron cross section library

and the neutron spectrum library, and secondly, he has to solve

an equation of activation taking into account its peculiarities.

1. Neutron Spectra Unfolding Programs

Presently several different unfolding programs are well-known

and widely utilized [3] . These programs differ in the mathematical

methods used, in program realization, in formats and in the content

of the input and output set of data. On the computer ES 1022 the

following programs have b.en adapted: SAND II C4,5] , L.HP [63 ,

WI~IDOiS [7] , CRYSTAL BALL L8] , RESP JUL [9] , SPECTRA LIO ,

RFSP [113 , GIN [I2] . The analysis of the mathematical methods
used ii these programs shows that all programs can be divided into

four groups, mathematical methods of which differ substantially.

The most developed program can be singled out in each of these

groups and be recommended for the use on the Soviet computers ES

and IBl 360 or 370 as well, so to say, on the computers where

software is compatible with the previously used. The recommrended

programs are : SAND II, WINDG':S, RFSP JUL and MI.. A test calcula-
tion was done to determine the necessary computing resources.



A variant vith 11 detectors v.as used. Table 1 sums up the results

obtained.

Table I. Computing Resources Necessary for

Unfolding Programs.

Program Real time Commercial time Oper. memory
(in min.) (in relative urits)(kilobites)

I. SA1.A II 2.5 6.5 II2
2. PL. 1.7 4.5 136
3. HFSP JUL I2.7 21.0 234
4. WINDOWS 2.0 5.0 248

In this table real time is the time of calculation in a

single- program operation. The commercial time is the "count" of

the computer resources used by the calculation programs: processor

employment time, volume of operational memory, intensity of use

of external devices and so on. As it follows from Table 1 the

resources used are negligible and cannot be considered as a

criterion for determining quality of the unfolding program.

2. Neutron Dosimetry Cross Section Libraries

International information centres on nuclear data provide users

with several dosimetry libraries, out of which we have adapted

the following : ELDF/B-4 [13] , diIDF/B -5 [14] , IRDF -82 [I5] ,

DUSCROS - 77 Lr6] , BOSPOR - 80 [I73 , ZACHSS [I8] , DETAN - 74LI9],

ENDL - 78 [20] , jGS - I 12I] , JENDL - I L22] .

These cross section libraries differ both in their content

and cross section evaluation. All the above-mentioned libraries

have been adapted and analysed for the purposes in question. In
this analysis those reacton rate measurements were used that were

obtainea by several laboratories in the following benchmark fields

[I61: BIG - TiS , -y , CFRK, in fission spectra of U and

Cf . As a result of this analysis the recon.rendec cross

section library RNDL - 82 v.as developed [23] . Table 2 presents

247 cross sections from RBDL - 82, the libraries containing the most

qualitative evaluations, half - life periods - T I/2 , E -

characteristics of F-ray energy, p max - maximum (-ray energy,

T-a and ~-ray emission probability and cross section category

( see Ref.24 ). All cross sections having integrated measurements

at least in four benchmark fields, with the difference between the

measured and calculatec reactions not exceeding 5%, are related

to the first category. The cross sections having integrated

measurements in three benchmark fields with error difference not

exceeding 10% are related to the second category, the others,
to the third category.

Details of calculations and the utilized values of measurements

in the benchmark fields and so on can be found in Ref.[231 RlDL-82

includes only these cross sections the reactions of which are most

frequently used in reaction rate measurements and for which measure-

ments in the benchmark fields have been made.

3. Calculation Strategies of Neutron Spectra Unfolding

Some general features can be singled out in all methods of

unfolding. At first the solution sought is presented in an analyti-

cal form. Further on an iteration procedure is built to determine

the solution, i.e., an initial approximation is set up, then the

solution found is used as an initial approximation and so on, but

in Pf, instead of the increase in the number of iterations there is

the increase in the polynom degree. Iterations are stopped by

different integral criteria. Physicists employing unfolding methods

usually do not consider and discuss the problems connected with

additional studies of neutron spectra unfolding. Instead, the

problem of selecting the best unfolding program from existing

ones is sometimes posed. Such goals are set by interlaboratory

comparison of unfolding programs. Sometimes an attempt is made to

reduce the error of neutron spectrum unfolding to the error

arising from the statistical error. Moreover, the error is determi-

ned without taking into account unstability of the solution

obtained. The role of the a priori information cannot be under-

estimated both in setting the initial approximation and in determin-

ing the number of iterations. Sometimes separate test examples



Table 2. The Recommended Cross Sections of Activation Detectors.

do. Detector Library T1 / 2 ErKeV It % Quality group

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I. 19F(n,2n)18?

2. 2.24(n.p)2%is

3. 27A1(4n)24/l

IRDF - e2

IRDF - 82

IRDF - 82

4 27A1(n,p)27 18 DETAN - 74

5-3 2 S(n,p)3 2p

6. 46£i(n,p)46Sc

7. 47Ti(n,p)47SC

8. 48i(n,p)48Sc

11. . 6 PFen,p)5bn

1 2 . 5 8 l;i(n,n)5 7Co

13: 58,N(n,p) 58Co

14. 59Co(n,. ) 5Mn"

EIDL - 78

D3TAN- 74

ENDFP/B - 5

IRDP -sa

EOCnOP- 60

EhDF/B-5

MDL - 78

EOcnOP- 80

IRDF - 8a

L09.6 m 511.0034 (14)

15.00 (4)h 1368.53 (5)

2754.09 (5)

15.00 (4)h 1368.53 (5)

2754.09 (5)

9.462(11)m b43.76 (3)

1014.44 (4)

14.29 (3)d EpmBx=1710,4(6)

83.83 (2)d 889.25 (3)

3.351(2)d 159.381(15)

43.7 (l)h 983.5010 (20)

1037.5
1312.007 (3)

312.5 (5)d 834.827 (27)

312.5 (5)d 834.827 (21)

2.5785(6)h 646.754 (20)

1810.72 (4)

j6.08(9)h 1377.59 (4)

70.60 (8)d 610.757 (18)

2.5785 (6)h 846.754 (20)

1810.72 (4)

5.271(I)y 1173.210 (10)

1332.470 (10)

9.74 (2)m 511.0034 (14)

12.701 (2)h 511.0034 (14)

1345.9 (3)

56.12 (1)m 20.07370 (2)

20.21610 (2)
4.486 (4)h 336.241 (25)

13.02 (7)d 388.633 (11)

666.331 (12)

193.4

100.0

99.b63 (5)

100.0

99.863 (5)

71.8 (4)

28.0 (4)

100.0

99.9640 (10)

68.0 (20)

100.0 (5)

97.5 (5)
100.0 (5)
99.9760 (20)

99.9760 (20)

98.9 (3)

27.2 (e)

77.9 (23)

99.4 (3)

98.9 (3)

27.2 (8)

99.900(20)

99.9824 (5)

196.2

35.74

0.49 (4)

2.19 (12)

4,17 (21)

46.7 (6)

34 (3)

33.1 (25)

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

I

3

I

3

I

2

2

3

3

1

I

3

2

I

I

I

I

15. 6 3 Cu(n,.) 60 Co DETAN - 74

16. 63Cu(n,2p)6 2 Cu E^l50? - 60

17. 64Z(n,p)64Cu IRDP - 82

18. 103Rh(nn)10A3h ZACPSS

19. 115UIkn,n)llS ZACESS

20, 127J(n,2n)126j 500nOP - bO

21. 23h(,,f)

22. 2 352(n,f)

23. 2 3 ?11p(n,f)

24. 2 3 %(nf)

25° 23 9pu(n,f)

IRDF - 82

IBDF - b2

DETAN - 74

ISDF - b2

ENDF/B-4

C=C.



are used to prove validity of unfolding programs. These and some

other reasons are cause of sceptical attitude to neutron spectra

unfolding. The unfolding aim is to determine a function out of the

integral set. Besides, possibilities and incorrectness of the

problem to be solved are not considered. Therefore, it is necessary

to determine the goal of unfiolding. It consists in enlarging

our knowledge of an initial approximation of the spectra sought.

A set of measured reaction rates is used for this purpose. This

problem is worth solving provides that the initial approximation

characterizes the spectrum sought worse than it is determined by

measured reaction rates. To determine the quality of the initial

approximation it is necessary to compare the measured reaction

rates and the calculated ones employing the initial approximation

( taking into consideration errors of the measurements and calculat-

ed values ).

Calculation strategies depend on the unfolding variant used,

and they may vary. Though in the majority of cases the following

points may be singled out :

(1) Determination of the initial description of the neutron

spectrum in the point studied. Its source may be calculations,

independent measurements, and general physical considerations.

(2) Setting up expediency of neutron spectra unfolding, on the

basis of reaction rate comparison.

(3) Application of one or several unfolding methods with

essentially different calculation strategies. It should be noted

that all the mathematical methods make use of some approximation

of the solution sought. Therefore,it is necessary to consider

a priori informbtion to determine the number of iterations.

(4) It is also necessary to study stability of solutions

dependent on such factors as errors of measured reaction rates

and the number of iterations.
(5) Measurements planning and unfolding.

4. Software and Neutron Spectrum Unfolding

Neutron spectrum unfolding is a very voluminous and time-

consuming work carried out in many laboratories. To automate
249 this work a computerized information system SAIPS has been developed.

One of the advantages of this system is that there is no need for

a physicist to have skills in procranming. Moreover, the user has
an easy access to the most updated and qualitative information.

These and other advantages are attained by three-level operation

of SAIPS. Let us consider these levels.

1st level. This level is concerned, in the first place, with

designing of the system, its maintenance and development and

with providing users with the distributional variant of the system;

and secondly, with adaptation and/or development and approbation

of the unfolding methods, neutron spectra libraries and cross

section libraries; and third, with working out recommendations

for program and cross section utilization.

On the first level programmers skilled in system programming

are employed. As a rule, they are assisted by physicists. This work

is carried out in a centralizes way and in cooperation with the

organizations concerned. Users (physicists) are supplied only with

a distributive variant of the system. To set up and further develop

SAIPS we have established connections, have regular exchange of

information, are familiar with the activities of the International

Centres on Nuclear Data, such as CJAD at FEI at Obnyinsk, IAEA in

Vienna, Oak Ridge in USA and some other laboratories working at

the same problem.

2nd level. This level is concerned with the adaptation and

utilization of the distributive variant of SAIPS. SAIPS is develop-

ed with software supplied by the operating system OS ES. The

distributive variant is generated according to the possibilities

of each computing centre and according to the demands of users.

A computerized information system is supplied in 9-track tapes

with recording density 800 BPI. The user can be supplied with

distributive variants, in which the system is given in a symbolic

or load presentation.

3rd level. This is t•:e level on which a physicist (user)

carries out his calculations. He can do this without special skills

in programming. When calculating it is enough to know the language

of the user andbe acquainted with the rules of writing some

sentences of job control language of OS ES. The language of the

user is created using terminology of the given physical supplement.



250 Using the default values facilitates writing the input data. The

language of the user allows:

(1) to create in a unified form the input data for several

unfolding programs;

(2) it permits ustosimultaneously create the input data for

several calculation variants copying some input data of the pre-

vious variants;

(3) it allows us to change cross section libraries, to uti-
lize cross sections from different libraries, to utilize the re-
commended cross section library;

(4) it permits us to give the initial approximation to the
input data; to calculate according to the given formula; to select

from the indicated library the spectrum that makes least square
difference between the measured and calculated reaction rates.

Thus, it is possible by means of the job control language:

1. To determine the spectrum library from which the initial
approximation is selected.

2. To use the unfolding programs.

3. To print the calculated neutron spectrum or to record it
on the magnetic tape.
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NUCLEAR DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR
FAST NEUTRON REACTORS

V.N.MANOKHIN
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (FEI),
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The procedures for the quantitative formulation of nuclear data accuracy

requirements for fast neutron reactor physics are described. The role of the

International Nuclear Data Committee, national and regional committees and

nuclear data centres in such development is discussed.

.1. INTRODUCTION.

1.1. Nuclear data are needed for numerous branches of science and

technology and first of all for nuclear power. To meet these needs

the system of national, regional and international organizations

(committees and centres) has been created to join efforts in compi-

lation and evaluation of nuclear data as well as to specify and

substantiate requirements in nuclear data.

During more than 15 years in the framework of IAEA and under

the International Nuclear Data Committee the system of nuclear da-

ta centres successfully works.

Each of these centres makes compilation of all the numerical

information on nuclear physics within the area of their responsi-

bility and exchanges this information with other centres.

The world computer neutron data library, now containing

experimental neutron data on cross-sections and other nuclear re-

action parameters for r 400 isotopes and elements (about 3 mil-

lion values),was created as a result of the nuclear data centre

activity. This library is the base for development of evaluated251



252 data libraries which (directly or in group represention) are used

in calculation of nuclear reactor parameters.

At the present time there are a lot of national (general and

specialized purpose) evaluated data libraries.

The work on data evaluation, development of existing libraries

and creation of new libraries is under way in many countries as

well as in the framework of IAEA on the base of international coo-

peration.

One should note that the further development of experimen-

tal and theoretical investigations on nuclear structure and nuc-

lear reactions plays important part in supporting the work on

nuclear data evaluation.

The essential part of the activity of the International Nuc-

lear Data Committee, national and regional committees and nuclear

data centres is specifying and substantiating nuclear data requi-

rements. The result of this work is the world requesttlist

WRENDA, which includes data requests for reactors, thermonuclear

problem and safeguard.

1.2. As for the problem of fast neutron reactors the nuclear data

are needed for undestanding plhsical process, underlying the work

of nuclear power stations, for calculation of the optimal parame-

ters of reactors and nuclear power station as a whole, for the

out-of-pile fuel cycle, for the choice of the alternative ways

of nuclear power development. The nuclear data are needed with

required accuracy, because uncertainties in nuclear data lead to

uncertainties in the prediction of reactor parameters. Large un-

certainties in turn lead to the large and expensive margins in de-

sign. This requires the further refinement of nuclear data. But on

the other hand the excessive refinement of nuclear data also re -

quires excessively large investments in the development of experi-

mental technique. The estimation of cost of experiment is usually

done by the law of inverse dependence of the square of error, i.e.,

if we require half as much uncertainty, it is necessary to spend four

times as much money to meet these requirements. That is why the

task of subtantiating required nuclear data accuracy arised. In

other words there is a task of chciceof the optimal set of experi-

ments ( microscopic and integral), which are characterized by ad -

missible accuracy for determination of each value and ensuring

the required accuracies of reactor parameter calculation at

minimum expenses.

1.3. Problem on uncertainties in nuclear data and requirements to

themwas examined by a lot of authors 1 - 141. There are a number

of reviews in which this problem is discussed thoroughly enough

[9, 11i. The status of determination and satisfaction of nuclear

data requirements has been discussed at many conferences and mee-

tings, where the methods of determination of requirements, the

target accuracies of reactor parameters and properties are di3 -

cussed, the discrepencies in measurements and in evaluation are

analyzed, the requirements for reactors and for other applications

in science and technology are formulated. In this connection one

should mention the conferences on nuclear data for reactors in Pa-

ris (1966, 1973), Helsinki (1970), on neutron cross sections and

technology in Washington (1968, 1975) and in Knoxville (1971,1979),

on neutron physics and nuclear data in Harwell (1978), on neutron

physics in Kiev (1971, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1980), meetings on nucle-

ar data for fission products in Petten (1977), on nuclear data for

transactinide in Karlsrue (1975) and Kadarache (1979), on neutron



data for fast neutron reactor structural materials in Geel (1977,

1979), on nuclear data for reactor dosimetry in Vienna (1978), on

nuclear data for radiation damage assessment in Vienna (198 ) et

al. In the framework of IEAE there are also the working and advi -

sory meetings on various aspects of nuclear data activities. The

nuclear data accuracy requirements, developped in different count-

ries and approved by national and regional nuclear data committees

are included in the World request list on nuclear data WRENDA(IAEA)

Every 2 years the IAEA carries out reexamination and publica -

tion of this list. The BIRENDA 81/82 issue includes about 1700 re -

quests from 15 coutries and international organizations. The requ-

est list gives a fair picture of the requirements for evaluated nuc-

lear data and it can be the guidance for planning evaluation and

measurements of nuclear data. The fast neutron reactor requests are

divided by priorities (priorities 1,2 and 3). The highest priority

(priority 1) is assigned to requests for measurement and evaluation

of nuclear data for reactors to be built in the near future, if:

(a) these data are still necessary to predict the different re-

actor properties after all information from integral experiments

and operating reactors has been used; or

(b) information on an important reactor parameter is,in prin -

ciple, attainable through mathematical calculation from nuclear data

only; or

(c) these data are needed for materials required in reactor

physics measurements.

Priority 2 is for the data to be needed during the next few

years in the applied nuclear energy programme.

INuclear data of more general interest has priority 3.

1.4. Comparing requirements in nuclear data accuracies developed

253 by different specialists one can note differencies in magnitudes

(ofen by factor 2), which are explained by differencies in the ap-

proaches in requirement determination. Different authors make dif-

ferent assumptions about the values of target accuracies, the importance

of integral experiments, the correlative properties of nuclear data

uncertainties et al.

The first step in the determination of nuclear data accuracy

requirements is the formulation of target accuracies on the base

of technical - economic considerations, i.e. the accuracy require-

ments in the prediction of facility parameters for whose calculation

the nuclear data are needed. For target accuracy determination the

consideration of technology and economy are used which enable us with

confidence to determine the target accuracy magnitudes.

The next step in procedure of the determination of nuclear

data accuracy requirements is the calculation of sensetivity of

these parameters to changes in nuclear data [181 . This gives pos-

sibility to determine which nuclear data are needed with better ac-

curacy. The requirements to the evaluated nuclear data accuracy en-

suring the given accuracy of reactor property calculation are for -

mulated (by reactor specialists) at this stage. The required uncer-

tainty must be considered as the evaluated nuclear data uncertainty

correlated over given energy ranges. Problem of uncertainty defini-

tion is discussed in detail in work l15l . As regards the require -

ments in new measurements,they are specified in process of nuclear

data evaluation and must be formulated by evaluators.

For development of requirements to evaluated nuclear data one

should have information about the target accuracies and the present

evaluated nuclear data accuracies. Since the number of values

for which accuracy requirements are needed is more than the number



254 of reactor properties which accuracies must be ensured, the

task at first sight seems ambiguous. However, requirements of cost

minimum on the totality of measurements and evaluations with adop -

tion,similteneously, of dependence of each value determination cost

on error (e.g., 1/2-) makes this task simple.

One should also accept a certain model of correlative proper-

ties of uncertainties. The importance of taking into account the

correlations between cross-sections at determination of required

accuracies has been emphasized by various authors lately. In works

[7, 17, 18~ the review of history of problem is given and the for-

malism of development of requirements which ensure the accuracy of

calculating several reactor parameters taking into account both mic-

roscopic and integral experiments at certain assumptions about cor-

relative properties of uncertainty.

It is convinient to adopt that uncertainty is correlated ful-

ly within chosen intervals and the uncertainties in different in -

tervals are independent. The use of common standards at relative

measurements results in correlation of uncertainties for different

isotopes.

The magnitudes of the evaluated nuclear data requirements de-

pend essentially on assumptions about correlation intervals.

To undestand the transformation from the evaluated nuclear

data accuracy for which requirements are formulated, to the requi-

rement to new measurements,one should note the following.

To meet requirements, one should both improve the accuracy of

separate experiments analyzing to the most extent and exluding un-

certainties and develop new experimental technique. The fact is

that the systematic uncertainties are revealed only in comparison

of the results obtained by different methods. They are the systema-

tic uncertainties that are usually connected not with single experi-

mental point but with the energy region. We do formulate the requi-

rements to this kind of uncertainty.

The account of already performed integral experiments

for the determination of the microscopic data accuracy requirements

to meet needs in the target accuracies in Keff and BR relaxes

these requirements ( see V71 ).

This fact has been taken into account in the soviet requests

in BRENDA 75/76. These requests have priority 1 there. Further in

connection with the great progress in integral measurements of cri-

tical assemblies the requirements to the first priority microscopic

data have been decreased to achieved accuracies. That is why in

WRENDA - 77/78 the second priority requests, i.e. the requests to

the accuracy of only microscopic data has been left.

In some cases the use of integral experiments is necessary,

because the required microscopic data accuracies can exceed the at-

tainable accuracy in nuclear data measurement and further refine -

ment will result in essential cost for measurements. Importance of

integral experiments has been discussed in many works (full enough

list of referencies is given in [9~ ).

The further content of this lecture will be devoted to discus-

sion of the reactor parameter target accuracies, values of the ac-

hieved evaluated nuclear data accuracies, procedure of the develop-

ment of accuracy requirement with or without taking into account

integral experiments.

2. TARGET ACCURACIES

2.1. EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION COEFFICIENT (Keff). The fuel charac-

teristics are chosen so that the reactor is critical at the end

of an irradiation period with the operational control rods in the



withdrawn position. The calculational uncertainty of Kef f because

of uncertainty in nuclear data must be i 1%. This requirement is

substantiated by possibility to cover relevent uncertainties without

reactor reconstruction. Further decreasing of uncertainty at the

expense uncertainty in nuclear data will not result in essential

decreasing of the full uncertainty because of uncertainty in fuel

element production, which gives approximately the same uncertainty

in Keff that the uncertainty because of nuclear data in accuracy.

The uncertainty in Keff is mainly due to the uncertainties in the

nuclear data of the principal fertile and fissile isotopes and struc-

tural materials. The requirement to accuracy of Keff of 1% leads to

the high accuracy requirement for the principal fissile and ferti-

le isotopes.

2.2. BREEDING RATIO. The amount of uranium production and enreach-

ment, the scope of fuel reprocessing needed for providing the deve-

loping nuclear power based on fast breeders is due to the planned

rate of nuclear power development and the doubling time of breeder

reactors. The doubling time is inversely proportional to the value

(BR-1). The doubling time should be known with accuracy ± 10%. The

required uncertainty for BR is + 2% (on the assumption of 10% in

doubling time and 1% in Keff).

2.3. THE VARIATION OF REACTIVITY IN AN IRRADIATION PERIOD. The va -

riation of reactivity with burn - out of fuel and build - up acti-

nides and fission products in an irradiation period determines the

operational control requirements and also the fuel reactivity at

the end of the irradiation period. The target accuracy is + 5%.

Fission product bulk reactivity effect must be known to an accuracy

of + 10% to meet this requirement. The uncertainty on the reactivi-

255 ty variation is due to the uncertainties on the fission product cap-

ture cross sections and to the heavy atom balance associated to the

burn - up.

2.4. CONTROL ROD REACTIVITY. The target accuracy in control rod reac-

tivity is + 5%. Present uncertainty is + 10%.

2.5. HEAT GENERATION. The thermophysics calculation of the maximum

reactor power requires knowledge of the peak to average power dist-

ribution. This factor influences directly the maximum power out-

put, since this maximum power is limited by the temperature of

the hottest reactor subassemby. The accuracy requirement of + 1%

results from economic considerations, the present uncertainty is

+ 2%. Gamma - radiation of fuel elements contributes significantly

to the heating of control elements and breeding elements. This

leads to the requirements for data on y -spectra and - inte-

raction cross section.

2.6. RADIATION DAMAGE EFFECTS. Radiation damage influences eco-

nomy, design and safety of nuclear reactors. The maximum irradia -

tion can depend on radiation endurance of structural materials.

Radiation damage leads to swelling and creeping of materials and

changes in their properties. Radiation damage dose and dose gradi-

ents for the estimation of swelling and distortion of elements must

be predicted. One should predict atomic displacement rates, helium

production rates and material temperatures. There is a need to de-

termine the flux and flux spectrum so that the observed changes in

material properties can be correlated with the irradiation process.

This leads to the dosimetry requirements. The accuracy requirements

for the prediction of fluency and radiation damage dose are + 5%,

and for the prediction of dose and temperature gradients are + 10%.

2.7. COEFFICIENTS OF REACTIVITY. A number of reactivity coefficients

determine reactor kinetics. The most important parameter related to



256 fast neutron reactor safety is the Doppler reactivity effect. This

arises mainly from the broadening of 238U resonances in the energy

range 0.5 - 10 KeV. There is also contribution of fissile isoto -

pes and structural materials. The prediction of Doppler effect re -

quires a knowledge of the resonance parameters and the scattering

and absorbtion cross sections which determine the magnitude of the

flux in the resonsnce energy region. The requirement for the pre -

diction of Doppler effect is 10-15%. The present accuracy is close

to required one.

Another safety parameter in sodium cooled fast reactors is the

sodium voiding reactivity effect. The neutron scattering in sodium

moderates neutrons and reduces the leakage probailiity. The reacti-

vity effect of the loss of sodium dependes on the type of fuel and

the fuel enrichment. From point of view of neutron data the effect

depends on the energy shape of the fission and capture cross sec-

tions as rell as on the sodium cross sections. The requirements for

the prediction of the maximum positive sodium void effect is 10-15%.

The required accuracy should be reached mainly by improving cal-

culational methods and to a less extent by improving the sodium scat-

tering cross-sections. The present accuracy in the sodium void effect

prediction is + 20%.

2.8. HEAT GENERATION AND ACTIVATY OP IRRADIATED MATERIALS. A know -

ledge of the decay heat of fuel elements is needed for the design

of shut - down and emergency cooling system. The required accuracies

are 2-5 %, a knowledge of the activity of irradiated fuel, coolant

and structural materials is important for the determination of con-

ditions of reactor equipment accessibility and fuel element handling,

for the design of the shielding of fuel transportation and regenera-

tion.

One needs to know neutron activity of irradiated fuel which is

due to spontaneous fission of the curium isotopes and (Co,n) - reac-

tion on light isotopes (C, O). This requires a knoledge of the acti-

nide fission and capture cross sections determining their balance in

reactor, and the (d ,n) cross section. For the determination of ac-

cessibility of technological equipment one should know the activati-

on of sodium after shut - down. Which is due to (n,2n) - process,

and the activation of steel components because of the processes

(n,p), (n,J.), (n,2n) et al. Technology of fuel element production

from regenerated fuel is determined by the accumulated activity of

the 236pu and 238Pu - isotopes. Their production cross sections

should be known. The requirements to the prediction accuracy of the

total activity is 20 - 30%.

3. THE METHOD OP DETERMINATION OF MICROSCOPIC NUCLEAR DATA ACCURACY

The method has been proposed for the determination of the requi-

rements in nuclear data ensuring the prediction of the reactor para -

meters with a given accuracy taking into account correlative proper -

ties of uncertainties on the base of simple and realistic model [71.

This method helps us to determine qualitatively the required accuracies.

Relative variation of reactor parameter Sc/c is simply expres-

sed by means of relative variations ( 6-/6- ),J of the group va -

lues of type a. for isotope L in group j with proportionality

coefficients or sensitivity coefficients 5^

^/c-s (, (/ -
The coefficients S i are calculated using the perturbation theo-

ry [16, 18a.

For determination of reactor parameter uncertainty one should

make assumption on contributions of various ucertainties of for-



mula (1). Assuming that these contributions are random values uncor-

related between each other, the reactor parameter despersion is

expressed through despersions of group microscopic values d 2j as

follows

2 _ sd el d cA (2)

However, almost each nuclear constant may correlatate in 2-3 intervals

on the whole energy range, that is why it is important to take into

account uncertainty correlations. It was also proposed to divide un-

certainty by components which differ by correlative properties. More

oftenthese are three components:(1) statistical - uncorrelated;

(2) uncertainty component which went over to the measured value from

the error of the standard used. This component is present in uncer-

tainties of all the values measured by means of this standard;

(3) possible uncertainty in the curve normalization which is cons-

tant within a given correlative interval and resulting from pos -

sible systematic error. The expression for a / as sum of three

components is inserted into equation (1) and the terms with simi-

lar components describing correlating errors are combined so that

the new sensitivity coefficient 7Z, for a given correlative com-

ponent of uncertainty appears as sums of S a over the correla -

tive regions. Now C/C =EZ(6/6-) . Here the uncertainty

components ( T/-) are considered to be uncorrelated between each

other and on that ground the transformation to formula (4) is

made on the analogy with transformation from formula (1) to formu -

la (2)

Obviously, in such a form this problem is ambiguous.One may distri-

bute differently contributions of uncertainties of different values

into reactor parameter uncertainty. However, it is enough to put the

condition of minimum cost for the set of experiments assuming si -

multaneously relative cost values for measurement of different valu-

es with uncertainties achieved up to now and extrapolating experi -

ment cost in dependence of uncertainty £ , for example by the law

1/ z , and the problem becomes simple.

We write the expression of experiment cost as follows

Here p is constant, characterising the cost of experiments of

determination of value, specified by index p . An example of

considerations on the determination of is given in[7 .

Namely, on assumption of equal ability of experimenters to get

money, one may consider that the equal expenses were made for ob-

taining the achieved accuracies do of different values and,as

a result,

P/ = const, -1I ... N

Having in mind that uncertainty must be limited above by achie -

ved accuracies, the task of planning of optimal set of mic -

roexperiments and evaluations ensuring the required accuracy of

the calculation of K reactor parameters reduces to solution of

the following extremum problem:

rp^, Up -» (v t (5a)

(5b)

At oe lo e.p.r ,s (5c)
O ' de < clp (5c)

At one limitation on despersion of one reactor parameter only,

the system is solved analytically L71 . In the work [171 the al-

D? = ' Z ' cl 51 p (4)

Having given the left part, reactor parameter uncertainty, one

257 should determine the set of uncertainties of separate values dp



258 gorithm of the task of planning optimal microexperiments andeva-

luations ensuring required accuracies of the arbitrary number of

reactor parameters is developed. The accuracy requirements obtained

as a result served the base for the soviet nuclear data requi-

rement list presented in WRENDA-75 and in the successive issues

with priority 2 (without taking into account integral experiments).

In the same work the algorithm is expanded on the problem with ta-

king into account integral experiments. In the case of simultane -

ous use of information on the integral and microscopic measurements

the calculation accuracy D0 of reactor parameter Ce with sensetivi-

ty coefficients Ze may be written as follows:

De2 = e D(N + K) eT (6)

where D ( N + K ):( T-D(N) FT(V- F D() FT) F) D(N (7)

here D(N)is covariance matrix of only microscopic experiments;

P, matrix of size ( N + K ), sensetivity coefficients of in -

tegral experiments used; v, the matrix of integral experiment

errors. The matrix D(N) may be transformed to diagonal form so

that the diagonal elements of this matrix are the squares of

microscopic data accuracies Hence, the task of planning of set

of microscopic experiments together with K integral experiments

may be reduced to such extremum problem:

o2^ D c1t ); (8a)0c, (Ns ) ^ )- P Q , e=I. .. ,L (8b)

O C( C( 7 (8c)

The accuracies d2 are in eq. 8b as elements of the diagonal

matrix D(N).

For solution of this problem the effective numerical methods

have been developped. The required uncertainty obtained as a result

is included into WYRENDA-75 as the request from the USSR with

priority 1 (requirements with taking into account integral expe-

riments).

4. REQUIRED AND ACHIEVED ACCURACIES IN NUCLEAR DATA

The required in WRENDA nuclear data accuracies are specified

by one standard deviation. However, the meaning of uncertainty is

specified only in the USSR requests. So it is supposed in Usachev's

requests that the uncertainty of a given point is supposed to be

the sum of components with different correlative properties. The

requirements in accuracy are specified for the most important un-

certainty components, correlated over energy range, pointed out in

the request. This uncertainty component determines the accuracy of

the integral under the curve over this energy range. In requests

for measurements the use of standards'_- of 252Cf, the 1OB

(n,d ) cross section (below 100 kev) and the 235U (n, f) cross

section is assumed. In all requests except those for standards,

the accuracy is specified relative to standards, and the accura-

cy required of the standards is specified separately. The requi-

red and achieved accuracies for microscopic nuclear data are given

below. The part of them are taken from Rowlands' review [9] . The

data accuracies for the actinide isotopes and fission products

are taken from the works by L.N.Usachev et al. (12-14] , which

served as a base of soviet request list in VJRENDA-75 for the

mentioned isotopes.

4.1. MAIN FISSILE AND FERTILE ISOTOPES [ 9

There are high accuracy requirements for the fission and

capture cross sections, > - value of 235U, 238u, 239pu, for the

inelastic scattering cross section of 238U. This accuracy is due,



first of all,to the requirements in prediction of Keff(1%) and

BR(2%). The following accuracies are needed for the thermal neu-

tron energy region: V- ± 0,3%, Gf ,6- 6- 6 - + 1%. For fast

reactor spectrum region there are the following requirements:

Parameter - Fissile isotopes, % : Fertile isotopes ,%

{( 0.3 1

<5"g (2 2

6Sc 4 3
T ,6~S 22 5

Te, 10 5

h,2 10 100 ,2i,

For the thorium fuel cycle reactors the same requirements are

needed for 232Th and 233U as for 238U and 235U.

4.2. STRUCTURAL MATERIALS. The nuclear data of the coolant

and structural materials are required for the determination

of reactivity effects, reactor neutron spectrum, the reactor neu-

tron balance, radiation damage, material activity and heating.

There is need to know the sodium scattering and capture cross

sections. The data are required for the capture and inelastic

scattering cross sections of Fe, Cr, Ni (first of all), Ti, V,

Mn, Co, Zr, Nb, Mo. The required accuracies for capture cross

sections are 5-10%, for inelastic scattering cross sections,

5%. Data are required on the resonance structure of the cross sec-

tions because resonance shielding effects and Doppler effects are

significant. This is one of the reasion why measurements for in -

dividual isotopes are required. For radiation damage problem

partly, for neutron economy the data and, on (n,p) and (n,o ) - re-

actions are needed.

4.3. A B S 0 R B E R S. In fast reactors both natural and

enriched boron is used, tantalum is tested and Eu is being in-

vestigated. There are the following requirements in nuclear data

for absorbers B, Cd, Eu, Gd, Er, Hf, Ta:

- capture cross sections are + 5%,

- scattering cross sections, + 10%.

The data on the individual isotopes are needed to.predict

the variation of reactivity with burnup and the activity and

heating of the absorber.

4.4. ACTIVITION REACTIONS. Data for activation reactions

are required for the calculation of radiactive contamination (ac-

tiviation of coolant and mass tranfer of steel) of the primary

circuit, the pumps and heet exchangers, for the calculation of

the activation reactor elements which must be handled, tranpor-

ted,stored and reprocessed. The major activation reactions are

given below:

54Pe(n,p)54Mn 58Co(n, y )59Co
58Ni(np)58Co 6 2Ni(n, )63Ni

9Co(n,) 6 co 5 8Ni(n, )59Ni

58Fe(n,y)5 9pe 54Fe(n, )55pe
50Cr(n,y)51 r 22Na(n, )23Na
54 Fe(n, 51Cr 40Ar(n, )41Ar

The data averaged on reactor spectrum are needed. The required

accuracy is 10 - 15%.

4.5. REACTOR DOSIMETRY. Dosimetry reactions are used for the

measurement of flux and neutron spectra in reactors. Knowledge

of the irradiation conditions is required for interpreting the
259



260 results of experimental irradiations for predicting material ac-

tivation and for correlating the properties of irradiated mate -

rials v.dth the irradiation conditions.

Two main factors affect the physics of.structural materials:

the displacement of atoms and the generation of helium by (n,. )

reactions. The prediction of atomic displacement rates and helium

formation rates requires a knowledge of the total flux, the flux

spectrum and the cross sections of the above-mentioned processes.

A number of reactions are given below:

27nn, a, 24 237Np (n, ) P.P.
56Fe(np)56Na, 5Ni (n,2n) 57Ni
63Cu(n,2n)6 2Cu, 197Au (n, )198Au
23 U ((n, f) P.P.

In the framework of the IAEA the activity on the evalua-

tion of dosimetry reactions is organized and the international

data file is created.

4.6. TRANSACTINIDESo The nuclear data on transactinides are

required for determination of build-up and burn-out of actinides

and for the prediction of neutron activity of the fuel. We need

to know the capture, fission and (n,2n) cross sections.

Some transactinide are built-up in power nuclear reactors

in considerable amount. The neutrons cross sections of these

isotopes are needed with high accuracy compared with that requi-

red for the main fissile and fertile isotopes. In reactors the

isotopes are produced which, due to short half time and decay

properties (emission of hard y -rays or neutrons) lead to

main difficulties in fuel management at its transportation and

reprocessing. These are the isotopes 232U, 2 38Pu, 242Cm, 244Cm.

The neutron cross sections which are essential for the produc -

tion of these isotopes:

33U(n,2n) and 237Np(n,2n) for 232U production,

2 37Np(n,), 241Am(n,), 243 Am(n, ) for the production of 238Pu,
2 4 2 Cm, 2 4 4 Cm.

The question of the required acuracies for actinide nuclear

data for build-up calculation was investigated in the works L10,
13, 14 1. The main results are given below.

The accuracy of the prediction of same parameters calcula-

ted with the use of achieved nuclear data accuracies is given

(for build-up calculation) in the table:

Capture Fission
Isotopes : n, 2n

ach. , req. * ach. . req. 

238U 8 8 5 4 20 15

239P 10 3 4 4 50 50

240pu 20 4 10 10 50 50

241Pu 20 7 8 5 50 50

242U 50 15 30 30 50 50

243Pu 50 50 50 50 50 50

242mAm 30 20 30 20 50 50

241 Am 15 15 15 15 - -

242 Am30 30 30 30 - -

243Am 50 20 50 50 - -

242 Cm 50 50 50 50 - -

237 Np 50 15 10 10 50 25



The following table from the work [lO also shows the achie-

ved and required accuracies for the build-up calculation:

obtained: capture cross sections of 243Am, 241Am, 242Pu and bran-

ching ratio of 42 Cm. The most stringent requirements are to cap-

ture cross sections of 23 7Np, 242 u, 243Am, 241Am and (n,2n) - re-

action cross sections of 237Np and 238U.

The highest priority of the required accuracies is for the llo-

wing quantities:

Isotopes : Required : Achieved

236 - 30 55
238 pu 20 60
240pu 5 12

241Pu 4 24
24 2Pu 10 31

241Am 5 24

242Am 20 28

243Am 20 59
242 Cm 20 28
244 Cm 30 71

Quantity Functional

237Np(n,2n), 23 U (n,2n) Production of 3Pu

2 38U (n,2n), 237Np(n,' ) Production of 238pu

242 pu(n,y ), 243Am(n,y ) Production of 244Cm

24Pu(n,Y) Production of 243Am

243Am(ny), 242Pu(ny ) Total neutron production

22CmBRSf

It is seen from the table that the achieved transactinide

nuclear data accuracies do not ensure the required accuracy of the

build-up calculation accuracy for fast reactors. More stringent

requirements are formulated for capture cross sections of 240pu,

241Pu, 242Pu, 243Am. The requirements to (n,2n) - reaction for

238U, 237Np, 238Pu are essential. The achieved accuracy for the

fission cross section is almost sufficent.

The required accuracies in the transactinide nuclear dara are

determined having in mind the needed accuracy of calculating isoto-

pe production, neutron sources and reactor heating. In the work

t141 the target accuracies of 5% for d -decay energy and 10% for

neutron production are taken into account in addition to the tar -

get accuracies for build-up of some nuclides. As a result more

261 stringent requirements to the accuracies of some nuclear data are

Numerical magnitudes of the required accuracies mentioned

above depend essentially on the target accuracies for the cal-

culation of the quantities of interest.

Analized in 13 are requirements in nuclear data for the

23U production calculation in reactors. The most important nuc-

lear data for the 2 32U build-up calculation in breeders are (n,3n) -

reaction of 234U, (n, y) - reaction on 235U and (n,2n) - reaction

on 238U and 237Np.

4.7. FISSION PRODUCT. For determination of the reactivity

effect of the bulk fission product (5-10%) the capture cross sec-

tions with accuracy of + 10% and the scattering cross sections

with accuracy of + 30% should be knovm. The detailed neutron cross

section dependence and reactor spectrum averaged values are needed.



262 In the works [12,131 it is shown that if the errors of all the

cross sections are equal to 30%, and the fission product yield er -

rors are equal to 3% (in fact the present accuracy is worse), one

should obtain the estimation of the required uncertainty of avera-

ged cross section of + 7%. Assuming systematic uncertainty of 10%

in all capture cross sections of individual fission products,one

should estimate the averaged capture cross sections of fission

product equalling + 12%. The differencies among various evalua-

tions of this value are approximately of same order of magnitude.

The nuclear data requirements obtained on the base of consi-

deration of reactor core physics leed to 10% in the required un -

certainty of averaged cross section of fission products. Assuming

absense of correlation between the uncertainties of different

cross sections,one may consider this accuracy to be achieved. As -

suming systematic error, the admissible uncertainty is 7%.

Here we have the example of importance of the exact defini-

tion of the uncertainty meaning.

In dependence of the assumption on the uncertainty correla-

tive properties two opposite conclusions may be made. Assuming

statistical independence of the cross section uncertainties of

different nuclides, one may conclude that there are no need to im-

prove fission product cross sections, since one may consider

the 30% uncertainty in capture cross sections of each fission pro-

duct to be already achieved and that leeds to 10% - requirements

for bulk fission product. However if the uncertainty is correla -

tedthen for achieving the same aim one must ensure the 7% -

uncertainty in cross section of each nuclide for which purpose much

work is needed both in measurements and evaluations. The second

assumption seems to be more truthful.

The list of isotopes for which the improvement of capture

cross sections is important for the calculation of the bulk fission

product cross section in fast reactors is given below. (The isoto-

pes are arranged in correspondence to tleircontributions to avera -

ged cross sections, total contribution is 80%). The contribution

of each isotopes of the first group to averaged cross section

(133 Cs, 101Ru, 99Tc, 143Nd) is not less 5%, of the second group

(103Rh, 145Nd, 97Mo 149Sm, 102Ru, 131Xe, 98Mo, 151Sm, 135Cs, 93Zr)

is 5-2%, of the third group (105pd, 141pr, 100Mo, 153, 103Ru,

104Ru) is 2-1%, of the others, less than 1%.

CONCLUSION

Summing the results one should emphasize once more that ensu -

ring of the required accuracy for some reactor parameters which are

important for reactor operation and choice of alternative ways,

for out-of-pile fuel technology (including fuel transportation) ,for

the processing of irradiated fuel and production of new fuel ele -

ments, for endurance investigations of fuel elements in dependence

of neutron flux in reactor, leads to accuracy requirements of

evaluated microscopic neutron data, which are yet not satisfied in

spite of progress in experiments and evaluation.

It should also be emphasized that for effective achievement

of admissible accuracies of reactor parameters it is necessary to exa-

ctly and clearly specify correlative properties of admissble un-

certainties. Unfortunately it has not been made in WRENDA.
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